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IPREFACE
^ ■

'IIT'HAT do we owe to Horbart, and what is the 
> < secret of the strange fascination which he 

etercisea over the educational thinkers of to-day in > 
Germany and America, and by which England is not 
altogether untouched ?

Two things are usually cited as the legacy we owe 
to him

1. 'dearer views on the doctrine of apperception. 
As his predecessor Kant, in opposition to the^ sensa
tional school of Locke and Hume, insisted on the 
necessary forms of thongbt, so has Herbort insisted on 
the importance of the subjective in every apperception, 
shown how every conception is modified by all 
precedent experience, by the “content^’ of the per- 
ceivibg soul

2. He has insisted on the unity of the Subject, '• 
protesting against the mode of r^arding the soul as
a collective noun, consisting of many faculties. 
Herhart fixes our attention on the One rather than 
on the Many. He deprecates all the one-sided develop
ments which mar the completeness of character.

we study his psychology, however, we find there
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viiFBEFACB.

about his ideas—objective as those of .Plato—meeting,
contending,, suppressing, attraotmg one another;—as
wo study what ho oalis mathematical psychology; wo / ; 
feel as if we had gone back to an old-world mythology, , :
entered some Egyptian temple, where wo eeo flitting
about mythological ghosts eaUed iddas, which rise and
fan, contend and ‘suppress one another, “vault" and 
“taper^ These materialised oonoepiions remind tis of 
the sprites of the poets, which come into the dream-

, world with their BuggestionB; but as we reflect, and
look into the darkness, we And this language of poetry 
does express for us truths of experience. That which 

have received into the body of our thought does 
Uve in us, helping us to form each new conception—

, rising nnbidden; by the laws of aaspoiation, suppressing
other thoughts which we are striving to evoke, passing
■holow the " threshold of consoiousneBS ” into the dark
ness, where we yet fed that it is, though we cannot . 
always oaU it up;{and bo wc read'on, .and'flnd I 
that' the hieroglyphs of Herbart express for us in ; 
mystic language truths of daUy experience, truths 
which religion, too, affirms, and which are full of ■
significance for the educator. Ideas do seem to have • ■

■ on inherent vitality to present themsdves unbidden, .
,/■ and, if once received, to present themsdvea agaiii and

again, fitting themsdves into the soul enviromnent,, 
which- is our intelleotual and mord nnivers^ ;And" 
whei we linger on, and seek to- penetrate furfter into 
these mysteries, we begin to see that Herbert's ABC

vi PREFACE.

is much that will not fit into pur nniverse of thought. 
The great advimce in science, ^pedoUy in physiological 

■ science, has much enlarged our knowledge of the 
relation of the mind to the body, and wo think at first 
that it is impossible for us to follow him, or benefit by 
bis teaching. ,

But before we can understand Hcrbai^ we have to 
transport ourselves into a different thought-world.. As 
we cannot read Dante or Milton without a clear vision 
of their cosmos, so neither can we follow the psychology 
of Herbart without translating our concoptionB into the 
language of his thought; and then, though his poetic • 
figures are not ours, yet the truths expressed ore 
brought vividly before us by his imagery.

Taught by him, we learn to think of ideas not 
I as merely objective to the Ego, and of the by a 
/ dialectio process selecting the ideas, and assigning their 

functions by the laws df logic; we also think of them 
active powers, the’^living offspring of the thinker. 

We learn from him to think of the Ego building up 
itself by constantly adding fresh contents; as giving 
birth to conceptions, ideas, which become in some ' 
sense real entities, on/active environment dominaiang 

{ the 1^0, and in relation with which the comes 
^ to know itself; one is reminded of Eani^s words:

Der Mensch macht die Hatur.” Thus, at the basis of 
Herbart’s system, lies the doctrine of apperception^ and 
.we have to think of these ideas as forming, for good or 
evil, the character of the ^ firat,

. t
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oj Stnu Ptruption and his .Esthetic Kevtlatim of the 
Universe bridgo over the opposition between the Pure 
and Practical Beaaon.

.There is much too^.to attract us in Herbert's imagi> 
native ^wer. We find in him the intellectual subtlety 
of Kant combined with the enthusiasm of Fichte, and 
giving form to the practical philanthropy of Pestalozzi* 
We feel our Intellectual and moral life quickened, 
though wo may not be able to live altogether in his 
intellectual universe The teacher, as he dwells upon 
the psychology of Herbert, learns to recognise more 
and more its pedagogical and ethical value In the 
re^on of thought the disciple of Herbart will not bo 
content till ideas have taken definite, clear shape for 
the pupil Ho will know that to see clearly we niust 
look intently; so he will first of all awaken interest, 
he will associate each riew thought with the already 
erdsting mental content, and group all round a centre. 

But he will not be satiafied with mere knowledge— 
pure reason; thought is to give form to desire, and 
desire pass over to action, and energise the will, 

.The moral self is the harmonizing unity which 
\ correlates, supplements, formulates all that is given 
in sense, which, brooding on tbs objective vision, 
gives it a subjective life, so that it reacts npon its 
rnaker. ' ^ ■

And then we cannot hut ask, as educators, if indeed
‘ It is jest • oeatmy sgo, 1797, that ths fint meetiiig toot pines 

betveea Herbftrt «id PestaloEii.

TUI PBEPACE.

we are each of ua helping t;ho6e whom we infioence to 
apperoeive “the jEsthetio Eevelation” of the world, I 
which is ever being made to the individual 

’ and to ' the race, widening the horizons- of those 
who love the light, and making for righteousness.
The revelation is ever being made through sense and 
through sympathy with kindred souls, not only in 
the present, but in the records of the past, in the 
history and sacred literature of the world. It is ours ' 
to see that out children’s minds are furnished with 
things pure and lovely, with noble ideals, above all, 
with the vision of the ideal, the perfect manhood, the 
Meat revelatiou of the Divine.

' Herbart has carried on the work of Kant in several 
directions. Kant showed us that the Ego must fuimish 
the forms of thought by which the ene^ communi. 
cated through 
an idea; so Herbart has insisted that every act: of 
apperception is the outcome of. the subjective energy, 
giving form to sensation. Kant so changed the con- 
fitions of thought; that we see np longer a meaning 
in the question whether there is a boundary to sp^a 
and time; his life was too short to work out fdlly 
the problems of Practical Beason which he suggested. _ 
perbart entered into his labonrs; and the moral .self 
formed, the chief snlject of his ohservationB.

It would be contrary to the spirit of the Master if 
we adopted his system as a complete whole. It is 
because we think Herbart has laid a good foundation -

i

becomes an objective conception)sense
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apart from the context, and it was finally decided to 
give the letters as Herbart wrote thepa, and let j 

' readers judge for themselves.
With Miss MuUiner's comments and explanations, 

this volume will, I hope, form a useful book for those ■- 
who come to it with a sufficient equipment of 
philosophical ideas. The work of translation has 
been a difficult one, and it has been thought best 
,to keep close to the text, even at some aaorifioe of 
English idiomatio structure. I'am 'persuaded, how
ever, that no complete translation into another lan
guage, of systems of thought elaborated in Germany, 
is possible for those who are unfamiliar with the 
Janguage and literature of that country.

We must have, so to speak, a “ native ministry.’
The German thought-environment is different from 
ours, and numberless alluaions to what is supposed to 
be known, escape us. America has given us valuable 
translations and elucidationa I may mention especially 
the works of De Garrap and lifer,'and Lange and Eoklpff, 
and we have an English translation by Felkm of the 
ScUmx of Education. We want, not translators only, 
bnt English psychologists and philosophers to naturalise 

''' the best thou^ts of educational thinkers of the world, 
translate them, not into our language only, but into 
our forms of thought, adapt them to our environment. 
Oar philosophy and our religion grow from one root.
As the old poem expressed it, there grew in the ', 
midst of the'garden the tree with its two branches, ’

FBEFAGC.

that we desire educators should enter into his thought 
and build on it, and the pro^ that it is based on truth 
is, that several schools have been built upon these 
foundationsu

The " methods of concentration adopted by some of 
. his followers may seem to us fanciful and futile; they 

were an advance on mete conglomerate methods, which 
he so much condemns; there are, what I may perhaps 
call otganio methods, which commend themselves more 
to the leaders of thought now; but these are not out 
of harmony with Herbart’s principles.

The enormous progress made in physiological, psy- : 
chology by means of histological research, especially the 
Venable and important work initiated by Dr. Stanley 

. at the Clarke University, has shown how large is 
the field for exploration; and the more the true theory 
of apperception is studied, the more apparent will 
become the marvelldus adaptation of the intelligence 
of man to the intelligible universe, the more the 
relation of the individual to the universal This book 
of familiar and explanatory letters will help some ’. 
perhaps to a fuller insight into the teaching of 
Herbart, than can be Attained by the study of only 
formal treatises.

The question often suggested itself to the translator,
. whether ^at only should be given, which seemed to fit 

into our schemes of thought to-day. But in theimidst 
of modi that appears valuel^ to us now, there were 
to be found suggestive thou^ts which could not stand

X
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the tree of life, and tho tree of the knowledge of good 
and evil

Not until we have chairs such as those occupied by 
Kant and Herbart, Koscncranz and Fichte and Lotze, 
can wo hope, that men with such powers' of thought, 
will be able to find the leisure and intellectual 

. surroundings which will make it possible for them 
to accomplish this work for us, Such a literature is 
beginning to go up in Scotland and England. Wo 
have Wayd and Laurie, and Sully and Findlay, but we 
are far behind America and Germany.

The tide against which many of us have been 
rowing has at last turned; the old empiricism, which 
declared there was no snch thing os a science and 
philosophy of education, speaks no longer with so 
load a voice; tho demand for thoughtful works is 
increasing and will, increase, and then precious time 
will be saved, and minds and wills will bo better 
disciplined, and wc ah^ realise more Umt the know- 

j ledge of tho truth, and obedience to God's law, is 
,• perfect freedom.

7
TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE

A FTEE the publication of his great series of works' 
on mental and moral science, Herbart might 

well have thought that ho had discharged for ever 
his debt to psychology. But his keen interest in 
education, and the desire to make scientific use of 
the practical experience gained in his school ■ at 
Konigsbeig, induced him to resume his psychological 
studies. The result was .the work before us. Tho 
Zetters on the Application of Psychology to the Science 
of Education were addressed to .Friedrich Karl 
Griepenkerl, a friend of many years* standing, who 
bftd been engaged in practical educational work with 
Fellenberg at Hofwyl, and now held the post of 
Professor at Carolina in Braunschweig. Unfortunately 
the letters are unfinished. Herbart discontinued the 
work when his.removal from Kbnigaberg to Gottingen, 

the cptiB6C[ugnt closing of his school, deprived him 
■ of the field of experience whence it had growm That 

he had ^uite given up tke idea of its 'completion and 
publication is dearifrom the ffwt that he has used. • 
whole passages from it elsewhere, especially in the 
second edition of his Text-Book of Psychology.

) !
I
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whose kind aid a somewhat laborious task would 
scarcely have been possible.

Many thanks are also due to Mr. Sydney Herbert 
for the illustrations of the culture epochs, mid to 
Fraulein Clara Burz, of Bonn, for her careful revision 
of the translation.

teanslator’s preface.

Of the existing thirty-five letters the three first 
form the Introduction, in which, after stating their 
object, Herbart brings out briefly the nature and 
threefold task of psychological education; then, after 
otherwise expressing satisfaction with the improve
ment in schools since the beginning of the century, he 
deplores the neglect of the necessary study of the 
individual capacity of the pupil, and insists on the 
necessity of home training, as contrasted with the form 
of State education desired by Fichte. The remaining 
thirty-two letters deal with tfit miny-sidtd individiud 
capacity for culture in the pupU. This is demonstrated 
both as regards “Innate Differences” (Letters iv.-xxbd) 
and “Differences which are acajuired” (Letters xxx.- 
XXXV.). The former may be divided thus; differences 
of a purely psycholp^cal kind, iv.-ix.; those which 
concern 
psychological, xiv.-xxix. .

The translator would spedally thank Miss Beale, 
not only for unvarying kindness and help throughout 
the progress of the work, but also for her valuable 
Preface, showing the importance of the study of 
Herbart in England.

Many. tbH-nkg ore also due to Dr.- Eein, of Jena, 
for information and assistance with regard to difficult 
points in Herbartian theory.

The translator would take this opportunity of ex- 
presring her gratitude to Mirh Bose Seaton and Miss 
Lupton, of the Ladies’ College, Cheltenham, without

xiv I XV

;■ I

f B. 0. M.
La1)1£3' OoLLXOB, Cim.TBK|Ull. 

I^ovmbef,lB97. ■

physiology and psychology, i-xlii.; the purely
I
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE STUDY OF HERBART

I
ANALYSIS OF THE LETTERS

. Letteis L-iii.
CHAPTER I.

HERBART AND HIS SOHOOL.

“ Hitherto,
At present (and a weary while to come),

» The office of onrselrea ... has been 
C7 For the worst of ns—to say, ^ey bo have swn j(d For the bcUer-what it was they toff
h .Imparl Ihe 0/seeing to the Ronsar Beowhikq.

« “ There U nothing more divine than Edocation.’’—Plato.

iNTKODDCIOaT
Tbexnany-Bidedand individual capacity 

for culture in the pupil . iv.-xixv.

Part I.
iv.-ix.rL.
iv.-ii.

xiv.-xxix.

IMHATE Differences. . • •
‘ Section A. Phyeiolc^cal Differences . 

„ B. Physio-Psychological „
„ C. Psychological

(L) Immediate or direct 
Reproduction.

(ii) Mediate or indirect 
Reproduction.

I
fi,

n'JO. His father, Thomas Gerhard Herbort, a 
and priv7 councillor of the town, was a reserwd, 
Bilent vnnn of somewhat phlegmatic temperament Hia 
mother, Lucie Margarethe Schiitte, a woman of re
markable individuality and keen intellect, exerc^ed 
no small induence on the career of her only chUcL 
Eegarded by those who did not know her as odd and 
eccentric, she nevertheless arranged for her sons 
education with the utmost care. It was she who , 
selected his tutor, took part in his lessons, and j.
Greek herself that she might the bet^ sympathi^ ; 
with his interesta From the first the boy showed ( 
extraordinary ability. Hia retentive memory and

Part IL
XXX--XXXV.AoQUiRBD Differences

/
b
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aptitude for mathematics and philosophy wore some 
of the earliest signs of future greatness The study 
of Logic begun at eleven years of age, of Metaphysics 
at twelve, and an originju essay on Human Freedom 
at fourte^, give us a fair idea of the precocious, 
brilliant cl^d who was destined to occupy not un
worthily the choir of Kant at Kdnirab^. The 
conduding words of this essay on Freedom show to 
what an extent the child was father of the man: **It 
is contrary to all philosophy to reject an argument 
{gainst which we have nothing .to urge.”

At Easter, in 1794, Herbart entered the University 
of Jena, -then the centre of the philosophic life of 
Germany. Nominally ho came to study jurisprudence 
at his father’s wish; but the innate bent was too strong, 

the youth became the enthusiastio disciple of 
Fichte, who had just been appointed to the va^iiht 
chair of philosophy.

In 1797, through his mother’s influence, ho lei Jena 
before his course was completed, and became J ivate 
tutor to the three sons'of Herr von- Steiger-Ecg^berg, 
Governor of Interlaken. Ludwig, Karl, and jRudoTf 
von Steiger, aged respectively fourteen, ten, anq eight 
years, were left entirely in the hands of the young 
tutor, their father merely requiring that a letter snueJd 
be written to him eveiy two months reporting their 
progress. Karl von Ste%er grew up Herbart’s devoted 

. friend and disciple.
This very important period came to on end in 1799, 

when.

xixHERBART AND HIS SCHOOL.

IIn May, 1802, having taken his Doctor’s degree, he 
entered upon awdemic work at GSttingen, and his- - 
lectures and writings on philosophy and education 
began to attract increasing attention. Ip 1809, how
ever, he was at last offered the chair of philosophy 
which Kant had occupied at Konigsbeig. Here ho 
spent the next twenty-four years of his life in 
constant intellectual activity, lecturing and writing . 
for an increasing circle of adherents.

’ One of the chief events in this period is hla^ mar
riage in 1811 to a young English girl, ALiry Drake, 
whose father, at one time a wealthy merchant, had 
been almost ruined by the war. The union was. a 
singularly happy one, and the intellectual sympathy 
and peace whi<m Herbart found in his own homo 
give point to his strong arguments in favour of the 
maintenance of family ties.. . ’

In addition to the publication of a succession of' 
important I works on psychology, Herbart carrisd out 
in Kbuigsberg his long-cherished plan for the establish- . 
ment of a training college for teachers, in which' 
students could practically apply the theories learned 
in the class-room.

The undertaking aroused so much interest, that the 
Prussian Minister of Education, Wilhelm 
Humboldt, authorized him to’ procure an assistant 
in his work at a yearly salary of 200 thalers (£30). 
The pupils were taught for sixteen hours a week by . 

^ four students. Herb^ himself took the mathematical 
lessons, and the classical course be had devised for 
the von Steigers was carried out with great success.
In 1833 the action of the Government towards the 
University of Kdnigsberg made Herbart anxious for 
a sphere of g^ter freedom, and he accepted the offer 
of a lectureship at Gottingen. His fame bod preceded 
him, and he had an enthusiastic reception, Eight 
more years were thus spent in the usual round of

and

von

■

f on account of hia mothei'e illness, jfflrtly 
itieal considerations, Herbart left Switzer- 

, that he might study philosophy, and 
thus qualify for a university ch£iir. In 1.799 he had 
visited Pestalozzi at Burgdorf, and from 1801 begins 
the publication of his various works on philosophy, 
psychology, and education. A list of the more im
portant of these will be found in Chart I,

1 through
land for iJtemen

i.
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snooessful university work end tho writing of corttnn

SThio tomb. wiU be'stored by the student of

and tho claims which his teaching has on our attention • . 
at tho present moment A glance at Chut II. will . i 
explain the atmosphere of tumult and intellectual . 
rcstlossness which surrounded the young philosopher.

In 1776 tho ill-fated Louis XVL had been two 
years on tho throne of. France, and a reserved hoy 
of inflexible will was growing up in Corsica whose 
name was Napoleon Bonaparte. In 1789, the ^ear 
that Herbart tecame a schoolboy at the Gymnasium 

•of Oldenburg, men were startled by tho first thunderej. 
of the French Bevolntion: His l^t school year was 
that of the Reign of Terror in France. In“ 1799, 
when ho b^an to study philosophy at Bremen, 
Napoleon became first Consul; and soon after this, 
out of his small yearly stipend, Herbart was com
pelled to contribute 1500 francs for war expenses.
, In 1806, at the battle of Jena, on the very hill 
above tho University, Napoleon annihilated the. Prus
sian army. Nine years later the cause of Liberty was 
saved by his crushing defeat at Waterloo.

Such, then, was the Europe of that day, i 
indeed of excitement and revolution. 0th

,rently in perfect 
accent of

a world
_____ ________ ______ ler men
were swept away by the current Fichte, !an idealistic 
philosopher, was the very firebrand of German 
patriotism. Froebel fought as a soldier in the cam
paign of 1813 against Napoleon. Pestalozzi was 
fighting the social misery of the time, for it was he, 

' who, in 1798, after the massacre by -the French at 
^ Stonz, come to the rescue and gathered the orphans 

under his care.
Herbart seems to have lived apart from the political 

turmoil; “the spectres he fought were those of the 
mind.” His life-work was to equip the future leaders 
of thought, and the environment which really affected 
him was that of the intellect.

The Chart’shows that in 1762 Amtfe 'had been 
published by Rousseau; in 1774 the Philont^opinum

Ha mav tove erred in some points, to may

'"“fch‘‘L*rbrief sketeh of tto somewhat nneventfnl 
to in,uue into the 

posiUon which Herhart holds in the worlds thought, 
work by O. A. Hoimlg

!

have
faith-

1 Fortber detaB. wBl b« fo^ to • 
(Sie^ood Old Volkontog,

I
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Aa r^arda the first, we note the following state- / 
meat by Professor Ward in the SncydopoBdia 
Britanniea: “ For exactness and ' i)enetration of 

. thought Herbart is quite on a level with Hume and 
We are most indebted to him for the enonnons* 

advance psy<^ology has been enabled to maka'*
Hia claim to have accomplish^ the two last rests- 

on hia theory of education which will be diacusaed 
later. (See chapter il)
’ In concluding this part of the subject, the question 
ariaea, what has o^n the practical outcome of Herbert's 
life^ork? His own training college for .teachers in 
Konijjsberg was in existence from 1810 until hia 
departure for Gottingen in 1833. Early in the year 
1832 one of hia pupils, Heinrich Gustav Brzoako, come 
to the Univeraity of Jena, and in 1836 attracted con
siderable attention by publishing a book, entitled Tkt 
Necessity for a Ped^ogicdl Seminary, and Us Froper 
Organizaiion. The author’s early death in 1839 pre- 

' vented the carrying out of the undertaking. In hia‘ 
place, however, in the summer of 1843, when the 
cause of educational training in Jena seemed well-nigh 
hopdess, a young lectmer, Dr., ^rl Volkmar Stoz, 
pj\Tnfl forward with, all the enthusiasm of youth, and 

' founded among his students an educational society, 
which was po combine theoretic discussion with 

, practical exercises. He had himself gone through the 
theoretical work of the Herbartian school, and his 
capacity as a practical teacher had been tested in the 
Benderschen ^ucational Institute at Weinheim.

The formal opening of the Seminar-School took 
• place on December 9tb, 1844. In. 1858, the 300th 

anniversary of the inauguration o5 the University of 
Jena, some new buildings were^ secured, and the name 
of the Johann Tkiedrich School was adopted in memory 
of the great Elector. On^the death of Dr. Stoz, on 
January 23rd, 1885, the activity of the Seminar was

xxii INTBODUenON TO TOE STUDY OP HBRBAIIT.

had been founded by Basedow; from 1775 to 1780 
Pestalozzi was the “ saviour of the poor at Neuhof. 
Above ail, in 1781 a quiet, methodical professor, 
already past middle ago, uneipeotedly brought out a 
■new book which has revolutionized the world of 
philosophy. The writer was Immanuel Kant; the 
TOtk waa Tht Oritie of Purr Pcason. The result was 
that almost every chair of phUosophy was soon fiUed 
by Kantaste, and Gottlieb Fichte, Herbart’s 
teacher at Jena, waa an enthusiastic admirer of " the
^^VHCT^^sStion to Kant the reader is referred 
to the Introduction, pp. xxxui-xxxvii. With regard to 
the Pcstalozzian movement, Professor Do Gaimo has 
pointed out that any great reform of this kind is 
motional rather than scientific in ite early stages. 
Divine enthusiasm is what moves men long before 
the time comes for exact and logical thought Besmes, 
there was no psychology at that time on i^ch 
Pestalozzi could^ have founded his system, for Kant 
had not been able to carry his investigations into the 
practical side of experience. The Pestalozzian reform, 
then, had to do with the heart rather than with the 
head. “ Like an impetuous' leader with an army before 
a river Pestalozzi does not wait to build a bndge, 
but bids aU rush in. Many get over, yet some are 
lost, and aU are wet.”' A great threefold task was
then before Herbart;—

1. He had first to develop a psychology which 
could be used in the practical problems of teaching.

2. He had to scientifi’eaUy- apply this psychology 
to educatipn by means of his doctrine of appercepto^

3. He hod to perfect the -work of Pestoloza by
bringms unity into the systems of the past In a 
worlThe had to give a scientiBc basis to what had 
OB yet been merely empirical. ,

1 De OuutO, Great Sdueaion, Herbart, p. 6.
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for a timo intorrupted. But tho many difflcullies wore 
at last overcome, and tho work began ogam with re
newed vigour.in Oetober, 1886, under Dr. Hem. Since 
then the cirde of interest has been steadily widenm", 
and the visitora and students at Jena are now ^th^o 
from all parts of tho world. The spirit of the Seminar 
is opposed to demanding from anyone slavish mutation 
or Bubieotion to a set of rulea It prefers to send its 
members forth on their different paths, that cMh in his 
own way may seek truth, and contribute his share 
towards the solution of tho countless problems of 
education. Its one watchword is:—

“ In ncccasariU unitas,
In duMis libertM, '
In omnibus caritias.”

The Pedagogic Seminar of the University of Jena ( 
deserves special notice. Ite aim is the development 
of the Science of Education.' It is connected with 
the Professorship of Pedagogics at the University, 
and has a^o a practising 6<^ool, in which students 
teach under tho direction of the Master of Method. 
Membership in .the Seminar may be of three hinds:—

1. The “ Hospitanten/' or bye-students, who attend 
the Professor’s lectures, and also any lessons which 
they like to select in the practismg school-

2. Special members, who are expected to take part 
in the theoretical work, tho criticism of lessons, reports 
of school anniversaries, examinations, ^editions, etc.

3 Ordinary members, who, in addition, undertake 
to teach some subjects in the practising school for at 
least a term, subject to the supervision and criticism of 
the doss teacher. ,

Uo special period of residence is enforced, but not 
less than a year is recommended, os otherwise little 
benefit can bo obtained.

As regards the progress of Hcrbartian principles in 
other places, Eisenach might be mentioned and its 
Karolinen Schule for ^irls. There are some 200 pupils 
at present in this school, and attached to it is a train-

•

I

)
i

The 130 members of the holiday course held at 
Jena this year (1897), in August, represented fourteen 
different nations. Germany took tho lead m point ol 
numbers, hut England, Emnoo, Belgium, Amenca, 
Norway, Sweden, Australia, Hungary, Switzerland, 
Denmark, Servia, and oven New. Zealand, sentrepre- 

r sentatives to a friendly international conference of an 
almost unique typo. The lectures were on vnnous 
snbjeots, indniUng theology, art, literature, Md sme^, 
hat interest seemed to centre round those given by Dr. 
■pmn on the general science of education. Lectures on 
pniotical pedagogy, illustrated by specimen l^om to 
different classes of hoys, were dehvered by Herr 
Lehmensick, the head-master of tho Jena Praob^g 
School. So great was the interest aroused, that Dr. 
Bein convened a special evening meeting for educa
tional discussion, at. which tho position of the mddem 
Herbartian school was more clearly defined.'

tstbe
of Jen* is increased the unique aurroundings. ^e quaint

medliETal town, with its narrow atreets, grey walla, and Tenerable 
tower, alTorda a atriking contrast to the modem wap of a holiday 
course, and this year the past and present seemed indeed to blend 
in tbs entertainment given for the first time by English ladies to 

X their follow-membera in the Schiller Garden. The curions survivals 
of medimval studcnt-lifo may also be seen at Jena almost better than 
in any other German Universily; amongst these the “Career”—where 
the students suETer a mild imprisonment for trifling misdemeonoun,. 
and where they while away the honra by the most remarkable drawing 
in colonrcd chalk on wall and ceiling—^must not bo overlooked..

Once in limringia, Escnach, with its exquisite seeneiy and im- 
portant-Ilerbattian school, can be visited. It should ho noted -that 
the greatest courtesy is shown to foreigners, in thase-institutiona. t 
Tidtom are permittra to attend classes; and are raven every facility 
for obtaining information regarding the working ana cunicnlnm of the 
Bchoola.

\
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ing department tor women teacliets under Director 
Afkermann. Herbartion trammg schools dso ^t'.i..sv'srpi£:ist..er(^|p

. Germany and elaewlierc formed with the “*’1“'^ 
torthering the science of education as esplamed hy 
Herhart. The following are worthy of notice

1.^- Vienna, under Dr. Vogt, Professor of tt o 
University. This has 650 memhers, and a fairly
“‘“rS“^.l“mlessor Kein in Jena;

“T'?n theXS a^ut Oie Ehine and Y^tphalia. 
under Hector Horn; numher of memters, 847.

4. In the United States, under Professor do 
ot SwarthmoreCoUefeo;^ s;5.""S

.?r ?D,.
EohofTs recent translation of Herhart a ABO of Scoot 
Perwytion is worthy of attention;—

.1Thus the English student returns.from America and 
Germany fired with fervent enthusiasm for Herhart; 
and, like a true disciple, thirsting for knowledge at the 
fountain-head; he invests in the somewhat ponderous 
works of the great master. He knows Bartolomai's 
words, “No philosopher bos surpassed Herbert in the 
lucidity of his classio style, or paid more devoted 
homage to the genius of German language-’; and 
ho has read the preface to the Z«mna, where Jean Paul 
Eichtcr speaks of Herbart’s “exquisite and alluring 
language." Expectation runs high; the mental appetite 
is kcea Alas for his feelings 1 He begins with tlie 
two volumes ‘ of the pedagogical works and plods 
patiently through a few pages, but he is stopp^ at 
every turn. He thought, perhaps, he knew German, 
but he risGS from Herhart a sadder and. a wiser 
man. There ore words Used with unusual meanings, 
psycholo^col terms of peculiar difficulty; involved 
constructions, which are only the more annoying be
cause their very convolutions suggest that herein lies : 

pith of the whole argument. Difficulties also of 
ther kind arise. The hapless student with 

labour has mastered, a paragraph, and thinks gaily that. 
now the goal, is surely in sight. Alas again for his 
delusion 1 Herhart remarks in the next paragraph 
that this particular subject is quite clear from a passage 
in his philosophical or psychological works, and there
fore needs no further explanation now I 

“ Exquisite and alluring language I" The Englishman 
wonders whether some mdden analogy exists between

er tho former,

/

some

2.

the
ano sore

i.

Sthmt hearing Heihart’a name at 
oducatom have begun to hve, move, and 
in an atmosphere of Herb^i^ It m commg to bo 
the pedagogic spirit of tho times.

mental and physical digestion, and w! 
like the latter, is more robust in bis German brother 
than in himself I A frank English ciitic once said even 
of a translation, " Sit dovra to it and you are dismayed"; 
but he also added, “Glanco.through .it,-and you 
delighted with the wisdom it contains.”

It is best to face things as they are. We‘ can never

j-'

ore

• •
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' safe plan. But bow is it to be done ? If we i \ • 
ing into these, writings ext>ecting a.new land 

of promise, where all is distinct and clear and orderly, 
where the high roads are made, tlie country mapp '̂ 
out, and the villages classified, we must inevitably be.' 
disappointed; and in the work before us Herbart 
himself warns m against hoping for anything of the 
kind. But if* we are ^willing to accompany a dis
coverer who circumnavigates an unfamiliar coast, to 
udo the strong glasses of his intellect to explore^ dim 
vistas of beauty, to trace the course of rivers to 
unknown springs, to catch his spirit of adventure, 
which, bound by no narrow rules, presses on to the 
heights of Truth, aye, if we are willing even to follow 
Goethe’s advice—

xxviii INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF HEBBART.
say Herbart’s is an easy, popular style, at least to the 
English taste. It was said of Kant that when lecturing ' 

I he kept his eye on some particular student, and judged 
\ by his face if the lecture were clear. One is tempted 

to wish that the blank faces of some of his readers 
could have haunted Herbart. But we must remember 
that those readers were not his first care; ho wrote in 
tho intervals of leisure in a busy university life, for, 
and to, men of his own type, who understood his 

gut^e,—deep-tUnking, keenly intellectual German 
students, disciples of Fichte, and followers of Kant; 
men who were, perhaps, careless of style, but who 
were ready for any . problem, however atetruse. To 
such hearers an allusion was sufficient, a rapid tran
sition inspiriting, a lengthy explanation dull What 
has been the result ? In Konigsberg the crowds who 
attended his lectures could not find room to sit in the 
nuditorium. Ho died in 1841, but was scarcely more 
than a name in England till 1892. At tho present 
day the English fiihlic is beginning to know Herbart 
second-hand, it, through his modern disciples, lor 
people are content to hear lectures and read “ Intro
ductions " and “ Keviews ” on this subject But there 
must be a more excellent way. “Some books,” said 
Bacon, “ are to be tasted, others to^ swallowed, and 

• some few to be chewed and digested” If wo “ taste” 
Herbart we shall probably, like the above-mentioned 
critic, be delighted with the worda;of wisdom contained 
therein; yet we must remember Bacon’s further warn
ing, “Some books . . . may be read by deputy, and 
extracts made of them by others; but that would 
only in tho less important arguments and the “ ' 
sort of bwlm; else distilled hooks are like common 
distilled waters—flashy things''

If-we “swallow” Herbart (Bacon presumably meant 
whole), mental indigestion is-undoubtedly imminent, at 
least to tho English constitution. Tho third is really

the 01
are

Ian

“ Gib dich an einen Meister bin 
Mit ihm zn irren'ist dir Gowinn,”

then we need have no fear, There isl a curious passage 
in point in Herbart’s own Science of Educaiwa. He is , 
describing an “ impressive ” moment in a lesson:—

“Tho teacher retires into himself, tears himself free by 
force as from a false lelationship, which seems to mock him; 
or bo comes out of himself and rises above the trivial, 
which was too narrow for him. Tho pupil sees the tom 
.threads lying; whilst muaing over it tho right principle 
or tho, true.means begin'to appear indistinctly before him,

^ 'and when he is ready to seize and restore them too teaser 
hastens to moot him, dissipates tho darkness, helps to unite 
what is severed, to smooth difficulties, and to strengthen tho 
wavering.”

[ In other words, the first great secret of Herbart’s 
I power is his ^gestiveness. He never meant to bind 

men by.hard and fast rules, and the ablest of his ' 
present disciples utterly disclaim the idea. Bather,

, like Socrates, he would suggest new paths for us to

meaner

->

■ /:\
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He bids us share his tentative efforts. He shows 
ns frankly the tom threads wliich once impeded him. 
He would awake in.us his own “apperceptive investi
gating interest,” and we must confess that the histoiy 
of the Horbartian school is itself the greatest example 
of his success. Herbart himself would be the last 
to QXf^t US to hold all his theories now, though 
there is often a strange interest attaching to those 
we discard,^ and there is much to be learnt oven 
from the mistakes of an intellectual' pion^r.

Secondly, besides the sug^estiveness of Herbart’s 
writings wUch every persevenng student can find out 
for himself, we ore undoubtedly indebted to him for 
bringing into prominence certain grand principles 
which form the real basis of all good teaching.' It 
is above all thin^ necessary that we should keep 
these in mind as we read the letters before us.

It is the nimn object of the present introduction to 
give a brief summary of these great thoughts on which 
Herbartianism rests.

A special lesson has been added as a practical illus
tration of the Formal Steps. It is an application of ' 
Herbartian principles to a purely English subject, viz., 
the story in Spenser's faerie Queen of the encounter 
between the “ !^ight of Holiness ” and “ Despair.”

* Among the latter we wotild mectioa pftrte of a chapter in his 
Psyeholoffy on the "Destiny of Man.” With the conricuon of fm* 
xnorteli^ in his mind, be pictnres the possibilities of "the pisjof 
the psjchicsl mecbsnism,” and the c&hning of iho sonl after de&th; 
and we seem to read between the lines of scientific reasoning the old 
longing of the race for peace " after life’s fitful ferer.”

CHAPTER II.

THE HEIiBARTIAN TBEOBY, OF EmOATION.

Section A, 
THE AIM IN VIEW.

" Sacrifice is offered for and to 
Something coneciTod of. .
An ignorance of means may minister 
To greatness, bat an ignorance of alma 
Maces it impossible to be great-at all.”

E. B. Baowvih’o. 
knowest, and how mnoh the better

, , Tuouas X Esuria.

■jlTEN have set ap strangely different aims for 
Au. education. Rousseau would above aU.things 
teach his pupil to live.* Tet, as Herbart earoastioally 
jremarka, “Evidently life is not the highest good," for 

-•'in the Emile the whole of the tutor’s valuable lifo is 
■ to be sacrificed to the one pupU.

A^nin, Xooke would above all things educate tho 
boy into “a gentleman,” a conventional Tunn of tho 
world. Well, eays Herbart, one can say nothing to 
this: "Buy, at any price, a trustworthy man of refined 
habits as your tutor; you may succeed. The world 
is in league with- the worldly."

f

* “VivrecatlemfitierquejelnlTeiuCBppTendn).”
xxxl
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education may bo comprised in a single conceptn- 
morality. ‘ Psychology does indeed furnish us with a 
basis for pedagogy, but it is to ethics that wo must 
look for Its aim; and thus " Erziehender Unterricht.” or 
as the Americans translate it,—“ the instruction that 
makes for character,” has become the leading watchword 
of the Herpart school.

Herbart further explains his meaning thus: “By 
formng the character we mean this or nothing—wo 
lead the pupQ to realize his own free personality in 
choosing the good and refusing the evU.” This 
dehnition leads at once to the question,—What is 
go^? Granted that ethics is to furnish the aim, 
what system of ethics do we propose to i^opt?
^ agree with the Utilitarians, and judge an act by 
Its consequences? Henry V., on the eve of the 
battle of Agincourt, is represented by Shakespeare 
M defending himself against an accusation of this 
kind. A soldier charges the king with the guUt of 
all the honors of war. “ Nay," answers Henry, “ every 
subjects duty is the king’s, but every subject’s soul 
IB his own. Bad men may meet sudden death in 
battle, but that cannot make the king's action in 
declaring war blameworthy. The carelessness which 
lost a sovereign in the street saved a despairing 
creature from suicide. The honest pilot was misled 
by a wrecker’s light, and he steered 600 men to their 
death. But evil cannot be good, nor good, evil What 

goodness ?
_ Herbart echoes Kant’s grand reply to this ques

tion when he says in his Mdaphi/sics: “There is 
nothmg m the whole world, or indeed out‘of it, of 
which we can conceive, which can be taken without 
limitation as good, except the goddwilL" “Neither 
knowledge, nor goods, nor extemd actions are gobd in 
themselves. .... It must be the person’s own VilL 
developed by insight into the absolutely bi^g

XXXii INTRODUCnOK TO THE STUDY OP HERBART.

Herbert Spencer has severely criticised his 
temporaries. Ho points out that in order of time 
decoration precedes dress, and that “ men dress their 
children’s minds as they do their bodies, in the 
prevailing fashion.” As the Orinoco Indian puts on 
paint before leaving his iiut,
-direct benefit, but because h 
be seen without it,

;con-

Ii

, not with a view to any 
he would be ashamed to 

boy’s drilling in Latin and 
Greek is insisted on, not l^use of their intrinsic 
value, but that he may not be disgraced by being 
found ignorant of them, that he may have "the 
education of a gentleman.” True, but what does 
Spencer suggest as a better aim? He repeats the 
maxim of ^nsseau: "How to live: that ia the 
CMential question for us. To prepare us for complete 
Ii>*ing is the function which education has to dis
charge” But what is complete living? Some men 
have felt Sj^ncer’s ideal life of prosj^rity a failure 
and a delusion, and have echoed the words of the 
philosopher poet, that the grandest life is much rather 
“Enei^ of Love,”—

so a
i

Can!
we

■f

“ Divine or human, exercised in pain,
In strife and tribulation, and ordained.
If so approved and sanctified, to pass 
Through ehadcfand silent rest to endless joy."

But this is self-sacrifice, not Utilitarianism, and we 
are left as much in the dark as ever. The formal fttma 
quoted by Dr. Kein are too indefinite, as, for example, 
the maxim of Goethe:^ “Educate the pupil to in
dependence,” or “educate the pupil to be his own 
educator;” or again, that of Hector for Astyanax:* 
“ Educate the child so that he will become better than 
his educator.”

Herbart's doctrine in contrast to all these is simple 
and clear. “The one problem, the whole problem, of

is

* Ec »Iliad.

} 0
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validity of the moral law, or the absolute beauty 
the moral ideaL" ^

Moral judgment, then, can only really be passed on 
acts done consciously as the expression of will; and 

' the will is liable to censure or praise, even when the 
action quite fails to be its true expression. Savonarola, 
when tortured, recanted in his delirium that which he 
believed to be the truth, but we pass no moral censure 
on him, and his unflinching death in the market-place 
of Florence confirms our judgment When Bonte is 
ascending through the rolling spheres of the Paradi&o 
ho secs the form of a nun, Ficcarda Donati, who hod 
apparently been forced to break her vows. He wonders 
that her plm» is not higher, since she could not help it 
that they dragged her from the cloister’s shade. Why, 
then, in this lower moonlight, not untouched by the 
shadow of earth ? But Beatrice answers him:—

“ These souls no real violence sustained,
Since uill unwilling U not to be ouenclied ;
But, like to fire, penista incessantly.
Though thousand times by violence it bo wrenched.’**

So Ficcarda must be left in the dim heaven of 
imperfect wills, because perfect Justice knew it might 
have been otherwise.

The next difficulty is the choice of an ethical 
standard. In what does the goodness of the will 
ultimately consist? We now get three widely-dif
ferent st^dpoints with regard to the ethical concept, 
which Dr. Bein has thus t^ulated:—

Ethical Concept 
2. Cnltare.

THE HEEBABTIAK TBEOBY OF J^DDOATIOK. XXXV

1. We may say with Mill, actions are right in 
proportion os they tend to promote happiness, wrong 
in proportion as they tend to produce misery. Happi
ness, then, is “our being’s end and aim," and the 
army of martyrs and heroes really died merely because

I preferred the more refined spiritual happiness to
that derived from a lower source; and the saints of the 
earth are they who have adjusted the balance most 
finely between the pleasures of time and the joys of 
heaven.

^thkm was right, then, when he said, " We ore 
under two great masters, pleasure and pain; it is for 
them alone to determine what we ought to do."

2. Again, wo may say actions are right or wrong 
as they tend towards culture. As Hedonism was in 
the main egotistical and individual, so culture or 
perfection is socid, au4 has regard for the 
of the^ whole. Aristotle is one of the greatest repre
sentatives of this view. According to him the chief 
good for man is to be found in the Sctuality of his 
powers according to their own proper law of excel
lence; and it consists chiefly in the evocation of his - 
highest faculty, the ^on. Thus the greatest happi- 
ness is to be found in contemplation and speculative 
thought The'joys of the philosopher are beyond

-compare; a satisfaction of an inferior kind is to be 
found in the exercise of the moral virtues:

I
;; j

■■

I
progress

\

-“Moral development and the realization of our powers 
(evtpyeta) i^uire as external conditions a settled com- 

I momty, social habits, the restrainte and protection of laws, 
H Md a wisely-regulated system of public education. Man is' 

/ nature a political creature, he cannot isolate 
without becoming either less or more than man.” *8. Morality. 

Concept of Principle 
(Oesumneg). 

Willing., 
Scrviriy

1. Eedonizm.
Conoept of Pleasnre. f Conoept of Cnltare 

J (or Perfection).
Feeling. 1 -------

Eigoyment t
Spinoza answered the question, as to the chief good 

for man, in much the same way:—
* StuyOo. Brit, artiole on “Aiiatotle.”

Thinking.
Work.

* Bkik. * Paradiu, iv.

I
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THK HEBBABTIAK THKOKT OF

Standpoint of the universal, or, as Christians would 
" from the throne of God." His highest principle 

of’ morality was
“ Act so that the maxims of thy will can at the aamo timo 

bo valid os tho principle of a universal Jawgiving,- f.e., Umt 
no contradiction ahall arise in tho attempt to conceive tho 
maxima of thy acting as a law universally obeyed.” *

xxxvi ISTBODDOnON TO THE 8TDDT OF HEKBAET.
'* Tho highest good is to arrive at a state consisting in the 

knowledge of tho union which tho mind has with the whole 
of nature, and to bo able to enjoy that state in common with 
Other individuals.”

3. Lastly, wo may believe with Kant and Herbart 
that morality docs not consist in a scries of truths or 
rules relative to on end, such ns perfection or l^ppiness 
for oneself or peoplo in general, but rather in truths 
wU(^ aro independent and absolute in their character. ‘ 
Tho mere recognition that I ouffhi to do this is the only 
adequate reason why I should do it; if I do it from 
any other motive the action is not truly moral As 
Herbart expresses it

1 “Tho goodwill is good, not through that which it 
effectuates or does, or through its fitness to attain a pro
scribed lum, but solely in virtue of tho willing, la, it is 
good in its^”

fBay,

Herbart’s doctrine differs from that of Kant in two 
points. (1) He did not believe in transcendental 
freedom. (2) He thought it "a mistake to begin the 
science of ethics with tho categorical imperative,” for 
the following reason. To command is to will, and if a 
command as such be possessed of original and absolute 
certainty, then one act of volition as such must t^o 
precedence over all others. But each will, as w^, is 
equal to any other will; conseqaently,'Bince no as 
will, is superior to any other, no command as such has 
any original right to command. Hence, that which is 
commanded cannot as such carry with it the obligarion 
of duty. In obher words, Herbart did not hold that 
the categorical imperative was the Jirsi thing in "con
sciousness, because he saw no adequate reason why one 
special volition should he thus raised above the. rest. .

\ The command surely comes, and woe unto those who \ 
try to ignore it; but it is' derived from something else, / 
-and what that is demands special attention

An artist in music can enumerate the harmonic 
relations of his art, and definitely show their correct 
use. Ho is perfectly aware of the relation between 
one chord and another, but if you demanded proofs 
from him of his statements, as Herbart says, he “ could 
only la^h at or pity the duU ear that had failed to 
apperceive.”

IOne more difficult question must be dealt with, and 
it is important, because here Kant and Herbart differ, 
■^at is. the origin of this sense of obligation in my ' 
inmost consciousness ? Whence comes it that I so per
sistently feel I ought to do this and refrain from that ?

Kant’s well-known theory was, that wherever man 
is found he possesses certain intuitionB about right and 
wrong, that these are universal and binding in them
selves, and are the command of pure reason to the will 
Man is free to choose to obey them or not. A will in 
harmony with them is ^one truly moral This, then, 
is the famous “categorical imperative,” as opposed to 
any hypothetical command which prescribes an action 
merely as a means to an end. The contrast is seen in 
the two forms, “ Thou sbalt be righteous,” and “ Thou 
shit be righteous t/ it coniuui to thy highest hajppiruss"

Kant’s central thought was that of a perfect 
righteousness, which viewed all things from the

I
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person, and three in which two or more persons 
involved. The series of great concepts formed by 

the mind of these relationships is knovm as that of 
the five Moral Ideas.

I. Inna- iVaaiom.—“ The child entera the world," 
says Horhart, “without a wUl of his own"; that is, 
“instead of a true will, which renders him capable of 
determination, there is only a wild impetuosity, im
pelling him hither and thither—a principle of disorder 
disturbing the plans of adults, and placing the future 
personality itself in manifold dangers." And out of 
this we get what has been described as tbe conflict 
between tbe two wills. The earliest developed is the 
objective, based on the natural desires, passions, and 
in^nations, that which the individual flnds already 
existent when he begins to observe himself. Later on 
develops the subjective, the new will, which arises in 
and with self-observation, baaed on the intuitive 
judgments which the boy is already beginning to 
pass on himself and others. And thus very early 
comes the conscionsnesa of inner discord. "When I 
would do good, evil is present with me.” Claudius, 
roused by Hamlet’s play, is a case in point. The voice 
of conscience thunders through the inner world that 
his "ofTenoe is rank,” that it demands restitution 
and repentance, and the subjective will strives for 
supremacy. But opposed to it is the objective, based 
on the desire to keep the results of sin, the throne and 
Gertrude:—

If you do not ktar n discord the greatest musician 
cannot prove to you that it is one, though the moment 
it bounds you see his resthetic judgment of disapproval 
in his face. Wo ate not all bound to be artists; if we 
have no taste for a thing the wiser course is to ivith- 
-draw from its study. But supposing 
a man's own mental world which i

Isame
are

there is that ia 
is tbe object of 

instantaneoua judgments of this kind; from himself 
he cannot separate and they may “by their quiet, 
yet ever audible speech, in time cotree him, exactly as 
theydo the amateur who has set his heart upon beaming 
on artist” If we suppose, moreover, that these judg
ments take place whenever there is conscious activity 
of the will,—a silent independent witness of approval 
or disapproval of every real volition,—wo shail have 
before us that which Herbart substitutes for Kant's 
categorical imperative, to which he has given the name 
of the msthetio judgnient. It is (esthetic simply in the ] 

’ sense that we see in it the same kind of necessity j 
which attaches to our instantaneoua 
painting music, and the other arts, 
ore to identify the good with the beautiful 

Summing up what Herbart says about the subject,
' rather that these intuitive judgments are original, 

involuntary, and without proof; they do not enforce 
their claims, nor do they become commands until tbe 
personality has yielded to them, and thus as it were 
raised them into the position of the categorical im
perative. It is their slow pressure which men call 
conscience. We easily recognize that judgments of 
this kind can be passed on ^he human wm only in 
its various relationships to itself and others; action 
without will and consciousness is non-moral 

The will must stand in relationship either to itself, 
or some other will; and thus, by the most careful 
analysis, Herb^ has reduced all possible cases to 
five, two in which there are two wilm existing in the

i

i!
J

I
1on

and not that we '/
we

“ My crown, mine own ambition, and my queen.
May one be pardon’d and retain the offence ?

... ’tie not 80 above."
Knowing the higher command, he yet yields to the 

lower,^ and peace flies from the darkened soul; the 
man is^ enslaved. Inner freedom is attained by the 
uncraditional surrender of the objective to the sub
jective or law-giving will

5?
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' i Per/ectton.—The harmony of the objective wUl 
with the subjective arouses the Aesthetic judgment of 
approval In the case of Hamlet, according to the 
ethical system of the day, it was the son’s moat solemn 
duty to avenge his father's murder. Hamlet does not 
shrink from this, although nothing could be more 
appalling to the intellectual dreamer than such a task. 
This rouses our approval; but the deed was not done. 
There was a most serious delay, ending in widespread 
min The cause was a fault in the wiU, 'Ihere was 
not enough ener^ in it to cany out efficiently the 
mandate of the higher self.

■ If wo think of the force and the resistance with which 
a Human being maintains the goodness^ of his will agaiMt 
those emotiona and desires tl^at work in opposition to it, 
then morality—at first merely a quality, a determination 
of-the will—becomes to us the virtue, power, action, and 
efficacy of the will so determined.”^

It baa been noticed that in Mrs. Ward's Edward 
Zangham we have a strange picture of a modern 

' Hamlet Langham had won a woman’s love, and his 
love for her was so r?al, that at one. moment he was 
re^y to face a revolution in the habits of a lifetime. 
Then ha quailed before it like Hamlet 

■' “In both lives the tragic woof is the same; it is the 
, tragedy of npiritual impotence, of deadened energies and 

paralysed will, the essential tragedy of modernity. Hamlet 
fascinates us, just as Langham fascinates us, because we 
in ourselves; we are all actual or potenUal Hamlets.

Contrast with this the spirit of the aged Bede. He 
liad set himself to complete a task, a translation for 
the goal of his people; but he was, dying, and his 
disciples besought him to rest “Nay,” was the answer, 
“it must he finished, ^te quickly”; and, wrestling

.1 HsE^fBT’s Eevtlaticn <if tht World.

with death, the old man faltered on till the last word 
written; then he died with the “Gloria" on hiswas 

lips.
As the lower rises to obey the higher the latter 

must ^80 ascend, even os in climbing a mountain the 
heighte ever seem to rise beyond us. Browning ex
presses the same thought:—

’ “ Ah! frogmentB of a whole, ordained to bo
* Points ill the life I waited. What are ye 

But roundels of a ladder which appeared 
Awhile the very platform it was reared /

' ToliftmeonT

I'
»I

“ Perfection,” then, in this caae ifl not used for the 
sum total of completed virtue, bnt tor the adequate 
efficiency or strength with which the law-giving will 
ia oheyed.

m. &iirooi«icA—The two first ideas alone do not 
necessarily involve moral volition, because they only 
deal with the form and not the ooiitent of moral action.

I Inner freedom demands the coincidence of volition 
I with judgment; perfection, the adequate strength to 
' cany out the judgment. But the moral insight may 1 
' be faulty, and a strong will may be in the service of ^ 

the passions. The Indian "moUier, who throws her 
child in.to the sacred river, acts in ocoordanoe with 
both id^; but her action per s« ia not praiseworthy.
We require, then, the idea of benevolence, the unselfish 
devotion of one tfill to the good of another.

The rare beauty of this idea nsver fails to attract 
the nobler spirits among men, and ever sinoo the days 
of Jesus Christ it has been inseparably connected with 
His name. The cross is the emblem of its supreme 
power. Yet there is much so-called benevolence which 
will not hear any teat To seek the real good of 
another ' will "may involve keen suffering to both 
individuals. The highest love triumphs over even

!

■«

)
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■ “ for the wayward Sintram is a In contrast to this the id^ of right demands that, 
like Plato’s just man, we should see things from the 
universal standpoint, that we should live according to 
the laws of that ideal city of which the pattern is 
laid up in heaven.'

V. Justice or Eguiiy.—^Tho idea of justice demands 
that the benefit or harm intentionally done by one 
will to another should be returned to the will which 
ori^ated it in the form of reward or punishment. 
But this must be kept distinct from aU vindictive 
personal feelings. Punishment must not fall on the 
wrongdoer through man’s natural impulse to return 
blow for blow, but as the solemn vindication of the 
moral law.

By applying these five ideas to social life we obtain 
the following developments. From the idea of right 
wo get jurisprudence and the concept, of a law-abiding 
society {IUchlsgesdl$chaft)\ from equity or justice 
develops penal law and a system of rewards 
punishments. The idea of benevolence demands that 
every member of a community must contribute to 
the welfare and good government of the whole. 
Perfection requires each man to take part in the 
advancement of general culture. Inner freedom in
volves the willing submission of the individual to 
the will of an ideJ state. This thought of a heavenly 
city appears under many forms as one of the highest 
ideals man seems able to conceive. It occupies a 
prominent place in Jewish literature; it is worked 
out in the Be^lic of Plato; it appears faintly even 
in Teutonic myth, in the vague longing for an entrance 
into Valhalla, the hall of the kinsfolk. A community 
of the good and the noble, an Urhs heata, seems to have 
ever been the summit of human aspiration. The 
superb vision of St. John in Patmos is its most signifi
cant expression. There, the battlements fiashing with 

1 BookTiU.

this. The prayer i 
strikiDg example :-r

“Mein QotttmdHcrr 
Das Weltgcxcrr 
Wend ab von scinem Herzen 
Hof ihn hinein 
Zum Humnelscbein 
Sci’s auch durch tausend Schmerzen.”

IV. The Idea of RigU.—Th^ common sphere of 
action for. human wills is the external world. Hero it 
must necessarily often occur that two wills are set on 
one and the same object When this Iiappened to
___in what Hobbes calls a state of nature the .
result was war; and thus, as the same writer says, 
life was “solitaiy, poor, nasty, brutish, short” Man 
learnt slowly that to do as he would be done by — - 
safer and better for all, that benefit accrues to the 
individual if he agrees to use only as much liberty 
against other men as he wishes them to use against 
Mm. In other words, he assents to law, and is willing 
to be punished himself if he commits theft, as he 
wishes other thieves to he punished. “Eight is the 
concordance of several wills regarded as a rule for 
the prevention of strife.”' Tto idea of right militates 
against over-developed individualism, and that oue- 

' sicied culture of certain special tendencies in mind 
which is so strongly condemned by Herbart.

“DoubtleBS the lover of tho bizarre and of caricature 
would rejoice to see, instead of many fully and proporfion- 
ately-doveloped men, fit to move in rank and file, a crowd of 
hump-backs and cripples of all kinds tumbling wildly over 
each other. But this is what happens where society is 
edinposed of men of widely-differcnt modes of thought j 
each brags of his own individuality, and no one understands < 
his fellow’s.”*

’ Scimu 0/ JSdueatvmj p. 112.

man

/
was

and
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evident Who would strive to-ground mamma for the [ 
guidmice of life on theories whicli may be found 
invalid in a few years ? ' On the other hand, we cannot 
shut our eyes to the presence of development here as 

. elsewhere. We look upon many acts now oa immoral 
which the most upright of our ancestors committed in 
all goqd conscience. T^at, then, has changed ? 
we are here face to face with the old problem, 
allem Werdcn ein and it is not to be solved by
denying the existence of either of its parts. ' Moral 
perfection exists in the five great Ideas taken together, 
and the mind of man can conceive nothing higher; but 
ike application of these concepts to the tangled, maze of 
human life is quite another matter, -It is one thin^ to 
state them, one thing to dimly grasp their meaning, 
quite another to apperceive their full content Apper
ception and the theory of the culture epochs t seem to 
throw a flood of light on this subject. If-we believe 
that the child reproduces in his little life the develop
ment of the nation, wo shall see that the_ moral 
standard need never have varied. In the infancy 
of' the race man apperceived it but little, his tasto 
were crude, his desires simple, his g^p of abstract 
truth exceedingly limited- The vision of absolute 
perfection, like that of absolute truth, would have 
been simply blin^g; yet men had light, some more, 
some less, as there was capacity to receive it, and 
espemally in those early days it seems coloured with ^ 
the tinta of national individuality. White light they 
saw not, perhaps could not see and liva As they 
followed what they saw, it grew brighter, and there 
were some precocious children of the race, whose gaze 
was BO long and earnest, that a fulness and a beauty 
dawned on them beyond their age. So a Socrat^ ( 
lived in the world of his day, but not of it; for as ; .

rainbow tints, seem to symbolise'in a remarkable way 
the Herbartian idea of carefully-preserved individu
alities, while at the same time the whole city is lit 
up with the white light of absolute moral beauty,^for 
“ the Lamb is the light thereof.” ' ^

Wo do not propose to discuss fully Herbart’s views 
on the subject of reli^on. Suffice it to say here that 
he attaches supreme importance to the teaching of it 
to children.

iurelyS

“God, the real centre of all moral ideas and of their 
. limitless efficacy, the Father of man and the Lord of tho 

world, should fill tho background qf memory os tho oldest, 
tho first percept, to which all recollection of the mind, 
returning out of tho confusion of life, must invariably como 
4jt last, ttiat it may rest as in its very self in tho reposo of 
faith.” I

And.agmn:—
"As the ultimate point of tho universe, as the summit 

of all sublimity, this idea of God must glimmer in early 
childhood as soon os the mind begins to venture an outlook 
over its knowledge and thought, its fear and hope, as soon 
08 it tries to look beyond tho bounds of its horizon. Above 
all, the mind must keep Sabbath in religion. It should ‘ 
turn to it for rest from all thonghts, desires, cares.”

The modem Herbartian school have made religion 
the centre of their scheme of instruction.

Whatever Herbart himself may have held, one thmg 
seems dear. So far from being incompatible with 
fpith in revelation, the Herbartian principles only/

' bring out more clearly tho divine reasonableness 
of r^emption. One question of considerable etlucal 
difficulty may exemplify this. “If you would ruin a 
nation,” says Hr. Bein, “you need'only persuade them- 
that the ethical standard is variable.” This is self-

^^tOuiicIUvelatimqfAe-WoTid.

X\
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Emerson says, “Holiness confers a certain insight 
Such persons are nearer to the secret of God than , 
others . . . they hear notices, they see visions, where 
others ore vacant"

But at last appeared a Man who had gazed* un
blinded on the p^ect moral ideal, and its glory shone 
through His life. What was the result ? He was a 
mystery to His age. Men were conscious that some
thing quite new was before them, and His presence 
constantly provoked ethical questions. The feeling of 
many of His contemporaries was that of the puzzled 
Itoman, “ IFkeiw art Thou ?" But they could not 
undeiBtand Him, could not apperceive His moral 
beauty; and so that hapi^ned wliich Plato had fore
seen—they crucified their one Just Man.^ Since 
then His life baa changed the 
for when He had apparently left i 
degrees to understand the meaning of what they had 
seen. The chains fell from the slave at ^ touch ; 
woman be<^e ennobled; ffis tenderness for the sick 
built hospitals ; Sis love for children protected the 
orphan; Sis forgiveness slew revenge; Sis peace is 
beginning to hush even the clamour of 

Every spark of moral beauty, which men think they 
have evolved, they find was there before in the stain
less light of that one personality. As the national 
ideals rise, His life is still beyond and above us, 
because wo ore only now gathering the apperceiving 
factor to understand it even a little. The question 
a reiterated by the history of the ages, “ WTurw art 
Thou ?"

Suppose the members of a race fiad somehow ethi
cally fallen, and moral d^neration had set in, how 
could they, blind as they were, even see holiness again ? 
Only by degrees, and through the human; that^one 
they could understand. Is there not, then, divine 

» JUjmblic, il 881 (JownT-fl Traia., p. 41).

THE HKRBARTIAK THEORY OF EDUCATION. xlvii

in the message, that because of this, because there was 
710 other way and none other that could, save, Deity 
itself accepted the limitations of humanity;—^“Ho 
emptied Himself (cicevftxre), taking the form of a ser
vant, being made in the likeness of men,.. . becoming 
obedient even unto death, yea the death of the cross ? 
For—God was in Christ.' ”

/ Socrates thought that if once men saw absolute \ 
f goodness they could not choose but follow it; but j 
' he knew no remedy for an enslaved will which had

deliberately shut the eyes of the mind. In the relidon 
of Jesus there was this supreme addition. Absolute 
beauty appeared in a Person who appealed to the will, 
and gave it strength by His love.* So that as apper
ception strengthens, His friends are changed into His 
image, and at last they will be like Him,/«?r they .‘...V 
see Sim as Se is."

/e great Ideas, taken 
idem. But we cannot

Bpect of the world; 
them, men began by

"shallas

We have seen that the' five
together, blend into the moral ____ __ ...______
expect to find them in their fulness in the little 
child.

The ffisthetic judgments are qs yet undeveloped. 
To place the power ^eady existent, and in its nature 
trustworthy, under such conditions that it must 
infallibly and surely accomplish a rise into willing 

rsonal obedience, is the possibility before the teacher, 
do not at first know the thin^ which are 

per se base or praiseworthy. But as artistic taste is 
’ developed by the observation of shades of colour, so 

moral judgments are called forth by observation of 
actions, r^rded as the manifestation of will.

B^;inning at first with vague feelings, indefinite and 
easily led astray, they must develop into logically-

war.

pe:
Children

* It U in the concept of the Good SbepEonl, vho came to seek that 
which waa lost, *nd who passed eTcn through the valley and tlio 
sliadow of death that His own might fear no evil, that we see the 
enpienuey of ^risUanitjr over Flatopiam.

reason
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Qfi business manager for another if wo have no jnind to 
do the work well."

One of the most awful moments conceivable is that 
pictured by LowelL Two shadows darken the door of 
a closing life—the youth that is dead and the lost 
ideal of the past; and they enter a ruined temple, a 
desecrated shrine;—

xlviU DrrBODUcnoN to the study of hehbaet. I
formed and clearly-expressed judgment The 

i roundings of his home, his lessons, his books, — 
i world with its full and manifold life, all present 

material for the exercise of the boy's judgment, and he 
ought to attain a noble freedom which shall establish a 
law to hims^ Whether be does so or not depends 
on whether he becomes first “ immersed in the calcula
tions of egotism or in the aathetic apperception of the 
surrounding world.”

This ought not to be left to chance. It is the 
teacher’s office to see to it, that there is such a 
presentation of the universe that evil impressions 
may be counteracted, and what is good may be

Alf that is pure and stainless, lovely and noble, in 
the world of thought, history, art, literature, lies ready 
at our hand. It ts a moral world, as our greatest 
thinkers reiterate; to call evil good, and good evil is false 
to the nature of things. “The soul that sinneth, it 
shall die.” Shallwe let our children listen to the he 
of the serpent, “ Ye shall not surely die " ?

It is ours to introduce these youthful strangera into 
august society of the mighty dead, but it will 

be through, us they meet them. If the siren’s voice is 
music in our ears, it may lure them on the roc^; if the 
poisoned cup be sweet to our taste, they will drink 
of it- ■

In a Bomew!

sur-
the

« The sacred vessels moulder near, 
The image of the Ood is gone.’’

But there is that which is worse,—to see a dead Ideal 
in one whom we have taught, a bright dream of child
hood which faded at our touch.

In passing, we must not omit to notice how Herbart’a 
ethics are inseparably connected with bis p^chology, 
and, above all, with his doctrine of apperception.* In 
this case the point emphasised is, of course, the great 
fact, that though the same world lies open to all, men 
see strangely dmerent things in it It is the riddle of 
Odysseus:—

1 am a part of all that I have met;
Yet oil experience is an arch wherethro*
Olcoms that antravell’d world whose maigin fades 
For ever and for ever when I move.”

- s

the
Here we can only notice that from this point of 

view, in ethical considerations, a teacher can only 
^ lead his pupil to see that which he sees himself. ^ 

Herbart says:—
^ “The teacher himself will be to the pupil an ohfect of ( 

experieneo at once as fruitful as it is direct; yei^ in the 
hours of teaching on intercourse grows up between thorny 
wMch is, at the least, a foretaste of intercourse with the great 
men of antiquity, or with the clcarly*drawn character of 
the poet. Absent historic or poetic choractozs must receive 
life from the life of the teacher.” ^

hat difficult passj^e^ Herbart describe 
the result of presenting a lowered ideal- Our task^ is 
“ to prepare beforehand in the child an inward facility 
for attaining the aims which, as a man, he will place 
before liimself.” And “ who will warrant us that the 
future man will not search out the good, to make it the 
object of his willing, the aim of his life, the standard 
of his self-criticism ? Who will protect us against the 

:r j judgment which will then overtake us ? There 
instances of the Mnd; and it is never safe to set up

r:

1.. * For a fall discaasioa of this doctrine eoo page bdv.
* Sdeae* of Edwation.severe

are d■ >
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Oar desire to see ber has increased, but we realize / 
now how rare and fitful are the glimpses she vouchsafes 
ua Still, we cannot avoid inquiiy, and it stands on the 
very threshold of the “means of education.”

When Herbart speaks (page 4) of the pupil’s capacity 
for cultivation, and tells us we must consider, first, 
“that into which the passive may develop,” the question 
forces itself upon us, What is the nature of this so« 
called “passive?” We watch the phantasmagoric change 

mind-phenomena j their beginnings are obscure, their 
complexity baffles ua, and at their grandest”point of 
development, when the experience is full, the judgment 
.sound, and wisdom has at last crowned the knowledge 
of earlier years, there may come a slight failure in the 
physical mechanism, and “ the rest is silence ”; gone, ' 
but “whence, and oh heavens, whither?”^

A few points must be noticed before we. disefiss 
Herbart’s views os to the nature of mind. The 
fiist is the reaction between mind and body. Physio
logical psychology has made enormous progress since 
the begmning of the century,* and some of Herbart’s 
tentative remarks in Letters IV.-IX. naturally cannot 

■ now be endorsed. Still, here ag^ we can only wonder 
at the masterly mind whidi anticipated so many of the 
discoveries of a later decade, mid at the ability of the 
pioneer who pointed out the way which others have 
since pursued.

It is incontrovertible that the body powerfully affects 
the mind. Consciousness disappears wholly or in port 
as a result of disturbance or injury to the brain. If 
the body is sound, the mind is fresh and active; with\ 
a sickly body it is weak and miserable. Insufficient & 
nourishment, had air, insanitary conditions soon injure 
mental activity.

li
ikteoduction to tee study of hebbabt.

What sort of life’toe we prepared to give to these 
beings of the mind ?
■ S^vift, in the words of his giant king, saw men os 
“ the most pernicious race of httlc odious vermin that 
Nature over suffered to crawl upon the surface of the 
earth,” and as the lurid gloom deepened he saw them 
03—YaboosI A Tennyson could show men a King 

' Arthur, or a Sir Galahai Surely Plato was right: “ I 
ought to be careful that I do not lose the ey^f my 
bouL” The thought, traly, is many-sided, “ What if 
earth were but a shadow of heaven ?”

“A tmidi divine,
Aiid the scaled eyeball owns the mystic rod,
Visibly through ms garden walketh God.'

“ Earth *8 crammed with heaven 
And every common bush afire with Qod,
But only ho who eees takes off his shoes."*

Was not Danto dreaming of an ideal guide, when ho 
Bind, "I looked on.Beatrioe; and she on heaven" ?

1

■ of

Section B.
THE MEANS OE EDDOATION. 

L PBELUIINAET QUESTIONS.

Metaphysics and Psyehologp.
Experience propounds to us two great questions 
—-— the universe in which we find ourselv^ 

Charles Kingsl 
talks with chi

con
n as MfliiuTn How and Lady Why. 

Since the days of Bacon our acquaintance wi^ the 
former has ripened into respectful intimacy. Of the 
latter wo spe^ with deeper reverence than we did.

» OiJii.TZ.n's Sartor Btiariut,
* See an intereatiDg aecoimt in the Nindeenih Century for Jnly, 

1897, “ Eeccat Sdenoe,*’ by PBniOB Kbapotkin. -
> E. B. Bbowhj50.* EOBtBT BBOWNISa. ;

/
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of the sense deceptions which have been caused hy 
imagination. Le Sage tells ns that OHvai^ actiialljr 
died of horror at on apparition which never left him, 
although he knew it was only a ddudon. Nor con wo 
hy any means conhne these experiences to the insane 
or we^-minded. “ Even Goethe saw himself in 1771 
riding to meet himself,” and some of the greatest 
p<^t8, artist^ and thinkers "could amuse themselves 

, with hallucinations at wiU.” Amongst these were 
Goethe, Tasso, Jean Paul, Walter Scott, Cardanus, and 
Spinoza.

What, then, is the nature of mind,- oud how are 
we to account for the mysterious correlations evidently 
existing between the' nervous mechanism and the 
phenomena of consdousness. To the first inquiry 

' three different answers have been given
L Maierialisite. This denies the existence of any 

reality other than the material substance of the living 
and active nervous system.

2. That called by Hdffdii^ the Idcnlity hypothesis, 
which rega^ brain and mind os phenomenal aspects 
of one reality, which is like neither, but manifests 
itself in botk

3. B^riiuaXisiie; which denies the possibility of 
explaining mental phenomena vrithout referring them 
to a non-material or spiritual entity as real subject.

Hi IHTEODUCriOH YO TSS STUDY OP HHEDABr.
»A mere catarrh hinders imaginatioD, concnaslon of the 

brain destroys it wholly or in part, movement of the body 
helps it Bonsscau had to walk in order to think, I^naa 
and Morart composed with moat pleasure when moving, 
Xenophon and Goethe delighted in riding, Klopstock and 
Herder in skating. Aristotle recommended lively motion 
to tragic writers in order to got themselves into an emotional 
condition.**'

lastly, we know that trifling annoyances seem 
maddening to the over-worked, and “ the grasshopper 
IS a burden" to the old.

But ’even more mysteriously does mind ofiect body, 
and here indeed the phenomena of nineteenth centu^ 
neuroris and hysteria show how much there is yet to 
be investigated in this matter. The body is often the 
expression of the soul. The eye shines with joy, the 
vmce is modulated to express feeling; speech, above all, 
gives utterance to mentm activity. ** Say something,” 
smd Socrates to Channides, “that I may see thee." 
Imagination has theetrangest effect on the physiolorical 
proceeaes. Imaged danger quickens the action of the 
heart; the belief that one has drunk poison sometimes 
has the same effect as taking it Kirchner dtesapupil 
of Boerhave, who had to give up medical study because 
he actually contracted every sickness which he heard 
deembed. Avnumber of cases of this kind are col
lected in Hecker’fl Spidemies of the Middle Ages^ and 
Moore’s Power <^he Soul over the Body. The 
dance of St John or St Vitus, which seized upon 
thousands Mter the visit of the black death; the French 
nuns, who, led by the strange impulse of one sister, 
tnewed r^ularly every day for hours together; the 
dandng dervishes of the East, all show that the mental 
state called sympathy may bring about the strangest 
physical conditions. Still more remarkable are some

> Kzscmcu'a p, m

i

j

wUd For a full and masterly discussion of these answe 
the' reader is referred to Prof. Ladd’s Physiologi* 
Psychology, Fart ILL p. 585. Suffice it to say he 
that to the first attaches this fundamental objection,— 
it'confuses dependence with Identity.

"The fire which is kindled from ice by a burning-glass is 
yet not of the eame nature os ice. ... To say that a feel
ing u really the vibration of a brain fibre, or really an 

. clectroK^bemical process is manifestly no explanation. For

re,

6■ \
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is unknown (

liv DSTEODHOnOK TO THE BTODY OF HEEBAET.
und consequently immortal; ita nature 
to US.'

tie vibtaUon which may bo paraUel to ^at feeling or may

Sr^n of a broken log by the Bight of ivaggons m 
coUifiion.” s£s«SS-'5^rtSl:|3

St-SSSsj.iJtJMir.KM
■fence ot atoP “

and reartioa 0“^ ^th

rnmwMMi
S wiicKrSiec“orS. deve— hae beieme, and no

Atmin, aU nerye commotion admits of mfsurement 
X common physical standard, but f 
enomena defy us; “a weighty argument, a high

fdcal,” cannot te gau^ thua ^ simple ^n^Uo^of
a damask rose may bo ours, but the rea re^^t 
elements are not themselves red. and if they were, it 
woSd not help us to understand the state of con
sciousness called a $en£ait(m of red.

To the second theory the objection may be ram^^

third, odvocated by Prof. Ladd, asserts that

dWoso cortoin phonomena ouggestmg, perhaps conarmmg, 
the poasihility of such eiistonca

The

What now are Herbart’s views on this subject 1 He 

MoLi, simple, eternal, indissoluble, indestructible.

(■



ivahbeoaeiun theokt or edocatios.THE
Ivi ISTEODUCTION TO THE BTODT OP HERBAET. 

■•Between eeveml diesimikt simple

The nenis of the Univ->-r^H^t 
resist and maintain them-

have considered the rise of elementary ideas. 
Herbert has a further explanation for the phenomena 
of Emotion and Volition. , , -ii

difficulty of dehning feeling m felt by ^ 
psychologists. Kirohner pomta out that it can be 
deMribed only in a roundabout way, b^uae it is a 
•manifestation of the sonl itself. Yet the fact is 
able,-the soul is afecUi by its own stato, moti^. 
and activities. “Feeling U thus 
./apperception) of our total state. Acrardmg as thm is 
Ulmonious or not, the soul feels 
Kant again defined it as '

and produce changes 
also inherent in them to 
selves in their original quality.

The

couceptiA lor tho'^t of self—ation is as simple as is 
tho essence ■which is prescrrcQ-
aro

xvauv agau, - as “the nnmoditated idea by
which The soul defines its own state with reference

hnirSya,' ■'Fedffig'^^ght, perhaps, bo definedl:raS".-£E‘S-r;uShri».'ii

p'sj" SSe dl h^Z
ahnls are in their quality

based on:—
(L) Inherent capacity, dependent on bodily structure. 
(II.) Acquired capacity, dependent on environment, 

human or otherwiso*

to the
Hoffding says, “FeeUng mignt, pernaps, 

as that in our inward states which cannot by any

““nraSk^theory is somewhat different. A amffir 
boy, after a long voyage, is retuirang home By
night he dreams of his fathers cottage, by ™ 
imloe of hie mother floats before his eyes; he tern

'■^4 sir-Tj

similar sense-impressions; he/af^utenseptora.
But suppose a different case. The same toy is a^ 

returning, flushed with the same expectotiona. This

Speak
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JZions, Ld wishes sinks into one contempUblo heap of 
ashes.”

(TQB
Iviii iNTEODUcrnoN to toe stodt of iierbart.

check, and is pressed back as it strogg'^s “H- 
Bciousness. He feels intense pain. The life of the 
soul, says Herbart, is one of ideas; every tothenog of 
Uiem U at the same time a promotion of the life 
activity of the mind; every arrest of ideas is also an

ssrxsSiiSsTSi .iS™ 1==
of tcelmgs, whose rapid suaxssion ap^ara as co-emt- 
ence.” Everyone knows what it is to feel plmuro that 
is hitter and torment that is sweet. ' Parting may

rSZS’s theory of vohtion, a

L-i:stdThnTTsLr.v^«f^^^^^^^^^^
in that it does not, like the latter, indicate a 
momentary condition of thought, but a 
several such conditions. t.e., a mmmaU. ^
sections of this movement are feelmga Desire may 
be defined ns a state of mind struggling towards brmg- 
ing about another state not now present. In extreme 
thW, the idea of water, looked upon as the ^tmla<i- 
tion of desire, is arrested; impuke strives to shake off 
the unpleasant state of arrest, ua, to ohto complete 
mastery over the object. Desire is perfected tmP“'s®. 
it has been said to resemble the sea, havmg ebb and 
flow, but no absolute rest; the perfect Mtisfaction of 
it is ideal It may range from st^ly perceptihle 
pain up to a height approaching matoess ; satisfaction 
only produces a pause. Sir Walter Scott speaks of it
^^This is the course and the end of human wiahM. They 
are produced by trifles, inflamed by imagmaUon, and

■mknown. in so far as wo long to bring 
clearness cor^n elements in our idea of it which a
“^^Lttor^XVII. Herbart ,
thU bears on the awakonmg in children qf
'^mpt^n^ow to volition. Desire becomes wUl 
wtoi it is associated with the idea that its ob3eot

3a?4=St|S

T

; out how 
a craving I

can

series is formed.
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BSHSSwcfeSSgtfefes?-'
«A» flies to ■mmtonbqjTB are we to the gofl*.

They kill ns for their sport !

t.®.-

■ Th..ia«'.-»fc.Bf'"'‘”‘'^"
wecandoriglitmdGtdaniBt

But it may to “X^'oiS^y oi mibounded 
Magnet ^ mto

iSiJ£J5»x535:«”5S

Ilx IKTBODTICrnON TO TUB BTUDT 07 IffiRBAET.
general

^tory: he proceeds to act tentatively and 
tion: a march here, a counter-march there, 

posted, soldiers encouraged, etc.; then auddemy 
Sex series of movements presents itself that 

"* to conquer.

i '*Theaupply imogea of the necessary actions! 
desires a '" ‘ ’’ '''
with caution: a 
scouts ' 
a comp: 
will enl

'i

ilex series of movements p: 
trap tho-enemy, now he

“The great man acted long before in thought; he /elt 
hiraseU acting, ho saw himself advancing before the m- 
Lnol act, the facsimile of the inlemal became 
A few p:»aing attempta m performance, proving m redity 
nothingfsuEre to change a flattormg faith into “"Menee 
that he will to able to rcalne m act what be reea with 
inward deamcas. In order to create a firm volition this 
Mumge BuppUes the place of the f
aava ‘I will’ has already conquered for himself the future 
in^thought He already secs himseU achieving, possessmg, 
opjoying."*

i

i

Much, then, depends on tho versatility and nchn^ 
of mind in him who desires, for the clearer the insight 
as to tho attainability of tho object, the Ijroi^er the 
will There is another side to this, as Hertot has 
also brought out "Unhappy are ‘>■0?.''““ ^ 
wanting in power when they miff somethmg givfflt 
The path of destruction is the course of education 
rovcTMd. I?^'eaim which iecomes hedntml ts eonsump-

‘“onw Mn'S^rihild that the task set is too hari, 
that he canitoJ do it. and the power is gone; d^ 
may stiU linger, but the great factor in success, ajirm 
Jl, is ateeut Hence the danger of the se<«t tore 
a new subject, which Herbart desonbes m totto XV^ 
hence, too, the strangely disastrous edtots of a di^ 
couraging manner. The teachers great object is to 
produre an “inward faciUty” for attammg eerto 
ends; if doubt arises, it means the entrance of a new

» ittiv, ^ 211.

than
The

this.

i

are
» EaaASfBScietU9C/£ducaJiontp.lZ
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Inttor begin confidently, perhaps, but they grow sorely 
disheartened if failure is prolonged, and faith both in 
their own ability and tho teacher’s judgment wavers.

On' tho other hand, the ethical vista opened out by 
these thoughts is very striking. It often explains the 
victory of the vanquished, the triumph of apparently 
the weakest and the humblest of mankind. ^ Is not 
this tho secret of men who have had a “mission”? 
Let a man once be convinced that a thing is right, 
and that God has appointed him to carry it out, then, 
no matter the difficulty or tho danger, he is immortal 
till his work is done; and such may bo even a.weak 
man’s confidence in the possibility of attainment, that 
no human power can stand against it. Let anyone 
believe that in the great battle of life he is at the post 
appointed by the General, that he is on the aide of 
the force which makes for righteousness, and that 

» man is lifted above the fear of defeat or failure. “Wbat 
matter if the counter-marches do seem perplexing, 
and the sound of retreat rin^ in his ears; what matter 
if the mists of death gather thick over the field, he 
feaiB nothing; the etui is certain, and at-the roll call of 
the morning watch he will answer to his. name. For 
when “confidence in the possibility of attainment” 
passes beyond the human, and lays hold pn the unseen 
God, there is no failure.

“He always wins who sidea with God,
To him no chance is lost;

God’s will is sweetest to him when 
It triumphs at his cost*

The forces of the universe pressing in on the monad 
of the soul may be very strong. To some men they 
have seemed as the whirling of the potter’s wheel 
under the helpless clay;^ to others os the strange

1 See R. BeowkIKO in SaH Ben Ezra,

“The power of the night the press of the storm, 
■WhewSo Btan£,^ho arch fear in a vUihlo form,

Thragb «re tho gnerdon be gained,

5^him, too, tbe object may be Binmter and unweleom^ 

is gone.

I

“ For rodden the woiet turna tho heal to the hiave,
Tho black minnto'eat end . . ...

amanoo and tho nature of things echo tho promise 
of tbe throne •' to him that OTOroomeUi.

And Ihin is the -riotoiy, even .... fa'tn.

n. GOVEENUEHT—MBTBtJOIIOH—DISOIPiJNE.

« BPEHflEa’B FiurU ^w«n.» BuNYAU’s Pilgrim's iVpyrwa.
* E.BnowKiiio,J¥o9»te.
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time, but becaufso it involves ccrtmn psychi^ ^ 
Biderations which require a preliminary explanation. 
“ For the same reason that in psychology prtaentations 
were treated of before desire and will, in ^dagi^y the 
theory of instruction must precede that of discipline. 
Again, in the Science of Education, he further explains 
himself:—

THE HKRBARTIAN THEORY OF EDUOATION. Ixv j

The tiny inverted picture of the sunset on the retina 
of a Eualdn and of the low type African are identical, 
but do the two men see the same? Nay, does the one 
man nt different times in his life see the same world ? 
Wordsworth wrote

“I have learned
To look on Nature, not os in the hour 
Of thoughtleae youth . .

, A presence that disturbs
Ofelevated thoughts} ___ ______
Of something far more deeply Interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean ana the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man,
A motion and a spirit that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through oil things.” ^

But the blue sky and the sunset glow and the 
tossing waves were for all who had eyes to see.

“When the boy in Goethe's ballad mistakes a streak of 
fog on the edge of the meadow for the Erlking, a shining 
willow for the Erlking's daughter, and in the whistling of 
the wind bears the dluring, coaxing words of the water 
sprite ... wo ore not confronted by erroneous percep
tions ; the senses do not deceive, not because they always ' 
judge correctly, but because they do not judge at olL”

con-

' “Tho dicio of thooght contains the sloro-of nil that, 
which, being intensifiod by intoios^ risra to drairo, tmd 
thonby mema of action brings forth vobtion. The whole 

; inner activity indeed has its abode in tho ctrcle of thought.
' Hero is found the initiative life, tho pnnial energy.

And in the Apharwns on Pedagogy, when speaking 
of direct and indirect discipline, ho says 

•• “The latter is tho motr! important, rinco it works on tho

SrTtL’TS^Trftiri^^^ d‘:t:Saro'’f
charoclcr.*

. and I have felt 
me with the joy 

a senso sublime

X Insintclion.
In BDcakine of instruction, the first subject which 

mrist b^msidered is that of the Herbattoan dnetnne 
of apperception.
suS &

concluded a peace with each otber.”^

Even perception is an acquired thing, given to us by 
a combination of sensational and reproductive brain 
processes. As Eeid says, “Nature is frugal in her 
operations, and will not be at the expense of a 
particular instinct to give us that knowledge which \ 

d habit will soon prod-*-'' ’’ 
infant goes through a long education before he 

can grasp the realities perceived by adults, simply 
-because of this complexity, iHis mind must learn to 
translate and give meaning io his own sense impres-

Tet after many years, when the same tlung befeU 
another race, they went on with their qu^ls, adjMted 
their telescopes, wrote columns for the joum^ ot 
science, but gave not a thought to Onnuzd or Mithras. 
Perception was the same, apperuptvm very different. 

i LAjfQi, Jfpereeptiajh p.

' experiience an uce.

i
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mnna. For what are these material things, of whoso 
Sy wrarelo sure? Sensations of a red^lour, a 

smell, a soft touch, and wo say “

sense, is its own creatioa

THE HEBBAETUH THEOEY OF EDBOATIOir. kvii

the. floor, let him try to see (1) as a transparent glass 
box, and (2) a tub right way up. It can bo done by 
the mind changing its conception of the distonco from

I

axsstik.isrii'sc.s}
itotional elmenta produce. Prof. James, in his 
Psychology, cites some curious examples

"This is probably the reason why, if ''“.‘“’l “A ^ 
isolated printed word and repeat it long “““S'*. 
Imninlan outirdy

ff5Sr5£ra'.."”trK,^u«s
FiS“SHSrs*t#«
feel it now, divested and nlona

tu.m sio-m.

, i
tl:

!

But wo may have a still more curious ^
Tia. (8).

the eye of the (^tral lines in each fignra Figure p) 
is much more difiSchIt| in a large claas nearly fill easily 

a solid block of steps. When asked if they could 
change the idea, and'ima^e themselves lookiM at a
saw
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THE UEUBABTIAK THSORT OF EDUCATION. Ixix

TO TDE STUDY OF HERBART.

1!?“^ beSd Us eyes,

f*S»Sr^e^Ke -|eu_

rearuILlh^ngrS'^-tion a? the lost-thne and

/• IxvHi INTRODUCTION the faithful servant! We tend to feel as wo think 
wo ought to feel, to see what we expect to see.

But let ns take Herbart's careful analysis of these 
phenomena.

Suppose one of the simplest forms of sensation 
enters consciousness by the gates of the senses; that 
is, a new object in the outside world produces a certain 
nervous commotion in our organs of sight, touch, and 
smell; these are translated by the mind into sensations 

■ of whiteness, a soft yielding surface and a strong sweet 
odour. The Jirst effect caused by this entrance of the 
new will be to stimulate the idew already possessed 
by the mind. It will repel what is unlike, and will 
attract all that is similar. In this case other concepts 
of flowers will be stimulated into activity, and the 
class lily will he brought into special prominence. At 
this stage of the process the new comer is undoubtedly 
the most powerful influence in consciousness.

Herbart compares it to a light coming into a dark - 
place, and casting its rays all around. The stimulated 
ideas rise up round it like the arched vault of a cavern.

But the second stage begins with the steady arrest 
of all the less similar ideas which at last allow only 
the perfectly similar ones to come forward. The 
images of one flower after another are thus checked, 
till only lilies of a particular kind hover into 
sciousness. What we are losing in quantity and 
breadth we are gaining in intensity and vividness.

/■' Or, to compare it ^ain with the light in the cavern, 
the similar ideas are now like the walls rising up 
to a

I :

! I

con-
!

ore I and forming the apex of the arch; 
ideas retire into the background; the 

light, from being diffused, is now focussing.
Lastly, the new perception takes its pls^ among the 

old ideas; we recognize the flower as the familiar lily 
of the valley, and there is to some extent a fusion of 
the new with the old This is what Herbart means by

the
The

. \

t-—J
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leminde^ howerrer, that a p^ter once boasted that
a soldier

Ixx nmioDOcnoii to the study of HERBm'. I
process wHch has opened oat the W for so much 
rabsequent research. In the. assiimlation, then, ot 
new taowledge, aU depends on the presmee ?t mnto 
elements inthe concepts which already emst m the 
(diae o£ thought; these wiU have to act as our are^ 
Sring factor. When the mental life is nch, perce^ / 
tdon m always accompanied by apperopbon, and the 
latter occurs with special rapiity if tbeto 
Biniilar elements already stand high and
ruling ideas. As laiarua says, m this co^apptmv-
ine nobona are “ like armed men in the strongholda of 
.v,n.^;ou.iness. ready to hurl themselvM npon every-

•which ret^ control over the mind, and that for two

he could by means of three lines repr^ent 
and his dog entering an inn, some will at 
once associate the meaningless matks with 
a system of idea^ because mtnd indanil^ N 
suites the missing ddails. \

Another example may make this plainer.
An air is played on tho organ; it is som^ 
thing fon^ar, but we cannot give it a 

'name; it stimulates the activity of the 
mental content As it is on the o: 
images of various churches come 
consciousness, only to be arrested as xm- 
satisfactory and irrelevant Suddenly 
Westminster Abbey appcira; yes, that 
<is somehow connected; it may stay.
Thus stage II. is reaebra; the vaulting 
rives place to tapering, as ideas cluster 
definitriy round the concept of the old 
building. A certain winter afternoon, Sun
day, the crowded Abbey, the fading light, the preacher’s 
tex^ all hover into consciousness. Some of them are 
rejected as urelevant, as the tapering centres on the 
service, the anthem, the volunt^—there, you have it 
Stage III. is reached The air is from an oratorio, and 
fusion takes plaro with its satisfactory identification.

Ahd now probably the new ceases to be the most 
prominent thing'in consciousness, as the mind wanders 
off to the associations connected with an oratorio 
which has b^n ^own for years. This brings us to 
some details which have b^n much worked out by 
Herbart’a followers.

A frirly weak series of ideas may, by virtue of their 
novelty and stimulating force, overpower the old; but 
ultimately the •rictoiy will remain with that which is 
deeply rooted in consciousness. For instance, an old 
friend acts in a way which seems strange and unpleasant.

I
old and 
(dear rgan,

mto
as

Pro. W
Ireasons.

1. The new ^ 
lating force su 
wears off.

' 2. The old ideas in the mind are generally stronger 
because of their old estoblisbed connections.

The resnlt of aU this is that the new takes ite place

•" “aft:

perc^t loses its power as its stiinu- 
iteides; in other words, tho novelty

id!ca, no
» (Jiwt«diaI.ororf*Ai5

see no
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contemplatpe spirits apart, from the shell they are shut 
up in.” But life is short, and the method difficult.
If we misunderstand ourskves, and ftul to translate 
the signs of the microcosmus, how great are our 
mistakes with regard to each other.

“So near, and 
No silver lin
To bridge the shadowy space across 
That separates us each from each.
We move on lines that never meet,
We never touch each other’s life;
Unknown, unread in tone or look,
The token of a hidden strife.”

Ivvii lOTBODCCTION TO THE BTDDY OF BEKBABT.

It is inconsiatent with onr concept of his character, 
and is painfully prominent at first in the mental worhh 
But, as we bethink ouraelvea, a change cornea; the old 
faith asserts its sway and we do not send the indipant 
letter; extenuating circumstanoes, the probability of 
mistake, the possibility of explanation como forward, 
and we are wont to say that now we see the thing in a 
new light. No, in this case, it is not anything new, it 
is the ligU cf our post; wo see now what years of 
inleroourse have prepared ns to see.

In connection with intellectual developme^, these 
facts may have an unfavourable aspect. As ProfeMor 
James brings out, every new experience must he dis
posed of under anas old head. “The great pomt is 
to find the head which has to bo least altered to take 
it in.” So our education is a ceaseless compromise 
between the conservative and the progressive factors.

heads readily even to receive

yet BO far opart, 
ik of common epeecb

Sometimes we miss much by this inability to enter 
into other lives: the strength of sympathy for our
selves, the more blessed opportunity of strengthenmg 
others. But when all is done that is possible, we live 
alone, and alone we die.

The senses furnish much the same characters to oil; 
to the one they are dim hieroglyphics, to the other 
they are full of meaning and beauty.

Very few can form — - - .
fresh experiences. «hlost of us grow more and more 
enslaved to the stock conceptions with which we have 
once become familiar, and leas and to capable of 
assimilating impressions in anj' but the old way, Ola 
fosyism,’ in short, is the inevitable terminus to which
life sweeps us on. .... Genius means little more than 
the faculty of perceiving in an unhabitual way. 
words should he specially compared with Herharts 
remarks on “ rigid minds ” in letter XVIIL , ,

But this also seems to explain much of the loneli
ness of human Ufe. Two are together in^ one house, 
yet they live in different worlda There is o^ 
key to the locked door into another soul. That is 
love; and it can do much, for by ^ the magic or 

\ sympathy we may fed what another is feeUng, even 
when the opperceiving factor, that is, the k^wledge

•; of the cause of the feeHng, is very imperfect But even
’ then, how little we know, even of those near^t to iw. 

“Bet it he your method,” said Marcus Aurehus, to

new

“All that meet* tbe bodily sense I deem 
Symbolical—one mighty alphabet 
For infant minds, and wc, m this low world 
Placed with oiir to bright Reality,
That we may learn with young unwoimded ken 
The Substance from the Shadow.”*

What if Coleridge’s figure were the actual truth? 
Ho is thin^g of Plato's cavern prisoners, who, 
chained with their backs to the firelight, could 
only moving shadows and hear only echoes. ^ Some 
were satisfi^ that that was all there was in the 
universe, but Socrates suggests that at last a prisoner 
was freed. Ho came up out of tbe darkness into 
the su^ght, and then he saw things as they were.

* 8. T. OOLBniDOK.

one see

i
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t’ Si"” s
possibilities of error are many. But hertafter,.. . it may 
ho that Science is silent, but there are not wonting

“August anticipations, symbols, typ^
Of a dim spli^our ever on before ;

It may be we too shall find
“ The low dark verge of life 

Is but the twilight of Eternal Day.**

“ 2b dtCi is coin." How much that may mem 
Lazarus has wothed out yet another dovelopm^t 

It is possible for a man to be uncousciotw of toe 
massca of old ideas which ore reaUy controlling ttat 
which he apperceives. H the (jueation arme^ how 
can wo fail to notice auoh an important factor m 
the mental world, we can only- answer that human 
obedience to the old Greek maxim, ymtSi (rroimw, is 
more limited than wd imagine. Professor 
a curious pa^e in point in his article on psychology.

^^a'roints out how vague at best is our concept of 
self: we see Uttie bits at varioaa times, but even toen 
the greater part is in shadow. of feehn^
and ideas may be gathering of winch we are v^ 
dimly conscious, and when the sudden call to action 

’ comes we do that which surprises oTOclvea This 
is tt cenerally recognized fact as regards feeliw; it 
has been less noticed that the same law apphes to

*''do''wo realize in teaching that we ato_ 
forming a circle of thought in a ohUda mmd, which 
will not only influence hia prMent attainment, hut 
will aotmdly control what he thatt apperomve as life 
^ on ? There are many perceptions which o™ ““t 
apperceived at flrst. There U desultory talk which

Iseems to sleep in deaf ears; things which enter the 
deep chmbers of memory, ^d woi^ sleeping, till years 
after, another percept wolfcs them, and they come forth 
and have to 1^ re^oned with. It is rash indeed to 
trust to the annihilation of a thought. We know

how she 
. out of

Jean Ingelow's legend of the dead year—I 
buried toe thing m state, and laid her dead 
her eighty and thought it was safe in ita marble shroud, 
never to wound her again with its memories of pain.

“ Year, I Baid, end turned away,
I am free of thee this day;
All that we two only know ‘
I forgive and I for^,
So thy fact no more I meet ■
In the field or in the Btreet"

But it could not be. The dead drew the living into 
the rock-hewn tomb; for the soul and its past are one.

We think we look at a new thing fairly, but the 
dominant ideas, “the armed men in-the stronghold 
of wuBciousneBS,” seize it, and place it where they wi^ 

funds we reach that which 
indness—^incapacity to 

the right. JmcJs of hnowledge at first sight appea: 
plausible excuse for human failings. Yet “I did not 
know ” may mean either " I never had the opportunity 

^ of learning or the capacity ’to-grasp this thing,” or, t 
“ I once bad the chance, but I refused to follow tbe j 

/'light I had, ie. I shut my e^es.” The first excuse ‘ 
is certainly applicable to the insane, and possibly to 
many of the heathen; but no one man can s|>eak 
definitely for another. The second ends in judicial blind- 

{ ness, because by natural law, if the soul forms a low- 
I ioited circle of thought, the faculty for the apperception 
: of spiritual beauty becomes proportionatdy weak. The 
I converse is equally true. Train the mind to see the 
I loveliness ofinature, and you will form an apperceiving

So on purely scientific grq 
men have called judicial bli

/
.
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£ s aK.;: “jrSiiX'f 1?^
; of seeing the next.

Wordsworth says of one:—

for a city which bath foundations, whose builder and 
maker is God." , ,i . .

The whole subject recalls two remarkable stones, 
of which have yet to be fathomed.the scientific ,

They are tales of two Eastern lords. ^ ^
One in high position was obliged to leave hia 

dominions, and having summoned certain of hia 
officers, possibly satraps o! provinces, he left 4hem 
in charge of large but varying portions of his wealth. 
The other also knew that he must be absent for a time, 
but he committed certain small equal sums to the men 
of hia household. The owner of the property in the 
first case received from the officers bn his return sums 
(according to our money) varying from about ^200 to 
£2000, but two of the men-by diligence had doubled 
the amoimts entrusted to them. The result was an 
exact equality of reward of a truly royal kind—the 
friendship of their sovereign, and a place very near 
the throne. . , , ,

In the second case the sums received by the owner 
on hia return were but small One man had raised 
his few shminga to about £4 lOs.; another had not 
made so much; a third could only restore what had 
been given. But the rewards were poles asunder. 
One rose to almost royalty, another entered upon a 
citizen’s life, the third sank to destitution.
' The meaning of the first story is clear. ^ Human 
minds differ enormously in point of capacity ; our 

of justice forbids the thought that the work of a 
Newtoh or a Dante should be expected of aR But 
the second case emphasizes a less noticed fact, that in 
one particular every soul has an cqucU chance. No one 
is left without light, and the choice teste with the 
individual as to how great that light shall be.^ The 
dullest of intelleote cannot prevent a soul rismg to 
ethical majesty. The results, then, were no arbitrary 
rewards and punishments, ,but simply inevitable

?■

• 7..I;
and Milton also expresses it thus:—

■Wo see Bomo people with o Btiange influent lor 
good, and in the^presence others seem 
SrSoir best. We eiphiin it to ourselves by saving 
tf^idl^ave a hi^^ atandard. But a s^d^is 
that by which we measure ourselves ^d 
idSl a thing of the mind. How th^ did they ^btem 

that was higher than that of 
by'following t& light as it came; ^
siw that wW “rt'of S

of their homeland, “having nothmg *0 v^h ^y

f.

one t-

{ , !
1

1
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ages. They have to live in the nineteenth centhir. /
• Se adjustment, then, to environment should be made 

as smoothly and rapidly as possible, provided the 
o! apperception are never mfring^. We have said 
that experience is seriously limits. The town child . '

. is cut off from a most important series of percepti‘“- 
and even in the country many a one fails to notice 
natural objects without instruction. Ufer gives 
instance that among 300 six-year-old country children ;
8 per cent had failed to notice a grain field, 43 an oak, ^
26 had not been on any moimtm, and 37 could not 
tell how bread is made from com.

Social intercourse is also limited. If sympathy is 
confined to the family, the village, or even the father- 
land, it will be too narrow.

‘‘Ought we to conceal from ourselves how often that 
which is distant is more exquisitely illuminatod in de
scriptions and drawings than the present; how much more 

.tisfying and elevating is intercourse with the^ anciente ^ 
lan with contemporaries j how much richer in insight is . 

idea than observation, and indeed how indispensable: 
to action is the contrast between the actual and what 
ought to bol'*

ixxviii CJTBODUCTION TO THE BTUDT OE DKBBAET.
natural law. Ho who hod been faithful in the very 

^ little was morally fit for the royalty to which he rose. 
He who had neglected the small things lost even that 
he had, and when the time came for the great 
crisis,—ihongo, judgment, evolution, call it what you 
will,—he flank. The master was no tyrant The 
sentence which condemned the man was ms own p^t 

It is sdence which reiterates that from him that 
hath not, even that he hath shall be taken away. 
Evolution, if nothing else, would thrust the unprofit
able servant into outer darkness.

ons,

as an

(6) Expmenu and InUrcouru,
Before passing on to consider Herhart's masterly 

discussion of the concept of interest, a few woi^ are 
necessaiy to explain the relation of instmotion to ;

■ experience and intercourse. “ From Nature,** says 
Herbart, “man gains knowledge and sympathy by
means of experience and intercourse."

To dispense with them in education would be to 
dispense mth daylmht and content ourselves with 
candlelight Fulness, strength, individual defim^ess 
in all our presentations, practice in the apphcation of 
the general, contact with the real, with the country 
and the age, patience with men as they are, aU this , 
must be derived from these original sources of mentm 
life.** Yet “to leave man to Nature, or even to wish 
to lead him and to train him up in nature, is merely 

' folly.’* The risks are too great, the limitations too
' serious. As Herbart says, "Human nature is like a

ship, constructed and arranged with highest art, that 
it may be able to adapt itself to every change of wind 

. and wave, but it awaits the steersman to direct it to 
its goal, and guide its voyages according to circum
stance."

life is too short for us to allow children to stumble 
painfully through the failures made by the race in past

>:

t ,

Again, our great object is to awaken in the child's \ 
mind a many-sided interest But experience and \ 
intercourse are often of necessity slow and un- \\ 
interesting. ■ No doubt it is good for vs to bear this. 
That which I George Herbert says of a hopde^y d^ 
sermon is true of many an important lesson in life, 
“God takes the text and preaches patience," and in 
such a cose the benediction undonbtraly comes at the - 
end. But the pupil ^ould never be condemned to 
suffer such a thing at the hands of the teacher. "To 
be w^risome is the tvtTdinal sin of instraction." This 
does not mean that eveiything is to be made easy and 
like play. " It is the privilege of instruction to fly over
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step^ and ^ TttlE“h™dfin

qoaintly deacnto tho mnd of M

is mixed up come forward, many
iraif. On a pven ^ oT^ociation at tho
^So”“C - tnm anddenly into oonaeroua- 
neas."

Ixxx INTKODUOnON TO THB STDDT
(c) Intemt.
It is tho work of instmction to supploment and not . o. 

Bupersedo experience and intercourse. “I confer,” says ; f *1 
Horbart^ '* to have no conception of education without \ I ^ 
instruction, just as on tho other hand. 1 recognize no 
instruction which does not morally educate.”

“Character forming is will training. The will springs 
from the thought-complex which instruction has to form.
The educative value of instruction, then, consists of the 
influence which it shows with respect to the wilL”^

Some so-called instxuction forces upon the child a 
number of facts in which he Really takes no interest. 
Obviously no energetic volition wm be the result of 
such a process.

But interest itself ma^ be of two kinds. We some
times demand interest in a subject simply because 
it will facilitate the acquirement of knowledge.
Slater B “ method ” explained in a small book published 
some thirty years ago, is a case in point. Each of the 
nine units is represented by one or more consonants, 
and odd little sentences are drawn up with reference 
to each date, wherein the initial letters of the wor^ 
give tho key to the figures required. We give a few 
examples

Coleridge ^junTlrre^' IKe'
educated P«>Plj “ andsuperBuouB
there u a want of this sort are
nmount of regreOTven^ front'of them, and they 
unable to look a t jijoy get on too fast
™nder f™” path._^ Ttoy , e.
with ono half, ‘ exactly as it is told to them 
They can teU ®‘"7ateD byVp where it has teen (as an animal can go etep^ny s P hearings tefore-
tefore), but they ^ adapted!ito those to whom
hand, or see how tnThow.inueh they

me; I go tefore yon, ^ Then» a^ ^ narration.

Literary Studies, I

Now Semiramis, Beautiful Sinner 
2 0 8 0 

They CJontiivod a Balloon and Rose up ^ 
17 8 4

(The first balloon experiment in Loudon) 
Try Which of us Lacks Pluck 

1 8 
(The Volunteer Movement)

This is a Most Rumoos invention, Swartz 
1 3 4 0

(Invenrion of Gunpowder)
* UrxB'B Introduction io Serbarf, p. 68.

5 0
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things out of proportion; he lives in his own little 
sphere of thought; other men's lives appem: to him 
small and distorted, his own immoderately important 
The youngest Fellow of Trinity is too apt to think 
hims^ the prop of the University. "The earth is 
weak, and I bear up the pillars of it," is the mental 
attitude of some, who womd not after all be greatly 
missed.

This explains the beauty «of character which is 
sometimes seen in the old, as distinguished from the 
young. The former realize how vast and biilliant 
truth is, and how here at best we see it broken into 
the prismatic rays. As we draw nearer the larger life, 
it dawns upon us that all the scattered colours must 
unite before the glory of pure white light can really 
shina

Herbart disting^hes six kinds of many-sided \ 
interest Three arise from knowledge and three from \ 
sympathy.

From knowledge we get—
1. Empirical interest, aroused by experience and ^ 

the observation of phenomena.
2. Speculative, which arises through a conscious

ness of the mysterious relations existing in nature, 
and leads on to the investigation of causes and origins.

3. .Esthetic, aroused by the perception of the 
beautiful in nature, art, and morals.

From sympathy we get—
4 Personal interest, attaching itself to the sorrows 

and joys of individuala
6. Social, aroused by sympathy with the family and 

the nation.
6. Beligious, which embraces interest in the destiny 

of the human race and its relation to God,

STUDY OP HERDABT.Ixxxu INTBODUCnOH TO THE 
psychology

ban, date tvaa duU and

e.g., cotmtmg “te- in fact, whenever the
the „Sv for the pnipose ot noqmn^
interest 13 STtion mtt'
knowledge, wi* M Herbart
subject in hand. not ensnro that the facta

in the boUdaya ho Solboy develops into
beeomea.a patron ie constantly

theCt of desire and, v^tioa thna.

seeks to extend the

I
The

i

Herbart enumerates
It is—

1 Far-reaching; as it ever
knowledge gained. ^

n. Imnediaie; it “Jj? us impatient for

phenomena.

!
'

4
too early specializa- 

indined to see S
■/
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are benoniog to realize that a one-sided education is. /
not only loss as regards that which it omits, .bat is '
also actually detrimental to the one study in which 
it specializes. In other words, no amount of know- 
led^ will make up for the lack of wisdom, which may 
be the result of neglecting certain ment^ functions, 
and allowing them no opportunity of development

Herbart, however, warns us also against the opposite f 
danger, hihny-sldedness must not degenerate into | 
frivolity. An enlarged curriculum, over>competition, 
the pressure of nmeteenth-century life^ must not 
hurry us into the position of “Jack of all trades, 
master of none."

*' Shall we, to avoid one-sidedness, plunge into frivolity 1 
The frivolous man is a new person ovory moment, or, at 
any nto, the shades of character in him appear to change, 
for ho himself is properly a nonentity. He who always 
yields to impressions and fancies has never possessed'him- 
fiolf or his surroundings; the many sides ate not there, for , 
the personality of whom they must be sides does not ezistw"^

/
Ixxiiv IKTBODDCmON TO THS STDDT Or mBBABT.

We give as an illustration of this the chief points 
in a lesson on the life of Sir Philip Sidney.

The forms of interest derived from knowledge are
1. Empirieol, aroused hy the presentation of detaiU 

concerning Sir Philip Sidney's life—his bravery, personal 
beauty, adventures at court, in camp, in battle, etc.

2. Speadaiive, aroused through considerations of 
cause and elfec^-why ho felt so strongly agamst Spam 
and the Pope, why ho went to the Netherlands, eto.

3 jEslhetie, aroused hy admiration lor “ this flower 
of knighthood,” the noblest type of the Englishman of 
theaga-

Those derived from sympathy ore—
4. Individual and personal, aroused by sympathy 

with the chivalrous eoldier, who threw off hm armour 
60 os to have no unfair advantage over his foe; mth 
the wounded man who gave up the only draught of 
water to a dying oomrado, etc.

6 Social aroused* hy sympathy with the sorrow of 
the'nation at the death of their hero; ^pathy also 
with the national appreciation of his goodness.

6. Seligioue, aroused by sympatliy vrith the race in 
1 its progress, as shown in the development of such a . 

• cha^to; also by the consideration of the religious 
forces of the age, and the fact that religion was the 

f ruling principle in Sir Philip's life, etc.

!; Herbart speaks elsewhere of a mind “scribbled over-" 
by the confused markings of an ever-ebangipg environ
ment. One might be tempted to wonder with Carlyle, 
whether, when the dotius drop away from it, and the 
vesture of mortality falls, there will then be anything 
left by which wo may recognize the poor frivolous 
little souli

Our reading is too often so " scrappy,” th 
^'^on our attention so frequent, even the claims on our 

help so pressing, that at first sight it seems hardly 
right to refuse response. But the real question surely 
is, How 2^ we bat serve our day and ^eration ? 

^ Tnie, life is short, but for that veiy. reason it demands 
' the best; the deepest that is in us, and if we would 
give that-we must have time to he ourselves.

I Hebbaox*! Sdetw <if BdueaiiOTU

e demands

The last characteristic of many-sided interest is that 
it should be—

IV W'ellManad.—’HhQ advance of modem science, 
tending more and more towards the discovem: of a 
deeper unity in nature than we have yet dreamed 
of. must be a special warning against that narrown^ 
wHch refuses an aU-round study of pjienomena. We
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(/) The treatment of the subject matter, or The f 
FoTmal Steps.

{d) The Culture Epochs,
The first maxim in the selection of material for in

struction has been thus formulated by Professor Eein:—
“ Only that should be subject matter which is able to 

awaken and chain the interest of the scholaie. Only such 
material should be chosen as must necessaiUy awaken a 

• spontaneous permanent interest in every child of normal 
mental endowments.”

But, as we have seen, one of the psychological 
conditions of interest is the recognition of simUanty, 
and this demands the most exact consideration of 
the stages of apperception. Goethe puts it thus: 
''He could be genuinely cesthetic-didactio who could 
enter with his scholars into all that is worth feeling, 
or could bring it before them exactly at the moment 
at which it culminates, and when they ore most ^ 
highly sensitive.” Elsewhere he states still more 
clearly: "The human mind receives nothing which, 
does not suit it.” Shakespeare also pointedly empha- ■ 
sizes this fact in his mysterious conception of the 
supernatural in Macbeth. There the same appearand 
is before the eyes of two men. Banquo even sees the 

first, and looks curiously at their strange forms. 
But they are nothing to him.. To Macbeth they are 

, full of meaning; they shake hi^ single state of man,
^ and the reason is that they, like the phantom dagger, 

only marshal him “ the way that U teas goi^.
Goethe noticed also another fact: “ Although 

world in general advances, the youth must always 
start again from the beginning, and as an indmdum 
traverse the epochs of the world’s -culture "; that is 
to say, in our search for subjects of interest we must 
bear in mind the psychological law that mental de-

Ixixvi INTBODUOnON TO THE STODY OF HERDART.

Hence Herbart emphasizes the need for what he 
calls concentration (verii^ng) and refiection (6«fin- 
nung)*

“ He who has at any time given himself up con amoro to 
any object of human activity underetands what concentra- 
tion means. It takes place when presentations aro euccefr 
sively brought into consciousness in sufficient strength and 
purity without obstructions. Eesinnung, or reflection, is^o 
collecting and binding together of these presentations. The 
more perfectly and purely these operations performed 
the greater will bo the success of instructioa

Since wo are finite we require concentration, which 
demands the banishment of irrelevant matter. It is 
all important that a child should be able to concentrate 
attention on some particular thing, to the temporary 
exclusion of all others.

Since we are personalities we require reflection, lest 
we should lose ourselves in our subject. The acta of 
concentration mutually exclude each other; they must 
bo united by subsequent acts of co-ordinating reflection 
They thus are set in order in their relation to each 
other and to the personality.

These two processes, vertiefung and besinnung, form 
the act of mental respiration, and must always alter
nate with each other. For illustrations of their 
practical use, the reader is referred to the spe^en
lesson. DP. cxix. c^ They bep an important relation .
toTurSTSSroiTac^nt of the dependence of the latter 
on clear and bold outlines.

Three very important practical pomts in the Herbar- 
tian theory of instruction remain to be discussed.

(d) The choice and arrai^ement of the material of 
instruction, or The Culture Epochs.

(e) The co-ordination of material for instruction and 
the connection between its branches, or ConcetUraiwn.

witches

0+
the
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The Greek y^fvx^, the Hebrew nepKe^f the Latin / 
anima, the French dnu, all meant originally “ breath,” ‘ 
Soul.eignified first that ^yhioh flows, and hence it came 
to mean moving power. The abst^t idwi of a non- 
mateiial being was almost inconceivable to the Homeric 
mind, os it is to the child’s of to^ay.

“ With Homor the the vital force personified,
an ethereal body within one that is material, separable from 

latter, and existing os a shadowy form (ctSuAoi'), a figure 
in a dream, or a column of smoke (Odywey, x. 496, xL 222) j 

. the visible body is the real man (Hiad,- L 4, xxiii. 65). As 
soon, tbemfore, os the shades in Hades have drunk blood 

- consciousness returtis again to thoia (Odyssey, x. 494, xi. 220), 
so that they, again fool pleasure, pain, lovo and hatred.”

The soul of the Trojan hero descends to the shades, 
but he himself is a prey to dogs.

Probably the same Irawilderment possesses the mind 
"of the thoughtftil child of to-day when he hears ua 
speak of death. He is told, perhaps, that “mother” 
is gone away to that “happy land” of wMcb his hymns 
sp^^; but he sees a grave covered with flowers, and, 

if the actual sight of death is kept &om him, the 
question soon arises, “ How did mother go? She um 
ill; how did they t^e her?” It remains a mystery, 
to him, p^y because mental development is not 
sufiBciently advanced.

^e symbolic expression of language afibrds another 
strilMg illustration. It is, of course^ a.highly con
ventional and abstract idea to use the forms of the 
alphabet & symbols for certain sounds. ‘ The actual 
origin of Tour letters will probably never be satis
factorily traced, but there can be no doubt that they 
began with something much more definite than they 
are now. -The inverted head and two horns of

Ixixviii nnnoDUonON to the study of hebbabt.

velopment in the race and in the child follow the same 
lines. To again quote Dr. Rein

“Dio material and the formal points of view coincide. 
A people does not stand at onco upon a definite height 

' of culturo; centuries of xcalous and unwearied labour are 
necessary before tbe height can bo reached. It must climb 
up from lower to over higher stages; it must pass from 
simpler to ever more complicated relations in order to 
satisf' - - 1

fy the bent for improvement and tho realization of 
kingdom of God upon earth. And tho individual, jthe / .tho samo os tho people, rises in his development from 

lower to over higher stagey from simpler to ever richer 
mental contents, if only his ideal tendency be not smothered 
by material sensuality, or by the feeling that ho has already 
attained a fine height”

But ia there a real analogy between tbe dovelopmcut 
of the race and of the child ?

The history of language and its expression is a 
remarkable corroboration of the theory.

Vision in the child ia undoubtedly first directed 
outward. External objects are tbe subjects of atten
tion long before inter^ processes. The first words 
are the names of the immediate surroundings of home 
—^father, mother, food, natural objccta, furniture, etc. 
But philology now takes us back to the childhood of the 
race. It teUs us that most of the European language^ 
havo b^n developed from Indo-Euiuphan—the speech 
of a great pre-hiatoric tribe which probably lived 
the Himalayas. By a careful comparison of cognates, 
we can tral^ the ancient roots running through the 
whole family—Celtic, Latinic, Hellenic, Teutonic, eta, 
eta They prove to ns that the farther we go bock 
the more presentive language becomes, and the less 
symbolic; that is, there are words, and in some cases 
si^ for the sensuous and the visible, but no terms at 
all for the abstract and inyisibla 
terms are derived from the names of objects of seosa.

•!
I
I

•ir. even%•
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Lieamng of hoase. .
Hence all our abstract
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XO INTBODDCnON TO THE STODY OF BEEBiET. □ fOl □Plato 1 is a set ot examples from other primitive 
languages. In Fig. 7 (the Turanian sign of an open 
hand) we have a case of the ideogram, wtaoh was 
simply the picture for tim thing, developing 
of time into the ideograph or symbol for th 
idea of seizing, possessing, and understanding.

In Figure 1 we have an inscription found upon 
a tree in Ohio. It was probably cut by Indians, md 
commemorates a battle with the English. On the 
.richt we have depicted an engagement of six days 
duration: underneath one of four. To the left we see 
a fortified camp, near which is a tortoise, denotmg 
security. Below arc six Indians on the war-patn; 
and, lastly, there is one Englishman wUh a Mad, and 
another somewhat significantly without one, ^

It is, however, in the E^tian hieroglyphics. Plates 
IL-V., that we'get the most complete example ot 
the development of language and 
similarity in this respect between the child and the 
race. The latest research shows that primitive 
^rptian was purely monosyllabic and without in- 
flSion. being written simply with ideographic signs; 
that is, it had a stage parallel to that m which the 
duld only names the objects round it The firet step 
towards inflexion was the use of subs^tives in 
symbolic senses for prepositions and adverbs, ^e, 
pnmitive ideographic signs being still sufficient for 
the purposes of writing.

Later we see the usage of phonetics ^mmg m, 
followed by ideographs, which ure employed os deto-

the calf8 head may denote breath, sleep, <?
The connection between 9,^10, and 64 should be 

noticed. The firet, representing a curl, also conveyed

I
\ in course 
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1. iDdUn inseripUoa foaod upas a tiM in Ohla Svl)}<cl: Aa esgigtmrat with 
tbeEngllah. 1 Chinese, npreientisg ■ child.

8. Chtneea, icpmentliig ** right'? 4. Chinee^ repn 
(Aceidian), npreeentlsg ■ besM.
(Acendlen), represeDtJtig a town.

: 1. Ideogram for open hand; IL Ideograph fbr eeiilng.

lag ■‘left.**
6. Traanian
6. Turanian
7. Turanian (Actadlin) 
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race: lU dlTiilont, eUases; pu

ts. A seated, bearded figure:
^9. Rcniaiinuikl&d. IkUrnMnsUtet 

tldpla In tbeplcral. SO. 8i- 
fil. Has itamplsg ud ttrOdog htTiiwlf. DtUrttining 

semies, ,
SS-S3. Onnoxenemr. FoDowed bjr tbs detenali^t of evil, tbe bird (6). .
SA Legs, valklog, il^ouit of setloos and locomotion.
33. Legs, retnmlng. JMermintag fdu—send tack. (8c« S3 and SS.)
8A Sax tbs ssn: geneiie deUminant of light, tiae, and Its parts,
S7. HAT-U^t, foUoved b7 Sd sa detenslnaab 
ta. Fsxrinahlas, fbUowed 17 SO iritb rapa.
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Aflu
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11. btinrsWngbanda. XWemWajidau-
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14. Km^oatttog. bla band

ttT,

0,101 lUon, prayer.

of tbs^^^^eutb. iiden
18. HUtltsblan)gl7pha,rapreaetttlngagod.
10, i>nA. band to moctb. iJcimtatag {dau-ln&ncy, yootb, edocatlon, renew- 

log. 17. Kacsn-aUbe.
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the determining ideas of‘hair, blackness, colours, grief, 
and turns. This usage os a determinative is seen in 
10 and 54.

Another specially worthy of attention is 16. From 
the simple picture of a child with its hand to its 
mouth, are developed the highly abstract ideas of • 
education and renewing. The hieroglyphics, if written 
on the papyrii, are rudely drawn, but when cut upon 
atone or marble they are accurate and well balanced, 
duo regard being given to picturesque decorative 
effect. We have no actual inscription which can bo 
said to belong to the infancy of Eg^tian art, but 
we must presuppose a set of signs which dealt only 
with inanimate objects, and which were incapable of 
expressing abstract ideas.

Tlie Egyptian language was, like other tongues, 
affected by the operation of those physiologicd laws 

familiar to students of comparative philology, 
through which, in the course of ages, the entire aspect 
of a language is gradually altered. Even as early 
as the 19th Dynasty phonetic decay had brought 
about considerable modmcations in the use of the 
hieroglyphics,

j principle of the analogy between the develop* 
of the child and the race once being granted, it 

remains for the teacher to study most carefully the de
velopment of national culture, so as to find some parallel ; • 
ago of human history which will furnish 'materials for ' 
instruction. Herbert sap that we ought to present 
to the boy such men as ho himself would like to he; 
but, however great our poetical genius, that will bo 
a sorely difificult task. We are adults; our minds are 
full of pedagogic notions and our own experiences; 
we are, above all, the product of a highly developed 
and conventional age. There is a better way. We 
must go hack to the childhood of the world, the tale of 
Troy, the wrath of Achillea, the daring of Odysseus.

Tho^ Herbartians maintain that the mind of a child / 
of six is at much the same stage of development as that 
of our^ ancestors at the daWn of history, so that the best 
material, in this case, will actually be the fairy tales 
which the^ past has bequeathed to us. Hence the 
central topics for instruction during the first year of 
school life consist of some dozen of the simplest 
l^endg current among the countryfolk in the neigh
bourhood of the sebooL This is actually carried into 
practice under Dr. Hein’s directions at Jena, and in 
many other Herbartian schools in Germany. For the 
second, year of school life, the story selected as most 
adapted to the content of a child's mind at the age of 
seven is that of Eobinson Crusoe, but for the Httle 
German he sails, not from Tork, but Hambui^!

For the further practical working out of the theory 
the reader-can refer to Bern's Pedagogics, translated by 
Van Lieu, or to the discussion of the school curriculum 
in the Eneyclc^peedia of Pedagogy by the 
The latter is now published as a separate article.

(<) Conceniraliotu
“Ah conceivable expedients should bo devised in order 

that time and energy may bo economized and an intensity in 
tho results of instruction be att^ed, through unity in tho 
foundations, association of related materials, and the com- 
hination of mutually complementary' elements. If in 
cortt^ courses of study history of the Middle Ages, 
readings from Herodotus, geography of America, and 

, German literature since Lessing, are found side hy side 
^ at the same time, wo ought to be glad, if . . . the children 

do not trouble themselves much about some of these things, I 
hut... rather devote their energies to the independent culti* 
vation of some special portion of the field of instruction.”^

The desire to avoid this serious danger has led to 
the working out of the theory of concentration in the 
school curriculum.

i;now so
same author.f;!

The
ment

\

I!.

^ Quoted in Bciii’s Pedagogics, p. 102.
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xcviii INTRODHCnON TO THB STODr OP HEBBAET.

In the first place, concentration is directly opposed 
to tho Bo-ialled concentric circles. According to the 
latter method the child is to pass through the simpl^t 

f elements of oil branches of instruction in the earlier 
school years, and then to repeat tho work in more 
detail as he grows older. The series of text books on 
"Primary,” "Intermediate,” and "Higher Geography” 

based on this theory. The objections which have 
been ui^ed against it are—

1. The loss of interest Jean Paul, when speaking 
of the restlessness of dty life, says, “We become 
indUTcrent to men only when wo see them often and 
not rightly, when we associate with ^many without 
becoming rightly acquainted with one."

THB HpBAKTIAH THEOET D? EDtIDATIOlT. xcix

In contrast to this, those who hold the dual theory 
of the culture epochs and the concentration centres 
claim for their system~

I. That the material ■ offered for instruction is 
adapted to the child’s mental attainments. As Prof. 
I^in states it^ tho "ascending series of the chief 
historical stages can rely upon a corresponding series 
of stages in the development of the inner life of the 
pupil, and hence upon his

are
deepest interest”

II. That the sequence and co-ordination of tho \ A,' * ' 
material is so arranged as to ensure a thorouch and j'

, many-sided course of apperception. "The psychologi- / 
cal basis,” says Mr. Harris, “for tho principle of^ 
concentration is to be found in the activity of 
apperception.”

Concentration in instruction demands the fixing 
of the attention on some pne object, and the group
ing round it of all that is in any way rdated in tho 
previous knowledge, environment, home, eta, of the 
child. Concentration in the curriculum demands a. 
like centre of unit^ for the different parts of the' 
material of instruction.

Herbart himself divided instruction into two maiq i 
branches, the one for understanding, the other for r 
feeling and imagination.

" The centre of the educator's activity is the develop
ing personality of tho pupil, to which the manifold 
interests; must alwaj^ be referred.” Therefore, as the 
worth of a man consists in character rather than mere 
knowledge, all the bitches of instruotion must be 
subordinate to those which most directly discipline 
the viz., the humanistic group. To supplement 
exp^ence, then, which constitutes Herbart's line 
of instruction (v^ that for tho understanding) we 
require natural acienbo in the widest sense. To supple-

• As Lange observes:—
) "Might not that hold good also with historical characters,
; who hasten, according to tho‘concentric circles,'in motley

array every year or two across the threshold of the childish 
consciousness ? Does not many a pupil become frightfully 
indifferent to tho ideal figures of Biblical history, pd to 
those of his country, because ho had intercourse with too 
many, one after the pther, without * being rightly acquainted 
with any one' t -' '

" That which is to become a power in tho pupil, and to bo 
closely welded to his most cherished thoughts and feelings, 
must not pass hurriedly and unconnectedly before his muI 
like the images of a kaleidoscope; it must occupy him long 
and uninterruptedly.”^

2. The waste of mental energy. This is due to the 
f / constant breaking up of the old series of ideas and the 

■ ]/ formation of new ones.' Having thoroughly master^ 
a certain sequence of events in a rc^, the pupil is 
required next year to change this series for one which 
contmns more details. The first then often becomes 
confused and lacking in (dearness.

' Lakos, Appm^ien, p. 187.
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ment intercourse, 'which deals _ with feeling and 
imagination, wo require the historical humanistic 
branch, and it is this which shojUd oserciso the real 
ascendency. )

Dr. Bein tabulates it thus*:—
The Cirde of Th,ooght

C
of thought, and thus influences the formation of the / 
appercoiving factor. ^

Professor James points out that the phenomena of 
memory involve two things: (a) recall, (6) retention; \ 
the cause of both is the law of habit in the nervous ' 
system working in the (modaiicm of ideas. 
then, of memory is found in the law I 
two elementary brain processes have been active 
together or in immediate succession, one of them, on 
re^occurring, tends to propagate its exciten^ent into th^^

(a) Association explains recall Wo try to remem- 
her the context of the sentence, "After life's fitful 
fever he sleeps well" The missing lines thems^vea 
are not in consciousness, but the mind rapidly surveys 
all the connected ideas in the hope. that one .will 
suggest what we are seeking. Sleep, death, Duncan, 
murder, treason, some such series as this may be 
recalled by association, and suddenly the' thing sought 
for is there.

. The basis, 
that "when ^

B. IxTzaoovBsi. 
Thlngii of the enTironmenL Men of the enTironment. 
Niture. Ijfe-

Kktanl SsMnees.
BeoUstio Dtroction.

. A. Exfe&iekcs.

of IntercooTK. 
Historical'hnnehee. 
Homanistio Direction.

Concentration demands that these two lines shall not 
be carried on independently, but shall bo brought into 
the closest possible association, under a dominating 
humanistic influence.

Although many of the attempts to cony out this 
theory have provoked ridicule, and although there 
is danger that, in our efibrts at connecting that which 
nature has separ^d, we should form reallv l— 
associations, there’ can nevertheless be no doubt that 
the p^cholo^cd principle involved is of the h^hest 
importance, and has received far too little attention in 
education. , . ,

Two aspects of the subject should bo noticed;—
L The important connection between concentration 

and memory, and hence the bearing of the former on 
the content of the circle of thought.

3X The effect of concentration on the application of 
knowledge to life, hence its bearing on ^ the form, 
structure, and movement of the presentation masses.

false » Doncan is in his grave.
After life’s fitful fever he sleeps well. 
Treason has done his worst.”

“In short, we make search in our memory for a 
forgotten idea, just as we rummage our house for a 
lost object. In both cases we visit what seems to 
us the probable neighbourhood of that which wo 
miss."

,/ (6) Association explains retention, which after all
only means the possibility of recall: its basis is the 
existence of brain paths which associalc the experience 
with the occasion and cue of the i-ecall. Memory 
bei^ thus altogether conditioned by these paths in the 
brain, its excellence will -depend partly on their number 
tmd partly on their persistence. ^ Instruction has but 
little to do with the second condition. The quality of

First, then, concentration, through its close 
tion with memory, affects the content of the circle

> Pedagogies, p. 111.

coimec-
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^ permanence in the paths is a physiolopcal peculiarity, 
and greatly varies in different individuals and in 
the same person at different periods of life. Professor 
James thinks, that though tenacity is greater in fresh 
and vigorous hours than in sickness or wcarmeas, 
no amount of culture can really modify a man's 
general retentiveness. Some minds are like wax under 
_ seal, no impression, however disconnected with others, 
is wiped out Others, like a jelly, vibrato to every 
touch, but, under usual conditions, retain no permanent 
mark. Some of the historical examples of memory 
point to the possession of amazing retentiveness of 
the physiological sort Cyrus and Cmsar, for instance, 
know all the names of their
memory was such as to lead him to wish for an art of 
forgetting. Mitbridatea knew twenty-two languages, 
and the elder Seneca could reproduce 3000 words 
repeated to him. All these cases may to some extent 
be due to what Kant calls the mechanical power of 
learning by heart, i.«., to the possession of desdtory 
memory whidi has its origin in the unusual tenacity of 
the brain substance for any path once formed therein.

** But there comes a time of life for all of us when' 
do no mofo than hold our own in the way of

who thinks over his experiences most, and weaves them 
into systematic relations with each other, will ho the 

with the best memory.”
We could scarcely have a stronger statement than 

this as a support to the theory of concentration. The 
formation of an orderly bub highly complex network 
of brain paths is its actual physical aim: once let that 
be attained and the strength afforded by union will be 
seen in the increased vigour and clearness of repro
duction. The mind content can thus undoubtedly be 
increased at a minimum expenditure of effort

one I

a

IL Concentration has also an important influence on 
'the form and mobility of the circle of thought, and 
hence on the application of prindples to life.

the mind absolutely at the mercy of the 
danger of what Professor 

James calls **1010! recall—a perpetual treadmill of 
concrete reminiscences, from which no detail can he 
omitted.” The only escape from this state lies either 
in some sudden interruption from the outside world, or 
in the presence of some dominant controlling tendencies 
in the mind itself, which draw some elements of the 
past into the full light of conscionsness, and suppress 
others as irrelevant

It is the special aim of concentration to form these 
dominant masses, which will select and set in order 
the multiform products of experience. We all know 
the opposite type of mind—the student who always 
fails to catch the point of a lecture; the witness who is 
the despair of brnristers, because he seems unable to 
state the bare facts which his senses have told him, the 
exainihee who discusses all things in heaven and earth 
except whai was asked. Miss 
Emma has been quoted os one of the many classical 
examples

'“But where could you hear itV cried Mies Bates. 
‘Where could you possibly hear it, Mr. Knightleyl Por

les‘soldiers. T1
If we leave 

law of association, it is in

we can
acquisitions, when the old paths fade as fast as the new 
ones form in our brain, and when we forget in a we^ 
quite as much as w© learn in the same space of time.”^ 
That is, the physical tenacity generally deteriorates in 
middle life, and wo vainly regret the powers of child
hood. Fortunately there is compensatiou at hand, for 
retention also depends on the number of the brain 
pflt.lia: «In mental terms, the more other facts, a fact 
is assodated with in the mind, the better possession of 
it our memory retains,” or, as Professor James again 
says,« Of two men with the same outward experiences 
and the same amount of mere noftw tenadty, the one • 

* JsMBfs P* 20s.

in Jane Austen's
[■.

1
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absolutely wrong; 
is of most vxnrth i

cvINTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF HERBART.

it is not five minutes since I received Mr. Colo’s note—no, 
it cannot be more than five—or at least ten—for I had got 
my bonnet and spencer on, just ready to come out. I was 
only gone down to speak to Patty again about the pork— 
Jane was standing in the passage—were not you, Janet—for 
my mother was so afraid that we had not any salting pan 
largo enough. So I said I would go down and see, and 
Jane Kud, ' Shall I go down instead 1 for I think you have 
a little cold, and Patty bos been washing the kitchen,'" ote.,

civ
the vital quelstion remains, 'Which 

A just valuation of the objects 
of desire is the aim of concentration. " For the ideal 
man," as Herbart expresses it, “ each thing has a limited 
value.” ^

Oue only should “ fill the mind with illimitable en
deavour,” and that is the highest. Therefore “ he that 
loveth his life” overmuch shall lose it; they, too, who 
love the world are mistaken, for ” the world passeth 
away, and the lust thereofthat is, there is loss again, 
because the soul is immortal, and the things which are 
Been ore temporal. Therefore, they alone are blessed 
” who hunger and thirst after riylUeousnessf ■

I

etc.
The wise listener does not get angry; he waits 

patiently, because be knows it is not intentional; it is 
the way. this mind works, and no exasperation on his 
part will hurry or alter it. Concentration in early 
training might have changed matters, but now very 
little can be done.

I/istly, concentration is intimately connected with 
the formation of the will ” Great moral energy," says 
Herbart, "is the result of broad views, and of whole 

\ unbroken masses of thought." ^
Life principles ore not the growth of a day. If they 

are to stand the stress of circumstances they must be 
deep-rooted, with their fibres woven into the inmost 
being. Concentration, emphasizing os it does the 
humanistic side, really demands that every part of 
instruction shall be pervaded with the same high tone. 
As Herbart says, all men start in life with much the 
same -natural inclinatioDS. We all shrink from pain, 
we welcome pleasure: the differentiation comes in 
when we b^in to put a definite value on desire, that 
is, when we decide how far we are prepared to go to 
achieve its attainment “We must know how dear 
our wishes coat us. The trivial . . . must fall to the 
ground before the greater, the more important”

Many of the crises of life assume this form. We 
have to decide between two courses, and neither seems

(/) The Formal Steps.
This brings us to that part of Herbartian theory \ 

which has provoked the most severe criticism. The ' 
very name of “method” seems obnoxious to many, 
while Glayre’s reproachful words to Pestalozzi are still 
hurled at Herbartians, both in Germany and England. 
“■Voua voulez m^niser TEducation.” Yet what do 

method ? Herder said, “ Every teacher

!
i:

we mean by
must have his own method; he must have created it 
himself, through his own intelligence, or it is of no 
advantage to him.” Accor^ng to this, the educational 
world is in a worse position than was Israel in the 
days of the Judges, when “every man did that which 
was right in his own eyes.” Certainly in such a 
state of things it is in vain to talk of general prin
ciples or laws of mind, and Herbartiamsm becomes 
a myth.

ComeniuB, however, thought differently. “There is 
but one natural method,” he said, “ for all sciences, 
arts, and languages.” If we recognize a science of 
mind at all we must accept the hypothesis that 
psychical processes conform to law; therefore there 
can be only one natural method of instruction, that,^ Seunu of Edueaiim, tnmsUted by FaxiU, p. 222.

i
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process of learning may summed up under 
tivities:—

1. The attainment of dear, distinct percepts.
2. The deduction from them of accurate general 

notions.

evi nJTEODTTCnON TO THE BTirDT OF HERBERT.
of the 
two ac

namdy. which renders a perfect obedience to these 
laws. Here, as elsewhere, we can subdue Nature only 
by obeying her. So the natural method becomes an 
ideal towards which we would humbly strive. Hximbly, 
never forgetting the enormous debt we owe to our 
predecessors; but still hoj^fuUy, since we recognize 
the great advance made in our_ own day by^ that 
psychology which must of necessity bo our guide in 
the future. The modem leaders of the Herbartian 
school strongly deny the charge of wishing to lay 
down hard and fast rules, or, in a word, to mechanize 
education. To quote again Dr. Hein

"The truth must, noverthcless, bo advanced against . . . 
Bcomera of all method; even the most happily constituted 
nature, the teacher by divine grace, is not restricted nor 
rendered ineffective by the directions of method; on the 
contrary, his activity is promoted and rendered truly 
effective. ... No one will assume that the highest stage 
in development has been reached; everyone will admit that 
recent improvements only advance us one step further on 
the way that leads to tho highest goal, viz., the finding 
of the one natural method of teaching,”

/

The first oetirity is that of the apperceptive process, 
and divides egain into two:—

(o) Tho preparation of neocssaiy, related, end already 
known matcri^

(b) The presentation of tho new ideas.

. Tho second is the prooeea of abatrootion, ^viding 
into;—

(а) The comparison of all known cases.
(б) Tho eitiaotion of the essential and the generally 

vaUd

One last step completes tho prooeea; it ie tho appU- 
cation of the knowledge, that it may become ability 
and power, which ie always at command.

These results may be thus eummarized;—

HsnniBT Ain> ZiLtns.
Srir I. Cma- (a) Andjd. (prepm-

KSSS.

From the apparent labyrinth of abstract concepti 
to be found in Hefbart’s Science of Uducaiion, ProfcMor 

'Ziller of Leipzig has elaborated a series of practical 
rales for the guidance of teachers. We will supi^se 
the material of instruction is before us. "The subject 
matter to be treated must first be separated into small 
divisions, small wholes of instruction or methodical 
unities, each one of which is to be subjected to an 
elaboration by itself." "The one criterion-of a well- 
chosen method unit is the single, chief, general tnUk 
which is embodied in its content Its treatment 

mres a regxilar process of generalization.”
^ere we see one of tho most important Herbartian 

principles, viz., that, as Dr. Eein explains it, tho whole

one
StjloeL Appbeczptiok 

(to obtain clear, dU< 
tinct peicepta).

Stage IL AusnacnoN StepIL Absocia.
(to dednoe aecorate tiom. 
general notions). Step III. Ststeu.“ StepIV.Metuod

(application, fonotiOD).

The aim of instruction, then, is to lead tho child 
to pass easily from the particular to the gene^ 
Many great thinhers are agreed on this point ‘‘Per- 
ceptionB,” says Hant, " without conceptions are buna, 
just as concepUoDS without perceptions are empty.”

(pre-(6)Syn
BontaUon).

requ
Hi
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of universal truth. We get absorbed in particulars, in 
the endless little details of our own lives and of those 
about us; and only as we ore drawing near the end do 
we begin to realize why certain things happened, why 
some things were withheld. In literature we look at 
our own lives “writ lai^e." In Macbeth we see the 
result of yielding to the thought of evil, in Sidney the 
beauty of self-sacrifice, in Spenser the striving after 

deal Thus in teaching we have specially to avoid 
the present-day risk of too many details. We white
wash our villains and lose our heroes. We watch 
Elizabeth coquetting before her glass, and trifling 
through the petty nothings of court life, till we lose 
sight of her greatness and her love for England. We 
have read ourselves into the weak position of con
temporaries, and have come down from our vantage 
ground of time; and so we fail to grasp the main 
drift of the character, and the lesson of the life is lost. 
The poet looks through the coloured veil^ of Nature 
which sometimes distracts our weaker sight, and he 
sees her'perfect beauty, sees that which is eternal and 
unchanging behind the play of phenomena, and the 

variety of the becoming; sees that, over 
which even the mighty Titaness Mutabilitie has no 
power.* These are the imperishable lessons of literature 
and history.

We have seen that the sum of the method units 
will give us the amount of subject 
be mastered in a given period, 
determine the time required in every case for the five 

■ formal steps, as all depends on the subject and the 
child’s stage of development In arithmetic, geometry, 
or physics, a method unit might be completed in the 
one hour, whereas in geography, history, or language

cviii XNTEODUCnON TO THE STUDY OP HERDABT.

“A boy,” writes Lessing, "whose whole mental powers 
arp, so far as possible, constantly extended in every direction; 
who is accustomed rapidly to compare oil that is daily added 
to his store of knowledge with what ho know yesterday, 
in order to see if through this comparison he does not come 
upon things which were never told him; who is constantly 
1^ out of one science into another; who it iaugTti io 
rite from the pariieular to the general at eatily at to detcend 
from the general to the pariiadar again; such a boy must 
become a genint^ or one can become nothing in this world.” 
In his letters he writes still more definitely. "Only the 
skill to rise quickly in every emergency to universd troths 
makes the great mind, the tnio hero in virtue, the discoverer 
in science and art”

/
if

the i'

li

The importance of this principle may be shown 
in all branches of knowledge. What really is genius 
but a marvellous power of seeing into the inner 
relations of things? The great mind can pass over 
the petty details and diflerences which distract the 
smaller folk, and, by what seems almost like intuition, 

grasp the underlying unity. For ages 
ed the fall of weights to the earth; for ages 

they had observed the .movements of the moon in the 
midnight sky. It was the leap of genius which 
connected these particular facts under the universal 
law of gravitation. So it is an important moment 
in mental development when a child 
Euclid’s proof of the equality of two triangles applies, 
not only to the two particular figures, but to every 
conceivable triangle which fulfils the conditions.

Again, in history and literature, which deal with 
human conduct^ all depends on whether we arrive at the 
underlying ethical principles. In this wo are simply 
following in the footsteps of all the great teachers, 
poets, and historians. These are the “seers” of the 
ages, for amid the tangle of human circumstances they 
see and bring out before men’s eyes the golden threads

f.

is able to 
had notic 1i' men

I ceaseless

c

irealizes, that
matter which is to 
It is impossible to

V
i’

* Sco Spxnsbe’s Jhterie Queen, viL; MuiaiilUie, vii. 6, 0; and 
CuAUCBB’fi J^artiament of Fowla.

■ SraHDEa’s MtUabilitie, vU. 68.
I
j.

if /t'j
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moot; tbo apperceptive process [is introduced in the very 
best way possible.^

Synthesis corresponds to Professor Rein’s Presenta
tion of the new facts. - This step is governed by 
law of successive clearness. As Professor De Garxno 
expresses it, “ The matter of instruction must not be 
presented in the moss, but in small, logically-connected ^ 
sections, to each of which in succession the pupQ ^ 
should give his undivided attention. . . . These two 
processes, absorption in individual notions and their 
apperception as connected,” are what wo have 

■ already referred to as Concentration and Reflection. 
Herbart. compares them to the process of breathing, 
the inspiration and expiration of the soul

IL Absocution. This third step begins the process 
of abstraction, by the comparison of the new facts with 
the old. The mind must be carefully guided to those 
special associations which will bring out the general 
truth of the method unih In this way the universal 
is gradually reached through the particular, and the 
whole is arranged and classifled by

IIL System. (Generalization, classification.) It has 
been said that this really completes the process of 
abstraction, and requires (1^ “the separation of the 
notional from the concrete; (2) the formulation of the 
statement of the notional in language; (3) the placing 
of the concept thus attained in its proper place in 
already formw series of concepts, i.e., its classification;
(4) the repetition and securing of the concept.

The form assumed by this step, of course, varies 
with the subject in band. In history it may find 
expression in some ethical, social, or political maxim; 
in science, in the formation of a classification, the

^ Lanqs, Jfperuptionj p. 212.

cx nrmoDUcnoN to the study or rnmnAnr.

we might require several Having decided on the 
subject of the lesson, the first thing in HerbarUan 
pmctice is the "Stat^ent of the Aim.” This, in 
Dr. Rein’s phraseology, is included under the head
ing of the first step, which be calls Preparatiom 

The object is to give the thoughts of the pupil a 
definite tendency, to arouse expectation, stimulate 

’ interest, and give intellectual activity from the 
beginning that impress of work tending towards a 
definite end, which distinguishes it from mere play. 
Nothing betrays the unskilful teacher more clearly 
than a bod beginning. As a rule the statement 
should be simple, introducing no unknown words or 
concepts, and it should have a concrete rather than 
a foimol content

This brings us to the first formal step

Analysis corresponds to Dr. Rein's first step of 
' Preparation, and its purpose is to pave the way for 

apperception. It consists ,of a carefully-conducted 
a^ysis of the presentations in the child’s mind. 
One of its best forms is that of a skilfully-guided 

y'' conversation with the children, as this causes a free 
rise of pnsentations on the subject already introduced 
by the statement of the aim.

“Then the dullest mind has tiino to act, and even the 
retiring dis|:^ition is encouraged by the confidential 
of conversation. No one sboold be omitted in the relation 
of his experience, and each, according to the measure of 
bis knowledge, will add something to the new thought 
structure. Everyone rejoices that his own knowledge, 
which has heretofore been smuggled in os forbidden 
ware, as compared with the word of the teacher, is 
recognized and respected, and each looks forward to every 
new lesson with redoubled interest. This condition of 
mind is the most favourable that the new material can

I
the
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drawing up ol a table of genera, families, etc., w’Uoh 
furnishes in a concise fonS'tije generalized result of 
the observations; in geography?arstem may appear m 
the drawing of a map.

THE nEEBAEnAlT THEOjllT OB EDUOAIIOS. cxiii

wore© than a ^anco lost; it works so os positively to hinder 
futw r^lubona and emotions from taking the normal 
pth of ^harge. There is no more contemptible type of 
hu^ character than that of the nerveless sentimenSliat 

his life in a weltering sea of 
senmhihty and emotion, but who. never does a mt&y. con- 
Crete deed. Rousseau, inflaming aU the mothers of Fianco 
by olMuence, while he sends his own children to tha 
foimdlmg hospi^ is the classical example of what I mean. 
IJut everyone of us m his measure, whenever, after glowing 
for an abstractly formulated good, he practically ignores
Sww particulars* of
which that same good lurks disguised, treads straight on 

All goods ore disguised by tho vnigaritv
^ noncomitentsintbiswork-a^isywoild; butwoofo

to who can reragnizo them only when he thinks of them in 
them pnto and abstract form. Tho habit of ozcessivs novel- 
readm^d theatre going will produce true monsters in this 
Ime. Tho wespmg of tho Enssion lady over tho fictitious 

m tho play, while her coaohmsn is freezing to

rV. Method. (Application.)
“PcrhoM the worst thing," said Postaloizi, "which an 

ovd genius has presented to this ago is knowledge without 
ability to use iL”‘

“ When the reviewing and applying are omitted, when 
the range of thought is constructed rrithout being umtcd in 
oveiy possiblo way with the other groups of idei^ tho power 
of inOoencing thoughU eubordinato to it is osl, »“ 
howjJear tho mugs of thought may 1» m itself. Then it 
forma, os it wore, on upper house of ideas, md^Bpcndont of 
tho lower house, and not taking into aecoimt other ideas.

"When tho pupil docs not put away his school thoughts 
with his school implements, but likes to make me of what 
ho has learned in school, outside of it; when, for example, 
he borrows tho characters of history and imitato them m 
work and play; when bo carries out procticaUy what he 
has learned in natural history; when he voluntardy seeks 
to extend and fix what he has loamod by observation and 
by diligent research; then a proper mental activity has been 
attained, then wo see knowledge that is m tho ve^ tot 
way to be transposed into voUtion. This is what Gmtho 
meant when bo said, ‘The scorot of tcaebmg consists m 
reducing problems to postulates.’ ” ’

The tendency to neglect the application of what is 
learnt to tho affairs of life may involve senous conse
quences. The gradual growth of a separation tetween 

, the world of presentations and feelmgs, and that of 
action is most disastrous to character. Professor 
James well expresses it thus:—

1 Ifour Oerirvde Taught Set Children.
• Lakoe, Apperc^icnu

Rousseau’s path, 
of other

hapi^iis on a less glaring’ seals. Even ZS oTSiv™ 
indulgence m music for those who ore neither performers 
themaolvM nor muaicaUy gifted enough, to take it in a 
purely mt<mectual way, has probably a relaxing effect upon 
the ch^ter. One becomes fiUed with emotions wWch 
habituaUy p^ without prompting to any deod, and so the 
inertly sentimental condition is kept up. The remedv 
would be never to suffer one’s self to have an emotion 
at a concert without expressing it afterword in some active 
way.” 1

.X

i Text Book o/TtychoIogif, p. 148.

h
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(/) lesson on Itteraiure.
Subject—Spenser’s Faerie Queen, Canto ix. 21-54.
In previous lessons the story ot the preceding Canto 

had been given, and stanzas 1-3 of Canto i. had been 
learnt.

Genekal Tbuth embodied in method unit 
“ We count them blessed which endure.”

SXATEMEST OE THE AlM. We shall SCO to-dav how 
the Knight of Holiness fell into the greatest pen!

L PEEPAEATION. Conversation in which each 
child tabes part concerning the past dangers and 
difficulties through which the &ight has P^sed; 
how he has slain the monster Error, fought with

yet acoompliBhed. Children repeat the stanza 
.« Upon a great adventure he ^ras bond

That CTcatest Glorianiv to him gave _
That greatest, glorious Quwne of Facne lond 
To w^eliim worship, and her grace to have 
Which of all earthlj things he most did crave;
A pd ever as he rode his heart did eame 
To prove his puissance in battell brave 
Upon his foe, and his new force to leamo}Upon his foe, a dragon horrible and Bteame.

But the Dragon stUt lives, therefore no time yet 
for rest.

IL PEESENTATION. Story (partly told, partly 
read impressively), divided into

1. CONCENTRATIONB.
(o) Vivid picture of the meeting with thought 

Sir Trevisan: hia white, scared face, bristling hair, the 
cord round his neck, the panting horse.

THE HERBABTIAN THEO:KTO
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(6) Trevisan’s breathless s , : how ho and Sir
Terwin had been unfortunate in love; their meeting / 
with "a man of hell that calls hiinself Despair”; the T is 
suicide of Sir Terwin w|th the “ rusty knife.”

(c) The Eed Cross Knight’s brave answer; his deter
mination to conquer Despair.

Eefusciions combine (o), (6), and (c) by means of a 
brief summary.

2. Concentbations.
(o) The cave of despaib, its gloom and horror: the 

bare trees fit for gallows; the haggard old man, his 
hollow eyes and ragged clothes; the sight of the body 
of Sir Terwin.

(b) The conversation. 
words; the rest and ease of

(1) Despair’s deceptive 
death. (2) The Knight's 

answer; the soldier must not leave Iiia post. (3) 
Despair's taunt about the Knight’s past failure, ** the 
longer life, the greater sin,” therefore “die soon." (4) 
The Knight nearly yields, but is saved by Una’s 
reminder of work yet unfinished. ^

.Reflections combine (a) and (J).

III. ASSOCIATION.
(a) Comparison of the Knight’s endurance in this 

case with his previous victories over Sansloy, Sansfoy, 
Error, etc,

(b) Comparison of the Knight’s endurance with that 
of others; children mention cases, ay., St Paul,

/" Christie and Faithful in FilgrirrCe ^ogress, the 
Martyra (es^cioUv those who accomplished 
life-work). Bishop flonnington, etc.

Contrast with Sir Terwin who hod killed 
with Pliable in Pilgrim's Progress, with Elij^ who 
once prayed that he might die, etc.

a definite-

\
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the next day he sees a ehnilor pitiable object 
Instantly the complex mind-picture of yesterdajr is i 
recalled, bound up together aa it is by the volition, I 
and with it comes bifck the' sympathetic picture 
experienced in relieving paiu. A second time the 
result is unselfish action, and the efiect is to intensify 

give greater coherence to the will-pictured The 
law of habit rules here aa elsewhere. Q?he oftener the

TEE EEBDABTiaN THEO
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IV. SYSTEIL Formulation. “Blessed is he that 
endureih temptation."

“The BoWier may not move from watchful 
Nor leave his stand until his captame b^d.”

“Be thou faithful unto death."

Y. APPLIOATIOK. Difficulties in our lives; 
crumbling over difficult woric; giving a thmg up 
because it 'is hard; asking for hohdays befor^term

“ He that overcometh shall inherit ^ things.
Singing of the hymn:—

“ ‘To him Uml. ovcirameth’ on earthly .
We crown the noble victor, we Mrn the
Loud rings the eheutoi trrnmph, latr shmes
Wo bring the robe of victory, we lay the sword in sheath.
‘To him that overcometh' a crown rf ^Id is
The glory of God's children, the perfect rest of heaven,
aSln?LriSf’?™^MLt‘l?the Bght^

and

process of willing is repeated the‘'8tronger and more ■ 
definite becomes the tendency to will in this particular 
way, until at lost to act with benevolence becomes a 

. maxim or governing principle of lifa
Supposing, however, on the second day, when the 

wiU-picture is reproduced, a strong selfish motive is 
also present. Opposing presentations arise of the self- 
denid involved in giving away money and toys to- the 
poor. For a time there is an 'uneasy consciousness of 
•stru^le between the rival elements, then perhaps 
^tom is too strong, and the first will-picture is 
driven out of consciousness. A tendency is thus 
formed to resist the impulse to benevolence, and that, 
too, may become rivetted by the chains of habit. 
Everything depends on what Herbart calls memory 
of the will, that is, on the movement and energy of 
the concepts in which the will originates.

Without agreeing with HerWt's actual derivation 
of will from cognition, we can recognize the truth 
of these statements. Memory of the will depends on 
firm union and systematic order among the presenta
tions, If it be strong and -porous, the new cases 
which life offers for our decisiorl will he rapidly sub
sumed under already established, principles, and action 
will be unhesitating and effective.

' As wo read in ifomoZo, it is the inexorable law of [ 
, human sords, ^at we prepare ourselves for sudden 

, d^ds by the reiterated choice of good or evil, and that 
i gmdudly determines character. .

n., IIL Government and JHscipline. . . • .
Before passmg' on to government and discipline, it 

will be necessary to consider Herbarfs analysis of the
ordinary phenomena of volition. “I am astonished.
he writo, “ that a paraUel has not been more oarefuUy 
drawn between the conatanoy of our conceptions smri 
the constancy of willing, which gora to m^e up the 
chief basis of the objective part of charaotor.

Willing, wo have seen, develops out of desire when 
attainment seems possible. For example, the sight of 
a cold and starving hoy rousea deaire rn another ohiltl 
to mitigate his pain, or at least to give him some 
pleasure. This passes into will, as the present^ons 
^ of the money which can he spent for the suBerer, 
and the clothing and the food which con be prooui^ 
The child succeeds in carrying out his purpose. Un

'l
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A singular statement in the DJuimmapaday a work 

of the Buddhist Canon, forms a comment on Herbart’s 
^iew8:—

*' AH that we are is the result of whfit we have thought 
It is founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our 
thoughts. If a man speak with an evil thought, pain 
follows him as the wheel follows the foot of the ox that 
draws the carriage. .... If a man speak or act with a 

ness follows him like a sliadow that

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OP nHlBART. THE HKRBARTrAN THEORY OP EDUCATION. CXIX 
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thirty the character has set lil/e plaster, and will never 
soften again."

For character, as J. S. Mill says, is “a completely 
fashioned will,” and “ a will, in the sense in which he
means it, is an-----
and prompt i... . -
emergencies of life.”

Possibly this is tbe undercurrent of meaning in tbe 
weird legend Ranke beard in Greenland. They say 
there that if a sorcerer makes a stirrup out of a strip 
of sealsldn and winds it round his limbs, three times 
about his heart, thrice about his neck, seven times 

• about his forehead, and then knots it before_his eyes, 
that then, when the lamps ore put out at night, the 

may rise into space and fly whithersoever his 
leading passion dictates.

So must we ever reckhn with the subtle but binding 
chains of habit on thought, feeling, and will. Who 
shall say that when the night comes, and the con- 
ventiont^ties of day are over, and the play of the 
“ psychical mechanism ” is free from present limita
tions, that then the spirit shall not pass into the 
unseen, following still the lead of the dominant 
passion?

The last two “ means of education ” which we must 
now consider are government {retperung) and discipline 
{ziieht), or, as some prefer to translate it, training. 
Both differ from instruction in that the pupil himself 

*' immediately in the teacher’s mind as the being 
upon whom he has to work,” whereas in instructioiL.-.^ 
the material of necessity absorbs some attention. ''i 
"The worth of a man,? says Herhart, "consists not ' 
in what he knows, hut in how he wills. It is the 
purpose, then, of education so to form the circle of 
thought that right volition may be the result.

' Instruction should supply a knowledge, which, since \ 
it is coloured with interest, will lead to volition. “ If j

n aggregate of tendencies to act in a firm 
andaefinite way upon all the principal

pure thought, happi 
never leaves him."

Thus the sway of the law of habit, even in this 
deepest part of our personality, leads us to the fact 
that from a purely scientific point of view character 
tends to a final permanence.

Slowly, but surely, its chains tighten on us. Up to 
twenty, says Professor James, is the important period 
for the fixing of personal habits, vocalization, pro
nunciation, gesture, etc. Hardly ever do we find a 
youth brouglit up in low society able to take a proper 
place among his betters.

man

" Hardly over, indeed, no matter how much money there 
be in Mb pocket, can'ho ever leam to dress like a gentleman 
bom. The merchants offer their wares as eagerly to him as 
to the veriest ‘swell,’ but ho simply cannot huy the right 
things. An invisible law, as strong as gravitation, keeps 
him within his orbit, arrayed this year as he was the' last; 
and how his, bettcr-clad acquaintances contrive to get the 

will be for him a mystery till his dying is nowthings they wear 
day."

ty to thirty is the critical period in the 
formation of intellectual and profeasionm habits. By 
twenty-five " you may see the professional mannerism 
settling down on the young commercial traveller, or 
the young doctor, or the young minister, or the young 
connsellor-at-law. .... In most of ns by the age of

From twen !
i
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this volition,” sajs lifer, ‘‘ is controlled by the ethical 
ideas, the work of Instruction is done.” But the task 
of education is something more. The latter demands 
moral strength of character, the steady efficiency of a 
will at the service of the msthetio judgments. The 
first means to be considered os a help to this end is 

Oovemment. "A spirit of order” is a necessity 
before instruction is even possible. Childish im* 

‘ petuosity and restlessness, which do not necessarily 
proceed from an evil wU^ must yet be kept in check, 
lest they lead to bad habits and anti-social tendencies. 
Herbart Bu^ests four means of child government: 
(a) occupation, which forms a healthy outlet for 
natural activities; (6) supervision, which is neces
sary in the earliest years, but is attended by certain 
serious dangers, such as the loss of originality and 
self-knowledge; (c) and (<f), threatening and punish
ments of a special kind. The latter only take cog
nizance of wrong action without regard to the destTc 
to do evil

“All punishments, as measures of government, must bo 
inflicted without directing the attention to the fact that tho 
naughtiness committed was bad, and therefore reprehensible j 
they mnst be carried out without exciting the childish 
mind; they must appear to tho child as a natural conso- 
quenco necessarily foUowing upon the act committed.”

^ that his actions in the largei^fo beyond the school- ■ 
room may be ateadUy moulded in acooidanoo with 
the aathetio judgments. It should be sneeially 
trasted with government.

\ First, as-regarda the obedience required under govern-' 
\menfc, the child submits because he must: under difip.i-

con-
I-Vi

lent, the child submits because he must; under disci- 
line, because ho consciously wills to bow to a higher ' 
iw. ^ The measures of government are short and 

decisive in tone; those of discipline represent rather 
a continuous moulding power, an atmosphere which 
surrounds the child and appears to him illimitable. 
The very thought of escape from it should not occur 
to him. Common experience confirms this. Wherever '

■ any real intercourse takes place, the mental atmos
phere is determined by the strongest personalities 
present We know the strange lowering of tone in | 
a class or a school caused by- one unprincipled; 
character. We know, too, how the very presence of ; 
one lofty spirit has a hallowing influence amid the 
worst surroundings. So we catch a glimpse of 
Herbart’s ideal teacher, one whose life is such 
that the discipline he maintains is simply the out
come of personality, for “a kind of omni-presence 
of moral criticism is the necessary condition of tnoi^ 
truth one like him of whom Tennyson wrote

f

“I had such revcrenca for hia blame.”
In a word, the aim of government is simply to guard 

against mischief, and to accustom the child to habits 
of order, punctuality, neatness, industry, etc. The 
obedience it exacts is prompt and unquestioning. Its 
importance is seen in the serious evils winch it pre
vents. Yet, above all things, it must not be continued 
too long, for the growth of ethical insight demands 
a different method and that is disdpliM.

Discipline “ must see to it that the volition of the 
pupil receives its tendency from the ethical ideas,”

^ To such an one the child must consciously submit 
his own will, for the highest moral ideal could not 
be that which was controlled by any oiUside force. 
Government may last till reason awakes, but we have 

■achieved nothing if t?im there is no inner response; 
that i^ if the ^ is nob given freely to the service 
of the moral ideaa And this fact is su^estive of that 
deeper law which governs all psychical development 

^ We are but children of a l^er growth, and life, the 
great teacher, tests men and women in the same way.

\
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Like children, wo set onr hearts on passing trifles, and 
if wo would but listen, the discipline of life points out 
gently the folly of our ohoico. If wo are wise, we bow 

_ higher will, and acquiesce to a wisdom which 
is perfect love; if we are not, we grasp at the object 
of our desire like a child. And then cornea govern
ment-short, sharp, decisive—sent to save us from 
ourselves, and the thing is taken from us. The loss 

■ one, for the child might have risen to 
a higher class, and the pupil might have learnt to 
know his teacher’s further plans; this could not be, 
because he chou government. For the great point 
which Herbert emphasizes above all is this: the Mtk 
of life is not with outside things. It centres within,
and it is in the will Character is the embodiment of
will, and we may now add the corollary to this state
ment, that character tends to a final permanence in its 
innermost preferences. All depends on that which 
Herbart calls taste, that of which Euskin once said,

- “Taste is not only a part and on index of morality, 
^ it is the on/y morality. The first and last and closest 

1 trial question to any living creature is, ‘ What do yon 
like V Tell me what yon like, and I will tell you what 
you are.”' Circumstances may for a time thwart the 
outer life, the stem hand of government may be too 
strong for ns; but at last comes a time when we must 
choose, and we choose what we have long desired.

There was a ferryman in PUgrim’t Ft 
face was set towards the celestial city, 
rowing in the opposite direction. The case is no 
uncommon one, and we are sometimes not quite 
conscious ourselves of these inner and powerful 
springs of action. What will a man choose when 
the restraints are gone?

The ethical collapse of Balaam seems a case m 
point. Here we sea apparent obedience ending in

> Quoted ia FziKlu’s SeieM of Education, p. 86.

moral downfall The explanation is that the «taste” 
was evil; the set of the personality was in the wrong/ 
direction. He know from the firat night that to curse* 
Israel was sin. The cesthetic judgment had given the 
verdict; after that there was only one safe course, 
instant voluntary submission. This might not have 
involved precipitate action, but simply readiness to 
comply^ vrith the subjective will in harmony with 
moral insight. But the dominant inclination in the 
objective will was an unchecked love of gain; and this 
really conquered, though for a time it was restrained 

. by fear of the consequences; he wished to. have 
much of Balok’s treasure as could bo gained safdy. 
There was no yielding of the lower to the higher will, 
no consent to disciplme, only a lurking fear of govern
ment But we saw that government is for the child 
who does not know any better. This man knew well, 
so it had to be discipline or ruin. One lost sharp 
warning he seems to have had. Whether that vision 

ubjective or objective matters little. To on 
Eastern mind, used to symbolism, nothing could be 
plainer. He found himsmf in a narrow path of the 
vineyards hedged in on either aide; two courses alone 
were possible, forward to Balak, back to Pethor, and 
in front was a drawn sword. A voice soimded in his 
ears; not, “Thy way is perverse*' (the Hebrew is much 

forcible than this), but, “ Thy way ia headlong 
before me,” that is, it is nothing short of moral suicide. 
The end is tragic enough. At lost the restraints were 
removed. In the end ho managed to win Bolak’s 
friendship, he brought the deadliest curse on Israel, he 
attained that which his taste approved—the gold.

Bespite after that was unavailing; the visionary 
sword in a few months became reality.^ So in ethics 

^there inevitably comes a point where arrested develop
ment involves degeneration.

* Kmo. xzzl S.
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But tho couveree is also true, and has been recognized 
by many writers. In Marcella one of the finest scenes 
is tho death of Hallin. He had just been told the 
secret which could give supreme happiness to the two 
bo loved best, and his friend stood by his side. At 
that moment speech began to fail; he was dying, and 
ho know it There was one fierce conflict, a passionate 
desire for at least a moment of time, and then Hallin 
sank back silent but content. It was the last grand 
victory of a surrendered will, a realized inner freedom, 
and therefore peace. For they are not free who “ do as 
they like.” Nor arc they free whom thousands obey. 
He alone is free who has conquered self.

Dante also saw this. The man whose life had been 
spent amid the restless political tumult of Florence 
could-picture the torture of tho inferno and the cease
less struggle of the purgatorio,but how was ho to paint 
a realm of eternal rest ? He gives us the answer from 
the lips of that same Piccarda Donati, whom he found 
in the lower heaven of the moon. He questions her, 
dpes she never long for a higher sphere ?

THE HEBBARTIAN THEORY OP EDUCATION.

faded into common day. It ip^^ effort—interminable, 
monotonous ascent. He pleails with Viigil—

“ 1 fain woold Icam
How far we have to go; for tho hill rises 
Higher than eyes of mine have power to rise.”

exxv

I

It is the old question;—
“Does the toad wind uphill all tho way ? 

Yes, to tho very end,“^

And Virgil answers
“This mount is such that ever 

At the
V-

beginning down below ’tis tiresome,"
And &TC the more one climbs the less it hurts; 
Thereioro when it shsU seem so pleasant to thee 
That going up shall be to thee as easy 
As gouig down the current in a boat,
Then, at this pathway’s ending thou wilt be.”

Herbart speaks, too, of a time when at last the soul 
may possess a symmetrical passion for good. The task 
of discipline shall then be over, for will shall cease to 
work along the lines of great^t resistance, and shall 
attain

i;

“ She with those other spirits gently smiled ;
Then answered with such gladness that she seem d 
With love’s fir^ flame to gW: ‘ Brother, our will 
Is in composure, settled by flie power 
Of charity who makes us will alone 
\l^t we poesess, and nought beyond desire :
If we riiould wish to be exalted mor^
Then must our wishes jar with the high will 
Of Him who seta us here: . . .
Bather it is inherent in this state 
Of bleakness to keep ourselves within 
The divine will by which our wills with His 
Are one ....
And in His will is our tranquillity.’ ” *

There is one other passage. Dante is ascending 
the steep path of puigatory. The flush of dawn has 

1 Paradito, iil 50-S9.

“The ultimate angels’ law 
There, where law, life, love, impulse are one thing.”

/i
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THE

APPLICATIOlSf OF PSYCHOLOGY 
TO EDUCATION

Letter I.
, 1. The oocaeioii of the Loiters—Elhioe fomishee Edncatipo rrilh its 

aim—Psycliology, with guidanca as to helps and hindrances— 
The present work is written to supply the psychological dcflciencics 
of an earlier treatise; e.g., the Science of Edncation.

2. The Function of a P^chological Science of Education—It 
should be: (o) a revelation of the possibilities of development in 
a human being; (t) a mirror to show the bad teacher what he is 
doing; {e) a guide and counsellor in noble xima—Jta threefold 
task is to consider (o) the pupU’e manifold capacity for cultivation; 
(i) the means at our disposal, such as hooks, apparatus, coercivo 
^neasures, &c.; (c) the different kinds of schools.

X ITER 80 many years’ experience, my dear friend, yon 
have too long put off collecting and publishing the 

-results of your educational thought and observation. 
Do you fear forsooth that you will find no audience? 
Forget this danger, common almost to all, and thinh 
only of the ago, which is so little conscious of its 
needs. Surely your quiet, measured tones are well 
adapted to cause reflection, at least in some, in spite of 
contending prejudices. And since we agree as to 
principles, permit me to hope that your experience 
also may not he opposed to mine. Perhaps it is in 
your power to procure for me valuable proofs and

' I
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illustrations o£ tboso things which I, as usual, shall 
state in the form of general ideaa 

But I do not write this letter merely by way of 
exhortation to you. There is that also in my mind 
which I might have called an old'obligation, or at least 
a promise, which I made to myself many years ago. 
You know my General Principles of the Science of 
Education, You know the book is incomplete, because 
although, (as the title shows), it is a deduction from the 
aim of Education, it is deficient in Psychology, which I 
was then studying for the first time. Since then wo 
have read so many different things about, and in 
opposition to my Psychology, that if it bos not yet 
expired under the treatment, it ought surely to furnish 
some proof of its vitality, were it only to prevent 
much younger people taking us antiquated practical 
Pedagogues into the schools of their empirical 
Psychology.' But at my age one loves ease. Now you 
can guess the rest quite 'well To write letters to 
you is very easy ;for me; it may also be an adequate 
means, not only of furnishing certain additions to 
Psychology, but also of discharging this indirect ^uca* 
tional debt, to which I have alluded, "

A system described in letters would be almost 
as ridiculous as a system in verse. But you would 
hardly welcome me if I offered you anything quite 
un^stematic, for to chatter in a desultory fashion 
about Education is, or at least seems, only too easy, and

* 'Wninumn thinks that this is an allosion to Beneko, who «A.»in<i 
to hare much resented the views eipresaed in Herbart’s Trorka on 
Psychology.

3LETTEB L

I dare not offer anything of t^sort to you. 
education appears in the circle of doily experience 
as something commonplace, the more necessary it iaf 
to bring into'definite order our thoughts on the subject, 
and so to fix them that they may not bo lost in the 
stream of mere opinion. To be sure the case would be 
quite different if my mind were set on any so-caUed 
methods and their recommendation to the Public. • But 
in that case I should not write letters to you.

Let us begin at once with an abstraction, the only*^ 
' value of which is to explain a concept, and..to sketch 

out a line of investigation.
Education is related to Ethics by the conception of. 

the aims which the Educator has in view. By the con
sideration of means and hindrances it is driven hock 

. to Psychology. That first relation you are no longer 
seeking to investigate;. any alterations touching it, 
perhaps os regards wording, which my earlier writings 
require, you will discern naturally with the slightjest 
attention. But the Psychology of Education is so diffi
cult and so many-sided, that we shall do well to occupy 
ourselves first merely with its general conceptions, and 
to sketch it out in bare outlino, unconcerned even at 
the misshapen forms which may appear before our eyes.

Picture to yourself a hoary diplomatist, whose stony 
countenance betrays no trace of sympathy for the 
weal or woe conceiiiing which he, as a soothsayer, 
is consulted. He notices which way the wind blows 
and adjusts his fiag accordingly. Here I see on 

, illustration of purely psychological Pedagogy. It g^ves 
the power of insight by which we recognize the

The more

\
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follow if a third forms a link between the two, and thus 
from the two possibilities bijin^ before us one actual 
event You alreadj guess that I am thinking of the 
pupil’s capacity for cultivation, next of the means 
which we are accustomed to use, and, thirdly, of the 
arrangements for public and private education, where
by the methods of Culture come into operation.

It is manifest that a psychological Science of Educa
tion would consider first the pupil’s manifold capacity 
for cultivation, both the natural gifts and'the attained 
ability which comes into operation at each stage of 
the onward progress j that we should then have to 
speak of books and apparatus, encouragements and 
coercive measures, so as to place before us, in connec
tion with these, certain ideal pupils, and how they are 
to be developed, if out of every educational means 
its own peculiar form of activity is to go forth in 

' full.strength; and, lastly, the discussion must turn on
schools, seminaries, and the like.

But you, my friend, are perhaps already [smiling 
at the 'system in letters, which is coming up; like 
a grey rain cloud ? Do not seize an umbrella too 
hastily. I have laid before you a classification, but 
I have not promised d treatise. You will soon see 
how selfishly I have kept my own ease in view in 
chooting the free and easy form of a letter. ‘

I4 APPUCATION OF PSYCHOLOGY TO EDUCATION.

possibility of a human being, under certain circum
stances, developing on such and such lines. It can 
reveal to the bad as well as to the good teacher what 
he is doing; to all it is useful for every sort of object; 
by its guidance the one may cause improvement, the 
other ruin.

Does there then exist such a pure psychological 
Science of Education? Is it desirable if it should 
exist? Perhaps; that is to say, it might serve as 
a mirror for bad teachera And if we did possess 
such a thing, what would hinder our appealing to it 
for counsel in the attainment of noble aims? I 
confess we do not at present possess such a psychology 
in its completeness, neither do 'we possess such a 
philosophy of history, as perhaps the new Spinoza 
schools would like, who believe themselves able to 
reckon up the necessary metamorphoses of the world- 
spirit, and trace them in events. We will, however, 
just consider, in case such a science should be vouch
safed to UB as a connected whole, what form might 
naturally bo expected of it

Whenever we perceive that which is active set 
over against what is passive, there appears to us a 
twofold and varied possibility, first, of that into which 
the passive may develop, and, second, of the eflecta 
which the active can produce; and the difficulty will 
be greater or less, according to the relative conditions 
of the active and the passive.^ Certain modifications

1 Xh&t ia, tho greater or less diiBeiilty depeods first on the actiTe 
being a soitable means to work upon tho passire; second, on the 
passive being a snitable subject to be thos acted upon.

i
■ '
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beginning to exercise an'^influenco. Jean Paul‘ 
followed. V believe I the first to speak of

was
soon
“Instruction which should bo educational.” You will 
remember that we laid the greatest stress on the fact/ 
that Instruction was then looked upon too much as a 
secondary matter in education, whereas it is that, 
nevertheless, which generally has the most lasting 
effect, because acquired knowledge remains while 
habits and customs vary.

The expression “Educational Instruction” bos since 
been taken out of my mouth and used very much in 
opposition to my views.* However, the .expression

Letter II.
Coneermng Public Inttiuetioa, past aod present—(o) Recent im- 

proTcmenUj (L) Modifications of supcrficaal Philological Cnlture 5 
(iL) Increased attention giren to Mathematics; (iii.) Increased 
effidenej of the Ojanasiums ; (ir.) Steady improvement generally 
in the Science of Education since the time of Locke.

(b) Consequences of these changes—(i) The Gymnasiums'ot 
first otw-rated, partly on account of their improved results, 
partly through the felt need of increased ptiblie spirit against tho 
despotiam of Napoleon; (iL) Future development of a juster 
estimate, resulting in less pressure on pupils, and more care In 
the selecUoa of candidates for tho harder examinations.

TF we look back at that time when we first thought 
J- out together the science of Education,—before you 
went to Switzerland,—we shall find less alteration, 
comparing it with the present, than one could expect 
after the lapse of n quarter of a century. Niemeyer’e^ 
principles of Education were already then in force; 
they were universally known and were more carefully 
followed than they are now, sinco Germany hag been 
roused up and renovated in so many ways. Schwarz*

* A. H. Niemcycr, an influential writer on Education. In 18S3 
be published Onindsdtze der ErzUhung unri det TJnlerrichU. He was 
also one of the first to insist on the importance of making use of all 
the facte that have been handed down to us ; and with this in view, 
he published an Udterhlick dtr cdlgemeinm GekhiehU der ErzUhung.

^ F. H. Oh. Schwarz, the author of one of tho first noteworthy 
histories of Education. It was published in 1818, and was entitled 
a OtMhichit der Erzitkwig.

» Johann Paul Friedrich Richter (1763-1826), (usually called Jean 
was the son of a BchoolmasterPaul,) the greatest German humorist, 

and organist at WunsiedeL He attended tho Univerrity of Lcipsic, 
and from 1787 to 1780 was engaged as a tutor in several famiUes 
at Sohwarzenbach. After years of struggle with extreme pover^, 
his literary work began to attract attention, and win for him a mde 
circle of admirers. In 1807 ho brought out a work on Education, 
cnUtled Lwana, odtr ErziehungiUhn. The book Is actually a peda- 
gogical romance, in which it Is sought to answer the question how 
a boy “ by means of bU native ability would probably develop, who, 
removed from the harmful influences of tho world, was brought up 
in an undcigronnd chamber. Graphically as Jean Paul picl^ tho 
moment when tho boy for the first time emerges upon the upper 
....Id in all its beauty, he has neveitholoss forgotten that a boy who 
has not had the privilege of collecting a large store of concrete 

'experiences is not in tho least cducablo, but is utterly incapable of 
interpreting the external world.” From UraE’a Jnlrcdudim lo 
Serbart.

» An aUusion to a work by Yok NiCTiUMMEn, caUed Der Sir^ 
dea rhilardhropinitmva und Sumanimua, etc. (Jena, 1808), whi* 
aroused considerable interest at the time, but which called forth tho 
severest condemnation from Herbart In one of liis letters he speaks 
of it again as a book full of empty fancies and actual ingratitude to a 

' suocesrion of educational forerunners.

wor, sense
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matters little provided the meaning is realized. Does 
the Instruction of the present day deserve throughout 
the name of “Educational Instruction"? It has at 
least gained some completeness. That superficial side 
of philological culture, which n(^locted Greek for the 
sake of Latin, has indeed not yet disappeared, but is 
much modified. Mathematics has obtained far 
attention, and that would scarcely happen to-day 
which once occurred to me as I was going through 
the class-rooms of a celebrated Gymnasium. On the 
blackboard had been written an exceedingly simple 
equation of the first degree, and when I said “That 
is of course for the Third Form?” the answer wo^ 
"No, that is for the First” The efficiency of the 
Gymnasiums generally has been increased; aristo
cratic families have resigned themselves to the fact 
that their sons must exert themselves if they are to 
bo ready for the University.

Of the Pestalozzian enterprises,* on which in our 
younger days all eyes were turned, you know 
than I do. Ton can judge whether the thing was as 
worthless as people have since represented it; at least, 
I am not yet ashamed of my object lessons, the idea of 
which I obtained from Pcstalozzi; on the contrary, I 
am still going on with them. To bo sure eveiytlfing 
which is heralded and carried on with exaggeration and 
enthusiasm necessarily declines; it has done its work, 
when it has changed into energy and attention the inert
ness and indolence which it first encountere. Would 
that we could speak with os much praise of the philo- 

Fot tho relation of Herbart to Peatalozzi, soe Introdaction, p. ttU,

LETTEE IL

sophical schools of that time. ^Would that wo did nob 
see here indolence as the consequence of exaggeration, 
and to some extent a feverish beat, which only leads to 
disintegration. |

In my opinion we are justified in holding the favour
able opinion, that since Locke tho Science of Education 
has made steady progress, oven if nob always in a 
straight line. Certainly much romains to bo desired; 
much indeed must change with time and circumstances. 
If Niemeyer were to write now he would derive his 
illustrations from quite a difibrent circle of experiences 

. from that which forms the basis of his celebrated work. 
Nevertheless the fundamental ideas would ho tho 
same, though they would be practically applied in 
different waya Pedagogy changes slowly; it follows 
neither speculation* nor ex^rience alone, but shows 
traces of the efiects of both, which modify and correct 
each other. J

Are you shaking your head, my dear friend, as you 
read what I have just written ? I should indeed like 
to know; but I am not sure about it Opinions are

I

more

more

this mrd is throaghout need by Eerb&rt to 
1 coimectioiis. 1q onnincratiog tho

* SjKi
eignify reflection
diflerent kinds of interest, Ufer distinguishes experience and specn- 
Istioti thus

''Knowledge derived from the sphrio of experience may direot 
itself towards the mncli, the many^colonred, and the manifold, and 
the mind nay take ploasoro in the variety and novrity of impresrions. 
The excitation and eager continuance of endcavonr in this direction 
is called emjnrical interest

"The clement of the obsenro and enigmatical, as it is met in the 
tuts of histoiy, urges, from a mere, observing, as it predominates in 
the empirical interest to refleotion concerning causal wnnection; 

> In orrler to tmderstand facts and events, one seeks to h^mo clear

V

i
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stress as formerly on giving a^. 
as compared vrith Latin—^Mi/thematics as compared 
with languages ? I almost believe the rtding bent of 
our educational wishes would now be a different one, / 
because a great part of that which we once wished has 
been fulfilled, though in many respects certainly 
in quite a different way from that in which we, with 
our views, might have arranged it.

But a truce to wishes, at least for the present We 
are more onrious to consider what probable con> 
sequences are to be expected. When the modem 

• developments of Instruction wore sot on foot twenty 
years ago, many of the public expressed their discon
tent at the burden which was placed on youth, and at 
the severe conditions which were then imposed on 
candidates for the Civil Service. A little later it was 
seen that the burden was still bearable, whereas the ad
vantage to able minds was no small matter. Courage 
then rose; the parents attached more and more 
value to the Instruction in the Gymnasiums. They 
know that they themselves had been far less perfectly 
instructed; so much the more did they value the gift 
offered to their children. But it is not difficult to 
foresee that this must necessarily somewhat alter 
the relation of the schools to the public. The time 
will soon come when the pupils, whom the schools 
have effidently provided with learning, will be adultB. 
Then the parents will have to bo content, if the 
children learn os much as they themselves have 
learnt^ for the amoimt of Instruction cannot increase 

s any more. ,The emotion which a father now often

place to Greek,always wont to differ about a thing which has changed 
witli time. So much, I think, you will concede to 
me, that the instruction of to*day, especially in the 
Gymnasiums, has a completeness and a brilliance which 
was not known in our youth; and the desire might 
easily seize us to bo young again, that wo might make 
the Gymnasiums of that day furnish as complete a 
course of study os is now provided for receptive minds. 
Doubtless also tho present teachers feel how much they 
are valued, and so, pleasure in, and love for tho work 
last much longer than formerly. Teachers remain 
longer useful, and ripeness of ago, of experience, and 
of judgment, is combined with power that is better 
economized for psactical use; certainly a great advan
tage over a former age, which naturally wore out more 
quickly tho worse paid and much less respected 
teacher, while it would go on employing him even 
when he was useless for anything else.

If the dream of our youth should return once more, 
of wishing to achievo something great by the improve
ment of Instruction, should wo also lay os much
eoDcemiag theif caoses and cocditiotis. An eS’ort of tbis kind pro* 
supposca a mental acUritj, to irhich Herbart gare the dittingoishing 
name of tpeaiiative inUresL‘’—Introdueiim to Etrhart, p. 61,

Hio man vbo obsenres tbe wonderful phenomena of mind, and 
admires its strange complexly, ma; be filled with empirical interest. 
Yet this is scareelj possible without questions arising as to the vhy 
and the uAer^ors of these mjstcrionslj rapid changes. What is the 
cause of it all! Is it my which is producing fahatncasl or is it 
the disturbed action of the heart which is cansing fear I Such
subjects are full of sjxatlaiivt interest, and the psychologist must 
needs become a metaphysician. As Charles Kingsley graphically 
shows ns in his wonderful fairy tale, "Jladam How” is beautiful,
but men erer long for the rarer glimpses of *' I^y Why.”
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feels when he secs how much more bis son has 
attained than himself, will then bo fairly a thing of 
the past. On the contrary, words will then be oftoner 
repeated, which are not unknown even now,—words of- 
encouragement from experienced fathers, who promise 
their sons, that the youthful pleasures of the next 
generation shall not bo so severely curtailed by the \ise- 
leas cramming which they personally had to undergo, 
though they were never able in later life to give a 
satisfactory answer to the question Qui bcmo. So also 
will those speak to whom the present scholarly 
Gymnasium instruction has been offered, when their 
natural capabilities were not able to advance in pro
portion; for whom, on account of clover rivals and 
the present strong competition, the road to civil office, 
if not quite closed, was opened too late, and who have 
then afterwards devoted themselves to country life, 
the army, and industrial pursuits of a higher or lower 
kind. Am I making a mistake about this? Do not 
the majority of the final school examinations, along 
with much that .fs encouraging, also furnish us with 
sad evidence - of how difficult it becomes to the 
Gymnasiums to get rid of these pupils, whom it would 
have been better never to receive than to be thus 
troubled with them? If such people have a little 
common sense they will take^care not to expose their 
children to the danger to which they themselves fell a 
victim, without proper examination into' that which 
nature demands or refuses. The Gymnasiums will 
keep their admirers, but only those to whom they have 
been useful, and the admiration will slightly decrease,

LETTER n.

for performances which now evoke astonishment will 
come more and more into the s^ere of the ordinary.

You, my friend, were dose to the whirling current 
of Pestalozzian thought at the time when the present / 
Gymnasium system was in preparation, but you need 
only glance at Pichte's Address to ihe German 
muion,^ to form an idea of that which porlmps 
you could not observe for yourself with sufficient 
clearness. There was a time when the adult race 
almost despaired of itself. Hope centred on youth, 
but on a national youth not yet existing in Germany.

■ It was evident that private teachers were not capable 
of developing it Besides, even if much more“elBcient 
than they are generally, in the most favourable 

they only help the family spirit, and instead 
of a separation into homes and families, a general 

, rising was wanted against the despotism of Napoleon. 
That is why the incompetence of private teachers was 
attacked so severely, whereas the pubUc schools, on 
the other-hand, were praised and recommended.

^ Bee note oo p. 21.

cases
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will,, in thought, add a Momus/to my former, letter, 
who Bcofla at my utter For nothing more
foolish could be thought of than to proclaim a Science 
of Education thus: It is not to be a Science of State 
Education. In our times, when the minds of all men 
ore full of politics, it is a matter of course that no 
one educates or demands education except just for the 
saho of the State, or, at least, to serve some party 
in it Momus will also easily call up against me a 
Thrasymachus, who opposes me, perhaps, with the 
following dialectic:

' The Sight is the advantage of the stronger^
But the State is far stronger than the family.
Consequently the Bight is rather the advantage of 

the State than that of the family.
We need only include right education imder the ' 

.concept of that which is right, and the conclusion 
is complete.

1 Momoa was the god of mookeiy and censtm.
* The reference it to a passsge in Pla.to’8 JitpubliCj hook L 

Bocntcs and PoIemarchoB ore dison^sing the nature of Joxtice, when 
ThrasTmoohns, the wolhknown sophist from Cfaslcedon, haviog 
listened for some time, can no longer hold his peace. Gathering 
himself Dp, he came at ns like a wOd boast, seeking to deronr ns. 
We were quite panlo^tricken at the eight of him. He roared out 
to the whole compwj, * What folly, Socrates, has taken possession 
of you all! And why, eUlyblllica, do you knock under to one 
another I I eay that, if you want really to know what Justice is, • 
you eboald not only ask but answer. .. . And now I will not haru 
you say that Justice ie du^, or adrantage, or profit, or gain, or 
interest, for this sort of nonsense will not do for me. I must have 
clearness and aocura<gr.'*’ He wae at once Ironically pressed by 
Socrates and the company to giro his own definition, and at last 
proclaimed, “Justice' is nothing else than the interest of the 

’stronger.**

ILetter III.
State Edncaiion—Confusion In men'e minds of the true propositioa, 

“Triie education brings adrantage to the State," with the fiUse 
one, ** Education is the more true the more advantage it brings 
to the State*’—Belation between the State, the Family, and the 
&hool—The State is the ConfoderaUoa of all FamiUes, only 
in eo far as families fall into a State classification according to 
pnfcsrions, means, claims, etc.—Thus the State founds schools 
to educate soldiers, civil officers, scientists, etc.—Main objections 
to State Education: (i.) The State thus educates on the principle 
of utility to itself alone,—if the individual development is at 
air taken into consideration, it still remains with the family to 
see that the help is applied to the right cases; (il) School 
discipline is generally good for strong, but not for weak, 
characters; (lii.) The instrnotloa may be too rapid for the * 
indolent pupil; (iv.) Onesidodness is apt to appear (c) in the 
Instrnction, with a view to gain aome special end; (&) in the 
teacher's observation of the children, which is confined to such 
characteristics as appear in school life ; (v.) Difficulty of ensuring 
a high moral standard in a boyish conununi^—Tbe danger of 
Rchte’s proposal for societies of boys, separate from, and in* 
dependent of, adulte; difficulty of subduing incipient barbaric 

/ tendencies without the gentle toflnence of the family,
Conefurim.—Hot that private teachers should be exslted at 

the cost of the schools, bnt that no improvements in school* 
masters or eurricnlom make up for the loss of the fiunily 
spirit as the basis of Education.

TyrOT you, indeed, but many others have hinted 
-i-i or said plainly to me, that I trouble myself
too little about my opponents. Perhaps, for once, 
I will stoop to do penance for this offence. There
fore, in order to avail myself of the opportunity I

14
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it brings to the State/*—stand much too near each 
other in men’s minds as the/ are, for the true not to 
get often confused with the {false. For who has 
organized the schools ? The State. For whom has it 
organized them 1 For itself. But who profits by the ( 
schools? The family. Thus here the advantage of 
the family falls in with the aim of the State, as, 
indeed, in the postal system. For the post office is, 
first, to serve the authorities; but then the public is 
naked to shore the convenience as well as the cost of 
it, as on institution.

What is, then, the State? Between the famous 
. answer, “I’Etat c’est moi," and the other extreme, “the .z' 
State is a union of all families,” there ore various 
opinions.^ But doily experience proves clearly that 
State and family welfare. State and family affairs, 
enthusiasm for the State, and care for the family, 
are quite different things. In the advantages of the

^ The well'koown worde o'eat moi" have been Ascribed
to Lewis XIV., who, at any rate, governed in accordance with this 
principle. It is said that on April 18th, 1655, he appeared in 
hanting-dresa and riding whip before an intractable Parliament, and 
with these words answered the first President, who set the interests 
of the State on a par with the royal commands According to 
another vetsioD, it is said that be Urns intermpted a judge, who 
spoke of king and State in the samo breath.

The reason why Herbart laja snch stress on a home edacation, 
as opposed to that of a pnblio school, is principally to be found 
in the fact that the moral ideas appear more prominently in family 
life than in that of any other commanity.

We may compare with this soma passagoe from his Moral 
Philosophy.

*'The mle of Love is to be foond onder many forms in frsiily 
relationships. , . . He who belongs to a family finds himself reflooted

Right education is far more the advoiitage of tho 
State than of the family. Consequently it must 
keep this in view, otherwise it is not tho right 
kind. ^

Yet such crazy logic is not too Sad for the great 
mass of those who admire, love, honour, and praiso 
only that which is strong, and who, when their dis
cernment has been spoiled, cleverly attach themselves 
to him who is strong, and are thus just as difficult 
to put to shame os that platonic Thrasymochus,—a 
figure that we shall see unveiled often enough in 
Germany if tho fatal scheme to provoke political 
passion succeeds. Is it a great step, if wo pass 
from admiring Napoleon, to accepting the state
ment, “ Tho Right is tho advantage of the stronger ” ? 
The glitter of power, the pomp of victory, contrasted 
with the misery of the conquered,—this spectaclo 
turns men’s heads till they reach the shameless 
assertion of unjust nonsonsa

But matters need not go nearly as far as this to 
win assent to the ambiguous proposition—flight educa
tion is the advantage of the State. For, in the first 
place, no one doubts that the presence of well- 
educated citizens would be more advantageous to tho 
State than that of the badly educated. But in our 
age of mistakes and ^‘paralogisms,* the two proposi
tions—

I.

"True education brings advantage to the State,” 
and: “ Education is the more true the more advantage

* Paraloyirm—^ mely-tued word, meaniog an fllc^cal Btatement, 
something contrary to reason, error.

B
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State Bomo have a greater, some a smaller interest^ 
and there is a constant fluctuation about these 
interests which no Statecraft, even if it wished, can 
equalize.

Undoubtedly the State is the confederation of all 
families,—^not directly, however, but only in so for 
as families fall into different classes, according to 
position, profession, means, claims, and needs, and 
thus, 08 such, belong to the State. Thus the State 
intends that one class shall bo educated with a view 
to trade, another with a view to the defence of the 
country, a third for the civil office, a fourth for the 
culture of arte and sciences. According to such 
standpoints different schools are founded. But indi
vidual difTorences lie too deep to be rightly construed 
according to considerations of mere utility, and if 
fathers allow themselves to be misled by anxiety 
foTj their sons' advancement into judging of their
in the other membera; he reckons them u his own; in them he feels 
honoured or shamed; he feels himttl/ neglected, if he sniTers them 
to fell, or gives them up to fstd and malicious tongues.”

Hcrbart proceeds to point out that the members of a family lean 
on each other, espaaally if no estrangement has ever separated 
them, and the image of family likeness has never been defaced. 
For it is the anxiety lest we should appear in a misshapen form to 

relatives, which U the basis of those family duties, which 
themselves spring from the Idea of Bight . . . Tbrough aU family 
relationship, therefore, runs the claim that we should not eot up 
an example which ought not to be followed. This is the sphere of 
moral considerations with which the idea of Equity la generally 
connected; but Benevolence and Perfection come in also, if we take 
into considerstioa the different members, or regard the personality 
of the whole as one. For this reason we may even add inner 
Freedom; and, in short, anything which has to do with refined social 
life. (See also Introduction, pp. xxxix.-iUL)

LETTEB m.

abilities according to this standard, the Science of 
Education should enlighten them. It con remind 
them, first, that the less usefdl an^individuol is, the 
less the State will trouble itself about him. Its 
schools are to provide it with those whom it requires. / 
It chooses the most useful; the rest may look after 
themselves.

However, if it be assumed that the State should be 
so magnanimous as to make iteelf of service in the 
emture of individuals, even to the setting aside of its 
own needs, so that each one may attain as much as he 
is able,—still, even in that cose, the same thing happens 

, as in.chari^ clubs. We apply the help where it is 
most efficacious. We wish ea^ one to help" himself 
as far as be can.

If schools are to meet the requirements of families, 
the latter must look to it that the proffered help is 
applied in the right direction. The severity of school 
di^pline helps the very busy or too indulgent father 
in the case of strong characters, but not with those 
which are weak and gentle; it is of use if supervision 
in leisure hours and holidays is not lacking; its effects 
are reversed if a young man finds means of escaping 
from the punishment and discipline to which he has 
had to submit The indolent pupil gains in brightness, 
industry, and order, through the example of fellow-;^ 
students, if he is able and willing to do the work set; 
but not if the instruction is too rapid or too varied*^ 

X him, nor if taste and talent impel him in other 
directions. The evils of on^dedness are brought under 
notice in public instruction, but not always remedied;

our own
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insight into character; it were better for many if they 
could remain ignorant long(^ in this matter. A 
social spirit arises among them; some learn to obey 
thoso whom they ought not, others to rule when it is 
not fit for them. One attains power by his strength, I 
another by his self-confident bearing; the cunning boy 
knows how to push forward others that they may carry 
out his plans, and all unite in maintaining a code of 
honour, secrecy, and mutual help in times of difficulty. 
The larger such a boyish community is, the more it 
should ho controlled and watched with suspicion; but 
increased appearance of despotic rules will be accom- 

■ panied by an increase in the secret resentment they 
arouse, and in the tendency of the pupils to hope that 
some day they, too, will be despots. Dom anyone think 
it easy to prevent or remedy such evils if the influence 
of the fainily spirit be despised ?

You, my friend, will certainly not think that, for 
But that which

it is often impossible to avoid yielding td it in order 
to gain any result at all, and then special lessons are 
required. Children of mediocre brains go on for a 
long time mechanically with what is required of them; 
they are pnused, and they are contented with their 
good ro^rts; but they do not know how to use the 
knowledge they have gained, and they lose it as soon os 
possible. There is no small delusion as to the amount of 
knowledge which goes forth yearly from tho schools: 
not a littio of it is lost in university life as useless 
materioL Tho teachers in public institutions make 
many observations of various pupils; but the cases are 
tare when children willingly reveal their inmost souls, 
and so these observations refer only to that which 
appears on tho surface, touching the discipline and 
study of school life. So a historian sees human beings 
in ration to events, he sees masses of men and their 
movements, he docs not see nor can he pay any atten
tion to that which has no historical consequences.' 
The pupils also who know each other acquire an

you have educational experience.
Fichte propounded in the year 1808,' when he dreamt 
of his new education "in which pupils, severed from 
adult social life, should yet live together as in a 
society, and so should form for themselves a separate

» Johann Gottiieb Fichte (1782-1814) combines “tho penetration 
of a phUosopher with the fire of » prophet and tho thnnder of m - - 

^ orator.” Orer his whole life lies the beauty of stainless parity. The
victories of Napoleon at Anerstadt and Jona drew from him the 

VV famous Sedm au die Dtulsehen. These addresses were deUvered 
^ in the winter of 1807-8, while a French Marshal was governor of 

Berlin, and tho lecturer's voice was often drowned by the tumult 
of the enemy in the streets. In them ho lamented that age had 
denied him the privilege accorded to Aeschylos and Cervantea of 
making good'hia words hy manly deeds.

* This lact is one of the many explmned by the Herbartian 
doctrine of apperception. The historian has spent his life in 

tions. In them hiscollecting and arrangiDg historical pre 
mental wealth consists: they constitute his apperedving factor. A 
new presentation is seised upon and fitted into these ready-made 

t nothing siimlar are passed over.groops, and otben which p 
(See Introduction, pp. Izviii., In.) The teacher in the publm school is 
in danger of a like onesided view of bis pupils, if he forgets that tho 
actual school course is but a small part of their lives. If his appex- 
eeiving factor consists merdy of the subjects of a school curriculum, 
his observations of complex humanity will be snperfidaL The Malay 
is tight, when he says of the moaning of the wind through the bamboo 
trees, “The forest organ plays for each his favourite tone.” "We 

^ apperceive only that for which our past has prepared na.

r
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and independent commonwealth,”—such a view, I say, 
deserves to^y even a severer criticism than it seems 
to have found at the time when it was uttered. All 
honour to the man, who, in the moment of danger, had 
the courage to give loud and emphatic utterance to 
any proposal for the salvation of the nation. But ' 
a proposal which, at a most critical state of affairs, 
appealed to the heart of a whole nation with all the 
dignity of intense earnestness ought not to have lacked 
thoughtful attention. Kow in this case the mischief 
was by no means taken into consideration, which- is 
caused by the rough psychical mechanism in that great 
crowd of boys and men, who, without the gentle 
influence of the family spirit, measure their strength 
one against the other, till some are subdued, others take 
the lead, and the greater number adapt themselves 
to their surroundings. Such a struggle does not carry 
with it the slightest security that the best will conquer. 
Amongst lively boys, crowded together and shut off 
from other people, all evil and barbaric tendencies 
must always arise; and even after the application 
of the greatest severities on the part of adults, the 
tendencies would be only concealed without being 
remedied- Armed bands for mountainous warfare, 
qualified to fight in ravines and forests, might grow 
up in this way,—dangerous first to the enemy, then 
to their own land. The nation required veiy different 
ddiverers, and it has found them. But a predilection 
for schools has remained; as if the friction amongst 
many pupils brought not danger, but safety; as if the 
sharpening of the intellect which it furnishes were

moral improvement; as ii the brotherhood, which/ 
grows from it, were free from Aty spmt; as if the; 
instruction wore education; the discipline, character 

if, speaking generally, the culture of' 
business which could he advantageously i. /building; ss 

youth wore a
carried on wholesale without regard to mdmdualB,; 
even as factories by machinery. Let us be on our j 
guard against favouring this view, otherwise we mig^ 
indeed have the fanatics on our side, but the expefi=^ 
enced men against us, especially those whose ethical 
ideas have attained a suitable degree of reBnemrat. ■ 
A truly praiseworthy endeavour and line of action, | 
but it bears the stamp of a past ago! - ,

Do I seem to wish the golden age to come back to . 
private teachers? Certainly not, at least not at the 
cost of the schools. But this you know, that in 
the matter of education I regard the suppression of 
the family spirit as in the highest degree culpable, and 
this is just the point te .which I would now reguiro 
your somewhat prolonged attention. Scholarly zeal, I 
higher salary, increased respect for the teacher’s 
position, eicamination laws, patrioUc impulses, the ever 
widening prospect of State promotions of vanous 
kinds—aU these working together may rome youthful 
activity directly and indirectly; the result is something 
quite opposed to education if the family spirit neither 
altovether absent or working in a different direction. 
It ^ults in brotherhood with fellow-pupils or its 
reverse, partly the subordination of fee weak to 
the strong, portly discord among those who lay oloun 

, to the same things. Undoubtedly we may praise m

./■
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many ways the aristocracy of the cleverest, and the 
enforced modesty of dl others, who early learn to 
know their natural limitations; but these are political 
words of praise, not educational. The teacher docs not 
compare his pupil with others, he compares him with 
himself, he compares that which the youth becomes 
with that which, probably, be might have been. He is 
content with none who log behind their own possible 
ideal, ho is discontented with none who become as 

. great as could presumably be expected of them.^ 
■\Vhere, then, should the incentive lie which develops 
the man according to the measure of the power which 
is in him ? Each is attached first and most distinctly 
to his own family. But what shall we do with those 
pupils, who, through loss of parents or some other 
misfortune, ore in such a position that they do not 
know to whom they belong? Yon must have ex
perienced, my dear friend, even as I, the uncertain^

attaching to education in such oases. However, let it 
suffice' for the present, if yon are not displeased, that , 
quite at the heginning I thoughMt more suitohlo and 
more necessary to speak of famdy relations (as con
trasted with an avowed or disguised political Soienoo 
of Education), than to appeal to the principles of f 
practical philosophy and psychology. Offio system to 
which we have accustomed ourselves will steal upon 
us quite soon enough; at least it stands ready for our 
use; and even if unused, it serves as a ground lor my 
hope that I may informaUy lay before you lor exam-, 

fragmentary work to bo useful or helpful in

■'■i

ination a 
any way you please.

^ This flbodd be compared with a remarkable passage is The 
Seienee Sdxteaiion, ^ 109; "Ihe ^her most represent the fntore 
man in the boj, conseqmmtly the idms which the pQpil will as an 
adult place before biinsfllf In the fntore most be the present care of 
the teacher; bo mnst prepare beforehand an inward facility for 
attaining them.* Again,onp.ll2,Herbartcoatcmplate&theposubility 
of a teacher setting np a worldly aim for the boy committed to his 
care, and Who will warrant os that the fatnre man will not
himself narch ont the good, to make it the object of his willing the 
aim of his life, the standard of his self-criticism t Who wiU protect 
ns against the severe judgment which will then overtake ns I How 
will it be if he ftalla ns to account, because we presumed to antiripato 
the chance which yet perhaps might have brought about better 
opportunities of genuine elevation of spirit ... It is' never safe to 
set up as bmdness manager for another if we have no mind to do the 
work well.” (See Introduction, p. ilix.)

■
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obvioufilj take root in many/homea, 
thing as the family Bpirit—i^hich I 
Education ruling over the political—then we should 
no longer need to desire that which would take place/ 
of itsell Or, if only affection for one’s relatives were

quickly acquired as family likeness, it would surely 
on that account be worth while to wish for the latter, ^ 
for the son’s effort to please his parents is certainly 
the firmest centre round which we may collect, and, as 
it were, condense in him moral impulses.

But I will not weary either you or myself with 
discussion about this matter. Speaking generally, let 
us, for the present, refrain from pious wishes. We 
too, indeed, must learn to take things as they are, 
and if the question viky they are thus should also 
occupy us, at least it may give rise to a more pleasant 
conversation than the consideration of that which 
should be different, but which we cannot alter. 
Family likeness reminds me of individualities of many 
kinds, which will never adapt themselves to the 
form of one general plan of education; thus also of 
the manysidedness of educational experience, since 
in our own doings we are obliged to bear the re
action of every individual, according to his peculiar 
nature.^

The inborn is on heirloom; the habits acquired in 
earliest years are a dowry. If necessary, let this

> Tbit is, if wo exeroiM in infinence, we ciimot bnt submit ilso 
to tbe ''return inlluenoe," or reaction from the person whom we have 
thus affected; and each individual returns onr influence in a way 

' peculiar to himeelf.

were the same 
wish to see in

INNATE DIFFERENCES.
as

1/sectios a.—physiological differences.

Lbiter IV.

Individual peculUrities—Their basis in tbe reactions between soul 
and body, with special referepce to Sensibility, Irritability, and 
Vegetation—Disorders arising from physiological deviations from 
the normal in qualify and quantify—Educational considerations 
os regards: (A) Diseases arising from an impaired qualify in the 
organism; idiocy, scrofnls, etc.; poasiblo disappointment to
teacher and pnpil in the case of tbe scrofulous subject—Kecessify 
of making physical health the first consideration—(B) Diseases 
arising from impaired quantity — Fevers, and the weaknesses 
connected with undne vascular susceptibility; — Difficulty of 
attaining any continuous steady development in such cases— 
Derangement of health—Reaction of tbe vhole organism against 
any foreign body caising diseaseIndependence of tbe-dilTerent 
organs in bealth, e.g,, digestion, brain, eta—Undue irritation 
proceeding from the vascular system; restless boys, the mental 
dnlttcss which generally follows;—Qoneral weakness of tbe vascular 
system; a more bopefnl case, since it will improve with increased 
physical vigour, whereas in the former, the excitements of youth 
may quite destroy educational gains.

T HAVE often noticed with wonder, my dear friend, 
X how quickly the family characteristics are brought 
out in pupils by a short stay with their relatives 
during tbe holidays. If the permanence of those 
peculiarities in manner, speech, and interests, which

28
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analogy be my excuse for the'^^dden change of 
thought which I am about to introduce.

Why does the same education have such different 
effects on different people? Wherein lies the indi
viduality which, as a rule, seta itself imolterably 
ag^nst ns? No materialiatio physiology is required 
to remind us that bodily differences must be reflected 
in mental expressions, and you will not be vexed if 
I ask you to glance even beyond physiology, at the 
science of medicine, so that wo may see, not only 
the general fact of the union between soul and body, 
(for this is not the subject of our research), but the 
choracteristica of these bodily difTerences. Help me . 
to make cxtracta from the exceedingly clever writings 
of my honoured colleague, Sachs,^ whoso two largo, 
though, unfortunately, still unflnished works, besides 
shorter writings, now lie before me. Whilst I invite 
you to this, will you kindly refer sometimes to my 
Natural Philo$ophy, a book which is well known to 
you, in order that the connection with our present 
aims may be the clearer. Permit me to direct your 
attention to a few ^cts.

The names StMOnlity, Itrilabiliiy, Vegdaiion, are 
familiar.* If a medical classification of dise^es can be

1 Ludwig TVilbelm Sachs, who wu bom in 1787 at Grossgl^n, 
ftsd died in 1818, w&s in 1818 Professor of Uedicine At Eonigsberg.

LETTEB IV.

connected with them, we mayexpect similar deviations 
from the common normal to arise, even in a state of 
health, the remote consequencM^f which will be per
ceptible to the educator as hindrances to his action, 
and will the more surprise him the less he has 

cepts at his command to which he can refer back { 
for an explanation. You know well that it must
con'

is the capacity of tho tissacs (especully the nrascles) for bang Affected 
by, and reacting on, oxtcmal Inflaencca.

Herbart has adopted these naacs from the works of the fatoons 
doctor and anatomist, Albrecht ron Haller (1708-1777).

Sachs divides all forma of disease into three classes:
(L) Inflammatory diseases, In which tho sensible and irritable 

system generally protects itself against some foreign danger which

' whtt reaoUon U sj^cUlly from-the sid& of

(iii.) Nervons diseases, in which tho reaction Is the result of tho

Fevers, in which the nerve-systom has been injured or arrested 
as to its power of reaction, fall into three classes:

(L) Synocha (inflammatory fever), in which the nervo.8y5tem 
cannot itself react against tho.foroign irritation, but is able to ronse 
the system of irritability to energetic reaction, since both systems, 
sensibflity and irritability, pass into a state of the greatest activity. 
This is frequently accompoided by the inflammation of some central 
organ—brain, heart, or lungs. ^ ^

(ii.) Nervous fever, in which the nerve-system os so attacked that 
it cannot itself even rouse irritabiUty to rigorous resistance; a 
reciprocal action of a fitful character fmm both systems is the result.

(in.) Putrid fever, in which the nerve-system is eo oppress^ an-’ 
paralysed that it cannot in any way ronse the system of irritability. 

Heibart's classification takes the following form:
Deviations firom the normal as to
A. , QuaiUy. Examples: Idiocy, scrofula, etc. (1).
B. QimiUitn. (o)NerTM,>temcliecled;r87OT(2):liifl«miiat<!ry,

nervora, putrid—<S) Infliimnilory dtaase.: entrance of a foreign
■ body (SJ.Taacnlar irritation (4), Taecnlarreeatocea (6).

Be was a man of great learning and, like Herbart, rigorously 
opposed in his writings the upholders of tiie old Facol^.P^choIogy. 
He was for this ressou accused of being one of Herbert’s adherents.

* Sensibility,—generallycapad^forfeeUng,—denotesherespedally 
nerve-activity, as it appears in the living animal organism. Vegeta
tion (£.«., nuMtion or assimilation), refers to those processes in the 
organism on which growth depends. Irritability (Ae., sensitirenese)
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be far from my thoughts to change psychology for 
physiology; but when wo deal with the actual 
human being as a whole, have we there simply 
psychological effects? Certainly not, rather do we 
see mental activity restricted or promoted by the 
constant co*operation of the body; and to investi
gate the exceedingly varied character of such co
operation must bo important to us, even if it should 
appear that the advantage of such considerations 
can be but small for the Science of Education. If 
others seek to find more than is reasonable in the 
body, and fail to appreciate the mind, we for our 
part must necessarily draw the opposite conclusion. 
There is much more to be found on the mental 
side than on the physical, while there is less in 
the latter than people have thought, though ^it is 
still always important in limiting less fruitful inquiry, 
and keeping a place vacant for that which is of con
sequence.

The course of the investigation will bring out a very 
simple distinction, vix.i a division according to quality 
and quantity. If nerve and blood are altered in quality, 
quite a different class of diseases, or, speaking generally, 
of abnonn^ conditions, arise, to those which result 
when only the relations of quantity deviate somewhat 
from the normal As an example of the first kind, 
I might mention gout; but there is another which 
interferes with educational thought only too much as a 
frequent childish ailment—that is scrofula. On the 
other bond, in the second case, wherein at any rate at 
the outset only a relation of quantity comes into con-

eideration—(and the firet Of original atage is the only 
one of importance to na, ainco we have not to do with 
developed diaeasea, hut only wity tondenoiea to diseaao) 
—in thia second caae, I repeat, a hew. distinction ia 
necessary in order to define the chief clasaea of diaeaso. 
We all know, at least superficially, that diaturbance of j 
the vasonlar aystem (the heart, arteries, and veins'), 
which we call fever. Our guide bids us hero regard 
the activity of the nerve-aystem os cheeked, whilst he 
places the eo-called intermittent fever in quite another 
division, so that the whole class of properly-speaking 
feverish diseases reduce to Infiammotory, Nervous, and 
Putrid fevers. But there stall remains a largo class 
over, after we have put fevers collectively on one side. 
That is, if wo are no longer to regard the nervous 
system as cheeked, we must expect to find that the 
closely connected vascular system and vegetation gene- 
raUy may be in an unhealthy state of excitement, and 
that thus the whole organism seeks to maintam itself 
against the existing cause of disease. And this now 
actually gives us the first of the three classes, which 
I however mentioned last, so as to be able to quote
___ conveniently from the works lying before
That is, the first important class falls into three divi
sions, according as the general disorder of the organism 
has its seat specially in the nerves, in the vascular 
system, or in the sphere of vegetation. Before any 
further oonsidcration it is clear that this class wffl 
interest us most, for we naturally presuppose that in 
healthy, or at least apparently healthy pupils, the 
harmony of the oHef systems of the organism is not

mo.more
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not too soon to give up hope o£ a change for the 
hotter, and so on. But far more noteworthy is the 
already-mentioned case of s^fi 
how easily the teacher may get into a position, wherein 
he prepares for himself bitter disappointment, in a 
matter which ho cannot refuse to undertake.That isf 
to say, remarkable mental activity is not infrequently 
combined with a tendency to scrofula. Instruction 
is successful, and seems to be richly rewarded; yet, 
perhaps, it only raises an unhappy being, who must 
of necessity sink down from the heights reached with 
the sad consoiouaness of not being able to mamtain his 
position. It may be so, but perhaps the contrary will 
take place. The disease disappears or disguises itself 
during the years of bodily development, if all the 
conditions, exercise, pure air, special diet, care of the 
skin, co-opcrate in the proper way. The teacher will 
therefore be venturing on an uncertain experiment, 
a thing, nevertheless, which we see occur only too 
often, and in too many different ways. But, granted a 
boy of remarkable intellectual power, tainted with 
scrofula, or a like malady, whose family circumstances 
were such that one would not expect as a matter of 
course that be should wish to study, should we take 
ouch an one out of the position in which he was bom, 
fearing all the time that at some future day the 
cultured mind would feel painfully the lack of a 
strong physical support ? I am doubtful about it as 
far as you and I are concerned; rather do I think 
that in such a case wo should consider health first 
and mental culture second.

32 APPUOAIION OF PSTOHOIOOV TO EDUOATION.

materially injured, and certainly we shall not meddle 
with nervous and putrid fevers, but hand them over to 
the treatment of the physician. On the other band, it 
matters a good deal to us whether the nervous system, 
or the system of the blood, together with irritability, 
or lastly mere vegetation, is in the ascendency in an 
individual; in experience wo must bo prepared to find 
hero the smallest differences, far-reaching in results. 
Specially important to us is the nervous system, and 
above all, the brain. Not quite so Important is the 
spinal cord; at first sight we might be almost inclinri 
to ignore the ganglion system, at least that part of it 
which has its seat in, and which controls the abdomen, 
but we should soon bethink ourselves that such

rendered no immediate service to mental activities 
might yet perhaps put all the more hindrances in their 
way. Also as regards the blood system, the distinction 
should not pass unnoticed as to whether its excitation 
would be more easily perceptible in the arterial portion 
of the vessels, or in the veins and capillary system.

If you now inquire whether these distinctions 
furnish anything of educational interest, I will try to 
lay before you some further cousiderations.

1. The whole of that large class of diseases, in which 
the chief fault lies in an impaired quality of the 
organism, seems at first sight to make all education 
manifestly fruiUess, that no one anywhere would 
attempt to begin or carry it on. Who wishes to under
take the education of an imbecile,—a case wWch, no 
donht, comes in hero! And yet I might mention that 
there are different degrees of idiocy; that parents ought

ula, which wains us

nerves
as

)

so{
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Let na compare this case now with the former. 
We perceive in both disorder in the nerrons system, 
in both also some hope of mprovomenti hut 
very different conditions. f

&rofula win aOect infellectuai activity _
neoted whoie less disadvantageonaly.. It will permit/ 
the building up of a lofty mental structure, but 
it threatens it with the worse downfall the higher 
it rises. The irritability of the vascular system will 
cause more local disorders, and will permit less learn
ing; on the other hand, it will give greater variety 
to the emotions, more play to the feelings, and will 
cause weal or woe to both. The worse oases of torpid 
scrofula, or of actual disease through exaggerated 
oular irritability, we may pass over here.

3, Now if wo tahe it for* granted, as a suitable 
hypothesia for all education, that the body is healthy, 
we must then unquestionably admit, that in case of 
the entrance of some foreign element whieh might 
cause disease, the whole organism will be immediately 
ready to cany out a reaction. In this, not only brain, 
spinal cord, and ganglionic centres, but also the blood, 
with the organs which conduct and purify it, the 
nervous system, and even vegetation with the diges
tive organs, which prepare its way—eaohj and aU have 
their part to play. I say intentioiially “in case of the 
entrance of a foreign element which might 
disease!" For so long as it is not required of any 
organ to give up the wonted sphere of its activity 
and respond to a foreign stimulus, it is inversely quite 
characteristic of the signs and requirements of health

85
the2. Would that every kind of fever woidd leave

sphere alone; it is bad enough if such _ 
cause household cares. But I wiU not omit to notice 
that my educaticnal experience could furnish some 
confirmation of the statement, that in fevers the nerves 
are affected, for I can thmk of people who never
beyond reach of lever, even when they ^ well.
vascular system has remarkable susceptibility, and they 
become flushed or pale without special cause; a state 
of confusion in examinations, burning cheeks durmg 
moderate exertion or reproof, painfully suppressed 
weeping if crossed in trifling matters, and at the 
time incapacity, or at least great difficidty, in 
posing themselves when ence the emotion has been 
aroused,—these and similar signs lead one to to 
conclusion that in such the nervous system has 
susceptibility to excitation, but no adequate power 
of resistance to the reactionary effects of to vascular 

to rule or control tbein.
the spirita of

under

aa a con-seem
Their

same
com-

vas-

systom, and thus no power 
If wit, taste, and versatility now 
tho teacher, he most sef bounds to his hopes. For 
even in tho bloom of health tore lurks a weakness m 
this tendency to a feverish condition, which will not 
allow anything of a continuous nature to come to perf^
tion. Thus wo cannot reckon on that composure which
is necessary if wo are to attain by learning a sure foun
dation for knowledge. We must expect to find many 
things soon forgotten, others distorted; and thm evil wiU 
not cease until perhaps a welcome strengthening of to 
vascular system takes place, whether it bo a gif t of nature 
or chance, or the work of careful dietetioal treatment

raise

cause

i
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attention to its individual existence; none ought to 
proclaim its activity or inactivity,-—that is to say, 

; into prominence a change 
eryes of the brain. "Whilst 

digestion is going on the brain yields to thought, and 
that which now busies the thinker, out of the ontin/ 
thought region, must be a matter of as much indiffer
ence to the digestion, as the various foods which are 
at the moment being digested, should be a matter 
of indifference to the brain. Thus if it should happen 
that a regulated diet has to bo observed, if it 
becomes necessary to remove from the working hours 
the time after meals, as unsuitable for study, perfect 
health is no longer pr^enk 

You will not so misunderstand me as to think that 
in this I wish to oppose the most common laws of 
prudence in diet. Who would advise wilful im
prudence? Disease is always threatening, and it 
threatens the most healthy. Perfect health is an 
ideal; proximity to it mar^ the degree of the present 
rdative health of each individual And doubtless 
I might have called myself comparatively healthy 
in my young days, when I had my dinner doily 
immediately before school-time, and then ran hurriedly 
down the street to ait. on the school bench and learn my 
lessons. . What organic process goes on more easily, 
what less disturbs the rest of the organism in youth 
than digestion? And how much, on the contrary, 
has it to be noticed and considered in more advanced 

^ years! For many years I laughed at those who 
warned me, that it was not good for the health to walk
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that tho organs sevoiaUy, according to^their then 
existing circumstances, should continue their functions 
without the interference of the one with the activity 
of tho other. To ho sure, oven in the best authors 
we read tho words “ tho life act of tho whole organism 
is hut one,” hut wo scarcely need tho remindor that 
in this wo must recognize an element of tho idealistic 
natmo-phUosophy of Spinoza. Wo may content our- 
BOlves with tho most familiar exporionces. Nothing 
ia more certain than that tho really healthy 
is not conscious of his body. Tho famous opposition 
of tho ego and tho non-ego cornea to pass qmte 
oasuaUy; even tho Idealist as a healthy man considers 
the inquiry touching tho “mediator” between our 
individuality and the outer world, (ia, tho body) 
aa irrelevant, until it perhaps occurs to him afterwards 
to investigate in his own way air and light; but he 
investigates neither the apinal cord, nor tho cauda 
equina, nor tho pia mater, nor tho dura mater, 
bocansfl since he has learnt nothing about them ho 
knows nothing, and ought to know nothing, or he would 

to be a hjitthy man.' No organ ought to draw

U tluit «.7 Cm ■MmlrM. wUch encloses Its “d th. 
epm,] eoid. Thidiim msier is the
Ste ths mtemnist coTOring of the brsm sad sploJ eoA The point 

»eni. to ^nphinto Is thst th, most 
processes, even those iEot Intimstely ooallKted mth the l^ir 
Sure, STS .nb.oonsdon, in s stste of hesltt Tho onto wW 
presses in upon ns from oni esrUest yesrs, “d to very 

onr notietoB th. resetione it esUs tertt ^ 
ftmetnra When dise.se Kits in, end the
itself to the environment, the cteshmg mschinery sltrsets only too 
mach peinfol attention.
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purpose proceeding from the mind> and not as if 
mercury were in the blood and made itself felt in oppo* 
sition to the brain. If we had attended more to the 
condition of the blood and required less of the brain, 
perhaps we might, with a ^omewhat low diet, have, 
quiet^ the vascular system, and done more to prepare 
the way for later mental culture. Still I confess that 
consider a real change in such natures very doubtful 

5. There is no doubt that great attention to physical 
wdfare attains far better results in the case of those in 
whom we notice weakness of the vascular pystem, and 
consequent relaxation of mental vigour. Careful diet 
and good nourishment help gradually to supply the 
lack; and then instruction also is more efiectivo. 
However, we must compare this with what has just 
been said. These excitable temperaments do not 
exactly make instruction difficult, until the period of 
youth, but then the storm of emotion bimgs devasta
tion into cultivated r^ons; the gains of instruction - 

for the most part lost On the other hand, one 
has seen pale, bloodless children, whose mental activity 
is for a long time at a standstill; they hesitate 
their words, while the wrong answers regularly make 
their appearance before the right ones; but as the 
system of the blood becomes more vigorous the stream 
of thought gathers strength,- and although the early 
boyish years have produced hut little, a later age, 
nearer that of youth, brings compensation for it.

However, the important rdation existing between 
the systems of the blood and the nerves, reminds 
of a subject of such consequence to every teacher, that

application op PSVenOLOGY TO EDUCATION.

qnioUy whilst deep in thought I waihod nulea and 
mUea actaaUy as a means of mentaUy botanizing tho 
better. And now,—^but ailenoe on that aabjeot

In abort tho more removed from a condition where
in the different parts of tho norve-syatem demand the 
co-operation of each other's aotividoa. oxoito even the 
vasoulax ayatema and at last drag vegetation itself mto 
play,—I repeat, tho more removed from each a atate of 
ttunga, ao much the better will that be wUoh we 

caU health. The boy ehonld bo able to ait 
still He shonld olso be able to run when ha wishes, 
or is ordered to do ao, without trouble either to tho 
brain or the spinal nerve-system. .

4. We do not, however, find it thus always, very 
often those who would willingly work whilst sitting 
still appear to need some movement; they change the 
position of tho body, and atretoh out anna and legs 
hither and thither. No doubt this is duo to aomo 
irritation, which, going forth from tho vascular ayatem, 
oommunicatea itseU to tho gangUonio centres and tho 
spinal cord. In rare oases there are UtUe boys of eo 
restless a tomperainent that they cannot keep their 
feet Btill a mommt during the most pleasant atones or 
conversation. Experience tella ua that in later years 
we may then oxpeet dulneaa of mind, and cessation of 
roental progress, combined with nnwelcomo and^ 
mature excitement of tho vascular syatem. mo 
would mistake such a condition for that of hvdy, 
active boys, who may indeed show themselves quick 
at running and jumping, and also in seizing, li^g, 
or handling anything, hut who do it always with a
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in comparison other things often appear trifles,—that is 
memory, the first of all the faoultiea of the mind, on 
which all instruction, the best ns well ns the worst, 
huUds its hopes. For neither the senses, nor the 
understanding, nor feeling help the teacher to attain 
any result worth mentioning, if what was learnt yester
day be forgotten to-day, no matter whether it were 
seen, or thought, or felt.

Letieb V. I
Memory depends on (i) the stmetnre, and ,(ii) the nnoh&nged re< 

prodnetion of presentation series—Hindrances in (ii) ohyiated by 
shortening the time allowed to olapso—H^oiy lanlts: (a) altered 
snocessiona; (i) omissions; (c) intrusion of foreign matter.

(&) OmUslooB, froqnently caused by failtiro to understand in the 
first instance} in a lesson continued tM long, nerve irritation 
ends in the reactionary effect of the vascnlar system on the nerves, 
canaing failure to appexceive and, therefore, remember.

PHTsiOLOoiOiii CJoKsmoKB OF X GOOD MEKOnT—A right relation 
between the vascnlar and nervo-aystema, otherwise vascnlar action 
may disturb the process of perception and crush retention in the 

connection between rapid or excessive growth,tog
and general memory weakness.

QEE, my friend—even I have come to talk about 
O memory os a faculty of the sool l Ought I not to 
be shocked at myself ?. At least, I laid aside the pen as 
it occurred to me, how often even you, in the midst 
of educational experiences, may havp found it difficult 
where this was concerned, to preserve your faith in my 
psychologicol researches. For do we not see before our 
very eyes that some Ixys have natmally on excellent 
memory and some have not? J)6, we not see that 
in this the question as to the existence of a good will 
has very little to do with the matter ? The greatest 
efforts of pupil and teacher cannot obliterate marked 
difference. Even the other faoultiej of the soul, (see 
how generous I ami) do not make the situation
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is to be retained, we shall in any case make clearer the 
observation required. There is at | least, then, 
appearance of a part of that which ^8 been observed, 
but in a distorted form, if the series formation has 
been faulty; distorted either through lUtered successions, 
or through omissions, or through I the intrusion of^ 
foreign matters. The second of these faults is the 
simplest; the first and third may for the present 
be asciiM to erroneous reproduction, although both 
might arise quite reasonably, even during the process 
of perception. J

As regards omission—the exact opposite of retention 
—we must ask first whether what is omitted has in 
every case been understood. If the lesson lasts too 
long for the pupil, we soon notice ithat he fails to 
understand anyt^g. Ho wonder then that he retains 
nothing even for a minuta This process is indeed 
generally physical, on account of 'the heaping up 
of many quite fresh ptesentoUoiiB; but we notice 
often enough that the .wearied pupils con no longer 
give an account of the beat known |faota, they seem 
to have forgotten everything, even ^at which they 
may again know the next day. H1 we do not even 
then cease teaching, (though indeed it was time to do 
so long before), physical discomfort betrays itself at last , 
quite unmistakably, and, indeed, as emanating from , 
the condition of the vascular system. ^ Look and colour / 
warn us to tell the pupil to stand up that he may have ^ 
exercise, which means that the circulation of the blood | 
may be again free. An emotion has arisen for which / 
there is perhaps no suitable but which plainly ^

42 APPLICATION OP PSYCHOLOGY TO EDUCATION.

any more comprehensible. No fecial intelligence or 
ladk of intelligence shows itself in the fact that one 
casUy repeats what the other forgets. Even the lack 
of interest does not hinder the former from retention, 
whilst the latter, to be sure, only forgets the more 
easily that which he does not consider necessary to 
impress upon himself. But the phenomena of memory 
ore too varied for mo to distinguish and investigate 
them all at once. We shall often have to refer again 
to the subject. For the present let it suffice to 
consider them only in connection with my former 
letter.

Memory depends on the structure and unchanged 
reproduction of the presentation series. The hindrances 
thus lie either in the original structure of the series, or 
in their reproduction. Those inaccuracies which lie in 
the reproduction, we may consider as, for the most part, 
removed, if we allow no time, or very little time, to elapse 
between learning and repetition. For what we, properly 
speaking,callforgetfulnessreqnires time; otherthoughts 
must have intruded between .the committal to memory 
and the repetition; even the worst memory is still 
generally correct after the lapse of a quarter of on 
hour. And yet does not many a boy forget the very 
word which he has looked up in the dictionaiy only

couple of minutes before ? One who is not accus
tomed to the use of the Logarithm tables, will scarcely 
retain seven figures accurately enough to put them on 
paper, without referring more than once to the bool^ 
and carrying out hia task piece by piece. Nevertheless, 
if we shorten the time during which the thing observed

a re-
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to a proper blending with that which went before 
and which follows. If the vascular system can thus 
in any way succeed in detennining the condition of 

way, Tmhout! being subdued by 
an intentional reaction from'that quarter, it will then 
ruin,—not perhaps, the reproduction, which at other/ 
times would succeed,—but even the'first series formal 
tion itself; retention will be crushed in the germ, that 
is, in perception. i

It is not necessary that we shouldl as yet distinguish 
the making of the impression, or tlio actual memoris
ing from perception; enough that this far higher 
psychical activity must certainly also suffer much, if 
the cerebral states are to be exposed to the disturb
ance of inrushing blood-waves, or; if there is any 
stoppage of the blood (or the lymph), from all of 
which the brain ought just now tojbe free.

Let us turn to experience; it will not, I think, fail 
to confirm us at this point. In the fimt place the well- 
known fact may occur to us, that great minds have 
often dwelt in conspicuously small bodies, whose blood- 
system has thus exercised no dominant germinat
ing impulse; and such great men as Frederick and 1 
Napoleon are famous just on account of their memory, \ 
wliich served as a foundation to theirl other intellectual | 
activity. On the other hand, I can think of indi
viduals whose early growth, not only in height but 
at the same titne in breadth, was connected with 
general memory weakness. And tliough this cannot 
be looked upon os a rule, a specially favourable 
structure of the brain, and obviously of the forehead,

44 ArpucanoK op psychoIjOQY to education.

indudea in iteeU the two constitaents of eveiy 
emotion,—irritation of the essential parts through the 
nerves, and reactionarj checking of the nerves on the 

Some time must elapse the brain in its ownpart of the vascular system, 
before this emotion is again quieted.

Is this excitation and arrest always a hindrance 
to learning? Wo are reminded of much that was 
learnt with tears and sobs, but stiU tros leamt ^md 
remembered. How many a tree has been forcibly 
bent, and then, as it goes on growing, has retained the 
position into which it was forced? And however 
unwillingly we may put it into words, there is a 
very healthy, youthful frolicsomeness, which must 
neoessaiily bo subdued, if, good-natured os it is, it 
is not to be the herald of early vices, or at leMt 
permanent ignorance. But I might call this the 
ciraberant form of memory-weakness, because it 
depends on existing energy, which, too soon deter
mined as to direction, rnnst he driven out of its 
conrso in order to be better guided. This evil, then, 
which is easily cured in early years, may for the 
present ho set on one side, for it is not by any means 

weakness, Imt only the deceptive appearancetrue
of it. , ,

Leaving this out of the question, we may state 
that a right relation between the vascular and nerve 
system is the first essential condition of a good 

I/' memory; for the peculiar state of the mind durmg 
perception ought not to he disturbed in tho least, if 
the newly formed presentation is not to suffer an 
arrest, too sudden to bring tho desired development
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might maho up for tho disadvanti^ of vigorous growth 
in plethoric bodies, just as far as is nocessaiy to pre
vent memory weakness from becoming conspicuously 
prominent

But it is very necessary hero to think of tho two 
other nervous ^tcms beside the brain* For in tho 
first place tho brain is closely connected with tho rest 
of the organism through tho spinal cord; and, on the 
other band, the movement of the blood depends for 
tho most part on the ganglion system; hence, very 
complicated relations may arise, the manysidednesa of 
which is perhaps the reason why common experience 
has not long ago led to exhaustive remarks on this 
BubjecU

r i
}

ILetiee VI. •
BxmnnoKB; TrritaWUtj {< cspadtj for Tolnntaiy moTemcnt— 

ctpadtj for feeling—Vegotatioa, inclodes the remain* 
der of phjBieal life—Aa these form the bau of mental life, dU* 
order in one or more gives rise to s^ren dasscs of mental diseaeo. 
(1) Defectire Vegetation: result, the chderio tempenment; 
Tiracity, often combined vrith discontent and contradictorinesa. 
(3) DefectiTe Irritabilitjr i result^ the " musical" . temperament 
(ie., in a Platonio senso); chee^lness, mental activity, vith 
avendon to phjrical exerd^ (8) DefectiTO sensibility of three 
kinds t (a) In the inner sense, resulting in the so^alled Boeotian 
temporamentj «»Ti»ri;'tCTfaed by*a general dulness and inertness in 
tho mental life, nntingod by excitement; (J) In tho brain, tho 
sanguine temperament, characterized by frivolity or eelf-consdons* 
ness; as a pnpQ, the Boeotian is apt to be indifferent and etolid, 
the eangnine foigetfnl and pleasnre-seddiig; cases which are 
Bceotian and sanguine by tnms; others which ore suignine in 
the outer life, thongh Boeotian in the iiiner. (4) Dcfectivo 
V^tation and Irritability; i.e., the mclandiolio temperament; 
each snbjects ore peevish and yet indolent needing help, yet 

'• incapable of finding it for themselves. (5) Defective Vegetation 
and Sensibility; the Bceotian subject of cholerio temperament, or 
the knavish dance. (6) Defeotire Irritability and Bensibility; 
the pblegmatio temperament, approaching almost to the plants 
life. (7)DefectiTeVegetation,IrritabilityandSeDrilnlity,routing 
in Imbedlity.

• )
' ;

i

■ ']T BAYING you to ascertain whether you can 
J-i derive more information from medical writingB 
on psychical peculiarities which depend on the blood, 
I must now remind you of my IfcUural jphilosqphy 
an which, as you know, I have restricted the notions 
of irritability and sensibility more than is usual, because

'.•j
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I have rather foUowed Haller, as I could not convince 
myself that the oitension of his claas-namea helped 
the matter to any clearer explanation. For iJie present 
I will not touch any further on the physiological 
questions. From an educational standpoint the 
sidoration of the disturbance, which a rush of blood 
may cause in the stream of thought, is quite distinct 
from the consideration of strong and weak mnwles, 
by which more or less physical activity and vigour 
is asaured to our pupils; and for ns only confusion 
would arlso if wo wished to bring into relation 
the former and the latter simply by the wori 
“irritability." Just in the same way sensibility of 
the ganglion system, so long as thereby no 
tions come into consciousness, is for us something 
quite different from the frankness of mind, and easy 
pertiption, on which wo immediately depmd for 
education. Do not wonder, then, if from this point 
I relegate entirely to the process of vegetable growth, 
as to the third factor in animal life, many things to 
which our attention is not directed in irritabili^ and 
sensibility, and this, as it'seems to mo, not without 
physiological reason; for even the nerves and the 
muscles certainly possess vegetable growth; they 
certainly have their health and disease as vege
tables; they must grow like all other parts of the 
body, and as they increase it is highly probable that 
they also decrease, and thus suffer metabolic assimila
tion, which actually constitutes the real fundamental 
condition of all vegetation. On the other hand, in 
Irritation and Sensation this change of matter does

LETTB& VI. 49
not come under consideration; muscles and 
have their activity hero as something now existent, 
and not as that which is only^eveloping. Hence I 
mighty by way of compari 
chief principles of mechan

nerves

, remind you of the 
Accelerating forces 

produce velocities; but the first diffmontial of space / 
does not depend on the forces, but only on the already 
existing velocity.

Thus, from this point, I understand by the term 
irritability nothing but capacity for yoluntaiy 
ment; by sensibility, simply capacity for feeling. All 
the rest of physical life I comprehend under the 
expression, “vegetation,” which, os far as I am con- 
cemed, may amongst other things include, from this 
point of view, even the muscles and nerves. *■

This pre-supposed, we now proceed [to a search for 
some method of combination. Whilst vegetable growth, 
irritabiUty, and sensibility still always! determine the 
basis upon which the mental world arises, we may 
refer the limitations which are to be feared on its 
behalf from that quarter,' to seven possible cases; for 
either one, or two, or all three of these factors of 
physical life may sufier, thus:

1. The v^table life alone may sufier, not, however, 
to that extent or in such a way qs to prepuce a notice
able loss in movement and feeling. So we moy see 
our pupil in full activity of body and' mind, strong 
and oneigetio in fetching and carrying observing and 
thinking, and yet, nevertheless, peeviahl as one who, 
while apparently healthy, is yet oppressed or troubled 

' by hidden disease. !
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I believe that very many bad signs, which are a 
source of the greatest embarrassment to the teacher, 

to be traced to a condition of this sort. We 
cannot deny that experience shows us contradictory 
minds; it shows them to us even, in the early years 
of boyhood. There are children who ore never 
contented, who taste bitter drops in every cup, who 
find fault with, blame, and speak evil of everything, 
because they always look on the dark side of things, 
and ev^ in enjoyment ore never really happy. Evil 
in them develops so easily and so early that one is 
involuntarily reminded of original sin. Sometimes, but 
not always, their bodily structure betrays something 
wrong; but could anyone be surprised if, in some cases, 
such a thing should be completely hidden? Every 
capable teacher will, to be sure, put such subjecta 
under strict discipline; will inspire them with respect 
and even fear; ho will, at the same time, be careful 
not to irritate them unnecessarily, and least of all jest 
with them.

But these ore palliative .measures. Careful diet, 
f strict moderation in lessons and enjoyments, perhaps 

medicine, is necessary for them. Amusement is 
; salutary, if only we can procure it in harmless ways.

With these we contrast others, in whom the happy 
disposition to see everything in a rosy light reigns 
from early youth on into later life. Unfortunately for 
thought and action, they are not disposed to attain 
truth by means of criticism;, fair illusion is the 
element of their life. With such the educator has 
no trouble, except perhaps as a tether who has to

LETTER VL

make their mental vision more keen, i The doctor will 
scarcely admit that these are onyNmbro healthy than 
the former. If only all condition '̂■ of disease were 
manifest to the physician 1 ' Would that at least 
diagnosis were not lacking in the teacher, so that he 
might take care not to confuse these with subjects 
apparently similar, bub far more easy to cure, the 
cause of whose disease is mistaken treatment in veiy 
early years. Under this heading would come in cases 
where there has been severity in the father with secret 
indulgence from the mother, stratagems on the part of 
those about them soon discovered, and also successful 
imitation of bad examplea Improvement is difficult 

' also in this case, but it lies then in the sphere of the 
teacher, who will not be obliged to aslc the physician 
more questions than the latter con answer.
■ In order to give a name for future use to the 
first case mentioned, we will remind ourselves of 
the well-known distinction of the itemperaments. 
The choleric, whose secret disorder was once sought 
for in the gall, in whom, nevertheless, there 
acknowledged to be vivacity of body and mind, and 
who sufiers through ill-humour without sufficient 
outside cause, may pass here for the contradictory 
nature.

2. Irritability alone may be the seat of disorder. 
Here we recognize the cheerful, good-hMrted boy, to 
whom, however, througb muscular weakness, inner 
activity is more natural than outer. Among his com
panions he is immediately recognizedj because, by 
activities of a mental kind, he aspires to compensa-
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regarded os natural temperament, and not os only the 
consequence of a very uniform manner of life; for to 
conceive of an organic tendency' to the possession of 
an inner sense, which may bo pf^nt or may not, shows 
utter ignorance of true p^chology. iHindrances may 
certainly be conceived of, but even the outer 
may excite more or the total nervous activity, and 
thus make habitual a greater or Itss flux in the 
emotional life. It may be, and is oven probable, that 
there are different degrees of rapidity with which the 
sensations spread themselves throughbut the nervous 
system; and that by reason of the delay which the 
otherwise adequate sense activity suBeis in many 
people, the whole nervOus condition! attains, a hind 
of constancy; this is maintained, even when other
wise inner apperception would tend to; arouse vigorous 
emotions, which would determine as; they liked the 
whole disposition, or in other words, the collective 
mass of presentations. Of the case when single outer 
senses are weak we will not speak p^icularly; we 
will, however, notice a wrong relationship, wherein the 
two chief branches of sensibility may appear in oppo- 
sition to each other.

(6) As a rule the sensibility of the brain ought to 
be very great as compared with that of the ganglion 
system. This proportion may be disturbed, not indeed 
merely "bj a defect in vegetation, but actually by its 
rapid progress at a time when the bram does not keep 
up on equal advance. |

Under this heading we find the,Sanguine subject, 
who is far too conscious of his own well-being and also

52 APPLICATION OF PSTCHOLOOY TO EDUCATION.

' tion for that honour which youth so eagerly seelrs in 
gymnastica According to Plato music is the^antithesis 
of gymnastics; so we will call this the musical tempera
ment It is clear what the teacher will do for his 
improvement; he will prescribe for him movement, 
moderate physical exercise, baths, if possible sea
bathing; and he may sometimes stop his reading.

3. Sensibility alone may be defective, but this factor 
of the physical being is so important to us from 
psychological point of view, that wo must consider it^ 
in sections:

(a) There is a sensibility which ordinary psycho
logists would attribute to the inner senae. If this be 
lacking the man takes but little notice of his own 
states. His thoughts may change, but they do not 
therefore disturb his wonted composure. He knows 
that the vicissitudes of life have brought him joy or 

; Tie knows it, indeed, but no special mental 
excitement follows, least of all such an excitement as 

wont to emotion. His fundamental tone

/Eenses

sorrow

we are
o£ feeling remains on the whole nnchanged. Wo will 
ascribe to him the so-called Bmotian temperament;' but 
I must add that I have only found it very noHoeahle in 
exporienoo, when it was at the same time connected 
with some dulness of the outer senses. Perhaps tha 
possibility of it is bound up with some addition of 
that sort, in those cases in which it ought to bo

» BoeoUa WM & district of Grceco proper, the capital of which 
Thebes; it w&s fkmons as the reputed birthpUce of Bacebtu asd 
Hercidw. In classical litcratore the iDhabitaots of Bcaotia are referred 
to u being noted for their atapidi^,—hence the use of the word hero 
to denote riie dull peasant

was
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' of the smallest lack therein, and cannot ove^me the 
feeling by thought or will The Sanguine subject stands 
nearer to the Boeotian than one would think. In grave 
situations the one appears frivolous, the other patient; 
that is to say, both are careless if there is no immediate 
pressure. Still, if necessary, one will be. the more 
quickly aroused, and the other will accomplish the 
most Both, however, let things come to them, pro
vided that the Sanguine has present well-being, and the 
Boeotian, peace. Both cause anxiety enough to the 
teacher, although the Boeotian learns diligently and 
regularly what is given him, whilst the Sanguine 
hastily seizes upon that which does not give him 
trouble, or waits till what is required is forced or 
coaxed out of him. “Wtat good is it if the Boeotian 
learns and retains? He feels nothing, he is indif
ferent to evoiything, if his repetition is over he has 
finished. To what purpose is it that the Sanguine 
subject easily grasps that which he immediately 
forgets? Even the compulsion and coaxing is effec- 
tive only for a time. He will soon hasten to fiing 
himself into the whirlpool of pleasure. The higher^ 
mental life will ever be as foreign to the one as to the 
other.

Some I have regarded os Boeotian and Sanguine by 
turns. Is that wonderful ? Higher sensibility is lack
ing. If we ask why it is lacking we often indeed see 
no reason beyond the deficiency itself; at other times 
a love of ease is evident which would, above all things, 
make for comfort or merriment Sometimes there is 
an in^mprehensible patience in receiving reproofs and

in saying a hundred times over one r apetition; some
times the most marked impatience is apparent in the 
pupil, who can only bo induced to sit still by the 
exercise of personal authority, not by tho interest 
taken in the subject, and who cannot be forced to 
listen and reflect

And often enough the Sanguine subject really lies 
hidden behind the Boeotian. On the other hand, he 
who Is Sanguine in the outer, may be; Boeotian enough 
in the inner life. The second and third classes will not 
detain us so long, for in cases wherein more than one 
factor of the physical life is locking, |tha spirit is not 
merely embodied, but actually imprisoned.

4. Vegetation and irritability are jboth lacking at 
appreciable extent Such is the \ 

melancholy subject, or the sickly woman: peevish and 
indolent, needing help, and incapable Of looking round 
for it themselves. Yet if sensibility is still awake 
there is here an opportunity for a ve^ kindly, educa
tional providence to do valuable service, and more 
often than we might think it finds it^lf rewarded, if 
only it does not seek brilliant results. It is evident 
that education in such a case must be [at once physical 
and mental, that it must not only strengthen, but also 
brighten and enconr^e.

6. Vegetation and sensibility

/

\

the same time to an

both seriously
lacking. Only irritability is still prominent What 

it then produce? It can still destroy; at 
least, it can injure. The Bceotian subject of choleric 
temperament,—tho knavish dunce,—[belongs to this 
class.

ore
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6. Irritability and sensibilily, both lacking at the 
same time; stiU, vegetable growth is flourishing. Thus 
we approach the plant’s life: the phlegmatic subject 
vegetates. The highest degree of phl^m already 
approximates to the following and last class,

7, A threefold defect: vegetable growth, irritability, 
sensibility, are all lacking at once. This results in 
imbecility. To speak more particularly of the three 
last classes as regards education would be to abuse 
the patience of my friend.

r 1

Letter VIL : ■ I
DifforcDt intcrpretationa of the names giren to tbo temperaments 

■—DUUnction to be drawn between inborn and acquired tempera
ments ; the aangeino may be depress^ to melancboly by 
tyranny, the gentle may bo made cbolerio by teasing, while the 
monotonons life of the peasant tends to prince the Bccotian— 
T^penment, regarded as that which is t'ntom, is a natural ' 
defect, since in the ideal pupil the three factors of physical life 
ehenld work perfectly and in due proportion.

* rpHE names of the Temj^raments have been subject 
-L to many inte^retatione, in the | same way that 
the four cardinal virtues of tho Ancients^ still retain 
the old names, though with great difference in tho 
concepts. You might remind me even of my own 
psychology, wherein tho sanguine and m^ancholy *■ 
temperament has been traced back differences in 
feeling; and, on the other hand, the choleric and phleg
matic, to the degree of excitability in the emotions.
And where then is the Boeotian temperament ? Let us 
in any case begin with this, so that we may afterwards 
throw light also on the rest. The Bmotian tempera-

* Tho so-called four cardinal virtnea of tbo Andcnta, according 
to the Stoics, (who regarded virtue os ono, though appearing in four 
chief aspects), were Wisdom Courage {ivipela), Temperance
{vuippoairtt) and JnatiM {IttaioaipT]), In Plato’s ideal Kepablic,

. ^ ^ . IS to the ruling class, Courage to soldiers, Temper
ance to the handicrsflsmen, and Justice, as the bamonizing principle, 
to all classes and relations. i
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ment or tho boorish,—which name pleases you beat? 
Both ore to signify one and tho same thing. But how 
is that possible? Suppose that the Bocotms, as a 
tribe, bad a peculiarly unfavourable organization as a 
common hereditary defect,—have peasants universally, 
not counting Bceotians, the same defect? You easily 
observe the confusion of two completely different 
concepts: innate peculiarity in a race, and actjuired 
peculiarity through position in life. This is the main 
point also as regards tho other temperaments. "Wo 
can make a child, and oven a man, into a choleric 
subject by frequent annoyances which ho is obliged to 
endure. Perhaps he was originally the gentlest of 
men. By tyranny wo can depress him to melancholy, 
if ho were originally sanguine. Many an one experi
ences the same change of temperament through his 
own fault, because he plunges himself into misery 
and regret And the peasant, with his trained muscles, 
hardened skin, habitual round from harvest to seed 
time, seed time to harvest, uniform life, with no 
prospect of riches and hohour,—becomes on every spot 
of the earth a Boeotian, let his natural temperament 
be what it will, \7hat then does it mean if anyone 
prides himself on "being of a choleric-sanguine tem
perament? Certainly not the contradiction, which, 
according to my earlier explanation would exist, if the 
v^etable growth were at the same time accused of 
deficiency and excess; nor even the solution of the 
contradiction which someone might attempt, because 
he saw vegetable growth going on impetuously, and 
for that very reason, inhannoniously in its different

LETTER vir.

parts. On the contrary, choleric-sanguine ought to 
mean active and happy, for no one considers it credit
able to bo phlegmatic, that is to say, idle ; and no one 
likes to live in a melancholy, an^berefore a miserable 
state of mind. But still the e^ct of:Budi changes is 
to prevent the distinction between’ this four tempera
ments from being of any use to education,—even if in 
psychology, (and you Imow how here everything is 
wont to fall into confusion), the feelings were duly 
distinguished from the emotiona For in education the 
distinction is very significant between what is inhorii, 
which is fixed in the organism, and what is acquired, 
which ever permits hope of improvement; and so long 
as such concepts lie still in confusion, practice can 
receive no light from theory. If in p^chology I 
permitted myself to take the words in their ordinary 
usage, and to make clear, os occasion served, that 
feelings are not emotions and emotions are not feelings, 
that ought not to hinder me now from marking out 
the temperaments collectively as natural defects, as 
soon os we see in them only what is inborn: so 
that an ideal pupil should have no temperament at 
all, just because the three factors of physical life in’ ' 
him ought to work together perfectly and in proper 
proportion.

/
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the elegance of his social life, the liben^ty with which 
he showed visitors what was worth seeing, the favour 
and respect which he had won from high and low. In 
short, they described a man, to^hom, according to 
the above analysis, I should f probably ascribe no

\

Leitee VIII. temperament at all, but who, in the ordinary usage 
of speech, might have been called in the main choleric, / 
and also in a leas degree sanguine.

The conversation also turned on the sons of this ' 
man, only to that extent, however, that the sons of 
very rich parents do generally make themselves talked 
about Had economy, eagerly pursued perhaps, occupied 
the man too much for him to think of education! Oh 

,no! many tutors had been employed. ^ Had womanly 
co-operation been lacking? Not so! mother and 
father lived for their children. In what the failure 
actually consisted I obtained no information, but 
left to my conjectures.
, The thought first occurs to us both, my dear friend, ‘ 
that the many tutors are somewhat suspicious. For 
supposing oven that one of them had all the responsi
bility as a teacher, that this one bad at least known and 
taken to heart Niemeyer’a principles, and that he 
above being blinded and led away by the splendour of 
a wealthy household, so as to seek enjoyment rather 
than work, the question still remains whether the 
others would willingly afford him proper assistance j ' 
whether the soul would thus bo so uplifted through 
religion,—so guided into the past by means of history, 
—into distant lands by means of geography,—as would \ 
be necessary to balance the possession of ,a glittering j

InflacHce of defects in sod&l Burronndings—•The case of a gentleman, 
remarkable for justice, high principle, ability, and snccessful 
attainment, whose children, in spite of apparently the utmost 
care, had not tarned ont well—Posable causes: evils of too many 
tutors; dangers inherent in the possession of great wealth; 
absence of impulse to earnest work—The opposite case of hard 
snrrotuidinga: the “withering of the southern plants bom in a 
northern clime.”

T HAVE just como back from an excursion to----- .
i A few of the company wero still together; amongst 
others some foreigners, who wore pleased to meet each 
other and be reminded of acquaintances nt a distance. 
The conversation turned on agriculture, and on neigh
bourhoods where it was in a specially flourishing con
dition. The talk for some time was about a gentleman, 
who, when he had como into his property, found there 
only swamp, sand, and half-used-up woodland, hut who, 
through industry and good management, had made out 
of it a paradise. His severity was called to mind 

f against even the slightest carelessness, but with it his 
perfect equanimity, with regard to loss which occurred 
through natural events, to which no blame attached. 
His.skill in ruling men was especially praised,—often, 
to be sure, a rule of considerable sternness, in 
accordance with the principle, “Love must spring 
out of severity.” His taste was also commended, and

was

was
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environment, which only invited enjoyment As 
regards this point I leave it to your judgment whether 
the question might not perhaps be inverted.^^I'or we 
might have supposed just the opposite, that the con
sideration of distant lands, of the past, and even, in 
such a connection, of that which is higher, if it did not 
penetrate very deeply, might have r^ulted in a sort of 
diversion, and have drawn away practical thought from 
immediate concerns. Otherwise the worthy economist 
might at least have had the joy of his sons treading in 
his footsteps, and, like him, employing themselves in 
the scientific management of field, meadow, and forest. 
Instead of following out these thoughts here any 
further, I must explain to you why I let something 
apparently foreign to the subject come in after my 
earlier remarks about temperaments. Certainly not 
witli the idea that the sons of this gentleman, accord
ing to information which I had received, might be 
suspected of any natural defects, such as those to which 
I have given the name of the temperaments; on the 
contrary, we may assume that they would be choleric 
like their father, only not strict towards subordinates 
with 80 appropriate, a severity. We might imagine 
also that the sons would perhaps have a little more of 
what we call the sanguine temperament, without thus 
being obliged to think of my former interpretations of 
those words, which deviated from the ordinary usage of 
speech. My intention was to call this fact to mind," 
that in the series of faults through which education 

' may sufier, and is wont to suffer very frequently, the 
’ consideration of unfavourable surroundings must follow

the mention of natural defects, wherein the most 
healthy natures often enough so entangle themselves, 
that excellent parents and able educators and teachers 
cannot in the end rejoice in their labour. Your 
experiences will have told you, j^t as mine have told , 
me, that even where riches do ^ot lead to luxury, or 
high station to flattery, healthy children, nevertheless, ; 
grow up with the evidences of being pampered and j 
spoilt; perhaps only for this reason, that in the lap of 
fortune, with wants satisfied and the ‘future void of 
care, they receive no sufficient impulse to earnest 
work. The northern plant is then to its loss bom in 
the south. In cases of this kind I wonder whether the 
severity of our present gymnasiums, with their terrible 
final examination, afford any real help? Superficial 

‘observers will rashly answer in the affirmative, and 
I feel inclined to admit that at least an important 
mitigation of the evil is obtained through this 
assistance, transitory though it is, and by no means 
thorough. With real pity we shall here bear in mind 
the counterpart of such a case; that is, the southern 
plants which wither, because they are bom in a 
northern clime. But this is too familiar for us to 
linger over it here, for we cannot help it. Moreover, I 
only wished to remind you of these unfavourable sur
roundings and not detain you over them; rather do 
I wish to reserve your patience for subjects, the 
examination of which will coat us more trouble.

i
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that he had been bom a farmer's son, the reason for it 
must lie finally in a difference, which, the education 
is not to blame, we can only seek in natural disposition. 
This consideration leads us nexlfinto the sphere of 
empirical psychology, since we [now set on one side 
such differences as were before connected with the 
physiological concepts of Sensibility, Irritability, and / 
V’egetation.

Not only from hearsay, but from the personal 
observation of years and from educational experience,

cxtnwt from Oimasa Ufee’s Intredvdim to fferiart, tninaUted by 
ZiMSSB:>-

**U follows that two pupils with exactly the same educational 
Influences would develop absolutely alike, provided that—
. '* (1) Their bodily conatitutione were completely identical.

“(2) Tbcir acquired capabilities were the same.
'* (S) The bidden and uncontrollable 

cation were in their minutest details identical as to qualify and 
degree. But as these two factors never entirely agree, children of 
the same environment must develop diflcrently. The educator cannot 
make of Us pupil what he will; he cannot form him entirely accord
ing to his mind (as Helvetius, not Herbart, claims), for the inherent 
and acquired powers, together csl!^ individuality, resist his influence 
when he has reached a certain limit; there are in addition to this 
all manner of influences that hinder the teacher and cross his plans,
BO that the pupil does not even become entirely known to him.”

While strongly opposing the doctrine that the soul could bo divided 
into a number of Faculties, Hcrbsrt held equally strong views as to 
the reality and great importance of Individuality. : None know better 
then he, that, whatever our thooriM, we shall have, sooner or later, 
to reckon with “wnthem or northern natures,” and fortunate is the 
teacher ” if individualify in no way combats his efforts, or by giving 
them a crooked direction, causes something different to bo developed, 
wUch neither teacher nor pupil would desire. The latter late almost 
always befalls those who have had no experience in dealing with men,

/•' and therefore are ignorantoftho way inwUch totwtin the boy, the 
already existent man.” {The Science qf Education, ip. 118.)

"Letter IX.
Bearing of the preceding considerations on psychical mattera-Such 

psychical differences as are indicated by the terms “sonthern and 
northern natures,” and which appear even in children, seem to 
hint at the existence of soul faculties—Cases of ebUdren who 
show remarkable memory, understanding, feeling, will, etc.: (1) 
Theoretical defect in the faculty doctrine—When certain faculties 
are supposed to exist, the peculiar function «cnbrf to them is 
not always present as their effect; (2) Its practical n_..
Its supporters state facta already well known concerning mental 
differences, but bring forward no explanation of tbra-peir 
investigations concerning lunacy are premature as regards edn^ 
tion, since so roach is still to be done in examination of the 
normal type—Herbart has more sympathy with the theological 
inquiry into the origin of evil than with the extreme Libertarian 
position.

ist in edu-

thoughts will anticipate mine, and it seemB 
X to me that I already hear you ask: " How can 

there be southern and northern natures ? ” How could 
there be indeed unfavourable -external surroundings if 
it were not an evidence to us of internal difference ? 
Eelationships are always guides to the actual condition 
of the things related,^ and if here, the son of the work- 

would thrive better in the lap of wealth, and there, 
on the other hand, one would wish for the young coimt

* That is, the very fact of the want of harmony between cer^ 
individuals and their environment, or the evidently defective-relation
ship maintained between the two, whereby the worst developments 
seem to arise, is an evidence that the iadividuala in question must 
differ from each other. Wo may compare with this ths following

I .•
■!
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great probability to early impressions !of environment 
in quite childish years; so that this disposition, 
although greatly requiring careful Question, may 
still be reckoned among excellent on^ if only it is 
not bound up, (which may also ba^n^lwith a Boeotian 
insensibility to eveiy kind of instruction, for in this 
case it scarcely permits the teacher to reach it. In 
contrast to such appear the so-^ialled Ikeen intellects, 
which grasp everything quickly, but do not retain it 
firmly; pupils who chat pleasantly on a subject, but 
think little about it; seek to seize upon enjoyment where 
they can find it, and therefore try even ^ accommodate 
themselves to instruction during lessons, in order to 
spend the time with as little unpleaskntness as possible. 
They submit to exhortations, as for thej present inevit^ 
able; if obliged to listen now to praise and mow to 
blame, in their thoughts the praise groWs fantastically 
great, and the blame diminishes, bemuse after aU 
there is no true interest and no true;will in them; 
feeling rules, even the feeling of the moment, and they 
have no serious purpose to set up opposition-to it. 
Every teacher who looks back at hisj own circle of 
experience will in this way find many ihinga to tTiinV 
about in the words memory, underst^ding, reason, 
will, emotion; and if he is satisfied ^th superficial 
reflection he will believe that the assumption of soul 
faculties is now verified by most undeniable facta 
But if he attempts to invert the arg^ent, another 
and a serious aspect will appear; for /when proceed
ing from these soul faculties, as the supposed actual 

z' causes of the differences in experience, he will nowhere

I am aware o£ differences, which hecome dearly promi
nent even in hoyhood, and which afford the etrongeat 
support to the doctrine, as widespread as it is-pustaken, 
of the soul faculties. On the one hand, a special facility 

■ in volnntaiy remembering or learning by heart is often 
prominent, which wo usually oaoriho to the memory, 
although it is a veiy different thing to the involuntaiy 
retention of events and words. On the other, although 
much more rarely, there is an early disposition to linger 
over ahatract propositions nnd concepts, (to inquire 
about grammatical rules for example), on account of 
which the understanding is praised, although this 
talent is very far removed from cleverness, cunnmg, 
caution, or discretion. Or ega^, a remarkably religioiiB 
temper appears in chUdren, whereby religious instruc
tion obtains a value, and makes an impression which 
wo seek in vain with the majority; then moral reason is 
commended, although honesty, love of truth, and 
of justice, though readily uniting with it, are also often 
to he noticed among those whose thought do not yet 
rise beyond this world. We see great strength of will 
sometimes, though hut rarely in boyhood. I have 
found it. however, jn very different characters; alway^ 
indeed, with traces of that which is commonly blam^ 

■ as wilfulneas, and generally connected with a certam 
reserve, which would not give way immediately or to
anyone. The qualities accompanying it, however, were
very different; in the one case there was mtiinsio 
honesty, and in the othjir craft Meanwhile, in this 
we must notice that the whole difference, if I aeon- 
rately recall the experience, might he traced back with

/
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believe in them. "Wo have already known a long 
time" (they say) “that all the faculties together are, 
after all, only one power of th^mind." To this wo 
would answer, that with such afi evasion, the undeni
able diilerence in minds becomes still more incompre
hensible, and the metaphysical error iui the idea of the / 
so-called one power, which is to be equal to many 
faculties, becomes still worse than before; so we begin 
to hear different words: " Do not mention metaphysics; 
who would trouble himself about metaphysics ? Who 
would indeed study mathematica for the sake of 
psychology ? We b^t of our experience. You must 
leave us our experience,” So people talk whose ex
perience has been collected in the study. How they 
teach everyone in the name of empirical psychology that 
which ho already knows, and which, perhaps, if he did 
not know, would be, os far as ho is oonoemed, incom
prehensible. But it becomes clear that such teaching 
and learning end by being exceedingly wearisome j then 
they stray into the lunatic asylums, and make believe 
that psychology is a medical science. Let us leave 
that alone. Our educational sphere of experience is too 
precious for us to bo inclined to exchange it for the 
hundred-fold repeated stories of madness and delirium, _ ,
always similar to each other, and that for very good 
reasons; but the chief point is, that practical necessity 
forces upon us the care of a youth, which is not yet at 
an age when madness and delirium are even possible.
And fortunately for the welfare of mankind, we have 
no cause to believe that some form of madness, or of 
any mental decay lurks in the majority of the pupils

AFrUCATION OF PSTCHOWOT TO EDDOATIOil.

obtain definite explanations. When memory, 
standing, reason are present, then everything which 
is ascribed to these faculties as their peculiar function 
ought to appear as their action and effect And it 
sounds quite right and even impressive, if the teacher 
speaks somewhat thus to the young man, who has 
repeated his part in little comedies: “Do you see, my 
friend, what a good memory you seem to have ? Why, 
then, do you not remember words and grammar ? 
Why are you always behindhand in chronology and 
oven in geography?” The youth will not know how 
to answer, but if the teacher so speaks in sober 
earnest and does not see any deeper than that, he is to 
be pitied. Such words as these would bo utterly 
ridiculous; “You evidently have feeling, for you pvo 
yourself up to the pleasures of leaping and shouting; 
you are sensitive to reproof, and you act os if you 
already possessed a kind of honour which ought not to 
be impugned. Why. then, have you so little sense of 
duty?” The pupil thus addressed would certainly have 
difficulty in guessing, how anyone could manage to put 
into one class a-Muse of duty and the momentary 
feeling of pleasure and pain; and then, on the ground 
that he had the one, demand from him also the other.

In books and papere you may daily notice, my 
good friend, the behaviour of those whose atten
tion wo would call to the theoretical deficiency, and, 
(most important of all), the practically useless and nm- 
leading nature of the doctrine of the soul faculties. 
First, the separate faculties are lightly brought before 

it no empirical cause existed why we shotdd
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who cause us anxiety. Only would that acrolula, fever, 
and fits lay equally far oCf! M long aa even sotofuloue 
Buhjeote and those afflicted with infantile fitB;:ome into 

aphere only aa exceptiona, how little are wo called 
upon to trouble onraelvea about posaiblo insanity in 
the future. How lucky we ehould bo if the course of 
inveatigation had. in our case, gone on to the exceptiona, 
instead of even the most ordinary things making us 
feel our great lack of knowledge, and the difficulty of 
really necessary investigational After all, as far 
theologians are concerned, on whose hearts lies heavy 
the question as to the origin of evil, yon know, my dear 
friend, that I agree with them most decidedly aa to the 
gravity of the question, and 1 also find their "
tion incomparably more appropriate to the matter in 
hand, than the ever-repeated talk of the opposite party 
about freedom, words which, from on educational point of 
view, mean nothing but absolute ignorance, which is 
too obstinate to wish to learn anything; but, unfortu
nately, there is no hope at oU of obtaining from these 
theologians any useful explanation about that which 
we have to da Let such pupils, as can be reached by 
theological remedies, accept them, if suitable precau
tions are taken against the pharisaio pride of those 
who call themselves pre-eminently good. TVe know 
only too well that the number of those who oaimot be 
reached in this way is far greater, and will always 
remain so.*

our
SaonoH ;

PHYSIOLOalCAL-PSYCHOtOGIOAL' DIITERENOES.

Letteb X.
Co-operation of the physical and psychical in emotion—Quick alter* 

nations of laughter and tears in chUdren—Bwtion of tho body 
on the mind—BiiTerence between children 'and adnlte in this 
respect, due to the greater independence in the diffi 
the latter—Educational importance of this, euce doTiation in any.

point may prore injurious to the child’s whole inner world— 
Great importance of the emotions s their effects,—stammering, 

etc.—Variable dispositions;in children through 
’ different surroontogs, and 'at different ageoi-fFrequont repetitions

of earlier stages, the wild youth rotums to the nobler aims of 
boyhood; the child, now receiving careful edubationj shows peirer- 
sity, previously developed-Effect of a good rfucation in delaying 
the development of many emotions, opposing inner tumult, and 
hastening the attainment of inner freedom of the will.

^ TTQW would it be, my friend, if we agreed to retrace 
Xl our steps for a while ? Truth to tell, I have dwelt 
on psychology in the immediately preceding pages, at an 
earlier point than we seem to have reached for serious 
investigation in this province. It was my purpose 
to give an introductory review of the points which 
must be called in question; but the consciouaness of 
present difficulties throws ua hack upon the physio
logical considerations before to^ch^ on; for those 
very differences of temperament, which, for the super
ficial observer, bring to light quite prominently now

I.
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this, and now that isolated mind faculty,, are those 
which cannot at nil be explained by pure psjchology; 
they belong not to the mind, not to the presentations, 
not to the series'which shape themselves therefrom, 
nor to their higher prodncts and methods of action, 
hut to the bodily conditions to which the soul 
is subjected in this or that individuoL Much indeed 
is considered psychological, which is realiy physiologi
cal, and such an error cosily leads one afterwards 
to,consider purely mental life as physicah

But I have obtained no better explanation from 
physiologists of the subjects realiy lying on the 
border-lmd between psychology and physiology, than 
from those who call themselves psychologists. jRather 
am I here left far more than I like to my own experi
ments. Be content with the few which I venture to offer.

When I paused at the subject of temperaments we 
had already touched slightly on the emotions, and 
you must have found the mention of them too cursory. 
You could not indeed have missed here the proper 
psychological concept of them, viz., deviation of 
the presentations ,lrom equilibrium, for that is on 
abstraction, and the completely developed phenomenon 
of the emotion, as we perceive it in children, embraces 
much more. Children laugh and cry, and thereby 
capillaries and muscles are visibly excited; indeed, 
often with them the sim shines out again while it 

<■ is still rdning; and at another time laughing does not
\ by any means cease, though our threat has aiready

called forth fear. In short; the emotion is evidently 
not merely psychical but also physical, only the two

phenomena are not entirely and- precisely simul
taneous. Bather is the comparison with the l__ 
appropriate here, which, gradua^roused by the storm, 
goes on raging for a while, am in^es the nearest 
stratum of air restless, when the atmosphere 
whole is already still -So the body is at first strongly 
affected by the mind; but then ini the former the 
agitation continues, and in its turn will not allow the 
mind to immediately regain its natural state and ( 
activity. Again, do we not know ifrom 
experience, that when once anger hM obtained the 
mastery, the solitary comer is our brat refuge where 
the storm may wear itself out? In leases when we ' 
cannot do this, longer and sometimes torious Buffeiing ' 
threatens the health. :

Now listen to my hypothesis. The telationship just 
mentioned might easily appear and repeat itself, not 
merely between mind and body generally, but, to define 
it more accurately, first in the interchange of activity 
between the mind and' the nerves,- then between
the different parts of the nervous system,_brain,
spinal cord, ganglia,—further, between these and the 
vascular system, together with the blood and the 
other humours, and finally, bet-ween the humours and 
vegetation with its manifold organs.

It can indeed scarcely bo otherwise,;for every force, 
which works for a time, accelerates in the physical 
world the existing motion, and at the; moment when 

/ the acceleration ceases, the generated motion does not, 
as wo might assume, cease; but, on the contrary, at 
that very moment reaches its maximum, from which
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a habit; absurd expressions ol flattery are loringly 
put together, and are repeated in moments of the v 
most devoted afleotioni beside these i there, ore rough, 
invectives and formulra of protestation, even hack
neyed puns and word-play,—inf short.|a host of things ; :
which annoy governesses and private tutors stiU 
more than real educators, for the simpla reason that / 
they do not always deal with the cause of the ; 
emotion, but wage war with its exp^ion in . order 
to preserve decorum. The true educator is, on the . 
other hand, at least not quite without resourees, which 
enable him so to penetrate into the mind, that the : 
foolish whims cannot easily reign for j whole days and 
hours together,—the common sign : of ill-breeding 

' among low, disreputable people when* they Me alone, 
or do not find it necessary to control themselves., v 

We know how very wise and careful mothers are .' ,* 
on their guard against allowing their children to bo long I 
out of their sight. Wo know also that they mo right. '•

■'Our own experience tells us that even in later boyhood, 
we find pupils peevish and absent-minded, if not rough 
and spoilt, when they have been a week aWay from us.
Our eyes and ears show us, that those, who in our 
society enjoy orderly, happy activity, very soon plunge * 
into wild excitement in which they dq not even know ; 
themselves, or sink into indolence from which they 
know not how to escape, if; they remain too long with- ' ;;. 
out supervision. “In that house," peiiple often say to .

asheishbre.” Weknow : : ; 
,, also, it is true, that yoifthsfwho for;a time have led ^ 

a wUd life are wont to return to a better mind, and
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it is only gradually reduced hy means of the existing 
hindrances.

But very groat difieiences may appeal^ in the 
ents, according as the'members 
■ are more or less excitable os 

•. The man does not laugh so easily

; rhythm of such 
of a connected -j 
regards each othe

the child; hoNyeeps seldom or not at all His 
perfect health demaids that the different systems and 

'■ organs should approach an independence, which is not 
ho thought of either with ohfidren or with women.

: This is partioulMly manifested in the fearlessness of .the 
warrior, which is lost as soon as the thought of danger 
can work through the nerves or the blood system. 
With children, on the other hand, all the parte of the 

. organism share in each other’s activities; every stimu- 
V lus affects the whole. Hiis is the reason why they should 

have 'no wine or anything exciting. Hence, too, they 
do-not require ncMly such strong medicine as men. 

' They should not have to sufler from any long want of 
nourishment or any long periods of wakefulness, hut 
frequent sleep after great activity in the day. These 
are only familiar things, but they all remind us, how 
with a child, everything stands in some connection, 
everything is affected by everything dse, and the 
slightest deviations in any one point must, in the 

of time, prove injurious to the right con-

0

as

course 
struotlon of the .whole.

Let us remember, how everything is rooted in the 
V emotione. Stammering originates in embarrassment; 

:the strangest, contortions of the face mgy be tried 
in the play of fancy,’and later on they remain ns

us," le,
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then to come back to their own higher resolutions, but 
as a rule only in those cases when somethmg better 
has gone before of which they can bethink themselves; 
somewhat like depraved nations, who, if they rise again 
to anything nobler, seek for support in historical 
memories, but know not'how to save themselveB, if 
these, unhappily'often broken reeds, are not strong 

’ enough to bear them. Finally, we know also to what 
a serious extent perversity will reappear, if developed 
in children before the beginning of a careful education.

^Vhat^ then, is this perversity? Presentations, no 
doubt, but not merely presentations. Such, according to 
the laws of the psychological mechanism, would admit 
of being driven out by other presentations. Besides 
this, the same objects are presented to many at the 
same time, the same examples stand before many eyes, 
and the opportunity of taking advantage of them is 
often exactly the same for several brothers of nearly 
the same age: still they act differently. Under such 
fii rf*n m Rtan om feelings and longings would also bo the 
same, in so far as they aroM in and out of the pre
sentation masses, il some strong reason for difference 

, had not been present The reason attaches to the 
individual: it lies in his organism. "With the latter 
it varies sometimes in the course of years,-—the youth 
laughs where the boy wept, the man remains cold 
where the youth was touched. Yet for the most part 
we may still recognize the boy in the man.

A system of emotions is bestowed with the organism 
which is possible in it The course o^ years affords 
opportunities for the jposaibU emotious to become real
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Iones.* Good education delays the development of the ' 

greater number. Riper age lessens, especially in the j 
mole sex, these original pos^ilities, because 
different organic systems attain greater independence. /
If now thorough mental cultlire is added, the circle 
of thought lends its opposition to the inner tumult, and f' 
that is attained which, in a narrower moral sense, we 
coll freedom of the Will. If that is lacking, a Will 
indeed makes its appearance, but only that which has 
its seat in the circle of the earlier roused emotions.

^ That Is, the coone of Time biinga opportnnitiu for awakonlog 
the dormant'emotions, [

“The emotions are states of mind In which jthe presentations arc 
considerablj removed from a state of eqoUibnnm; tbe stirring 
{rilttig) emotions bring a greater amount of presentation power 
into consciousness than can ex^t there, whereas'the melting emotions 
(Le. paralyzing to activi^) force a larger amount out of consciousness 
than ought to he thus ezpdled, considering the nature of the existing 
presentations. , . I

“ Hence it follows that all emotions are so tr^toiy. 
states must again approach oquUihriura, in accordan 

^commonest laws of tbe peychological
'intensity of the presentations becomes sufficiently strong to overcome 

tbe causes arousbg the emotion. | .
“Farther, this explains the physical fatigue caused by all emotions, 

as soon generally as a connection is set op betw^ the mental states 
and the organism. For we must consider the 'force, which, on the 
one hand, is exercised by an abnormally increased sum of arrest (in 
the case of the stirring emotions); and, on the other, by a number of 
presentations which are on, or near to, the mechanic threshold 
(in the case of the melting emotions) j the labour, which is imposed 
on the organism in its accompanying movements, depends no doubt ■ 
on the then increase rapidity in tbe change of the mental states. . .

“As regards Feeling, it docs not mattef about the number of 
presentations in consciousness, but rather^ the pessure which the • '
opposing forces exercise on each otherV whereas in emotion the 
number Is ve^ important as bearing on'^the state of equilibrium. 
Therefore it is erroneous to say that the enraji^ns are jtiongor 
feelings, sinca the two are to be measured by a different standard.*’—
From EwiiiABr’a JPiyeftohOT/M « Frifnee. j

i
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could almost entrust it to you to defend me in tliis 
matter, but I fear you will accuse me of having made 
it still more difficult, just through the foregoing 
remarks. What is there said/^f the emotions wiU 
by some be interpreted of tlje feelings, and since it 
manifestly also holds good of the emotions, we abnlj 
for that very reason be reminded by others of the old / 
proposition: “ Emotions are nothing more than stronger 
feelings."! Is this not true?

Do not hope now that I am about i to withdraw my 
request. Just in such matters, which do not exactly

* Herbart’s tua of the words emotion and feeliogrcqairea explanation. 
Ufer writes thus: |

“ Presentations arc the primary states or conditions of the sonl, 
and can in tnm hare their own (secondary) conditions. The latter
divide into two groups, yiz., the feelings and the desires........

“A mother has promised to toko her two children to the fair. 
Long in advance they pictnr© to themselves,! upon the basis of 
previously acquired ideas, all the glories that await them. The 
looked.for day arrives; they think of nothing elie, forget eating and 
drinking, always busy with those concepts that have reference to the 

.fair, while all others have sunk. Shortly beforej the appointed hour 
of the children is naughty, and his mother says, 'Now you must 

stay at home.^ Then arises a severe • struggle within the child. 
Those ideas that have previously been rising are’ so lively that they 
cannot at once sink below the threshold of conscioosness (be forgotten), 
while new ideas not at all reconcilable with the former, (prohibition), 
appear with fuU force. Thus the rising of concepts is arrested, and 
the result of check is a feeling of pain, whici relieves Itself by 
weeping. Now the sister intercedes for -the offender, and the mother 
says, ‘For this once I will lot it pass; come,!let me dress you.' 
Now the previonsly arrested concepts fly up into' consciousness, as if 
by a suddenly released spring, beause arrest bas disappeared, and 
the child laughs out, while the tears still stand in his eyes. A feel* ■ 
ing is therefore the becoming aware of an arrest or promotion of those : 
ideas, which at the time predominate in consciousness. Arrest pro
duces a feeling of pain; promotion a feeling of plcasnre. If feelings

i

Letter XI.
The fallacy of traring back the Emotions to the Feelings, or of assert

ing that the Emotions are nothing more than stronger feelings— 
Jnstification of a former statement—" Emotions make feeling 
dull’'; for example, a man feels the beauty of, and clearly dis- 
tingulsbes the difference between, the Moral ideas; the emotion 
is aroused of self-praise or self-blame, physical effects begin, nerve 

becomes scarcely distingaiah-
newa; hence when tears fiffiand blood are excited, and the feeling 

able from that roused by good or bad 
in showers the cause of weeping may be forgotten.

A good education by delaying the development of many emotions 
tends to preserve the fineness of the feelings—Injurious effect . 
of arousing a new set of emotions, for the sake of opposing those 
already present

TT is a strange thing to write letters to which we get 
X no answer, and more inconvenient than I first 
thought True, my friend, I shall certainly receive 
yonr answer some time; but I should like to know now 
what you say to the foregoing remarks. If you were 
merely a pedagogue I would go on writing boldly, but 
you aro at the same time a zealous friend to Psy
chology; and you have often enough expressed the 
wish that I would myself 
have been said against my Psychology, whilst my 
opinion is that you could undertake that in many 
respects with more success than 1. It even now 
oconra to me that many could not reoonoilo themselves 
to, my distinction between emotions and feelinga I

one

many thinga whichanswer
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call for calculation, I depend upon you and^your logic. 
If you will help me out with it, it is well; if you will 
not, that is as much as to say you do not consider it 
nccessaiy, and then for. aught I care, too, each man 
can keep his own opinion, For really I do not at all 
see that I am bound to correct the opinions of others, 
when I have already long ago offered for public use the 
scientific means of assistance which I am wont to make 
use of myself.

Meanwhilei although I do not at all wish to inter
polate here a chapter on Psychology, I find a propo
sition amongst my papers which I had really destined 
for another place, but which may reasonably serve 
here, too, to remove evciy appearance of confusion 
from my former letters. The sentence reads thus: 
"Emotions make feeling dulL"^

of pun and pleasure follow each other so npidly that the; cannot be 
kept apart we epeak of mixed feelings, fluctofttions of feeling. . . .

“ Feelings are distiognished from sensations in that the former bring 
conditions of the sool, the latter conditions of 

the bod;; again, sensations ore primary, feelings, secondary soul* 
states. Feeling is notn separate, independent foc^t; of the oool, bat 
only a conseiiuenco of the mutnal interaction of idea*.’—JnfroJurfioft 
to Eerbart, by C. Urzn, trao^ted by J. C. ZiKsm, pp. 26,27.

* “Emotion dulls feeling.” For the raison ^Urt of the team or 
laughter is lost as soon as the physical emotion, which is the same 
whaterer be its caose, gets the upper hand. Hence the child forgets 
the cause of his tears as soon as the occasion for weeping is past— 
jljJunisms on Ftycholoff}/.

“After the emotions, (transitory variations from the condition of 
equanimity), have been separated from the passions (rooted desires), 
a prevailing opinion has arisen that the emotions* are nothing bnt 
stronger feelings. But there are very strong enduring feelings whidi 
have grown into the deepest recesses in tiie foundation of human 
character (e.g., adherence to our own people and to the fatherland).
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For you, my dear friend, the proportion is no riddle. 
You know as accurately as I dtrmydelf the different 
moral ideas. What has kept t^e distinctions between 
these ideas so long hidden? The similarity of the 
emotion which arises, when, after any of the ideas,-— I 
no matter which,—each man praises or blames himself. 
An evil conscience gives pain, and in this pain we do 
not notice its origin, any more than one who feels . 
sting notices whether a thorn or a needle pricked him 
Therefore I assert that the feeling has' become dulled. 
But was it then originally just as dull ? If we think 
of the idea of Benevolence we feel its beauty; if 

• instead of this, we form a conception of the idea of 
Eight we feel its rigour. Now are these two feelings of 
the same kind ? Certainly not. Only when they mingle
with which the most complete equanimity eixists; so long os nothing 
of an opposite nature which may disturb them ap^ra. The moment 
of danger to one’s own, or to the fatherland, may arouse emotion, 
but this emotion is widely different from feeling itselL In the 
way a man may poasess a strong and lasting feeling of honour with
out being in a condition of emotion from it ... 1

“Variations from equanimity may occur from [two causes—either 
there Is too much or too little piwent in conscionsaeas. To the latter 
class belong mental shod^ ndness, fear; to the former, joy and 
anger. The emotions are not merely a psycholopoal but also a 
physiological subject, for they act upon, the body with remarkable, 
often dangerous power, and by this means, in reverse order, moke 
the mind dependent upon the body, partly from the continuance 
of the bodily condition, (which does not cease ac^ quickly as would 
the mental state by itself), partly from the teadeneiy of the body 
to yield to emotion. ^Thus conrage and timidi^ are very often 
dependent upon health and sickness. It is a remarkable drcumstanco 

/ that ^erent bodfly conditions belong to different’ emotions. For 
example shame drives the blood to the cheeks, few makes one pale, 
auger and despair ineteasa the strength of the mnacles, etc.”— 
HznsABT, A TceUook in PsycAdogy, [

a
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with the feeling of eelf-praise or blame,_ which ia by 
neceasarily connected, do thfeir diatinet 

characteriatica generally begin to disappear; but when 
the emotion cornea in, when the man beoomea hot and 
cold in aelf-examination, then nerve and blood are 
excited, and what he now feela, ho scarcely dia- 
tinguishea from the warmth or chill arouaed through 
joyful or sad nowa Hence Eudtemoniam might even 
ho conf uaed with Morality; diaorimination of the very 
foundations of all Morality would then be completely 
out of the question;*

Do you wish mo to spend any more words over subh 
things?

It is hotter for us to apply the proposition educa
tionally. Previously we noticed that it was the 
benefit conferred by good education to delay the 
development of many emotions. This appeals in a 
new Ught if we odd to it that the feelings run a risk 
of being neither ennobled, distinguished, nor purified 
through the emotions, hut of being drawn down into 
the common mass. You; as seathetio critic, certainly 
do not approve^bf the so-called play of emotion, and 
why not ? I suppose for the reason that when tears 
fall in showers, very soon nobody remembers the cause 
of the weeping; much aa in the quarrels of the philo-

1 Endasuonum isthatsjstemorEUiia which takes Pleasure ss the 
ultimata end of all truly rational action. Since Herbart bases all 
Morality on the JBttMU judgments, be would naturally regard aa 
disastroiu, any doctrine which confuaee the emotiona of pleasure and 
pain which may accompany those judgments, srith the aotaal intuitions 
tbemsclTee aa to the Ei^t and the Beautifuh—See lutroduetion, 
pp. sxavt, zxxTiit
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sophioal schools when the questions et issue are set 
on one side and gradually forgotteiui Would you 
approvo any the more of the'~educational ploy of 
emotion? In this way, I think, the mistaken idea 
is already opportunely corrected, that it might be 
expedient to struggle with emotions by setting up / 
others of an opposed kind;* however certain conditions 
might alter the case. Still it is not hecessaiy to say 
anything about it hero.

no means

* The fault of the Bohoolmen was that in their keen interest la 
the meant for the attainment of truth the end of the dialectic was 

as Bacon says of them: “The wit and mind of if it 
work upon matter, which is the contemplation of the creatures of 
God, worketh according to the stuff, and is limited thereby; but if it 
work upon itself, as the spider worketh his webj then it Js endless, 
and brings forth indeed cobwebs of learning, admirable for the fine- 
ness of thread and work, bnt of no subsUnce or profit.”

> Because emotion of any kind produces physical effects, which ■ 
lessen the possibility of discriminating between the different kinds 
of feeling.

forgi
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either by injury or hunger. Even the dog is known 
to become frightened as soon as he finds himself 
outside the precincts which he 
especially in the midst of man/ stemgera. Thus the 
anger which he displays so clearly to ithe new comer, 
on his own ground, is the exception; fear is the rule. , 
Since, however, the exception is common to the whole ' 
race of dogs, it must be founded in ihe organism of 
the species.

Both emotions show tho connection [between nerves 
and capillaries. Fear drives tho blood inward, anger 
outword-

What would you think if we inverted tho state- 
,meat and said thus: When the bipod is suffered 
to rush inward there is fear; but when the heart 
is powerful enough to resist the pressure anger 
arises ? Would that perhaps be morb correct ? At 
least it would be so &om the staiidpoint of the 
physiologists, who derive the mind from the body. 
But the dog whilst he wanders about at a distance 
from home takes his heart with him;i only his brave 
heart remains in the house. He knows where he 
is, and the emotion is governed by this knowledge. 
Thus from the organism we cannot get the explana
tion, just as little as we could bring the matter to a ' 
conclusion without it. First, the dog is disturbed in 
his familiar circle of presentations, and it is this very 
circle which furnishes the first opposition against the 
unwelcome disturber, so long as the sight of present 

X surroundings serves os a support (ie., if the dog is at 
home). Thus the Turgor vitalis also maintains itself—

os his own.

Letter XII.

Anger and fear in animals phyriologicallj and psychologically 
liderod—The dog, at the ^ht of an unfamiliar object in his own 
home, is angry and harks; tho cat U frightened and inns away— 
Fear driTCS the blood inward, anger ontwaid—Objection to the 
physiologh^ atatement that when the blood is suffered to rush 
inward there is fear, and when the heart can resist the pressure, 
anger arisestho dog, away from familiar BUTroundings, often 
shows fear, the emotion is goTeroed by the presentations— 
Reason for these phenomena: When the existing presentations 
arc repnlsed the life-energy dwindles, and tho blood flows into the 
large capillaries; then the disturbed organism re-acta on the 
mind, fear is there before anger can develop; since the dog's 
Taseular system is more independent than the cats, it re-acts 
better against the first shock—Obserration of the first emotions 
in children—Importance of tho independent action of the brain 
and capillary system.

QINCE we ate still standing on tho boundaiy be- 
O tween physiology and psychology, it is a fitting 
place to glance at animals and to observe the special 
differences in the first emotion, manifested by our two 
most ordinary domeatio animals, when anything 
comes
frightened and runs away, tho dog is angry ,aud 
harks. But after a little while this distinction dis
appears,—they only betray their curiosity, the one at 
a Stance, the other near and boldly.

Generally speaking, to he sure, fear of human beings 
rules in all animals, in so far as they are not excited

con*

new
into their accustomed sphere. The cat is
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it even increases and presses forward violently. But 
when the existing presentations allow themselves to be 
repulsed, then the life-energy also dwindtes, and the 
blood runs away into the large capillariBS, os into mere 
x^ervoirs, whilst its special use, that is, nourishment^ is 
arrested. This holds good in the opposite case. If the 
capillary system is weak and not sufficiently indepen
dent, as in the case of the strongest man after loss of 
blood and humours, as in children, and often in women, 
then blood and nerves succumb to the first shock which 
the presentations receive and transmit And now 
follows immediately the second act of the emoUon; 
the disturbed organism re-acts, checking the mind; 
fear is already fJiero before anger is able to develop. 
If now the largest cat will run sooner than the smallest 
dog, wo shall undoubtedly conclude that the dog 
possesses more independence of the vascular system; 
consequently, he can endure and afterwards re-act 
better against the first shock, which his circle of 
presentations, and therefore also nerves and blood 
must sufier at the sight. of the foreign object In 
the cat the capillary system suffers, and also involves 
in this suffering the nerves and the circle of pre
sentations. However, all cats do nob run equally 
far, many on one turns round soon and looks expec
tant as if to see what will happen next, as a wgn 
that even then the presentations are recovering their 
tension.

Fiat applicaiio! It is of great importance to observe 
the first emotion of children at the appearance of a 
new object; but neither fear nor anger are welcome.

Brain and capillmy system should, in [the human race, 
depend on each other as little as possible.

Only let us not forget that anger does not arise in 
the dog until a purely psychica^roc^s has preceded 
it and sufficiently developed. ( Ho ■ had firat to get 
familiar with his own ground,, his master, and his 
master’s friends; indeed, he had to leam to actually j 
shut off this circle first by itself i that he might 
recognize strangers. Quite yoimg dogs do not show 
anger, and very clever dogs, which after their fashion 
know the world, are less excited than the little ones 
which have not left the chimney comer far behind.

This letter I shall be obliged to'send to you in 
manuscript, in order that those to \yhom psychology 

’ means the same as anthropology may nob get to see 
it. In order, moreover, that those sojemn pedagogues 
may nob be shocked thereat, who j are continually 
declaiming in lofty phrases about thel digmty of 
kind, whilst their pupils give them tfie slip. We will 

'see; if I do nob find it necessary toirefer to what is 
said here I will take the letter out of this collection.^

man-

* The diseossion of Fear and Anger b con^ned od p. 107.

I
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force of Uie presentation must suffer, if the mind 
receives a general impression which is unfamiliar. 'Wo 
should ourselves feel a similar arrestjif in our travels

looked different 
even world-wide

we came into r^ons where e 
from what it did at home, 
travellerB rarely, if ever, find places which do not, 
generally spealdng, show, at least, some similarity to [ 
familiar objects. But such examples lie too far off our 
present considemtion. It is more n^ssary to notice 
that the curiosity, which we generally see in children 
when anything new presents itself, m in no way com
mon, and is least of all the first emotion which the 
strange object, os such, is apt to arouse.

Many a time timidity is noticeable^ when we hoped 
for curiosity; often averrion, when welwished to arouse 
attention. And not seldom the boy i^ores that which 
we have set for him to observe as a thing which in 
no way concerns him, and about which it is not neces
sary that he should trouble himself. The response 
of the children may make instruction very ^y in 
lesson-time, but b^use it is so often lacking we 
get commands, anger, mid threatening. We seek to 
improve our method of teaching, and then we stumble 
over an earlier and similar difiSculty.; Instruction, we

ought to be combined with the l^own in ezperi- J 
ence and environment; yes, if ojffy th/children 
fully profited by all their. opportunities for ex
perience. But response has been lacking for a long 
time; only the clever ones perceived|and heard; the 
others let the things pass by them without noticing.
Tou see, my dear friend, that details here lie hidden

v^thinjg 
though' e'

Letter XIII.
Feir of tie unknown in children—Difference* In perception traced 

hack to difference* in emotion—TranBition to the pB;cbical aide of 
the diaensdon—Physiological data now considered, especially 
aa regards hindrances, which affect the pqFohical mechanism 
—Hitherto Inadequate investigation of the connection between 
the different organa—The two periods of an emotion, (L) Mcelera- 
tion of the one eystem through the other; (U.) reaction of that 
which was accelerated; a consideration of this aa regards sensi
bility, irritahility, and vegetation leads to inferences respecting 
the great variety of the emotions—The more perfect the develop
ment of the organism, the less will be seen of emotion in the 
educational sphere—Bindrance to the psychical mechanism, 
lipacs even pain, produced by the reaction of the body againet 
mental aetivi^.

rpHE former letter may stand, but the application 
-L you will soon find out for yourself.

It cannot have escaped your notice that all children, 
boys and youths, are not alike in the way they receive 
any new object winch presents itself. Bather are there 
many differences in this respect, in which we may 
notice traces of emotion, not violent indeed, but stQl of 
considerable influence. For the sake of clearness I 
might first refer here to the weeping of little children 
as Bo^n as they are left alone, even for a short timA in 
a strange place; or to the fear of being in the dark, 
which is felt even'by some adults. Here you will 
immediately think of the arrest which the existing

some-
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which it must bo o! great interest to bring to light 
The most trivial diflerences of the emotion, which, 
if it were magnified a hundred or thousand-fold, could 
only then be discernible enough to be called fear 
or anger, may succeed in spoiling the mental grasp on 
the one hand of designed instruction, and on the other 
of the commonest objects of experience, 
emotions, when they occur, have no doubt physical 
causes; but it will he seen that even the rude indiffer- 
ence itself, which is more often noticeable, is to be 
explained physiologically.

Wo now approach a point from which we must 
return dofinitdy to individual, psychological investiga
tions. Physiology must thus retire into the back
ground, that wo may consider it imder the quite 
general concept of a hindrance, which indeed seldom 
necessitates complete inaction, or absolutely cross 
action, of the psychological mochaniam, (not to speak 
of sleep or insanity), but which all the same retards 
it and changes its rhythm. But in order to trace the 
manifold consequences which may arise therefrom, it 
is necessary to have before our eyes the psychical pro
cesses themselvesi for in them is found that diversity 
and variety, the character of which is changed by 
means of the hindrance. The immediately preceding 
pages already introduced this discussion. Before I 
explain it further, I must notice the gap which nn- 
avoidably remains.

The connection of the difierent parts of the brain 
with each other, with the spinal cord, and the 
sympathetic nerve system; further, the connection
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between all of these and the capillaries; and,lastly, 
the connection of vegetation with sensibility and 
irritability has, up to this time, been investigated far 
too little by physiologists fqi^ the variety of the 
emotions accorfing to their real causes to he clear. 
But the general concept of emotion, already mentioned 
above, according to which it always breaks into two | 
periods,—first, the acceleration of the one system 
through tho other, and, second, the reaction of that 
which was accelerated, whereby that which before 
caused the acceleration now becomes passive,—this 
conception, I say, applied to the difi'erent organs 
which belong to senaibility, irritability, and vegeta
tion, leads one to expect that tho variety of tho 
emotions must be extraordinarily great - On the 
other hand, the more perfectly tho human, and 
especially the male organism develops, tho less is 
to be seen of all these emotions in tho sphere of 

. educational observation, and this, too, os early as tho 
later years of boyhood and the beginning of youth; 
hence we lose little if we cannot accurately distinguish 
the reactions of the liver, the lungs, the stomach, and 

It mattere little whence the hindrance comes

These

80 on.
which changes tho rhythm of the psychological mechan
ism; only the effects which it produces, whereby it 
puts difficulties in the path of education, are of interest 
to us. Only one more remark by way of preface: 
it is that the reaction of the body against mental 
activity is not always limited to mere hindrance, but 
that sometimes positive physical suffering ensues. 
Study, then, produces pain; indeed, I have known
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cases when it caused convulsions, which, by their 
frequent repetition, at last prohibited mental exertion. 
True, in other cases the pain is sometimes overcome; 
mucli more often valuable time is lost to education, 
until the nerves become sufficiently strong to serve the 
mind better.

Section C.

/PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFPEBENCES.

Leiteh XIV.
Concept of a physiological hlndnoce—That-it Is not absolntoly 

rigid, but that while hindering presentation, is also liable to bo 
checked by them— Concept of free space: A presentation suddenly 
free from arrest, only gradually and according to a mathematically 
defined law fills the free space allotted to it—Example: (1} Let 

' .ffspresentation now sleeping which is to Iw aroused—(2) (a) and 
(^)=pre8entations in consciousness—{8} A; new presentation (e) 
enters, arresting (a) and (/3), and rousing A certain amount 
of Z?s=(7) awakes in time t—(6) (7) is proportionate in size to the 
free apace X, obtained by £ when tho pressure of («) and 03) 
ceased—{6} Suppose the existence of a physiological hbdranco P, 
with which (a) and (fi) hare maintained a sort of equiUbritun; aa 
(a) and (^) decrease, P will Increase, since it not in oquilibrinm 
with P—<7) “With tho eatranoo of (c), (o) and 03) sink, hut instead 
of {7) becoming prominent P rises, lessening tho representing 
power; all depends now on the equilibrium Mtahlishod botwoen P 
and (a), 03), (c)—(8) If (c) is presented in continuous perception, it 
also will lose eneigy through tho preasure P—If (c) turns out 
smaller through P, (a) and (/S) will suffer less arreat, and tho 
reproduction of P fares still worse; therefore the state of (a) and 
03) in consdoosness will suffer little change, jexcept for the dulling 
of the mind hy the growth of P—(8) If 0 represents a whole 
series of new perceptions, the same wUl be repeated; example of 
this in the tilling of sleepy or iU'humoureid children.

T\0 you wish to turn immediately to the field of 
^ U empirical psychology already torched upon (IX.), 

ftTid review one after another the eoKjalled faculties of 
, 93 ’
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at least in health, should not he thought of as rigid or 
incapable of any yielding, hut that while it hinders the 
presentations, it is on the other hand liable to he 
checked by them. Otherwise ^ep, ithe best known 
phenomenon which arises from such physiological 
hindrance, could never be overcoma^i A great noise, 
however, strong light, or any powerful sense impression, I 
is able to rouse us even from the deepest sleep. That 
is to say, it depends in such a easel on the relation 
which exists between the energy of ^e representing 
power and the physiological check. |

This being pro-supposed, let us, from the calculation 
concerning direct reproduction, consider specially the 

, concept of free space. Suppose a pr^entation should 
be. suddenly free from all arrest, then the free space 
would be as extensive as the whole hitherto arrested 
amount of this presentation; but, ■ nevertheless, it 
would not suddenly change its arrest^ condition into 
one which is not arrested; rather would it only gradu
ally approach the unchecked condition, accordingly to 
a mathematically-defined' law, or as! we might even 
express it, it would only gradually fill the free space 
allotted to it |

For the sake of clearness, I will now mention the 
single points which are of importance; in direct repro

duction; and that you may more easily compare it
i This is a referesca to the important (act [that mind can and 

frequently do?s triumph orer the moet serious ^phydcal hindrances,
For examjde, tainting can in many cases be orerrame by the ezerdso 
of self-control, and patriotism has borne many a soldier through 
physical suffe^g of a most paralyzing kind.

the soul ? I think that allusion to the subject is quite 
sufiScient to prevent at least our feeling the want 
of a brief sketch of oil that concerns our discussion. 
You, my friend; would not thank me if I merely 
sketched out lines in a field of thought, wherein every 
detail requires close attention. Such logical arts 
have deceived people long enough with the empty 
appearance of knowledge; we leave it to those who are 
not diqjosed to earnest investigation. Let us rather 
make use of the preparatory work already accom
plished. Let us leave higher things alone, until, as 
far as our present knowledge serves, wo have inves
tigated, on behalf of education, those lower thin^ 
on which the higher depend. Let us accordingly put 
now on one side all that has reference to general 
conwpts, judgment, language, reflection, co-operation of 
several presentation masses, and finally self-conscious
ness, for we cannot say anything definite, from on 
educational point of view, about any of these till the 
elementary points have been discussed.

You are doubtless eipectmg that I should bring 
under consideration the structure of the presentation 
series ? Soon, bn^ even this not immediately. There 
is something earlier to be considered which is 
nected with the last lettCT.

Not only the indirect reproduction whereon the 
construction of the scries depends, but even that which 
is direct calls forth observations which we ought not 
to pass over.

First, I beg you to recall in psychology the concept 
of a physiological hindrance. You know that such,

'Si
I

con-
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reasone, but if we are perfectly awake, the cause why 
the^resentation M sleeps, is not any hindrance, 
can explained on physiological grounds, but amply 
the pressure of other presentations. I 

2. Whilst it sleeps some ot 
be awake, or, which comes to f the ^me thing, must 

"be present in consciousness, the pressure of which 
must also be the cause why the fonber, and with it / 
also countless others, sleep. Let (a)i and (J3) denote 
the presentations now awoke, although there may be' 
a number of them. As a dramatic poet, if he requires 
a character which belongs to an indefinite number of 
persons, often allows such to be represented by two 
individuals, so here two presentatioim appear in the 
discussion as (a) and (/8), because these are sufficient 

’ to discover the general laws which wejrequire-to begin

97

with the “P^diology,” I will use the same terms here 
that I did there.^ Thus—

1. There is an earlier presentation £, w^ch at the 
present moment is to be again aroused. For we 
generally express it thus, os if the presentation were 
asleep; and, moreover, this analogy of sleep is quite 
correct; only with the further restriction, that when wo 
sleep, all our presentations are arrested for physiological

* Tbit 8ome«l»t dlfQcolt letter ia foUj iUostr&tod and explained 
by Letter XV.; bnt a simple example may make the case here 
considered clearer.

1. Let M represent the concept of Mary Qneen of Scots, 'which you 
desire to arouse in the minds of eome children by means of the similar 
presentation (e), which in this case represents the question, Who was 
Elizabeth’s great Scotch rival)

2. Let (a) and (|9) represent the irrelevant thoughts at present in 
the minds of the children; in this case, eappose (a) to stand for the 
gay dress of a particular child and, (fi) a noisy wind outside.

8.. The words, "Elizabeth’s rival,” arrest the Irrelevant thoughts, 
and so leave free space for the concept " Mary Queen of Scots ” to

4. Parts of this concept (7), in time (v), gradually come into con« 
adonmess. (For example, Mary's name, her beauty, her ability, etc.)

6. This concept proceeds to fill the space (X) left by the with* 
dnwal of the {iterant thoughts.

6. Suppose now the presence of a physiological hindrance P, {.e., 
in this case the children are already weary through a previous lesson 
having been continued too long. Their weariness had been in a state 
of eq^brium with the irrelevant thonghts, but not with the concept 
of Mary Qneen of Scots, which had been asleep.

7. When (e) enters, i.e., when the words are uttered, "Elizabeth’s 
rival," the iirelevaut thoughts ore arrested, but the children become 
again conscious of their 0^ weariness, which had been to some extent 
checked by (o) and (fi), and the
- 8. The rep^udng presentation (e) (Elizabeth’s rival) also suiTcra 
from the physiological hindrance, therefore the irrelevant thoughts 
undergo less arrat The mental state changes but little, Ce,, tbe 
children are listless, and fiul to attend.

which

must

with.
3. So long now as (a) and (j3) are awoke ^ must 

sleep. Consequently, on the other hand, in order that 
B may be aroused (a) and (jS) mikt be arrested. 
This happens most simply and easily, U a new pro- 
eentation enters by perception or sbfi8e_ impression, 
which works ag^t (a) and (/S), but n^at the 
time against B; for in the latter 
as it encountered this opposition, would obtain no free 
space. So, briefly, we assume: a new presentation (c) 
is given, which (c), however, is'similar to B; so that 
i£ B were the sensation of sweetness, then would (c) 
also he sweetness; bnt if .B were

rii&

same 
B also, BO tar

!g power i. dulled.
green, then (c) 

would be green. Or, if you would rather, let B be 
the presentation of a‘well-known ^rson; if the\

a

S ' -:
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latter, of whom we were not just then thinking, met 
ns, then the new observation of this pejison would 

the above-mentioned (c).
■^^4. Now awakes the analogous presentation B. But 

not wholly or completely. Only a certain amount (y), 
which is a part of B, (or what may be for the present 
considered as such, cdthongh it is really a stage in 
the presentation), becomes prominent in the time t,
BO that with more time, if t increases, (y) also will 
increase.

6. This (y) adjusts itself as regards the sire, which 
it has at any moment, very much in accordance with 
the free space, which was granted to B. And what 
is this free space already referred to, which is now to 
be mote accurately defined ? Nothing but the possi
bility that N will be able to rmso, and, as it were, re- 

itself, just in so far as the pressure from (o) and 
(fi) ceases. Now call the free space X This X is 
just as great as the free space taken from (o) 
and 03) by (o), and pressed out of consciousness by it 
To be sure yon have read it all, my dear friend, in 
my psychology in a dozen lines; therefore pardon my 
difiTuseness, which is not intended for you, and yet 
may some time be nsefuL I am sure yon understand 
what I mean!

6. Up to this there has been no mention, of 
physiologioal hindrance. Now wo wiE introduce such 
an one and call it P. The above-mentioned hypothesis 
now holds good of this pressure P. That is, whatever' 
may bo the origin of this pressure, immediately in the 
nerves, and earlier perhaps in the blood, or in vegeta-
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tion,—action and counter-action must already have 
taken place between body and mind, and oven a sort 
of equilibrium between the twa if not fully present; 
is yet so far set np os to'^bo to moke its 
appearance. Thus the pressure |p will become 
greater if (a) and (ff) are smaller; or if (a) and 
08) become greater, then P becomes smaller. Por you ' 
will remember that by (a) and 08) wo designated that 
force of repicsentotion which is just iiow, either wholly 
or in part, present in consoiousnessi With this the 
physical condition has placed, or ought to have placed, 
itself in equilibrium; though not perhaps with B, which 
was asleep or was on the statical threshold.

, 7. What happens then when (c) comes in os weU?
(a) and (fi) suffer from it: they siiik|in conseionsness. 
The power which worked against P isiweakened. Thus 
instead of the result being that (y) should 
into prominence, while B obtains free space, P rises, 
.which betokens generally a lessening of the repre
senting power. It is now no longer true that the 
free space for P is as great as that caused by the sub
sidence of (a) and (yS) coUeotively; but it still depends 
on what sort of equilibrium P will enter into with (o), 
08), and (c) taken together.

8. But if, as is usually the case, the presentation (c) 
is not presented once for all, but in continuous percep
tion, it will itself lose energy thronghi the pressure P. 
For every presentation which arises from progressive 
feeling, or perceiving, loses something continuously 

/ through the arrest to which it is subjected from the 
beginning. The consequences which follow therefrom

99
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evident Throngh (c), (o) and 03) were to be 
arrested, and through this arrest free ^ace was to 
bo procured for B. Now if (c) turns out smallor 
through the pressure P, then (a) and (/3) suDFer less 
arrest That is a new i^on why the reproduction of 
B fares worse. And since the former mental state 
depended on (a) and (fi) being in consciousness, this 
state will now undergo but little change: it remains 
much as of old, and the most notiocahle difference 
consists in the duUing of the mind, which we have 
before explained by the growth of P.

9. It now a whole series of new perceptions is 
furnished, be it through instruction, or through 
experience and environment, there is always a repe
tition of what has been just described. The dulling 
of.tho mind increases; reproduction fares badly; the 
old dream is stiff dreamed, or but little disturbed. 
Do you not at once recognise in this what has very 
often happened to you and me, with sleepy, wearied, 
or, for some cause or other, ill-humoured children ?

arc

Letter KV. '
Application to Instroction—Let (c) be the, , instruction; S the/

supplj of previous knowledge with which it ia to be connected {ye.} 
theapperMiving factor); (e) and 09) the pupil’a irrelevant thoughts 
—Let i* bo the preasnie on some presentations connected with a 
certain definite emotion—Application of this (L) to the difficnlty 
of changing an ocenpation to which a pupil has become accus
tomed ; (iL) to thero-appearanco of discontent when a burdensome 
study has been altered \ (iH.) to the dissatislaction of a nation 
which has overthrown an oppressive government; (iv,) to any . 
remedy which fails to touch a complex evil; (r.) to diseased 
physical conditions, aince comparative health is an equilibrium of 
many kinds of evils—The case of a youth of bad Propensities • 
the difficulty of oorrccting them-Defects in the older educa^nal 
works Campe’s writings), duo in many cases to the holding 
of tiio theory of soul faculties.

new

■RTOW for certain addenda. It will be no trouble 
-L\ to you to Buhstituto your inatruotion for tho 
nhove-mentioned (c), the supply of earlier knowledge, 
with which it is to be oonneoted’ for B, and the 
irrelevant thoughts in the minds of the pupils for (a) 
and (fi), which will appear every now and then, 
soon aa instruction makes a pause, and which we 
nearly always find with children, at least at the 
beginning of lessons. But is this P always 
general negation to tho process of presentation? 
i^t is a question, and by a change in this, the 
signification of P may be made stiff wider.

Let P now be a partial pressure, riot on all preaen-

aa

a
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nottuDg comes to meet it, and the earlier occupation 
is not BO easUy diamissed 88 wonld appear.

Is there not indeed something similar to this in 
the strange conduot of a peopl^who have jnst thrown 
off a government with which' they were discontented, 
and who now, when another has come in ite place,, 
instead of attaching themselves ti) the new mler,' 
give way still mere to discontent? Indeed, I much fear 
that the principle under consideration reaches much ■ 
further than might have been thought at first sight.
He who is suffering from some indisposition seldom 
notices that it is a combination of many elements, 
which together enter into equilibrium; he hopes by 

, some remedy to arouse again the earlier healthy life.
If new this remedy only touches a part of the complex 
evil, then the increased activities of r^tored health are 
not the first to come into prominence; rather does the 
other part of the sickness increase, ^d by gradually 
gaining ground it makes the application of the remedy 
of no effect, even ns regards that part of the indisposi
tion which it touches. |

The temptation is great to apply what I have, 
just said to disease, especially as I this depends at 
least as much upon inner conditions as upon outer.
We are not obliged here to think of definite diseases 
to which names are assigned by physicians, although 
even these may not be so siiiple asja singlo definite 
name seems to indicate. But that which we are wont to 
call compaiatiye and, consequently, imjierfeot health, is ' ,

/ certainly not simple; rather is it a condition of equi
librium among many kinds of evil n utually disguised
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tations generally, but on such mosses of presentations 
(^culat^ to arouse a certain definite emotion.as are

Tea have befere you, for instance, a pupil who learns 
grammar with painstaking diligence. His disinclina- 
aon has already placed itself in equilibrium with 
this occupation, which carries with it its own peculiar 
emotion. You wish now to enliven him with history 
or poetry; you seek to arouse his interest in these 

subjects by ohoesing out and presenting them 
in a manner, as far as possible, adapted to hie life, 
his associations, and his own experience. What 
happens? Since you remove him for the present 
from his accustomed occupation, apathy arises,—just 
that uncomfortable feeling which hitherto was gener
ally held in check by his diligence over grammar. 
The gentle tones which you use fail to appeal to him; 
no response greets you from his inner world, and at 
last it is found that grammar has a stronger hold 
than you thought' Pursued indeed without love, 
it is still found endurable. On the other hand, 
what you offer wins neither thanks nor

Shall wo inveti the example? Someone has learnt 
history without the goodwill of the Muses; now he 
is told to put the history on one side. Grammar 
is set for the study hours, which before 
devoted to history. We think a burden is removed; 
but the former discontent only comes out more 
prominently, because the burdensome history is no 
longer there to check it We hoped to bo able to 
put one study iri tbe place of the other, but the 
grammar is not acceptable. It remains a stranger.

now

success.

were
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that we might think we had before us a treasury of 
medicines, as valuable as they were Bde, and it would 
only he a matter of choosing the beab among so many 
remedies. In this case we may justly complain that the 
world of books is quite different from that of reality. • 
But how is that ? Had tho^ teacHers really 
perience ? ’

Oh, yes, they had experience indeed, but they did. 
not know how to make themselves at home in it The* 
faults of the pupils, as subjects of pedagogical re
flection were, and rightly so, to be explained by 
psyohology. The psychology was at hand, indeed, if 
people sought to set their thoughts :in order, or write 
a book. But what was at hand? QCrue psychology? 
No, the old doctrine of the soul faculties. Now it 
was imagination which was supposed to bo diseased, 
now understanding, at another time ^he will; and again 
moral reason. The true connection of things could 
not be more seriously misrepresented, or collective 
experience be made more useless, than in theories in 
which even the first concept of the laws of the 
psychical mechanism i^ wanting; and is so completely 
wanting that the psychologists of: the present day 
actually are not yet in a position to grasp it, on 
account of the absolute impossibility of combining 
it with their accustomed prejudices And what are 
our schoolmen of the present day doing with it? 
They are writing archives for philology and education. 
Who will grudge such to philology?

one by the other; of these, according to circumstances, 
now one, now another, comes the more into prominence; 
but no one is really cured, even though remedies are 
applied which might have proved successfiri in simple 
coses.

Meanwhile, wo will willingly leave these supple
mentary remarks, to which here it is not possible to 
give greater precision, and we will turn back to the 
sphere of education. Have you not yet felt the per
plexities of a teacher, with children who have been 
spoiled ? A young man has an inclination for card
playing and low pleasures; you deny him these. What 
happens ? Other secret evil inclinations, which through 
those diversions were hold in check, grow stronger; 
the nobler things which you wished to put in their 
place, but which indeed should generally come as a 
response from within, do not seem to thrive; they 
oven fail when their existence is due to earlier youth
ful impressions, which only require to be freed from 
hindrances and provided with fresh stimulus. The 
now thoughts which you substitute' must wither before 
oven they can be properly received into the existing 
thought circle. Hence the result, that very soon card 
playing and low pleasures ^viU again be the order of 
the day, for the man was not changed from within.

Now I pray you to compare with this the educational 
directions which one generally finds in books. The 
faults of pupils have received names; against each 
fault you find directions for its cure; some volumes 
of Gampe’s works have often reminded me of the old 
medical writings which

no ex-

\ full of prescriptions, soare
/'•
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natural consequence, provided that beyond everything 
we seek them in the family and j cany them into 
practice. So long as people^ deceive themselves on 
this point no science renders any assistance worth 
mentioning. A _ |

Let us now turn back again to the point at which 
we were considering the first emotion which the new 
object can arouse. Pear is universal; anger more/ 
rare. Still, the human organism, if it is healthy, and 
if the new impression is sufficiently gentle, protects 
itself so effectually against these otherwise natural 
emotions, that, in healthy children^ curiosity,-which 
otherwise would follow fear and anger, generally comes 
forward quickly enough, so that th(be emotions cease 
to be noticeable, for the time which they require to 
develop is excessively short. But! we have already 
acknowledged, nevertheless, that this curiosity is not 
general; for often enough a dull indifference takes its 
place, in which the new does not penetrate, and the 

^ old, which is analogous to it, is nob properly repro
duced. The existing state of consciousness changes 
but little, almost the only effect being the dulling of 
the mind; this, however, passes over quickly if there 
is not too much of the new, leaving it so unchanged 
that no one could assert any progr^s had been made.

Now, psychologically we could accoxmt for what has 
just been described without borrowing from physiology 
more than the idea of a hindrancej on the other 
hand, fear or anger becomes noticeable, we must seek 
the explanation in the relation between the nervous 
and capillary systems. You will; not, however,' be

Lettee XVI.
j

Hiodranco to the perceptioo of what is new; (L) Fe&r, which 
assnmes &n Appear&nce of indolence, and is exdted bjr foidgn 
names, tmknown characters^ etc.; (U.) Anger, appearing in more 
Tigoroos characters, resenting the elaimit made on attention— 
Means of co&nteraeting fear—Patient instruction in childhood, 
thus aroiding the dangerous novelty of objects ; a judicious use of 
the soiled play ^tem—Importance of strictly continuous work 
with dull children; physiological hindrance 
overcome by the emOtion-ronBcd; benehts of the cane and the 
stem tator*~Tho necessity of curtailing study in cases when the 
physiological hindrance proves obstinate.

to be

■piVERYONE except you, my dear friend, would 
-LJ now require of me that I should say what the 
practical teacher has to do in such difficulties as those 
1 have mentioned. That is the reason I write lettera 
to you. You may add to what I have said in my name. 
You know that no practical teacher stands alone; that 
if help is possible this must be common to alL If 
public opinion be led astray by those who are con
sidered competent, it will work against the teacher 
more powerfully than any single evil. Some time ago I 
should have again taken up my pen, laid aside a quarter 
of a century before, to write on Pedagogics, if I had not 
known that for a better education a fundamental 
ScicTice of Education was necessary, and that for a 
Science of Education psychology was necessary, and 
that if the latter at any time prospers, then the Science 
of Pedagogics and practical education will follow as a

106
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In vigorous natures instead of this fear, suppressed 

anger is aroused. They resent it that claims should be 
made on their attention.

Shall I propose an antidote for this fear ? Only one 
of a radical nature is known to me, and, if used too 
late, it turns out far from easy and Scarcely practicable 
it is patient instruction, whiph advances very slowly 
in quite early childhood. Women and mothers, who 
earnestly endeavour to prepare the way for further/ 
education, generally take the children with marvellous 
patience round about the house and garden, and teach 
them to read and count. Proceeding in this way we 
shall gradually avoid the dangerous novelty of objects, 
which, heaped up together, may later produce an 
incurable dread of schooL ,On the other hand, when 
a teacher appears before an

inclined to deny that something of all this, even when 
striking symptoms are not prominent, does actually 
appear in many individuals; that the one thing corre
sponds with the other, and that the difference of 
temperament which we had begun to invelligate rests 
to a great extent upon it.

In order now to examine details a little more closely, 
perhaps you are inclined first to question about fear, 
as to whether it often hinders the reception of what is 
now.

:

Naturally I do not here speak of that fear, which in 
danger, and threatening evils, arises from the uncer
tainty about that which may possibly happen. The 

’ teacher who does not know how to deal with such a 
reasonable fear, arising from ignorance about things,— 
just in the same way os we make a timid horse 
approach the objects at which he has shied,—such an 
one is too lacking in common shrewdness to derive 
any help from theories.

But I have in my mind that secret fear which 
assumes an appearance of indolence and larine^s in 
learning and work, and wherein the mind wanders, 
whilst the body still site quietly before 
are frightened at foreign’ names, Greek characters, 
algebraical symbols, and geometrical figures, who know 
how to throw a fair enough cloak over the emotion of 
fear, by asking for congenial, intellectual occupations, 
just when efforts are being made to cultivate their mind 
and taste.‘

* Th»t if, the children do not rocogairo the efforts which ore already 
being made to cnltirate their mind and taste. Sadi complain that

unprepared pupil, with 
’ masses of strange sounding words and symbols, even 

the clover feel distress, and with young people who 
live amid wealthy surroundings no constraint and no 
exhortation is afterwards able to overcome the mental 
revulsion.* If ignorant teachers of youth mistake for 
really trifling play, without end or connection, the slow, 
sometimes apparently playful kind of procedure in veryManyus.
they do not see “ the good " in certain lessons, and ask to be allowed 
to change them, (such as algebra and geometry for literature and 
history), the causo really being that they are afraid of the new 
symbols

' The danger of aronsing fear by the presentation of the new in 
teaching, is specially serious on account of its paralydng effect npon 
the will Horbart defines will as “a desire coupled with the pro- . / 
emnption that it wm attain its object” “Whoever says‘I will,’hia 1/ 
already conquered for himself the future in.thought” Desire then is 
the “mere self-inclination to an object, without the assumption f’that

■
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Cednrc gradually lead up to what is unfamiliar, after 
it has already been skilfully portioned out. The bright, 
strong natures, on the other hand, are best won by a 
quick method, which places them at once into the 
middle of an occupation which soon awakes interest. 
Without distinguishing between individuals, however, 
no rule is here at all possiblb.

It is a happy chance if the excitable arc not at the 
same time dulL When this deplorable quality is added/ 
to the former we shall never make much progress.

With merely dull children, if thoroughly willing, i.e., 
fearless and not hot tempered, the best results 
attained by strictly continuous work. I have known 
such who did not grasp a thing till their cheeks flushed 
crimson. The physiological hindrance in such a case 
can be overcome by the emotion aroused; hence we 
got many examples of the familiar assertion, that the 
rod and the cane are the best tutors; a statement, how
ever, which is not absolutely true, or always to be 
followed. But certainly there are very few to whom,

. at least sometimes, a strict tutor would not be a real 
blessing to teach them to practise self-command. Con
straint ought not to be ^uite banished, otherwise many 
an one would never realiie how much, if need be, he 
can stand, and how much to expect of himself.*

* The piinciple here laid down shonld not ho lost sight of in the 
argument for and against examinations. Granted that, os intellcctoal 
teats, public examinations may often be very iaulty,—hare they not - 
their nse in providing discipline to character, and training in self- t/ 
command t Cerhunly there are some who, without them, would 
scarcely have realized how much they could stand, or how much, 
(and that, too, without physical or mental iqjuiy), they could expect 
of themselTes.

early instruction, they give occasion just as much to 
false judgments on the so-called play system, as when 
the apparent play is raised to on universal method, and 
is even applied to such natures as do not require it, to 
whom the new is not oppressive or effective in rousing 
either fear or anger. Only with those who are much 
too excitable from physical, or to us unknown causes, 
whom the new rebuffs, (especially if not in any way 
made palatable), we must by a slow method of pro-
it will be reached; ita passage into volition “ depends upon insight 

\ into the attainableness of the desired object"
Fear is only too likely to produce doubt as to our own power to 

grapple with the new.
” Doobt-a blazik twil 

All sveetMt colours 
A sonl-calst ttuoogb whose rifts fctpiu«r gtus 
Beholdlog, we misname. ^

The same thought is expressed by Bobert Browning—
He wllls, how shooltl he doubt then 7"

If this fear and doubt of liis own ability become habitual in a 
child, all action will be crippled. Hence the importance of first 

, lessons in any subject that the pupil should not feel overwhelmed 
by the strangeness of the new methods, or discouraged by the thought 
of future difficulties. Hence, too, the serious results of sotting a 
lesson really beyond the strength of the learner, who thus will lose 
confidence in the teacher's knowledge of his pupil’s ability, oud will 
not attempt t

As rega^ the ethical bearing of the snbject, we see a vivid example 
in Uephistophelea’ dealings with Fauat, where the taunt always was, 
“Thou eanat not do the right" This was the meaning probably 
of the fatal bond. As Marlowe's verson makes clear, the fallacy lay 
in the htlie/ in the validity of the compact If once the ill-fated tqhti 
could hare realized that the deed was illegal, that he covid repent, 
the power would hare been there. Hence the evident anxiety of 
Lucifer, and the fierce attempts of the spirits to daunt Faostus by 
fear; once let Will step in, and their game was lost But, as Herbort 
strikingly says, ** Dejection, which becomes habitual, is the oonsump* 
tion of choTMter.”

are
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But what is to bo done when tho physiological 
hindronco proves obstinate 1 If by steady peraistenco 
it cannot bo oveicomo at all, or perhaps not often, or 
not without danger to health, character, iond tho ex
ternal relations of life,' what else remains' to be done 
bnt tliis, to lessen tho mass of new things which are 
to find on entrance, and to require from reproduction, 
(on which wo must count for the Bahe of association), 
only what is easiest and most familiar, renonneing 
what is difilcnlt and remote. And what does that 
mean? Nothing, I suppose,but to remain ns near as 
poEsiblo to the individual’s original circle of thought, 
ijc., to reduce the learning. Even in tho most onesided 
learning, however, the question remains franght with 
danger, whether the obscuring process will decrease or 
inorcaso in the course of years. In robust subjects we 

may perhaps hope for tho former; in tho weak, as experi
ence teaches, the second is only too much to be feared, 
and that especially after mental strain.

* Here the rel&tions-in nhich the children etand to the pMplo -with 
Trhom the; ere associated.

. Lbttee ^IL- I
Ths cariosity or duldren sroasod by ty s4s8>l”g fonoirf ofold

iath.aew_t.T.alliag«.dlbp^g:Ibu4l«,taioafromtho . 
soaadlag of masied toacs-A tons B is'to bo sroasod by . .iadbu 

if’ “‘f oa arrest,/
aadolberoIderprcseat.tioa.dmiI»-toBdsorise. Ifnowiastcad 
of It wo tabs tbs toaa (6), wbicb is Tcy libs (e), wo obril ooaclndo 
that wboa (e) is coaadod not oaly but a litUo of (1), sad of all tbo 
toao prossalatioas betwoon (6) sad (c), will work ap ialo coascioas. 
a«^ Wo ooadadetboa, that orcry presoatatioa dirocflywpro. 
tea.g rtsolf. Imago ap other, with it. wbicb sbaro in it. liotdoai 
froai anost to K>aio exteat Bat while tAey aro subjeet to a

of eldltea’. ^tr-i. To what ^t deriro, I. pr^t in , ,
omonly-Dtaa. a to bo foaad aot ia!*rsel roprodaeUoa, tat 

, in sadirnt, whoa moch that is assoeiotod roasea oipoclatioa md 
appears in now coaaections. i

^NE thing remains still to bo considered, and that 
'-' is, the more favourable case^—the curiosity of 
children. What a strange craving it isl How can 
the new be already an object of desire? It was 
formerly said, and with reason, "I^oti nullabupido.” .

In short, (for I. must not detain! you tyith rhetoric), 
the new is not the object of the desire! but the old, 
which struggles forward in confnred ex^ctation, and 
requires sense-perception to bring it into order.

1

1
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« What did it look like ? ” “ How waa it, and how 
did it happen?” ao questions curiosity, and children 

ask about myths and fables: "Why did he do 
that?” "Why did he not rather set about it thus?” 
For the illusion is strong enough in the child to 
^ve life even to the doll, and change the stick into

horse; more than strong enough then to create 
a wistful interest in imaginaiy characters. If the poet 
were not able to make us children again, how could he 
riv'et our interest in the Epic or the Drama ?

Now I wish you to bear in mind the expressions 
"vaulting*’ and “ tapering,” which I shall often have to 
nse.1 If the words have escaped your memory it is my 
own fault, for tiiey do not stand in a favourable podtion 
in my psychology, and we make too little use of the 
concepts which they denote. Every direct reproduction 
furnishes an opportunity for their use. To show this 
I would refer to the former presentation £, which

> A fiiD eipUoition of Appeieeption, including "V*alting tnd 
Tapering," i* dr®® to the Introdnction, pp. Ixiv.-lix., and ehould be 
read before Letter XYII.

The given here may be thna
preriooa time beard the tone E, the presentation of vhieh is at 

the present moment deeping. The note is now struck, prododng 
a presentation in the child’s mind exactly aimflar to that which is 
Bleeping. Ibis new presentation, which Herbart calls (c), reproduces 
S and combines with it But with the arrest of the iirelerant 
thoughts (a and /9) other presentations neighbouring to and blending 
with £ also arise into consciousness, sharing in^’s freedom from arrest 
Such are (6) end the presentations of any tones between (£) and (e). 
This rise is called the "vaulting." The "tapering" consists of the 
subsidence of these neighbouring presentations, whilst the only one 
which is exactly sunilsr, viz., £, continues to rise, and juts out as 
it were clear and distinct'-^ lotrodocUon, p. Izix.

LBITKB XVn.

aroused, while (a) and (^),ieiistent in coMcioua- 
neaa, had to suffer on arrest through (c). We will now 
assume that there are other older presentations very 
similar to S, and thus also of nearly ttie same kind 
as (a)j of theao very nearly the same will hold good 
as of £,—that is, while the arrest becomes less they 
can rise, *' ^
If need be, you can take Jhe lettera £ and (c) for the 
names of two musical tones, although I did not origin
ally intend this. If now for onw we write (i) instead 
of B, we shall indeed no longer ^ume, as before, that 
(i) is of the some kind oo (o), but it will be still very 

it, and you will not long bd in doubt, that if you 
hear the tone (e), a little of (6), and of all yonr audible 
stock of tone presentations belmeen (J) and (c) will 
work up into oonsoiousnesa If; that were not so, the
tone (6) would never have received the name c-flat,__
for o-flot means a lowered (e); therefore (a) can be 
cenaidered aa changed to c-flab However, since the 
tone (6) is by no means the nearest posaible one to (a), 
but is removed, on the tone scal^ to a very appreciable 

^ distance from it, it is a matter^ of comae that every 
presentation, which can be considered as a point lying 
between (a) and (h),'rises up the more easily in pro
portion os it lies nearer to (a): and that thia holds 
good just as well for tones betwjen (a) and c-sharp 
for those between (a) and (6). Let ns now put the 
example on one side. Every presentation, directly 
leproduoing itself, will have otters near, which, with 
it, immediately become more or less free from the 
arrest which has hitherto ooted, and these, in con-

" IIB
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oil the neighbouring presentations taken together. 
Por that which rises, taken coUectivelj, forms, as it 
wore, the figure of a rising vault; but when sub
sidence begins, the centre still continues to rise, whilst - 
round about the neighbouring pi^entations rink; and 
the middle forms, as it were, a^^int which juts out the 
more sbaiplj the longer this ^roceto goes on.

It were desirable to have a mathematical statement 
of this process, but I have not yet arrived at thi^ 
pointy and shall the less reach it as there are so many 
similar needs, some with far greater claims, Por 
immediate use, what has been said may quite suffice.

The curiosity of children was om- subject. Under such 
a general term, so many kinds of things are now in
cluded all at the same time, that in different cases the 
most various considerations of a connected nature may 
come in; but it scarcely requires any further explana-
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But how far can theysequence, begjn to rise, 

succeed 1 If the tone (c) now actually sounded, the 
longer it continued the leas you would retain (6) in 
consciousness. '

If a dednite eensation is given continuously, its 
neighboura indeed rise, but at the same time there 
rises a growing power of arrest, that is to say, a 
growing necessity to again sink' That older presenta
tion, which is exactly of the same kind as the present 
perception, is the only one which does not fall under 
the same rule as tho rest; it need not again sink, but 
as much of it as has arisen, combines without further 
difficulty with tho presentation just produced by 
perception.

Are tho words “vaulting” and “tapering now 
clear? Vaulting is the rise, tapering the sinking of

’’^twSd, ia his arliclo oa Herbart to tho Anevcioposiia UnUtimUa, 
smmnarues It thus:

‘•In hU Psydiolog? HerUrt wjecU altogetter 
aioatoi tKnWes, u oa. rotated by his iaohipi3*i», 
show that sU psyohiesj pheoomeao whatooer result from the aotioa 
sad iateroctioa et eleaieaUty ideas or preeeutations (VoroteUaagea). 
The eoul heloB oae aad ttoiple, ila separate aota of solt-preserratloa 
or pAoary preeerratioaa raast bo eimplo too, aad ita eeread pr^ta- 
tioM mast^aie aaitod tosether. Aad thla they caa do at once 
aad completely whea, as is the case, for example, with tt. seoml 
ottribulce of aa object, they are aot of opposite quahty. Bat otocr- 
wise there eaoaes a conlllct to which the opposed proeeatatioas 
comport theraselTea liio foroea aad mataaBy aappreea or obecuro

, each^er. Tho act otpreaoatatioa (Toretellea) theabeoomee parUy
tranatoimed toto au effort, and ita product, the idea, becomes in tho

eamo proportion less and less intense till a poaitioii of oqaillbtitUQ 
is reached; and then at length the rcimainders coalesce. Wo have 
thus a Btatics and a taechanica of mind, wMoh Investigate respectively 
the conditions of eqalUbrimn and of movement among presentations.

' In the statics two magnitndes have to be determined—<1} the amoonb 
of the snppresaion or inhibition (Hemmtmgs-samme), and (2) the 
ratio in which this is shared among the opposing preaentstions. Tho 
first most obviously be as amall as posable: thns for two totally 
opposed presentations a and b, of which;a is the greater, tho 
bendum = b. For a given degree of opposition this burden will be 
shared between the conflicting presentations in tho ' 
their strength. When ita remainder after inhibition = o, a presen- 
tation ia said to be on the threshold of conscionsneas, for on a amall 
diminntion of the inhibition, the *'eSbrt'' will become actnal 
presentation in the same .proportion. Such total oxclusion from 
consciousness is, however, manifestly impossible ' ' '

though with three or a greater jnumber, the residual 
of one may even bo negative.” ' 1

the doctrine of

of

with only two pre-
valuetati
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tion to show that tho already-descrihed vaulting and 
tapeting may servo ns a basis on which to build. If 
a gaily^coloured moving object presents itself to a child, 
or if a story fascinates a boy, it certainly is not a 
question of merely a single point (c), and a single 
presentation B, with its neighbours; the tapeting also, 
does not take place in so perfect a fashion, at tho point 
where it began, as if tho perception were stationary 
till it were over, but the vaulting begins at every 
single point of tho object at tho same time, and tho 
points shift every moment while the process is going 
on. But such things are self-evident, and it would 
be ridiculous wishing to expend or to require any 
more words over considerations which belong to 
mathematical psychology.

Only one question may occupy us here for a 
moment: that is, how far can we recognize in 
curiosity a desire, and its satisfaction in the obser
vation of the new object?

Nothing need bo said here about the folly of those 
who imagine a special desire faculty, and a reciprocal 
action between tho desire faculty and the desired 
objects; who do not understand that all desire and 
all satisfaction simply take place in the circle of 
presentations, in the conditions .of which they cause 
change.

But this should be mentioned, that the origin of 
desire must not bo sought in direct reproduction; for 
in the mere rise or sinking of the presentations there 
is nothing of the feeling which is associated with a 

. want, and consequently still leas of that which is

coimocted with its satisfaction. But very frequently 
indirect reproduction combines with the direct. That 
is to say, every presentation does not rise merely by 
its own force, but is maintained and borne on to the ■ 
points which it reaches, by those with which it is 
partially blended. Let us pause a moment here.

Previously I have spoken of'^eighbouring presenta
tions. In large towns neighhoura often do not know 
each other at all; then each one acts for himself, 
independently of tho rest. Such "large town”/ 
conduct I have before described; the neighbours came 
of themselves, aud then departed without further 
delay, when they were sent home again. But if wo 
turn now to a little town where all know each other, 
then the neighbours hold together better, and they feel 
it, it one is separated from the rest. So also act tho 
neighbouring presentations which come forth at the 

' same time, if they have already blended .with each 
other.

With curious people not only many kinds of things, 
hut also much that is associated; struggles out at tho 

^ same time. But the subject which satisfies curiosity 
rouses first expectation, in that it concedes some points 
and neglects others. Then it adds much that is nn- 
expeotcd and, therefore, really quite now; that is, new 
in the connection in which it now appears. Thus it 
gives new points of support to the aroused presenta
tions, and in these stronger associations; while at the , 
same moment the upward struggle against existing 
arrest is prompted; that is to say, curiosity is satisfied, 
since the questions wherein it expresses itself, or could/

/
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then ospresa itself, ore answered. Certainty instead of 
doubt is generally satisfaction. In a narrower sense an 
object is said to bo satisfying if it comes up to, or even 
rises above otir expectation; in the latter^ease it 
borders on tho sesthetic judgment of which wo are 
not now speaking. lettee xynif

Necessity of vaultiog sod taperieg in Instraction, sinco the former 
brings about assodatiou, and tho latter precision, definiteness, and / 
accuracy; (L) The effect on this of the physiological hindrance 1 
b to produce rigidity of mind—Conse^uent rising of tho older 
presentations alone, sriQi no adequate tuui^tny—Ezatnplo: Tho 
mechanical learning of gust that which b strongly impressed: 
result, bobted scraps of knowledge; (it) Tapering defeotlTo: 
result an appearance of philosophy, with little power of criticism; 
(iii.) Comparison of mental ripditywith thoBteotian temperament 

• —In tho Utter there b lack of sensibility, both to the inner and 
outer worlds; in the former there b sensibility to tho inner and 
outer worlds, but no sufficient moroment and response from 
within, tho presentation store lacks the power of using ito 
own olasticity—In the rigid mind the hindrance b working at 
the point where prese 
consciousness; hence a small hindrance may easily spoil so 
weak a force as the beginning of vaulting—In the Bcootbn the ■ 
hindrance has to be strong enongh to prevent tho sinking of the 

' sum of arresb among the presentations, hence it b a much rarer 
case than that of mere rigidity.

QHOTJLD cbildren be actually required to show 
KJ curiosity in confronting everything new which 
presents itself, or which we offer to them ? Curiosity is 
often inopportune, often neither possible nor necessary.

It is often m(q)portune, only on account of the 
circumstances in which we find ourselves; that, is 
however, no fault in disposition. ,But often it does 
show a fault, since it reveals evil desirea Yet the 
fault does not then lie always in the curiosity as such,

gle up to the threshold of
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foon^taon of onriosity is necessaiy, which we hare 
Byiubolicall7 denoted by vanltmg and tapenng. li^th- 
out this there is something Ucldog in the union of 
the new with previous knowledge, and also in accuracy 
of pexueption. The vaulting brings about assodation, 
whereas in tapering lies precisi' 
ness, and accuracy.

Let us return to that fault bf disposition, which, 
in contrast to this, we shall find when the hindrance 
before discussed, and to be explained on physiological 
grounds, stands in our way. Wo may denote it by the 
expression rigidity of the mind.

If the hindrance opposes even simple immediate 
reproduction {XIV., XV.) it will still more obstruct 
vaulting, which is nothing but reproduction of a 
weaker kind, and consequently more easily hindered. 
.What is the result? Those older presentations which 
succeed in rising, (although to a leas degree than was 
intended), remain almost alone. They have not brought 
with them the apparel with which they should be 
clothed. They stand there already pointed, and cannot 
therefore be made to taper any more; hence the move* 
ment is lacking which wm expected, and with it the 
feeling which would have been appropriate to it. Thus 
something is learnt mechanically, that is to say, at each 
moment the pupil learns just that thing which the 
tutor or experience sufficiently impresses. As it was 
indifferently received, it will also ho carelessly exposM 
to a tnnlnng back out of consciousness. Of everything 
thus learnt a small amount gradually becomes fixed; 
this enters into association, and if in the course of timO'^
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but in the emotion, which has its seat in the older and 
now aroused presentations, and its root in the organism. 
Therefore we shall blame this, and not the curiosity 
itself.

In instruction, curiosity is only possible in its 
developed form when sufficient association has been 
established among the older presentations; that is, here, 
in the knowledge acquired previously. Then we call it 
Interest,^ although other deOnitions also apply to this 
word. But for successful instruction only that first

The comparUon which follow* between rigid mind* and Bceotians, 
can ecarcelf be fully onderstood without a deeper knowledge of 
HKBiUBT’a IfaiJieinatieal PiycMojy than is required for the greater 
part of the present work.

Tlie foUomng point* may, howerer, be noted:
1. In the‘ D^tian, or peasant mind, the physiological hindrance 

adecta the preaentations actually in conKionsness, and prerent* their 
blending or Inflnencing each other. The peasant ^ to grasp the 
relstion between the faots be knows. Ho perceires new things, but 
does not understand their significance. His mental world, eren as his 
outer life, sniTen hut little change. Winter and summer, cold and 
heat, seed-time and hairest, are but pictures of the simple transitions 
of his ordinary thougbta. Berbart seems to mean the Epical dull 
mind.

2. In the case of rigidity the physiolo^eal hindrance affects the rise 
of presentations into consciousness; that is, it obstructs the vaulting, 
preventing the appearance of the nelghbonring presentatiDns which 
should accompany the reprodneod and similar ones. Hence the com
parison of clever women iith men of evidently deep thought The 
former, Herbart noticesj'^are remarkable for greater versatillfy and 
quick wit The latter are anything but dull; but possibly their very 
^blts of concentration, of shotting out all thoughts which even 
appear irrelevant, prevent their allowing that free, bright play of the 
psychical mechanism on which vaulting often depends.

A very slight cause may easily prevent vaulting for the time, in 
even a brilliant mind, whereas really Bceotian dnlnesa is a very 
different and more serious matter.

liETTEB xvnr. /
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the association attains any considerable eneigy, it then 
becomes rigid and admits nothing more that is new. 
In this there are different degrees. One succeeds with 
difficulty in learning his mother tongue, but a foreign 
langm^e is quite out of the question. Anotl\pr learns 
latin also, but no one must worry him with Greek. 
French sounds to him like poor Latin, English like bad 
Latin and German. Not without reason to be 
but that is no benefit to him who thus deprives bimsplf 
of modem languages.

In later years the minds of sucli people are almost 
like bags containing stones, pebbles, or sand, according 
as their mechanical industry in youth was great, small, 
or non-existent. For the diligent there are many lines 
of study, and for the studies various teachers. They 
perceive that interconnection which they happen to 
find in the sciences, and later they allow no alteration 
in it The idle leam nothing of interconnection, and 
do not discover association, though they know much 
that is isolated.

The contrast to this is in those who seem philosoph
ical, because everything appears to them connected. 
The vaulting is then present But if the tapering is 
lacking, emotion, even enthusiasm, arises rather than 
criticism. To this
philosophy to be tlfroughout of one form, and who 
are told in vain that Logic, Ethics, and Physics 
different sciences.

That we may not fall into mistakes I beg you to ■ 
compare the rigidity which I have just described with 
the earlier mentioned Boeotian temperament Some-
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times^ tho two are combined, but by no means always; 
on the contrary the rigid minds may, and often will, 
appear of very good mental power in comparison with 
the Bffiotian. Where lies the difference? In the 
Bmotian subject we found a lack of sensibility, not 
always perhaps in the external senses, but simply in 
the irritability of one presentation mass as regards the 
other. In this case the ruling misses of the presenta-sure,
tions QTiRHng at the time do not permit their condition 
to be changed by that which approaches them, whether 
from within or from without But with rigid minds 
the fundamental defect is of a different nature. They 
receive that which presents itself, they leam from the 
outside world, and they are sensible of that which is 
within. Only when the movement ought to come from 
within, when the vaulting before described should take 
place with considerable breadth, and should only then 
begin to taper off, the basis of it all does not prove 
flexible enough, and therefore affords too little help to 
the apperceiving masses of presentations. We men 
often enough find ourselves in this respect disadvan- 
tageousiy placed in comparison with clever, women, to 
whom the solution of a riddle occurs sooner than it 
does to us, and who for this very reason in social rela
tionships are quicker to notice, trace out, and take into 
consideration that which is scarcely perceptible, and 
which escapes easily. We are not Bceotian, for we 
feel quickly enough what we have missed when it is 
afterwards explained, but we were rigid when we ought 
to have directed mental vision in the right direction to 
perceive it As our books make us physically short-

/

1/
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sighted, so the manifold exertions of our reading and 
thinking have injured our brains,—^who knows to what 
extent,—so that tho presentation store often cannot 
make its natural elasticity available, or at least only 
when it is too late. V

It is not a matter of consequence here to either of 
us to pass judgment on the brain, and to investigate 
phyeiol(^c^y its possible defects. But it is very 
necessary that we should psychologically distinguish, 
whether the hindrance is working at the point where 
presentations struggle up from the threshold of 
consciousness, or, where the presentations already 
existing, have to submit to some arrest through the 
coming of the now presentation.

Which of these two cases presupposes the greater 
hindrance? That is to be estimated by the energy 
which is met and repressed by the hindrance. If 
presentations have already come together in con- 
sciousness which cause a sum of arrests, a hindrance 
of a very powerful kind will be necessary to prevent 
the sinking of tho sum of arrests, and thus the corre
sponding alteration of the whole stata The case is 
quite different when the hindrance only affects the 
vaulting process. You know the proposition from 
my p^chology; the Ireprodnced presentotions rise at 
firat according to tlio square of the time, or rather 
according to the cube of the time, if the new per
ception which is arousing them requires, as usual, 
a short space of time in order to become even • 
noticeable. What does that mean, and to what does 

/ the proposition refer ? In the first place it means this

LETTEB XTHL

much, that for the first few momenta or for a very 
short time, we shall find the reproduced presentation 
move with one-half or one-third of this energy. Conse
quently it is very easy to hinder so small and so weak 
a force. But the proposition more especially refers to 
that reproduced presentation, wUch is exactly of the 
same Mnd os the new perception This now has some
how more energy than its neignbours, which have to 
develop the above-mentioned vaulting. Consequently 
a smaller hindrance will now so much the more easily ' 
spoil the vaulting, or may at least disfigure it, if It does 
not proceed symmetric^y at all points. Hence we 
very naturally find ti^dity much more often than the 
Boeotian temperament, which presupposes a much 
greater deviation from the normal condition.

I

I
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' settled and firm, the flesh is and remains stronger than 
thq spirit

The old psychology will say: “ What you see here is 
sensuality; it is the difference between understanding 
and reason ; the clever mind, whiob, as soon os it is a 
question of duty, subordinates reason to sensuality 1”

If the matt^ could be sketched in such rough 
outlines we should certainly gim ourselves no trouble 
over a reason, which is for j^er .enslaved, and we 
should expect nothing better, 
understanding, as is often enough depicted on the 
stage, and I believe still more often in novels; for 
poetical characters, or smfli as the old psychology 
describes, ore imcommonly consistent, whereas in 
actual educational experience so varied and so vivid is 
the play of colour, that one has some trouble in finding 
concepts which adequately correspond to facta.

With r^ard first to the understanding, in' the class 
, of people referred to, if looked at closely it is seen 

to be not of the finest type, in spite of "frequent 
apparent brilliance. Quite apart from duty or enjoy
ment it appears volatile and aimless; with this is 
observed a wonderful memory, which is excellent for a 
-multitude of isolated facts, but quite unfavourable to 
associations; so that, (q>eaking in accordance \nth the 
old psychology), underat^ding seizes upon and grasps 
many things with extraordinary rapidity in study 
hours, of which memory will retain little or nothing. 
I say intentionally “ wiU retain,” for it seems os if this 
otherwise good, and indeed excellent soul faculty were 
positively capricious. Hence a natural delusion arises
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Lettee XIX,
The cue of lively, pleasant, bat snperfidal children—Apparent 

abeence of oon^tmt cbaracteis in real life, as opposSd to the 
simplicity of mental jdienomena in poetry and the old peychology;
(1) Understanding found to be not of the finest type in saeb cases 
—Memory good for isolated oniaToarable for assodationi;
(2) Demand for constant recreatf^ sode^, change; (8) Inability 
to attain alone any continaotts trmns of association—Canse; A 
ph;^oIogical hindjence, which is inteimittantly, not continnonsly 
actiTe.

a thoroughlj selfish

!

A SLIGHT change in our former supposition as 
JLJL regards the hindrance will 'place us in quite 
a different re^on of our educational circle of experi
ence, and we shall get an example of how very similar 
causes often show a wide difference in their effects. 
Such examples are important os a warning to us not to 
seek afar off that which Kes at our feet, and above all 
not to be surprised at cases which can be explained in 
the simpleBt

Doubtless my dear friend, you know a class of mind 
which seems just formed to buoy up and deceive the 
teacher with false hopes. Lively, pleasant children, 
quick in perception, acute in- observation, clever and 
robust, who indeed are somewhat troublesome to hold 
in check, but who still can be guided, and in whom, if 
controlled and kept from evil, what is good and right 
comes forward spontaneously in various desirable ways. 
Only the pity of it is that in the end nothing becomes '

manner.

I128
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in the bind of the teacher. He investigates the 
matter. Haa the young man a bad will ? No; he does 
not even quite Imow what he wants; at any rate 
his will adapts itself to circumsto: 
we then obtain from him a good will of such strength 
and pcrastenoy, as is requhed to retain an5 impress 
once and for ever what has already been sufficiently 
grasped by the understanding ? If he remembers so 
many isolated facts, why should be agam let go what 
is connected, when it has once been ri^tly grasped t

If the features of my description, gathered from 
experience, appear sufficiently clear, my good friend, 
you already know why I have added this to my 
previous remarks. At first sight, to be sure, nothing 

■ con look more unlike, than the ability of which I am 
now speaking, and the rigidity which was the subject 
of my former letter. But you will have already 
noticed that just behind the ability is hidden a 
peculiar kmd of rigidity, which in no way depends on, 
or proceeds from the will, but which exerts upon it a 
very strong and unfavourable influence; that is, osso* 
elation is lacking in the case just considered, even as 
in the former one. Here, as there, perceptions exist 
isolated and in fragments, and instead of unbroken 
transitions we find ^ flaws an'd rents.

To what, then, does this class of phenomena pomt ?- 
Perhaps I onght to have said that at once.

That Mnd^ce, which has already occupied us for ^ 
so long, is not always a continuona one; it may arise 
and pass away. The organism can bear, for a certain 
leng^ of time, a certmn amount of strain on the

LBTTEE XIX.

mental side, but unless it is to cause a fatal reaction 
it must not be increased or prolonged. This is familiar 
enough in all cases when amental strain is intentionally 
continued too long. Now think of people who require 
a little recreation every moment, and whose organism 
actually procures this liberty for itself, even before they 
notice and consciously demde u^ it. Upon that they 
arc fresh a^n immediately, in ^uite good humour and 
mentally active; but the thread of thought is broken 
and changed during the pause which has just taken I 
place. Such can attain anything which is to be 
in haste; they even appear rich in thoughts, at least, 
in sadden thoughts, and tiiey are still richer in words. 
But one peculiarity betrays their weakness: they cannot 
be alone. Company, or at least a book, must ever come 
to their help; and not too serious company and 

_By8tematio book; that they caU dry and alow, if they 
speak frankly. But they ore not always franTr and 
not always incapable of s'^-control; on the contrary, 
a definite purpose or a definite situation always incites 
them to sufficient exertion to conceal their weakness.
If anyone helps them by offering variety, leading them 
from different sides repeatedly back to the same point, 
their thoughts easily attain an apparent harmony, a 
momentary connection; htit if left alone they string - 
together loosely passing ideas, then they grow dis
satisfied with themselves, and seek distraction or 
actual excitement. Hencefan appearance of dominant 
sensuality, which often cannot in any way be assigned 
to the sanguine temperament dr to unusually strong 
vegetation, but which has !to bear the blame, so that
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the fault may receive a name suggested by its possible 
future consequences. "What forms of evil have not 
been ascribed to sensuality in cases where it is quite 
innocent 1

But why have these people a bad memory, together 
with one wliich is excellent? A bad one for Associations, 
a good one for isolated facta ? Why is their memory 
still bad, even when reflection has penetrated into 
association ? A provisional answer is easy. They 
seemed to penetrate into association because they 
could laiit together the extreme ends of the thought 
threads, but tho earlier facts had escaped them and 
the later were not yet foreseen, when for the moment 
they were following connected instruction, 
minds thus produced no association, but they were led 
over narrow bridges, on which at each moment they 
saw only the points on which they must next tread.

In these natures tho roots of the evil lie just as 
little in the will as in sensuality or memory. They 
in no way resemble those contradictory minds which 
we previously pointed out as afflicted with the choleric 
temperament, &ey are too shallow for that. Neverthe
less in youth they are apt to assume a stand-off manner, 
which is a mixture of vanity and dogmatism; if it 
should happen that they retain one thought securely 
and combine with it a longer series, conscious of their 
usual weakness th^ attach to it a special importance; 
they then willingly yield to the delusion that they have 
no need of earnest thinking and accurate knowledge, 
and so may reasonably leave it to others.

Lettee XX.
Examples of raoltiDg aod tapering:

(1) Music.—When tone (e) is beard the vaulting should include 
per been beard Tritbin the 
tben.be quickly suppreased 
gs {e) into prominence in

every tone presentation which has 
upper and lower octave; these won] 
by the tapering process, which bi
opposition to all otter tones. .

(2) Complex vaultings and taperings in language; every word | 
and every letter produces ita own, on the success of which 
depends the comprehension of the whole.

Three sources of p
(1) In the foundation whence the vaulting is to rise,
(2) In the hindering of the vaulting,
(8) In the interrnption of the tap^g; of these (2) and (8) 

may depend on the physiological hindrance, (1) refers ns hack 
to the thought etrootnro which existed before reproduction took 
place.

Limitations of a mind which is only capable of forming short 
series.

Their

T ET U8 turn back now to the concepts of vaulting 
Jj and tapering. The vaulting ought to be actually 
large enough to embrace all those presentations which 
acquired any degree of freedom, any free space, (as I 
called it before), through the new object presented. 
Tho above-mentioned example (XVTL) may illustrate 
this. You know that I considered the distance of the 
octave on tho tone scale as that which must be 
traversed before we reach the point of full contrast. 
This being grouted, when the tone (c) is heard, every 
tone presentation which had ever been heard within 
the upper and the lower octave should be roused

I
i
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into aotivily. The basis of the vaulting should thus 
embrace not less than two octaves. But if the per
ception of the tone (c) just sounded, only attains the 
mnallest duration, it is certain that by far the larger 
part of this vaulting is very quickly suppressed again 
on account of the opposition between (c) Imd the 
other tones. This suppression is already part of the 
taperiirg process, which, however, will require an 
appreciable time to develop fully. If anyone tries 
to sing the tone (c) just heard, and singB it incorrectly 
whilst he fancies he has hit it right, the tapering 
process in him is certainly not perfect.

Without troubling ourselves further over the eiample, 
llet us notice here two concepts of very general use; 
that of the basis of the vaulting, and that of the time 
which the tapering process requires to attain a definite 
degree of accuracy.

Further, let ns consider that if a given perception 
is not simple, then the vaulting caused by it will bo 
of a complex character, and that if 
follow each other

135isiTsn XX.

the other, which are conceived of as being in constant 
movement, riHing and sinkiDg, till the moat perfect 
comprehension is attmned.

Who will wonder that such a process is ea^y 
injured ?

Granted even that we al^ys spoke faulUesaly, 
folly understand ua.scarcely one of our hearers w 

But there appear to be three sources of possible error:
(1) In the foundation itself, whence the vaulting is j 

to ris&
(2) In the hindering of the vaulting.
(3) In the interruption of the tapering.
The two last errors may depend on the hindrance 

which is to be explained physiologically, whether it be 
continuous or intermittent; but the first fault, (t.e,, if 
the presentations which are to arise have not them- 

’ selves the right construction), sends us back at the 
outset to psychology; it must also be of an earlier date, 
since the basis, and foundation, formed by the sum of 
existing presentations, was doubtless there before the 
opportuniiy for reproduction made its appearance.

You already see, my dear friend, that I shall soon 
invite you to go with me more deeply into the matter, 
since I now bring^to the q[uestion not only the repro
duction itself whilst it occurs, but also the structure 
which must be already there before actual reproduction 
takes place.'

But I must not forget that-this is the place for a 
remark on the possible form assumed by that which 
is to be reproduced. If a hindrance of a variable 
kind, with pauses in its activity, were established in

many perceptions 
more quickly than the adequate 

taperinga can take place, the procesa ariaing from this 
must also be very complex.

It is worth while here to think of language, and of 
how wo underatand it Each wori, (indeed reaUy each 
letter of every word), produces the vaulting and taper-’ 
mg peculiar to it; the oomprehenaion of a whole 
sentence proceeds from aU these points, and is the 
total result which is only thus possible.

In order now to retain the former figurative ex
pression we must imagine many vaultings, one inaide
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the organism from birth, then the development of the 
series of presentations itself, which wo must now soon 
take into consideration, could not help suffering under 
its inSuence. The threads of thought must every
where turn out short, as if they had been frequently 
cut oE If they had developed in those pauses, the 
hindrance, already attaching to the presentation pro- 
0^ would have appeared again, and, coming in just 
like a pair of shears, would have brought them to an 
end at a point, where as regards the subject, the end 
ought not yet to have come. Thought will then in
evitably appear like a badly-punctuated composition. 
Such seems to bo always the ease with absent-minded 
listeners. Even though eiperience and instruction often 
resemble a book which can be read over again, this is 
not what happens always; besides, the most necessary 
repetition is often omitted. Consequently, as a general 
rul^ we shall find a difference in people whose thought 
series are short, and those in whom they are longer. If 
now anything can be compounded out of a short series, 
the former class will be able to produce something; 
but when longer series are required through the nature 
of the subject, then they fall short and betray their 
incapability. If you should perchance be thinking 
here of Greek and Latin authors, and of those periods, 
which, involved as regards internal structure, are yet 
joined to each other, by every sort of connective; or 
even of the association of mathematioal demonstra
tions, or of historical philosophy,—such a side issue 
would not seem

i

Letter XXL
Digression on the Perception of the llmevineasuro—<1) ConridomKon 

of the case of a repeated flasli of : chief diOerence between 
thia and the continootu sensation 
the tapering process is continnoni 
begins when the sensation enters again, through the second flash 
—(2) The case of the clock strikiDg (tf. Arsis and Thesis, ^ 
rising and emking, in metre); with the first stroke the old 
presentations of the same tone arise, with tiie neighbonring ones; 
with the second the neighbonring ones sink—(8) Presentation of a 
pause: the third stroke makes prominent the time-measnro— 
Diffienlty of determining what a time presentation is-<^aminaT7: 
Borne ^t series formation formahee us with material to serre as 

■Let R,(a3 before)sa preaontation 
which is to be recalled, of which (y) is a part; (a) and (/3)=the 
thoughts DOW in consciousness; (e) = the reproducing presentation 
—The first stroke (e) raises a certain amount of time«material 
with (7) (tho reproduced part of R)—The eeooud etroke cute off 
the material, but at the same time raises it again from the •' 
b^innmg—The third stroke again cuts it oil definiteljr at tho 
same pU^; but (L) the pause or time material must bo distin* 
guisb^ from tho neighbouring presentations which sink under 
arreet-><iL) The reproduction of e’s by means of the succeeding 
strokes, must be distinguished from the reproduction of (7), part of 
B, in tho first instance—Again, at tho firet etroke, whilst (7) begins 
to raise the time>materisl, the first (c) has timo to combine and 
form a complex, with just as much of it as comes between the first 
and second strokes—^At the second stroke, just that part of tlie 
time material which has blended with the first (e) is put into 
a state of reproduction—If the third stroke is late, thia 
duction arising from the first (e) will give rise to the feeling of 
emptiness, bj breaking off before.the sound is heard-Effect 
which depend on the degree of strength in strokes following each 
other regularly—A tlnng third stroke gives rise to an ictus,

fore mentioned; in the latter, 
active; in the former, it only

a standard of

i

to me at all inopportune, although I 
cannot now follow it out.
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and eonseqaonUy a new ranltiag; If the second and third are 
both W, both nnito la tapering, and bonce in eabodenco-. 
E^ple*: In metre, dactyls, and apondees; in mnaic, f time and 
J; m the aria, the new vaulting also depends on varieties and 
fresh combinations of melody, harmony, etc.

ISTTEB XXL
i

wMch a part (y) (see XIV.) comes into prominence. 
This coming forward always takes fiin^ even if the 
arrest through (a) and (j8) could disappear suddenly; 
but oven that cannot be, for the sum of the arrest 
(between (a) and (/3) on the one side, and (e) on the 
other) only sinks gradually, eveff if (c) were a momen
tary sensation, or could count os duch. Just in the 
same way as (y) gradually increases, the neighbouring • 
presentations also rise, whose awakening constitutes/ 
that which we call vaulting. And the first difference 
between the present and the earlier hypothesis shows 
itself in this, that the vaulting remains free from that 
on which the tapering formerly depended, until, that 
is, the same sensation enters for the second time.^ 
For only then begins the arrest of the neighbouring 

^ presentations, through the sensation to which they ore 
' not absolutely similar. ’ On the other hand,, the con

tinuous sensation, considered earlier, would have been 
active in a tapering process throughout its whole 
duration.

But you, my excellent connoisseur of lesthetics,- 
could you now guess to what investigation* I am 
herewith inviting you? Its nature indeed is not

* In the earlier case, a continnoos sensatioa waa prodacing tapering 
throughout ita whole duration, as, for example, when we see the 
light ahino out from a distant Hothouse. The neighbouring pre* 
sentations, which rise in tho vaulting (hero, perhaps, former 
perceptions of various lights) will be arrested, and sink (tapering) 
throngh the induenco of tho continuous sensation of tho light.

In the second case, i.e., of tho dash, the vaulting will be free from 
• tapering, because the sensation is not continuous. The tapering will 

not begin till the second dash, which will cause the sinking of the 
presentations which are not exactly similar.

TF J-Ott allowed me to take you for a walk, doubtleea 
j- you would not mindbeing led a little out of ; 
way, just for the Bake of an interesting view. So 
now I invito you to a diitonr for the sake of a psycho
logical outlook, which will I suppose some day, like 
all psychological investigations without exception, 
prove an important matter for education, even though 
I cannot demonstrate it to bo so at the present 
moment 

We have, so

our
i

far, always regarded vaulting and 
tapering as one connected process, and yet not merely 
are tho concepts opposed, but we also know that one 
must happen alter tha other. Ought we not te be 
able, then, to eeparate these two? Certainly, the 
possibility is clearly evident.

_ If you saw a eudden flash anywhere, or a gleam 
of light shine out and disappear, what would arise 
in you? Vaulting. If you saw it again just the 
same, and in the same place, what would follow? 
Tapering.

But please bear in mind that even an absolutely 
momentary seneation, if there reaUy were each a 
thing, (which can never be proved), would by no means 
have each an ofTeot as to be entirely limited to the ' 
moment of its occurrence.

Xet us look once more at that presentation B, of

■ ; I
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rathetio, for tho judgment of the Beautiful and the 
Ugly m inmmtahlo. no matter whether one can under
stand tte posaibiUty of such a judgment or not Still 
It might be interesting if I were able to solve for you 
the^dle of the perception of time-measure, which in 
poetry as weU as in music is so very important 

Let us see whether we have found. I wSl not say 
yet the solution, but a preliminaty to it Meanwhile 
^ of other examples beside the former one of a 
flash of light which I only selected that tho follow- 

which 1^ more convenient might not stand 
^^jr limit the range of view in a disadvantegeons

The clock strikes, or you hear the drops fallinR 
frcm a gutter, or you beat regularly on tbe table, or

sTSs ^
after equal pauses.
_ At this point you will naturally think of that which 
in metre ^d music is denoted by the words rising and 
si^g (Arsis and Thesis). I take rising here to mean 

the same as tapering; 
Za 1 ^ “Tta'^tion not only will possible mfa- 
ur^d^tantog of tbe words be avoided, but also the 
tag iteelf will be made clear. By the first stroke 
which you hrar. your older presentation of the same 
tone IS raised, together with all the neighbouring
rciS’l neighbouring ones will borepelled or caused to sink.

But where is the time-ineasure ?

EDUCATION. 141LETTER XXL

distance from the second is just the same as the 
time-distance of the second from the

So we must continue the discussion. The second 
stroke does not only cause subsidence to the neighbour
ing presentations, but also tapering, to the principal 
one. If the first stroke made you listen, and even 
perhaps ask yourself, “What do I hear?” then the 
second stroke gives you the ^swer, whilst you now 
recognize the tone quite definitely as this and no 
other. But that is not alh The sinking, at the second 
stroke,* had reference, only to the neighbouring pre-^ 
sontotions; hut as regards the chief presentation, the 
second (c) works just the same as ■ the first (c) to 
procure frw space for tho older B, which is of a 
similar kind j th^, at the second (c) the free space 
for S, already won by the first (c), becomes suddenly 
larger, and it is as if ^ received by it an impetus, so 
that the part of it which we called (y) suddenly in- 

’ creases, or, to speak niore accurately, goes on growing 
. with a sudden increase of rapidity.

If we only knew now what that actually is which

^ Let (y) be p&rt of a presentation .B of a chord on a TioUn. A 
‘ BimiJar chord («) is struck on tbe piano. Thongh we do not know 

what a presentation of empty time is, we shall yet speak of the time 
material. Tho chord (c), struck on the piano, rouses a part (7) of the 
presentation of the yiolin chord. This (c) also combines with the 
Tagne, indefinite presentation of a pause, which is suddenly cut short 
by tbe chord on the piano (e) being struck a second time. After this 
the time-material, reproduced through its blending with the first (c), '
will tend to stop abruptly when the limit of the first interval is 
reached, and if the third (c), (Le., the third striking of the chord on 
the piano), is late, tho sudden end of the time presentation gives rise 
to the feeling of emptiness.

iare repeated in'a ftimilni. manner
.■ ■;

!
i

cannot gmsp that untfl the tliird BtroH a’ite^tiTe! '
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we caU a presentation of time! The metaphysical 
concept of time certainly does not help us at all here. 
But I am now asking, what that is which we,—to
gether with every soldier who marches to time, and 
every drummer who understands his art,—*represent 
to ourselves as a pause between the two nearest 
beats, whilst we perceive or measure out time ?

Unknown as it is, it must at any rate be a quantity 
which we. who are practised in the perception of 
measure, can make greater or less as we like, in order 
to play Adagio or ABegro. This quantity must bo 
already measured off between the first and second 
brats, ra that then, coming in between the second 
and third, it may indicate that the third stroke will 
follow at ercactly the right moment. But that which 
serves here as a standard of measurement must 
really be in us a gradual event, which completes itself 
just at the instant when we demand the third stroke, 
and recognize it as coming at the right moment.

Whatever then may be the material, of which 
a greater or less quantity now serves as a standard of 
m^urement, so much is clear: that the first stroke 
raises the material with the before-mentioned (y), the 
second outs it off, and at the same time raises it again 
from the beginning,Jand the third cuts it off once 
more at the place where it was before severed, which 
definite severance the fourth and each foUowing stroke 
at regular intervals will then repeat 

You foresee, doubtless, that an accurate investigation ' 
of this material will lead ns to the doctrine of the 

, • formation of the series of presentations Indeed, it
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wo apeak of time,—to gather up our thoughts on the 
subject,—we need not stop longer over the idea of an 
hour than of a minute; and, again, we can investigate 
a minute just as easily as a second. But eoidd you 
conduct an orchestra if a piece of music were being 
prodnced, wherein only long notes occurred, each of 
the length of a minute ? 
my part^ would not care to listen; and for tbisTeason, 
because though I have the concept of a minute, that / 
is siicty seconds, my time standard, by means of which 
I directly perceive measure, does not ever last over' 
six, much less over sixty seconds; whereas I measure 
with ease whole, half, and quarter seconds. In the 
range of this convenient tame standard there occurs 
in us a really successive presentation, which uses just 
as much time as serves to measure it out, and, my 

' friend, I do not need to tell you that the laws and the 
full possibilities for the actual successions' in this 
process of presentation, must be sought in the doctrine 
of the development of series. Lateij I will remind 
you of it quite in detaih

Bet us now gather up what has been already said to 
see how far it takes ua . Any leries fonnatipn what
ever, though we may know nothing further about it, 
has already some time ago provided us with a certain 
amount of .material, of which the first stroke, since it 
reproduces the part (y) of S, raises gradually an 
indefinite quantity. lie second stroke gives to the 
(y) a sudden acckeration; at this, the quantity of 
material, now exactly the size to whieh it had grown 
up to the moment of the seoond stroke, is suddenly

LKITEB XXLTO EDCOATIOH.

if .you could, I, for
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nuscd tip Btill more, for it rises by means of and with 
the accelerated (y). It is by the action of this second 
stroke, that this quantity is now cut off, and separated 
from the part of the material which follows, which 
was in the very act of coming forward, and on which 
just such an arrest is now at work as that which 
we know as the basis of the tapering process. But 
hero I must make myself plainer. Distinguish—

(1) The neighbouring presentations which suffer an 
arrest os they sink, from the material which is repre
sented us intermediate time, or as a pause.

(2) The reproduction of the first (e) through the 
second (e); and speaking generally, the reproduction 
of the collective preceding (c*«) through the (c) which 
now follows, from the reproduction of the (y).

That is to say, the material represented os inter
mediate time ought to experience no subsidence, just 
in so for as the time is measured, for that would 
be equivalent to saying that the presentation of the 
measurement standard suffered arrest, quite contrary 
to 'the main drift of our discussion. But it is not 
difficult, if you look back, to grasp the difference. 
"What sort of accessory presentations were those which 
ore said to have been' sunk ? The neighbouring ones, 
which you found in.^our previous example, when you 
ran through an octave from (c) upwards and down
wards. But thai material which changes itself for us 
into the presentation of a pause, and of empty time, 
cannot possibly be anything so definite; otherwise, in 
this way, we might even define that which we set 
aside to fill out and measure off the time^tonce.

LBITBR XXL

But our time-measure bos no sound, even as our eye
sight has no colour.

Further, at the second and each following stroke 
two kinds of reproduction occur together. First, the 
older presentation B, which already lay in the store of 
our presentations, receives a* fresh impetus towards 
reproduction, or its reproduced part (y) becomes larger. 
But second, the first, and, 
preceding (e) raises itself at th^ entrance of the second 
and each following (c).

Now notice again that whilst (y), at the first stroke, / 
already began to raise the-time-material depending on 
it, opportunity was thus given for the first (a) to 
bine, blend, and form a complex with this material; 
that is, with just so much of it as could come forward 
between the first and second strokea At the second 
stroke now, through the combination which has arisen, 
Just that which is associated, but no more, is put into 

' a state of reproduction through the first (e\ If the 
third stroke thus come too late, that rep^uction 
which proceeded from (y) would bring with it still 
more of the indefinite material, but the other repro
duction which begins frem the first (c) would no 
longer foljow, because it cannot go any further ;* and 
when it breaks off, it causes the familiar feeling o| 
emptiness, which we experience if we count the 
strokes of the clock, and when, in our opinion, it 
ought to be eight the clock tells ns it is just seven.

ypu will now notice for ypurseU that it mskeg
* BecAOM th« Teprodnetlon from the first stroke (e) wu definitely 

cat oiT short hy the second stroke. ”
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an important differonoo with what degree of strength 
the third stroho foBowa, ns regards its relation to the 
first, and espeoiaUy to tho second. That is, if a now 
rise takes place, after tho snbsidence caused by the 
second, an ictus will be attached to it But what 
effect can that have? Let us ask first what effect 
it must have? The answer appears ffam what has 
been said previously: a new vaidtiug, for without it 
there can be no rise. Now it can easily be understood 
that tho first stroke would have been too feeble to 
canse oB the vaulting which was possible; the second, 
however, being stiB weaker, would thus be incapable 
of increasing it; then a stronger or third stroke might 
unquestionably complete it, if it only procured more 
free space. If, on the other hand, the third, together 
with tho second stroke, are both weak in comparison 
with tho first, then both unite in tapering, and con
sequently in the subsidence. This reasoning is 
obviously appBcable to tho Dactyl, and the way in 
which it difiets from tho Spondaic Metro.' Tho 
difference in music is of the same kind, depending on

LETTER XXL

whether the third beat belongs to the last note' in 
thel bar, as in |-time; or whether tho foBowing bar 
begins with it, as in J-time. But in tho appHcation 
to the arts we ought not to forget the quantity 
of that which is presented to tho ear. No music 
or poetry wBl offer us only beats on the drum, or 
the monotonous sound of the fab of drops from 
gutter. With these come als^ variety of words, 
of melody, and of harmony, rfhioh'must remind us 
of the psychological investigationa about the decrease 
of sensibHity. If the musician, with the introduction / 
of the new time, brings us also a new harmony, or 
only a continued melody, a part of tho necessary 
power to produce a new vaulting Bes in the fresh 
receptiveness to which he now lays claim when the 
former is almost exhausted; and in this way, with 
tho lesser help of the ictus, ho constantly effects 
the change between the rise and faB which art 

• requires. Many other things of various kinds wiB 
occur to you of themselves, but it is time'for 
to close this long letter and the digression contained 
therein.
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> In the linee-
» Uiirily, miMj, thiU 1 Ure niw 

Wilder the hdUv that oa the hoigh"—
vt hare an example of the dactylio foot, when the beat falls on 
the first of the three syllallea; another example is to be foond in 
Tennyson's "Ode the Six Eaadred”>- 

oamum to light of ttum, 
fMrwnn fa lift of theHL*

The spondee^ which is a foot comdsting of two long ^Uables, is not 
generilly ns^ in xene; but it exists in the words, ** Amen,"
and " FateweU." In Ooleridge's metrical lines it is represented thtis: 

« 816w sptodKtUUcs frtoi Itog to Itog."

i
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sought in mathematics, have found the easiest things 
li^ hidden from me, and then have all at once dis* 
covered them when the time came that I should look 
for them in the right place.

Kot much more than a year has gone by since 
you congratulated me on having found at last the 
clue to the calculus of the presentations rising 
simultaneously, whereby th^ezamination of the 
sinking presentations, containejd in my printed psycho
logy, receives its necessary counterpart You pointed 
out then that the effect of instruction, os well as ^ . 
the self-activity of the pupil, must immediately depend 
on the simultaneously rising presentations; hence I 
do not require to give you any detailed proof of the 
importance of the subject, and only a word about 
it is necessary. This, then, is the time to say it

First of tU, the vaulting, which has occupied us 
up to this, was a general rising, and if you will. now.

' set on one side the cause of this rising,—that is, the 
reproduction of the B through the (e), which is similar 
to it,—you will find yourself already face to face with 
the problem which I must now set before you; hence 
I have* only this to odd, that the extent of the arrest, 
which actually comes into consideration at the vaulting,
(for the neighbours of B are just those which raise 
themselves into a vault), is set on one side in the : 
calculus, which is to ho mentioned immediately; not 
perhaps as unimportant in itself, but in order to free v 
the mechanism of the calculus for the present from 
a tedious complication. We must not require every
thing of mathematical psychology, but we ought to

LETTER XKIL

Leiter XXII/

PresentaUocs vhich risa Bimnlteneoasly—Hypotheais: (i.) Two 
pnaentationa (a) ind (b), rising at the same time, attain a higher 
degree of clearness, than if, sinking simultaneously from an un- 
ebockod position, they are obliged to press down each other—

. At the general riong, the sum total of the arrest only 
gradually comes into force; at the subsidence it is in a complete 
form from the beginning-{ii.) U three presentations of unequal 
strength rise at the same time they oppose each other far less than 
at the sabsidence.

mHAT a thing which cannot be found should turn 
JL up in a place where no 
for it, ia a matter of daily experience. But 
who can scarcely hear the name of mathematical 
psychology without fear and anger, are not tho only 

who fail to perceive tho application of this to 
psychology. Even I, who have known for many a 
long year that the key to psychology was to be
. • Letter XXIL prerapposo. M much kaonledgo of Herborfs 
mnhematlcal psjchology, that thovgh it U inaertod hero for the 
aahe of completoaesa, it can safely bo omitted by all but adrancod 
itndcnta. In the oti^, it ie BnpplemenUd by Bomo calcnlaUona 
of a difficnlt Mni tonebinB the riao of presenlatione. As a know- 
led™ of higher ciathemetica ie reipnind lo nnderetand tho fpnnnlB 
given, this enpplement bee boon omitted in tho present work. For 
tho eemo reeaon Letter XXVIL, and two oiler enpplements, vil., to 
Lottore XXVL and XXXI, have not been inserted, ea wilhont a 
coneiderable knowledge of Herbart'a worka, (some of which levo not 
yet been translated,) they would have been of little value to the 
general reader.

thought of lookingone
men
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be thankful it onlj the posaibility of r^ular progreea 
opena out at all, where hitherto neither way nor 
path was visible.

Further, in order to perfect our knowledge of different 
dispositions, we must consider from a new point of view 
the physiological hindrance already mentioned j that 
is, to what degree it changes the rhythm of the presen
tations rising at the same time But no further grounds 
of juatifieation are required, for me now to tell you 
something, concerning which you have long desired 
more accurate informatioiL

Please turn first to paragraph 93 in my Psychology. 
There you will find es an hypothesis the first funda
mental idea, that two presentations (a) and (b) rise at 
the same time; that is, the principle that two presen
tations rising together can attain a higher degree of 
clearness, or a higher position, than in the case in 
which, sinking simultaneously from the uncheeked 
original position, they are obliged to press down each 
o'ther. You will also remember the cause, which is that 
at the general rising the sum total of the arrest* only 
gradually comes into force, whereas at the subsidence it 
is there in a.complete form from the very beginning. 
A couple of opposing forces, which struggle upward 
simultaneously, set, indeed, a limit the one to the other, 
(the limit of .the rise), which they can only approach 
and not overstep; and hence neither attains to the 
full activity which by natural strength would have 
been possible to it. But if wo suppose both forces in 
full activity when they meet) they will intercept* each 

> See note on pages 116, 117.

tETTEB XZn.

other considerably more, just because the opposition 
begins at once with full vigour. But be on your guard 
against the common but erroneous idea of force creep
ing in here. You know that presentations are only 
active as forces, in so far aa they are opposed to one 
another. ....

Here it weiU occur to y^ that the process may 
be very simple at the subaidm^ of. two presentations, 
whereas the matter is much more involved when three 
of them sink at the same time, since in this case the / 
weakest of the three may easily be cast upon the' 
threshold of' consciousness, and indeed on the statical 
threshold;^ which is aa much os to say, it not only 
disappears altogether hnm consciousness, but is also 
so absolutely akeep as to have no further influence 

that which is still going on there. But you will 
ask: “ What happens if three presentations of different 

' strength actually do rise at the same time?” Then 
they oppose each other far less than at the subsidence. 
WTill three of them, of which one had been driven on 
to the threshold by the others at the general sub
sidence, be able then to exist together, when all three 
simultaneously raise themselves from the threshold^?

* Presentation* which' * Ml aaleep” immediately, because they Buffer 
arrest through others, are said to be on the threshold of consdousness. . 
Herbart calls this a statical threshold, if the presentation, in spite of 
its atrugglea to rise into oonsciousnes^ is made as inactive as if It 
did not exist, by the influence of the other presentations} it is a 
mechanical threshold, if the presentation works with ail its strength 
against the arresting presentations, and althoDf^ itself expelled, and 
its object not represent^ Is thus saffidcntly active to bring about 
a state in conscionsness. For Vaulting end Tapering, see
Introduction, p. Ixix.

over
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This natuhilly presupposes that before, for 
all three had been completely arrested. 

With some reflection

some cause. 4

we may perhaps guess what 
the calculation will teach ua; that is, that three 
presentations may indeed rise together, even if the 
weakest possesses very little force in coiUparison with 
the other two. But soon there comes a moment when 
it is driven back, while the othem continue to rise. 
And now various things may take place. Either the 

. third, again forced into subsidence, will never, even in 
any length of time, bo completely driven back; or 
this mighi happen, but does not, since it would require 

' illimitable time. Or finally, it actually does happen, 
and, indeed, in quite a short time. These preliminaries 
must suffice. ....

Letter XXIII.
AcldiUon of the physiological hindrance to the former case—At first 

the weakest presentations yield to it most—First (c) loses, then 
((), then (a)—Whilst the hindrance exerts its greatest activity 

of the prossnre whichagainst (a), it frees (6) and (c) from
(a) exerted on them*-Tha8 (6) and/'(o) come forward, faxit equi' 
lihrium is not thus attained, beoa 
come into prominence, and by this time the nerve ay 
has become nnsteady,—conseqncntly fluctuation arises, and eon- 
tinuou$dearrus» of the strongest 
twrrf, restlessness, lack of thoughtfulness, etc., may often point to 

defect in the nervous system, which should be dealt with 
rather by physical than intellectual training. Comparison of snper' 
ficial and rigid minds—(L) In the rigid, the defect lay in the lack 
of vaulting; and, when the hindrance was intermittent, mental 
poverty lay hid behind apparent versatility} in these casee repro
duction of presentations is presupposed; whereas in the superficial,

lies in such

the stronger most again 
generally

Itions is prevented—r*cfl

some

there is no reference to reproduction, as the 
presentations as rise of themselves, every morning, for instance, at 
waking! (U.) In the rigid, we face the difllculty of the teacher 
in ronsing the old as a stariing point for the new; in the super- , 
ficial it is a question of self-activity, which ends in'desultory 
attempts Instead of steady progress; (UL) In the rigid the hin
drance, in this case, acts periodically; in the superficial it is 
continnona; (iv.) In the rigid the vardting is spoilt, and the rise 
of the adjacrat presentations hindered; in the snpeifioial the rise 
of opposed presentations is changed to unsteady movements.—Case 
in which both defects are present; the bindruce which impedes 
the vaulting then provea still more fatal in the re^on bf personal 
activity; the «n(/bmfy rigid has the advantage over the 
apparently versatile, in that, conscious of personal limitations, he j
does not attempt what are to him impossibilities. v'J

■\7"OU Bbftli not be detained .by calculations longer 
i than is necseasary, my dear friend. You have 

yourself, doubtless, already thought that somethiDg of
IPSf
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the same kind must hold good about four, five, or more 
' presentations os about three. All may rise at the same 
time, but the time of rising will for most of the weaker 
ones become so very short, that nothing noticeable will 
be left of them. On the other hand, the pressure which 
the presentations exercise against each $ther will be 
much diminished, as soon os the degrees of arrest are 
leas, for the previous statement was made with refer
ence to the greatest possible degree of arrest. Any 
change which the combination, complexity, or blending 
of the presentations may involve must be reserved for 
farther inquiry, since we have long been aware that 
all images of objects, which in common life are called 
presentations, are constructed in an extraordinarily 
complex manner. Let us leave that for the present; 
be 60 good as to give me your attention now for the 
next point

What will happen if that hindrance, which can be 
explained on physiological grounds, of which we have 
so often spoken already, should intrude into the process 
just described?

You remember that we have to imagine this strange 
hostile force as yielding to the pressure of the presenta
tion process, but for this very reason as capable of 
oxerciaing a stronger counter-action. At first, doubtless, 
the weakest of .ihe rising presentations will give way 
to it the most. Thus at first (c) loses, then (6), and, 
lastly, (a) in perceptible proportion. Thus the foreign 
force begins to work with intense activity against (a), 
from which it sufiera moat. But in this w^T[^), ere long, 
attains free space, since now those forces

155T.TTTTRK WITT.

wa^ oppressed have turned against each other, and 
cannot right themselves again \mtil between them the 
sum of arrest^ has sunk. In so for as (J) is considerably 
inferior in strength to (a), it has little share in the press
ing back of the hindrance, and the less it is occupied 
in the stm^le, the sooner it con and will make use, not 
long after (c), of the free spacp^hich boa appeared.
So (5) and (e) come again into prominence; but 
equilibrium is not thus restored; the stronger forces 
must again make their superiority felt However, os a / 
rule, the nerve system itself will now have become 
unsteady, and this condition, after the manner of 
emotions, will continue some time. Without yet 
committing ourselves to this we will only notice 
how the rise of the presentations, which should 
approach a limit defined by the above equations, is 
subjected instead to fluctuation, whereby now one 

' and now another presentation sinks and rises.
Consequently, uniform, continuous clearness of the 

strongest presentations cannot be expected when tbeii 
rise is opposed by a foreign hindrance. And vice versd, 
:when in place of a steady thoughtfulness we perceive 
restless change, and especially an increase of the 
weaker and therefore inconstant and fugitive thoughts, 
then we shall recognixe in the transitory character of • 
that which ought to remain stable, the sign of a hind
rance which has its seat in the oiganic temperament of 
the nervous system; a matter with which the physical 
training has to contend much more than the intellectual,
-in cas^ when it is at aU possible to overcome it 

1 See note on pages 116, 117.which it
i
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If now physical education has dono what it can, if 
the boy joins cheerfully in play, digests his food, grows 
08 bo ought, and in spite of all this, steady thoughtful
ness is still wanting, is there nothing else at all that wo 
can do ? Shall we be content to repeat the verdict of 
the mothers who complain of frivolity ? ’♦It is on old 
and very common charge, and is even beard of in cases 
which ought rather to be treated for melancholia.

It will now immediately occur to you that I have 
not given any description here of shallow minds. The 
discussion turned on presentations rising at the same 
time. In so far as this is characteristic of any mind, 
to that eiteiit, at least, it possesses self-activity; and 
this is still the case, even if instead of peaceful 
equilibrium of opposed presentations, fluctuation rules 
among them- So with such minds there is always 
something to be done, even though the evil, whence 
their limitation springs, cannot be removed. The main 
point is to find out what, and how much, can still be 
achieved in the existing straitened circumstances: the 
first condition, • however, is, that the evil should be 
clearly recognized, and properly distinguished from 
others which may be perhaps outwardly similar.

We have already spoken of so-called clever minds, 
which are at the same time very narrow. (Letter XIX.) 
Let us compare) these with the present case. The 
former were akm to the rigid type, notwithstanding 
an appearance of versatility. We saw that the cause 
of the rigidity lay in the lack of vaulting, and thus 
in the bareness, with which, at the reproduction' of 
older presentations through experience and environ-

167LETTEB XXai.

meqt, only that came forward which was directly 
recalled, without the natural surrounding of connected 
ideas, which in an abler mind are wont to rise, even 
if dimly, at the same time. Such rigidity, (we noticed), 
is often present in such a manner as to cause delay, 
and in happy moments, when much might be perceived 
correctly, the association is so lacking that only,.poor 
effects follow; hence there is appearance of versa
tility, which conceals mental poverty; and the latter 
unhappily will come forth at last after much teaching 
and learning.

Where now lies the difference between these two 
cases? First, the presentations of which we are 
speaking are quite different in the one from what they 
are in the other. Here a reproduction was pre
supposed, whilst our formulse in the supplement do 
not at all refer to any reproduction by means of new 

■ perception, but rather to such presentations as rise , of 
themselves every morning at waking, without requiring 
any previous hearing or seeing. In the former we 
thought of difficulties which the teacher finds in 
instruction, if he rouses the old in order to make it 
a storting point for the new. Here, on the contrary, 
we place ourselves in view of mental self-activify—we 
imagine, if you like, the human being as thinking or 
dreaming, but perhaps also as acting, according to his 
own ideas; but with it we miss the thoughtfulness 
which ought to remain the same, and find on the other 
hand a fluctuation of thoughts .which, if they do come 
forward into action, end in desultory attempts. And as 
for the hindrance from which ^th kinds of evil arise,

I
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it is to be considered in the one case as periodicallj 
interfering, but in the other as doing so continuoualj.

But again, in the first case it was the vaulting which 
was spoilt, and it was the adjacent presentations whose 
collective rise was prevented. But here we speak of 
exposed, and possibly strongly opposed, ^esentations, 
whose simultaneous rise is not perhaps, as there, 
directly hindered, but is rather changed into a succes
sion of unsteady movements. But could both kinds of 
defect be present at the same time ? Every man who 
does not absolutely belong to the mentally deficient has 
a certain, even if only a narrow, circle of presentations 
in which he is self-activ& If now a hindrance appear 
in his nerve system, which at reproduction impedes the 
vaulting, this very hindrance will, in personal thought 
and action, render much more difficult, if not impossible, 
the quiet review of the opposed* elements, which were 
to be selb in older. But the rigid minds, irresolute 
they often are, will yet have a sort of advantage over 
th^e apparently versatile ones. He who is uniformly 
limited attains gradually to stability in bis 
sphere; ho does not thoughtlessly att^pt that which 
is beyond his power; he gives up trying to grasp that 
which he cannot retain. But often when the hindrance 
subsides, or is quite in abeyance, such an individual 
feels os if he ha4 ability; he resolves and undertakes 
that which onl/ the able can carry out, and thus 
complications arise of the most unpleasant kind.

I

Lbttee XXIV.

Signs of PriroUty in physical actions—Childish restlessness not 
always the sign of friroUty—The phenomena of frirolity to be 
traced in part to physical hindrances ^he psychical mechanism; 
hence there is danger in blaming hll jUlroli^ as immoral action, 
becanse (1) the blame may not xnahe'a proper impression; (2) all 
self-control is not necessarily moral, even if attained after reproofs 
for frirollfy—The antithesis to Mrolity, seen in the true lestbetio ( 
comprehension of a great work of art, f.e., in the holding together 
of sereial contrasted things, which many see only in detail— 
This famishes a simpler example than either tme speenlatire 
or empirical perception, since the former inToIvos a moTement 
among the presentations, and the latter, space and time, and 
conse^nently the formation of series.

A LITTLE while ago we mentioned frivolity,—that 
-IjL fault with which youth is more frequently charged 
than any other. How is frivolity to be recognized? 
Ordinary teachers do not os a rule look very closely 
into the movement of presentations, hut, generally 
speaking, they judge from words or actions, (words of 
course being merely a special kind of action), that 
there is a strong inclination to frivolity- 

To ns, on the other hand, the consideration of 
wavering presentationa suggested the observation of 
not iherely the inner and mental, but also of the 
physical acHons. And thus the previous investigation 
will indeed open out considerably. Youth has but 
little reserve; the younger child, especially, says what 
occurs to him, and lays hold of ' all that he can reach.

as
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"When now there is an opportunity of carrj’ing the 
inner flux of presentations into outward bodily action, 
the mental process is then generally protracted, so that 
we can perceive it as through a magnifying glass; for 
outside things put more or less opposition in the way, 
while through the process of observatioif the existing 
presentation grows stronger, and in action'the progress 
is delayed, which the psychical mechanism was on the 
point of making.

Hence youth sufferB itself to be drawn hither and 
thither in action, in inverse ratio to its possession 
of a quiet thoughtfulness; moreover, where there are 
many children, the restlessness of one commimicates 
itself the more surely to ©there.

But are all children thoughtless ? On the contrary, 
there are to be found, although rarely, those who 
quite early in life act deliberately in a remarkable 
manner, in the narrow circle of their knowledge and 
ability. Such are thus in a position to grasp what 
is manifold, without the oppoation of the isolated 
presentations bringing about a restless change of 
thought

This is a proof that the phenomena of frivolity have 
not their origin in the purely psychical mechanism. 
Otherwise, doubtless, the'presentations which 
spond to a certain sphere of wtion would play the 
same part in all minds, and so it might be questioned 
at last whether anyone could be said to act d^berately. 
However, we are not here considering the advantages 
of adult life. But as only a few human beings 
bom beautiful, and perhaps only a few perfectly

LETTEE XXIV.

healthy, so it ia only permitted to 
their own psychical mechanism to rule with perfect 
freedom. If, moreover, this freedom of the mechanism 
from natural hindrance ia mistaken for the attained 
freedom of the moral will, what will then come of the 
science of education? ^

Perhaps you will answer: in this matter the mistake 
will do no harm; for in the end the freedom of moral 
resolution must still be called forth against frivolous / 
action. If, therefore, the teacher should blame frivolity 
as immoral action,'not much harm is done: the only 
important matter is to strengthen joaoral watchfulness 
and self-controL Without altogether opposing this 
statement (for there is some truth in it), I would ask 
two questions. First; will the teacher make a deep 
impression by such blame as this ? Must he not often 
fear that he will make bad worse by remedies applied 
in vain? Second: are you convinced that all self- 
control, including even that which ia attained after 
frequent reproof for frivolity, is therefhre necessarily 
moral? You will certainly not agree with this last 
assertion.

But enough for the present if you admit my mathe
matical formtila, lately stated, that frivolity consists in 
a deviation from the regular process which such 
formuljB represent Meanwhile I will not ask you 
to admit too much.
sponding to the general concept frivolity, we should 
unquestionably put into it a number of other 
features? enough, therefore, if that deviation may be 
regarded as the rough sketch.
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If you ask me why I did not mention true specula
tive perception^ rather than Esthetic, I answer because
the speculative involves a neceasaiy movement in the 
process of presentation, whereby that which is pre
sented, changes; and that,has nothing to do with the 
previous remarks.

Bather might I have cited the true empirical 
perception, perhaps, of the s^ul, geographer and 
historian. But here apace aiid time are involved, 
and consequently the formation of aeries and' the 
movement of the presentation process through series. 
That was not then our subject, but it shall engage 
our attention now.

' By BpecuUtion Herbirt mcana inqniry iDto causal reladonsbip or 
reasoning. See also note to p. 9.
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I should like to find a suitable contrast to frivolity. 
See if the following satisfies you: the true Esthetic 
comprehension of a great work of art You know 
bow most people look first at the detail, and not at 
the whole as such; you easily see there is no fairy 
at hand to perform a puzzling wonder^ but that in 
the work of art lie many kinds of con^ted things, 
which true Esthetic perception holds together, only 
on condition that it remains undisturbed. We shall 
not require of children, with whom we read the 

: Oiyssey, that they abstmn from being absorbed by 
the particulars. On the contrary, wo demand sympathy 
for the characters and adventures described tbere.^ 
Even so we are not surprised if, in the fairest land
scape, the boy only perceives a number of towers, 
hills, trees, and rivere. To be sure such a boy will 
scarcely become an artist Our science of education 
neither could nor would make him one, for it cannot 
overcome an organic hindrance

t A leading principle in HerbartiaD tb^gbt is that irae edneation 
most guide the pupil ftom the particallr to the general In this 
it merely emphaaitea vbat has been taught by other great thinkers, 
such as Kant and PestalorzL “ Perceptioi^’' said the former, “ with
out general notions are blind; general notions without perceptions are 
empty." And agali^ we read in Lzssiira’s Sri^e, ** Oidy the skill to 
rise quickly in ereiy emergency to onirersal truths makes the great 
mind, tho tru6 hcTO in Tirtue,' the discoverer in science and art.” 
What indeed is the^leap of genius but this insight into the inner 
simUarities which exist amid tho diversitics of tho universe t Many 
had watched falling objects, many had observed the lunar progress 
round the earth, but it required u Newton to unite these pa^culars 
by one sublime and gene^ law. So it is tho genius of the artist 
which perceives unity amid variety ia the picture, and the general 
laws of Beauty fulfilled in the details of the landscape.- Bee also 
Introduction, pp. cxii., oxiiL
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kno’^81 Your friendship would scarcely protect 
from it, though your knowledge aa a specialist, and 
your insight into the importance of the subject, might 
be some safeguard.

3n pure mathematics a proposition is finished when 
it is proved; in applied mathematics, to which psycho
logy belongs, we must first hay^^roof how far the 
application reaches, and whither it leads; but perhaps 
nowhere is it so necessary as in psychology to investi
gate the whole sphere of possible cases, which a 
formula may include. And how urgently the Science 
of Education demands it of us, you know, my friend, 
as well as I. This brief reminder, and the request 
bound up with it for your attention, and at the same 
time your indulgence, for the still inevitable imper- . 
fection of what follows, may, for aught I care, take 
the place of an invocation to the nine Muses.

First of all, if it were necessary to demonstrate 
in one word the importance of the subject, I should 
not be at a loss for an expression. I should call it 
" construction.” This, word holds good of cesthetic, 
mathematical, and logical processes of construction, as 
well os of those which are empirical and purely 
external.^ And though 'we ought not, generally 
speaking, to require our pupils to form anything new, 
they should yet spontaneously imitate that which 
we provide for them os a finished structure. But, in 
all fairness, we ought to have a complete psychological 
grasp of that important process of mental activity ^

^ The word hero is sinnli^, i.e., perceptible by means of the .

me

Letter XXV.
The important process of constmetion depends on the formation 

of aeries—(1} The tumnal length of the aeries a, b, e . . . p 
extends as far as the last member (p), with which (a) can possibly 
blend before it is forwd oat of consciousness—Let P represent the 
reprodnclng term; r, t', r”, r*’, etc., reproduced ones which 

~ ■ the members—If (a)
sinks quickly, Its remaindora, left to oombiue with (6), (e), (d), ^1 
be smaller than if it sinks slowly; hence the result will be a poor 
series; the case of badly connect^ or “steep” series; well connected 
or “level" series—{8) Different kinds of series, e.g.: (a) TJnifonn 
in d^ree of combination; {h) Uniform as to strength of 
individual terms; (e) Hot uniform, stronger terms at the begin
ning or end, etc.—(4) Many scries combined into one—Example: a 
long, dif&colt word repeat^ slowly become a series of vowels and 
consonants, though the final result, after many repetitions, appears 
simple—(5} Variations in reproduction according to (a) different 
circnmstai
♦hose which repeat themselves, e,g., catches, rounds, ota—(7) 
Series which contain subordinate series, connected with certain 
prominent terms—(8) Complex series, containing side scries, 
which do not make progress with the principal one, t.g^ the 
co-efficients in aa algebraical ^nation—<9) Side scrica which 
proceed out like rays from one term—{10} Side series which com- 
mnnicate with each other—^11} Fiesontation complexes, wherein 
each element is the starting- point of a series—(12) Series which 
pass from aimpiy to complex—(13) Series in which one is,the 
converse of the other, aa in apace relationa.

^ ILL you laugh at the thought that I took so 
VV seriously, and even now bear in mind, your con

gratulations for having at last begun the investigation 
of the simultaneous rise of presentations? Who

follow: (2) The degree of eonnt

(b) different dispositions—(6) Periodic series, or

aenses.
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i

such folly as to look for reproducing power in memory^ 
or in any other soul faculty, we must suppose it to be 
in Q}) or (c) or {d), and so om Now that, indeed, ia 
possible, but it complicates the investigation. We are 
considering first the reproduction of the series, only 
in so far as it proceeds from the first term, conse
quently we limit ourselveB' to the normal length; and in 
order that the difference between the first reproducing 
term and the reproduced one^^hich followed,^ may 
not escape us, we will denote the first by (P), but all 
the following ones by w, tr, «■"* w", and so on, which 
symbolism will be familiar to you from psychology.

(2) The degrw of connection between the terms of 
a series may be stronger or we^er. If (o) sank 
quickly in consciousness, while (b\ (c), (d), and so on, 
were produced one after another, the remainders of 
(a), which had mingled with the following terms, must 
be found collectively smaller than when (a) sinks 
slowly. The aeries must, therefor^ have turned out

’ badly, and no mind faculty can make good the defect; 
But the old proverb may well occur to the teacher, 
*‘JUpeitiio e$t mater studiorum,'^ for with', repetition, 
association grows stronger amongst the terms of the 

With reference to an illustration whicdi you 
will find in Section 100 of my Psychology, I will call 
the badly-associated series, “steep” (sfoif); that which 
is better connected, “ level ’* (Jack), and level here is a 
term of praise.

(3) The series may be throughout uniformwor not/ 
both as regards their degree of combination and the 
strength of individual tenna ' With those which are
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called construction, before we undertake even to so 
* much as guide it in the minds which we have to 

cultivate.
The simplest element of each construction is a 

series, for whereas in a figure, thiugs lie involved 
in each other in very varied ways, in a series the com
plexity appears quite simple, when the^ place which 
a thing occupies.con bo defined by the preceding and 
following members. The concepts, right, left, above, 
below, are only closer, definitions arising out of this. 
On this subject, if you had not known it long ago, 
I should have to refer you to my Psychology. Here 
again we cannot discuss the opposed prejudices of 
a former day. We must not look back but forward. 
Whether others may follow us or not is their own 
afioir, and does not concern us.

The following will serve as a preliminary and logical 
sifting of the points of inquiry:

(1) The series already differ according to their length. 
If the presentation (a) is mingled with (&), less with 
(c), still less with (tf), and so on, then let (p) be the 
last member with which (a) can still possibly blend, 
before it is forced out of consciousness. This distance 
from (a) to (p) we will call the normal length. Thus 
it appears that a series which reaches from (a) to (r) 
or («) is no longer held .together by (a), but through 
the blending of j(&) or (c) or (d), and so on, with the 
following members. If now a series, which passes 
beyond the normal length, is to be reproduced in 
consciousness, the force of this reproduction cannot 
be sought in (a) only; and since we will not coihmit

I
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not nnifonn the stronger terms may be either at the 
beginning, or at the'end, or somewhere in the middle. 
If you will here notice the rhythm, in which 
(poetical, or even musical) is produced, you will find 
the stronger terms have attained then' pre-eminence 
either through energy or through duration,

(4) Sometimes many series pass for one. That which 
was repeated ten times, if it include a series, must 
bring, that series tenfold into consciousness, in which 
the before-mentioned varieties may occur.

For example, when your pupil is to be impressed 
with a long and difficult word, if he does not retain 
it oorrectly the first time, you repeat it, speaking 
slowly. But now the word is a series of vowels and 
consonants. By means of your repetition this series 
forms itself in the mind of the pupil. The repro
duction arising therefrom, when he has at last learnt 
the word, seems to you simple, whereas it is really the 
complex of all those reproductions which correspond 
to just os many perceptions of the same series.

(6) Eeproduotion may occur under different circum
stances. It often happens that a boy seems at one 
time to have forgotten that which nevertheless on the 
next day he will know, though he hss not learnt it 
again. Dispositions also vary very much with regard 
to reproduction, so that many an one who actually 
possesses greater'intensity of presentation, outwardly 
appears weaker than another, in whom reproduction 
occurs more easily. Hence come the complaints that 
one who learne easily does not retain long.

(6) In order now to approach compound series we will

109LEITEB XXV.

remind ourselves first of series which return into them
selves, because either the first or one of the succeeding . 
terms repeats itself. This takes place in everything 
which is to be regarded as in any sense a round or as 
periodic.

(7) In the case of series which are not uniform, on 
the other hand, some prominent terms often form and 
raise) up a series among th 
tions, when the generic notions are co-ordinated 
together. The great facility which is attributed to j 
retention by means of classification depends upon 
this.

(8) In complicated series one term or several terms 
have often a side series, whose eourse does not imply 
progress in the principal one, as in equations when 
the co-efficients themselves form a succession. We 
might think of the main statement in algebraical 
equations, and the compounding of the co-efficients 
from the roots. If you wish to follow the series which 
belongs to the formation of a co-efficient, so long 
will thought remain stationary over the power of the 
unknown quantity to which the co-efficient belongs. 
Hence a constraint is brought to bear upon the psychi
cal mechanism which is found unpleasant, and which 
contributes much to that which is generally called hard 
and dry in the sciences.

(9) But even one and the same term may have several 
side series which proceed forth from it like rays, as in 
the history of a great state at the moment of its 
breaking np into many smaller ones, or the activity of 
a great man in different directions.

a senes
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(10) Tho side series may communicate with each 
other as the radii of a circle through the cords.

(11) In complexes of presentations, (such os are all
our concepts of the objects of sense), eadi element of 
tho complex, (ia, each sense characteristic), ma^ be 
the starting point of some series,—as for example, of 
changes. \

(12) There may bo scries which begin simply, but 
which afterwards become complex. A burning, sul
phurated thread, which at last fires a mine, may serve 
here as an illustration.

Lastly, there are series of which one is the converse 
of another, os in everything which we look upon as 
relating to space. Still, tho previous analysis may 
suffice for the present, in order to point out the great 
variety of that over which the series structure has sway, 
so that tho tutor, who neither knows nor cares about 
it, is never really conscious what be is doing, when be 
requires from the pupil a series formation and its 
reproduction.

Letter XXVI.

PoEUTiLa OP 8bbiS3 FobmatioK: P=roprodQcing presentation; r 
s=reprodocod presentation; w=a part of r; uf=:& part of x*, 
etc.—Defectire series: The momhers in tho wrong order point to 
adefeotiTe blending of Pwith the different r’e—Example; a boy 
listens to a list of Boman kings now^itcnUrely, now carelessly, 
therefore P(= Roman kings) poshly blended with more than 
with w*, conscqnently tho reproducUon appeared in reyerso order;
P most sink slowly whilst the remainder of it, r, r', etc., 
follow each other in dna order; bnt it mnst not sink too deeply, ( 
lest the presentation, "Roman kings,” bo quite forgotten before . 
the scries is finished—Lastly, if the reproduction of tho series is 
snccessful, r (a remainder of P) blends with r; r' (a remainder of 
P) blends witt r'; r" (a remainder of P) blends with n", -oto.—In 
rigid minds reproduction suffers from the hindrance.

HOPE you are not expecting that I shall nowI discuss one by one tho separate points in the 
. previous letters. Far be it from me. I wished to 

indicate a field for reflection, wherein are many things 
which you certainly have known some time^ but which, 
perhaps, you have not yet thus associated together. 
But the mere analysis and synthesis is of no assistance 

’beyond the usual empiricism, and therefore does not 
rdse us above the gener^ confession, that we do not 
even know why a pupil grasps one thing easily and 
another with diffiedty, or why the one comes to a 
Btandstill here and the other there; and it is just as 

■ little clear what the teacher and educator can actually 
do in such a case. How, without promising great 
elucidations, I can offer you an exercise for reflection
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on such, questions,—that is, if you have some mathe
matical patience left; for without this, positively 
no one vrill 6nd an entrance into this part of the 
investigation.

In Section 86 of my Psychology, you see the symbols 
P and T used in the above-mentioned sense; that is, 
P is always the reproducing preseutatSon, and ^ 
signifies the reproduced one. Suppose you a boy 
the names of the Eoman kings, and he repeats the list 
from Bomulus up to Tarquin, then the thought of the 
Boman kings in the mind of the boy is our P; on the 
other hand, Bomulus, Numa, Tullus, and so on, are our 
tt/ x', x', etc.

In the same place in the Psychology, you notice also 
the letter w, which signifies n part of x; in the same 
way is a part of x'; tv’, a part of x", etc. That is, 
the part to of x is to come into consciousness in time 
t, the part w' of x' in the time t‘, the part of x" 
in the time t’.

Why, then, are not all these parts equal? What 
determines the presentation P, that it should not 
permit Bomulus, Numo, Tullus, etc., to advance all at 
once into consciousness ? You are really answered by 
the boy who learns incorrectly and without clearness; 
perhaps he says: Bomulus, .^cus, Tullus, Tarquinius, 
Numa, etc. To '^hat do^ it point when he speaks 
thus, and what should be altered in his mind ?

You have it! The defect must lie in the blending 
of the presentation P with the different x’s. When 
you alluded briefly to the Boman kings, (for this defect 
will not easily show itself in detailed imagina^ve in-
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struction in history, which is really the kind suitable 
forfyounger boys), if the boy had listened to you 
now with attention, and now carelessly, the presenta
tion of a Boman king woidd have risen and fallen in 
bis consciousness, among various distractions and . 
arrests. So it might happen that not only the names, 
briefly mentioned, blended very little with each other, . 
but that also a greater part of-P blended with x" 
than with x', and may have combined with the latter 
more than with x'; and then quite naturally the 
reproduction appeared in reverse order.

For it is the remainders r, f*, 7^, etc., on which every
thing depends! These parts of the presentation P 
must follow each other in such order, as will occur, if 
anyone hears with perfect attention the words, “ the 
Boman kings are Bomulus, Numa, Tullus . . . Tar
quinius Superbua” That is, the presentation of the 
“Boman kings,” then sinks gradually while the names 

' are mentioned. To be stire it must not sink so deeply, 
os that at. the end, when we speak of Tarquinius 
Superbus, the concept of a Boman king should have 
quite disappeared; for it often happens, that when we 
have finished a too lengthy series, the pupil no longer 
knows what we have been talking about.^ For this

* Another example of the failoro of the reprodneing'P to blend 
■with the other members of the series, may be noted in badly-written 
essays. Instead of presenting ns with certain definite leading 
thonghts, with which all subordinate details blend, we are forced to - 
pass in a desultory fashion from point to point, perhaps jostle up 
occasionally against some brilliant idea, only to lose it again amid 
the crowd of the commonplace. At last the sad truth dawns on the 
reader that he has totally forgotten whence ho set out, and that he 

. could not possibly reproduce what he has read.
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reason I spoke previously of a normal length, -wliich 
in an example of this kind would be already much too 
long. But a modification must necessarily be made 
for the sake of those cases, wherein, if Boman kings 
are spoken of, Eomulus occurs to the boy earlier than 
Numa, and the presentation of Numa fiz^ds expression 
before that of TuUus, and so on. AndVhat is this 
modification? What is left of the presentation P is 
then blended.

<
liETTEE XXVIIL

Appi ieatioD to Instniotioa—Sifforent tomperamcnts oa regaida extonul 
action—Origia of dexterity in external action to bo found in 
regnlarlj-formed mental eeriee—lofinencea of external action on 
tbs presentation series—(L) Alteration^ the rbytbm by placing 
the terms furtber apart; (iL) Ftu 
Examj^e: tbe pnpil speaks, bears 
tation requiring words presses forward—OpposiUon and arrest . 
among the words, and, tborofore, among tbe presentations which . 
they represent—Failure of the slender thread of words to represent / '
folly tbe thought stmotnre eren in the mind of the pnpil~Yet the 
teadieris work U to draw oat, test, and correct OTery part of the 
thought stmetare—Importance of the course of the scries formation, 
bccaose of its bearing on edneation and action generally—Although 
the subject of series formation as a whole includes the approach of 
one presentation to another, as well us tbe withdrawal of one to 
make room for successors, it is the latter or successive method, 
which is specially necessary to the course of the series, otherwise 
the presentations would overwhelm each other and disappear—

’ Thus, writing, (by -which we pass from point to point), affords ud 
to reckoning.

T WOULD now very willingly, my dear friend, put 
JL in a clear light for you the educational significance 
pt the resnlt at which we have arrived, but I proceed to 
the attempt with a certain amount of diifidenea l^ot, 
perhaps, as if it were hard to me to oonduot you from 
the letters of our formulte again into the circle of 
general educational thought; rather does tbe difficulty 
lie in this, that those formula appear to me as a 
treasury, whence ineihanstible riches may flow, and 
that I do not yet suffioiently trust my own ;power 
to make an adequate statement of a subject which

tog of a now observation- 
own words; another presen*

r' with X 
r' with x' 

with x'
and 80 on, according to the formation of the series.. ..

But we will not now touch upon the more difficult 
calculations, which, in the Psychology, follow the 
passage we have quoted, rather will we seek out an 
easy counterpart to that formula, the analogy of which 
lies close at hand.

For have we not already spoken of rigid minds ? In 
such, repioduction natur^y finds a hindrance, which 
is generally more or less yielding. But take the most 
extreme case, when it cannot be made to yield at alL 
To bo sure we must not think that therein lies a 
complete negation of the process of presentation, for 
in such a case the person in question would be actually 
asleep. Tbe hindrance is o^y said to work thus far, 
that one presentation meeting another in consciousness 
has to bear alone the whole sum of the arrest which it
causes. . .
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even to me is still fairly noveL For this reason do not 
ask for perfect order. I must be allowed to deal with 
that first which is most obvious, with the reservation 
that I may afterwards come back to statement which 
actually lie nearer.

Previously we have often and at length considered 
different temperaments and peculiarities,♦which at one 
time oppose the practical teacher os unconquerable 
hindrances, but at another provide advanb^es of which 
ho must make use. To' these peculiarities of the pupils 
belong unquestionably their different temperaments as 
regards external action. Some sit patiently, others are 
restless; many cannot see an object without pushing, 
turning, or somehow setting it in motion. Some are 
quiet, othere talkative; some are helpless, others active, 
teachable, dexterous. This capacity for external action 
is not, os we might suppose, a simple tiling, so that one 
could assert with brief accuracy that it was present 
in a certain degree or not; rather is it of varied and 
widely different kinds, so that one kind piay be present 
when another is lacking. Everyone knows now that 
this external dexterity has a very great influence on the 
pupil's capacity for culture. But ought we not to be 
able to trace out more accurately what the state of the 
case actually is ?

First of all it certainly occurs to you at once that 
the dexterity cannot be anything simply and solely 
external On the contraiy, hands, feet, speech oigans, 
and all movable parts of the body are first impelled by 
the mind to such movement as may be regarded as 
intentional, and skilful with a view to something, even

177LETTKB XXVm.

though only in the lowest sense. But when anyone is 
unskilful he generally complains “I do not know 
how to begin.*’ And what does the teacher probably 
answer? “I will show you the beginning, or make 
it for you, only try now to go on.”

And you, ray friend, see now at lea^t how this is 
connected with what was said before. He who does 
not know how to begin, or how-to go on, has some 
defect in his knowledge, and spmething faulty, or at 
least ladring, in his series culture. And if the shy boy 
must hesitate through fear, the reproduction of on / 
already-formed series for the time comes to grief.

But I do not wish for the present to apply to 
external action, what has been said about the format 
tion of series; rather do I speak of external action 
because it is something visible and striking to the .eye; 
so that if I can perhaps connect this sufficiently 
palpable thing with the comparatively obscure mean
ing of my previous formute, I may get valuable • 
assiatance in bringing put that which hitherto'has not 
been clear.

To this end we must, however, first consider what 
influence external action may exercise on the presenta
tion series, through which it is set in motion. I will 
not speak here of the common and important change 
wrought in our process of presentation, as soon os wa 
attempt to carry out that which we have planned;^ or

1 « ActioQ,” says Herb&rt ia his Scienee of Education, "generates 
the will out of desire." By tentatiTe eettons aimed at the nesrer 
ends, wa may gradually form a presentation of a means to attain the 
ultimate end; thus what seemed at first a vague desire, hecomea 
definite will This presentation of the adequate means of gratifying

21
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of how frequently we confess we have had eiperiefices,* 
because things happened quite differently from what we 
expected. On the contrary, let us suppose external 
action to be always easy and succesafuL I only ask 
what influence it exercises on the course of the 
presentation series, even in those cases when it fails 
to adjust them.

The first answer doubtless is that it alters their 
rhythm, and places their terms farther apart, for 
action, os a rule, does not proceed as quickly as 
thought

But tliis also I will set on one side, for even this is 
not the first important thing which interferes with the 
psychical mechanism.

The main point is rather this: that through action 
something happens which furnishes a new perception. 
This perception, even while it rises, is subjected to 
the laws of the psychical mechanism. The presenta- 
tion, which is produced in perception, does not only 
blend at once with tbe already existing HiTniUr pre
sentation, governing the action, but it is also attacked 
by the arrest, by means of the other presentations 
which are in consciousness, and thus it must im
mediately sink very perceptibly, as has been described 
in the Psychology, § 77.
desire often arises by means of a combination of presentati< 
example, the genetal desires a victoty, Trhich at first seems so im
possible, that will cannot arise. He reflects on certain military 
tactics, calculated to gain,—some one point, some another; suddenly 
a combination of them all opens ont before him, confidence in his 
ovn ability to achiere success rcriTes, and be wills to conquer.

* It has been an experience to os that things tomed ont so difimntly 
- to what we expected, i,e., we have seen something of " life.”

laTTER xxrm.

Often, to be Bare, action now comes to a standstiU, 
ana changing into contemplation, disappears under the 
influence of that which has just been produced. Then 
the presentation series ^ not very energetic 
pared with the sense impression, or there is in addi
tion great sensitiveness for the latter. (Psychology,
§ 94-99.)

But with further development that which is done, 
changes into that which is dons with; which can now 
no longer rouse us to activity, and close to which 
presses forward the presentation of that which is to ' 
bo done next.

In order to consider the matter more conveniently 
let us take the simplest, or, for the teacher, the 
most common example. The pupil speaks. The word 
which he utters he heats. The word is now spoken, 
therefore another must follow it.

^ Here you see an action, which succeeds so easily, 
that the presentation of the object denoted* by the 
word does not at all need to press forward to its full 
strength before the utterance follows; on the contrary, 
the least stirring of the thought,—^provided no cause 
for reserve is at work,—quite suffices to rouse the 
tongue to fuU activity.

But how if the presentadous, which require words, 
press forward too quickly to be uttered? Then the 
pupil cannot answer us; he is dumb, not through 
ignorance, but through the fulness of thought.

This reminds us of the opposition and the arrest 
which takes place among the words, in so far as they 
are partly spoken and partly heard. The first word is
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tbrost back by the second, the second by the third, 
and BO on. But the presentations are bound up "with 
the words; consequently these also feel the pressure, 
and must yield to each other in the same order, if not 
completely, still to a sufficient extent, for the series to 

its course, the terms of which now appear all 
about the same height, sinoo they have attained utter- 

That something similar takes plnce in every

consideiation, under the general name of series forma
tion,—we ought, nevertheless, to attach considerable 
importance to the possibility of it, because it constitutes 
the general condition of teaching and admonition, as 
well ns of learning and action. And it will especially 
strike you how closely the importance of language 
culture, and even of articulate speech, is connected 
with it.

The approach of one presentation to another belongs 
just as much to series formation as a whole, as the 
withdrawal of the earlier members to make room tor 
succeeding ones. On the other hand, the course of the j 
series is not possible without this withdrawal. Now an 
adequate account of it was not given in the Psychology; 
and it appears that the subject cannot be explained . 
in a few worda For the course of series is often no 
purely psychical phenomenon. We saw just now how 
one word thrusts the next back, whereas the thoughts 
only unite one with another. You may remember 

’ here what increased ' facility writing affords to 
reckoning, and that mental arithmetic itself rests 
for the moat part on the practice of imagining the 
numbers as if they were written. If, instead of the 
successive method in reckoning, the thoughts were 
allowed simply to accumulate, one would very soon 
overwhelm the other, and simply on account of the 
sum of their inherent arresting force, they would 
disappear almost completely from consoiousnesa But 
what has already been said will lead you to another 
observation, which I reserve for the next letter.

run

ance.
other action is a matter of coursa

]^t I beg you to notice that the terms only appear 
of equal height For it does not follow from this, that 
in a man's thoughts there are just as few heights and 
depths as there are in his speech and action, and 
know quite well that the opposite is true. As regards 
you and me, for instance,—who are both accustomed to 
make known our thoughts in lectures by the hour 
how badly off should wo bo if the slender thread of 
the words, which wo allowed to pass our lips, repre
sented our thought structure.

The practical teacher ought never to forget that 
even in the mind of his pupil, there is, and ought to be, 
quite a different building or web of presentations, from 
that which lies in the succession of the words, which 
it is possible to examine. But, still, every smallest part 
of the web must by this means be to some extent 
created, tested, and corrected; so that by teaching, 
questioning, and answering, it is drawn forth in the 
form of a series, to which the necessary corrections 

applied. Whilst thus the course of the series is 
not by any means the most important part, and still 
less the whole of that which we have to take into

we

j
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thbre is a short space of time during which, on account - 
of this opposition, the preceding presentations may bo, 
dri-ten back by those which come after. But suffer mo 
to refer once more to what has been said.

Every presentation is moat yielding at the moment 
when it has attained its maximum strength, for then 
is it least of all in a struggling condition, a state 
which is just the reverse of real presentation.* If a 
presentation rr, through extemal'action, speech, or the 
like, produces a perception oo^esponding to itself, it 
will, through it,, quickly reach its maximum, raised 
perhaps even above that which was reckoned a ^ 
maximum in previous cases, and determined by 
counter pressure. So much the more certainly must 
it sink, as soon as the following presentation, through 
its activity, has produced an observation in harmony 
with itself,- which opposes the first. But the latter 
does not occur when external action is lacking, and it 
now depends on whether those conditions are still 

' present in a sufficient degree, under which _the mere 
opposition which lies in the presentations themselves 
can effect the course of the series. For it is evident 
that, if it be strong enough, a like effect is to be 

, expected from it, as from the opposition among those
' Afi long Bs ft presentation is struggling np'srards, it haa not 

Attained its peifeetion; Avhcreaa when the maximum is reached it 
is in a state of rest> and is then most tmlj typical of the presentation 
process. At the same time it is then most r^y to sahside or yield 
to others, not being in a state of fall actiTity itself. For example,
Tfhen weare “trying to think** of a half-forgotten line of poetry, the '
presentation of the fragment of the line is in foil activity; 'when, 
however, we have aacceeded, and the, wished-for line is in full con*

- soiousness, we are ready to think of something else. •

LKITER XXK.

Leitee XXIX.

Opposition among themselves of the presentations which form a 
eeries-~(l) Each presentation is most yielding when it has attained 
its maximum 8trength>-(2) If a pr^ntation, 'tyhrough external 
action, speech, etc.), prodaces an observation corresponding to 
itself, it will quickly reach its maximum—(S) It will tend to sink, 
if a following presentation, also through external action, produces 
an observation which opposes the first; hut this opposition will 
not, of course, take plara if external action is lacking—(4) EiTeet 
on the series of opposition among the presentations thems^vea— 
(6) If the second presentation, through possessing higher velocity, 
should force the common pressuro on the first, the maximum of 
the first must be reached sooner than was before calculated, and 
the second presentation will work on higher, uniting its opposition 
to the pressure already bearing on the first—(6) The pre*enunenco 
of the second over the first presentation will only last till the 
moment when the former has attained its maTitnnm ; then the 
prder of the series will come to an end, whilst both sink together— 
Practical hearing of this on Instruction: Defective methods, 
resnlting in inopportune interruptions of the psychical mechanism ; 
distorhance of its action by croas-qnestions; failnre to set the 
pupil on the right track; possible development of stammering and 

' hesitation.

3

■

* TT is the opposition of the presentations among tliem-
JL selves, which thus form a series of the different 

ttV to which we must now direct our attention; for
» What has been said concerning Letter XXIL. p. 148, is equally 

applicable to Letted XXIX. It is inserted here for the sake of those 
students who are’^fkmlUar with Herhartis system of mathematical 
psychology, tut the general reader is advis^ to omit the section 
enclosed in asterisks.

* See Letter XXV., p. 167. P there represents the reproducingterm, 
T, r*, T*, the rcprodaced ones in a scries. ^

1
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You know, my dear friend, that my official , position 
had given me opportunity of observing the methods of 
many teachers, and especially of younger ones. 1 will 
not speak here of the faults which are usually com
mitted in continuous lectures, 1 will only mention 
those which appear when it is a question of starting 
the pupil well in his work, and supporting and helping 
him in it, even as often occdrs 
arithmetic. It is here 1 hav^ so Often noticed how 
little, teachers generally comprehend the psychical 
mechanism, to the activity of which they ought to f 
attach the greatest importance. For whereas they 
ought to be of assistance, they are really in the habit 
of disturbing its action, now with repetition, now by 
correction without argent need, often with cross- 
questions and exhibitions of bad temper; at another 
time, they do not even so much as take pains to start 
the mechanism in the right way, but allow the pupil 
to needlessly worry himself about matters which he 
really cannot guess, and dees not know. All this shows 
that they have no conception of the rhythm in which 
a presentation series can develop, and which should 

?be treated with the utmost care. Hence the habit 
of hesitating and stammering,—an annoyance both to 
themselves and others,—has often attacked not only, 
whole classes, but even entire schools, from the lowMt 
to the highest forms, and has had such sway that 
intelligent reading and explanation, or the immediate 
comprehension of the whole of wliat is read, is hot 
to be thought of. If only' there were some idea 
that a psychical mechanism existed at all, which has

185

external perceptions; on the other hand, everything 
does not depend on this alone, and for this reason 1
have said nothing about it in my former letters...........

It is s^f-evident, that at the moment when a pre
sentation attains its maximum, its velocity is^O, for 
otherwise it would have risen higher. .....

What will happen, if, in accordance^ with earlier 
development, the greater energy, appearing in the 
higher vdocity of the^ second presentation, forces the 
common pressure on the first? Then must the 
maximum of the first be reached sooner, and at a 
lower point than that before calculated; on the other 
hand, the second presentation will work on higher, 
since it overcomes the pressure better.

Moreover, the opposition of the second presentation 
may now combine with this pressure against the first, 
only we must bear in mind that both presentations 
necessarily suffer tiom t.hiq opposition, and the more 
severely the stronger it is.

But how long can the pre-eminenco of the second 
presentation over the first last, whereby as the second 
term of the series it makes itself felt near to, or after, 
the first?. At most, only up to that moment when it 
has itself'-'attained the maximum, and then begins to 
sink. For then it is quite evident that it was really 
borne up by weaker energy, and the order in the series 
comes to an end, whilst both sinlr together.

This latter circumstance is one to which I would 
specially call the attention of the practical teacher, 
who only too easily forgets how soon the tide on which 
he would launch baginH to ebb.*

in translation or
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its own peculiar velocity and definite rhythm, wherein 
alone it con proceed easily; if it 
that the time lost and wasted by inopportune inter- 
ruptiona and lack of assistance cannot be made up, 
since when once the presentations have lapsed into 
general subsidence, reproduction for the time being 
can scarcdy be r^tored to on adequate activity; if 
only proper attention were paid to the lessons, which 
anyone who is willing to learn may deduce from ex
perience—tlien many an awkwardness between teacher 
and pupil, which now causes annoyance to both, wpuld 
disappear of its own accord, and many a school subject, 
which is now (MDUsidered too difficult, could quite easily 
be so treated as to produce its effect soon enough. 
However, it was not yet our intention to draw up 
practical rules; rather did we wish to examinq the 
capacity for cultivation in the pupil, with regard first 
to natimd temperament. Let us turn back to this.

but recognizedwere

ACQXIIEED DIF^^:REN0ES.

Lettee XXX.
RfsomA of the preceding letters,—The ^ect of a phyBlologicol hind

rance in destroying a series, and cafosing all the presentations to \ 
bo driren out of consciousness—Example of this in naturally dull 
boys—Keproduction often fails in the ohserration of anything not / 
quite to their taste, or anything adhering to connecting links i 
established earlier, such as the words of a foreign language-The 
foreign words form a series each attached to a word of the mother 
tongue; hence the serious nature of the loss if the latter should 
be defectiTe—Importance of progress in language, dnepartiy to its 
intimate connection with external action—Importance of basing 
all instruction on experience and intercourse, i.e., on the leading 
presentations {Ft) already in the mind of the child—(L) Tlio 
now information to bo afterwards reproduced (n-, v*, must 
not be too great in quantity, in proportion to the old to which 

‘ it is to he attached (P)i hence the evils of learning foreign 
languages when the knowledge of the mother tonguels imperfect 
—(iL) The importance of establishing first certain strong points of 
snpport in the child's mind, to which small portions of the 

I information may be attached; these should be combined with 
iblo quantities of the old, the series not being;too 

long, lest the leading presentation P should have sunk too deep; 
the arrest among the presentations themselves roust not be:too 
strong—Mistakes of onskilfol tutors, especially in falling to niako 
clear leading points—Necessity of using the bodily activities of - 
the child, especially in the earlier stages of development.

irn"E proceeded first with the supposition of complete 
W rigidity in that which coxmteracts the rising re

production of a aeries. Such a rigidity cannot arise 
from the presentations just then in consciousness taken

new

thel
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J

come forward at all: the words of a foreign langnage, 
learnt with difficulty, may serve oa an example of this. 
For what are these words ? They are series of letters 
or speech sounds attached to a word of the mother 
tongue. These series must he easily and accurately 
reproduced in the order of the letters if we want to 
learn the language. Examples of a higher kind might 
be mentioned, of as varied a character as they are 
plentiful in number. I will^^t linger over thenu 
But what happens if learning Hhe niother tongue itself 
is a failure;—a thing which may easily take place from 
similar causes, for here those series, which, hound up / 
with ideas and intuitions, form the words of the mother 
tongue, should be surely and accurately reproduced by 

of thought. Then is lacking even the most 
ordinary means of assistance, viz., that from the sphere 
of external action, which, as we have seen (XXVIIL), 
renders most important service in the evolution of 
the series.

Therefore we cannot wonder that the teacher gener
ally judges a boy’s capacity for further culture, as well 
as his natural ability, in the first place, by the progress 
in language which be has already made. But un- 

• doubtedly, in this estimate of natural ability, the 
‘ rest of external action, both as regards its aims and 

the dexterity displayed in it, must also be taken 
into account.

Further, we shall notice that our discussion of the 
capacity for cultivation in the pupil here passes quite 
naturally from innate temperament to that which 
depends on the use made of earlier years. For not

188 APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGY TO EDOCATION,

by themselves; they are alwa3r8 yielding to a certain 
extent, and the opposition, originating in them, only 
gradually becomes strong against that which is repro
duced in consciousness. But if a hindrance of a 
physiological kind is added, then it con easily be under
stood that the existing presentations, whicli are, os 
it were, involved in it, will also be foupd unyielding; 
the sensualist, the glutton, and the person whose 
emotions are excited, furnish us with examples of 
this. Wo have seen now what will follow with 
reference to reproduction. That is, in the mathematical 
addenda it appears first that the reproduced presenta
tions then approach a lower limit, and that at this 
boundary—and this is specially to be noticed here— 
they come near to each other, but in no way take 
their places in the form of a series. Bather would 
the whole mass, into which the series has now 
transformed itself, together with the presentation 
reproducing it which we called P, be driven again 
out of consciousness.

• We see something similar happen in naturally dull 
boys, whenever we wish to engage their attention in 
subjects, of which the presentations, in them, are not 
yet strong enough to maintain themselves indepen
dently in consciousness. We see reproduction 
frequently come to grief in all learning, or even in 
the observation of that which is not just to their 
taste; in everjrthing also which adheres to connect
ing links established earlier, (to such a P, for instance, 
as was mentioned above), which thus would necessarily 
come forward again with the links, if it had power to
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all series are so constructed that they can bo repro
duced with equal facility.

Our formuloe draw our particular attention to the 
relation between the quantities r and x. What does 
that mean ? As a preliminary explanation I might say 
that it points to the importance of having all Instruc
tion based on and connected with experience and 
intercourse, though the subject is .by no means 
exhausted thus.^ *

K you wish to illustrate this explanation by some 
educational Principle, doubtless well known to you 
from your own practice, put the oft-mentioned re^ro-

^ Tbe reUtioD botweea Instrnctioa, Experience, and IntcrcoufM is 
also worked oot in Heubart’s Seitnee of Edumlion. On the one hand 
he eonld not agree with Roossean, for—“ To form ‘ Nature-men' meaha 
to repeat if possible from the beginning the succession of evils already 
overcome. To narrow the sphere of teaching and warning to the 
immediate en-vironmont is the natural result of a man's own limita
tion, which neither knows what is beyond nor understands its 
application.’' (p. 81, Felkin’s Translation.} Again, “Human 
nature, which appears to be suited for the most diverse conditions, 
is of 60 general a character that its 
ment is entirely left to the race. The ship, constructed and arranged 
with highest art, that it may be able to adapt itself to every change 
of wind and wave, only awaits the steersman to direct it to its goal, 
and guide its voyages according to circumstances. We know our 
aim. Nature does much to aid us, and humanity has gathered much 
on the road she has already traversed; it is our task to join tliem 
together." (p. 186.) Hut on the other hand, Herhart guards himself 
against being supposed tfi'nmdervalne Experience and Intercourse. 
*'Who can dispense with Experience and Intercoms in education I 
To do BO would be to dispenso with daylight and content ourselves 
with candlelight! | Fulness, strength, individual definiteness in all 
our presentations,'practice in the application of the general, contact 
with the real, with the country and the age, patience with men as they 
are—all this must be derived from those original sources of mental 
life." (p. 137.)

LETTER XXX.

ducing presentation P (^Xy., XXVI.) first, before 
everything else, in the pupil’s circle of experience.
We will hope that you will find there not only one 
but? several excellent examples of P, otherwise we 
cannot effect much. All those leading presentations 
of the pupil, which are blended with long series of 
other weaker presentations, come under this heading, , . 
a: well as all those which are important os centres 
and turning points for his other thoughts, and all 
those which home-sickness calk-up in him if he has 
been long absent from home. [

The above-mentioned^ r, and so on, are parte 
or remainders of those Fs, and the greater the better, / 
for it is well known that they are the real forces in 
reproductions. But now both formula and investi
gations teach, that the x, x, x", etc., with which 
they are combined, ought not to be too great as com
pared with the r’s; and, moreover, that in the case?

* The P$ here represent the leading presentations already possessed 
by the child. The greater their number, the richer the mental 

> content They constitute the apperceiving factor, for it is with parts 
of them (r, r*, etc.) that the new knowledge (r, w', eto.) must be 
combined if it is ever to be reproduced. Example: If concept 
of the Roman kings, every one of the names of the kings (r, w', 
r") must be combined with the concept dearly and definitely, if 
the series is to succeed. Again, in learning the members of the class 

.triangle; theconcept,—a three-sided figure, bounded by straight lines,
—must oombme with each addition to the series, right angled, obtuse, 
eta, the r, -w*, v", etc., of the formula. This passage also shows • \ 
the importance of establishing firm connections between the new know
ledge and the already familiar subjeseta of thought For example, the 
scenery round the pupil's home, especially if rich in historical 
associations, furnishes a valnable series of Ps. Expeditions of various - 
kinds,—geologicsl, botanical, arch geological, eta, also help materially ; ;
In enlarging the store of factors for apperception.

and develop-
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foundation. Thus/for example, instruction in foreign 
lan^ages pre-suppoaes, above everything, a great 
familiarity with the mother tongue, if such fatal 
confusion is not to arise os is found among children, 
who chatter Low German and High German, or French 
and German mixed up together, before they possess 
a proper knowledge of their native language; or, 
os I once found in a young Englishman, who, having 
been placed as a child in a 
there the veiy worst German,* and, in the meantime, 
almost forgot his English; so that, finally, he could 
not be instructed in any language, until, by special 
care, his English had been partially set right.

But our consideration goes further.* It tells us that, 
generally, whenever it is a question of Rnlarging the 
circle of thought, of learning in the widest sense of 
tne word, certain strong points of support must be

^ Herbart is here emphosiang certain important points in his . 
, doctrine of apperoeption, when especially applied to the reprodnction 

of a aeries. An eiample may make this clearer. We wish a class 
to learn the snccesdon of erents, which took place daring the reign 
of Edward VL These are represented by the x, t', x* of the 
formnla. What can we find to serre as oar series of P's, that is, our 
series of leading presentations, already possessed by the childron, 
..which shall serre as “strong points of snpport,” and with which 
we must combine the new informatioa I Ererything here of 
depends on the teacher’s knowledge of his pupil’s circle of thought; 
still, with a lairly advanced dass, 
following might suffice s—The prohlems loft orer from the last reign 
had to bo solred in some way by the two successire Protectors, Somerset 
and Northumberland. The children will probably be eager to famish , 
details on such points as the social, religious, and political difficulties 
of the time. From their knowledge, the teacher can easily select 
facts, (represented in the formula by r, y, etc., the remainders of 
the Ps), w dch will readily combine with the new information. For
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of decreasing i^s the series of the w’s mxiat not 
likewise decrease, but must rather grow if the re* 
production is to succeed.*

To what does this refer? Doubtless to that instruc
tion, which we build on experience as on a necessary

* As the new structure,—hero the x’a which represent the names 
of the kings,—rises into prominence, the r’s, ot^remaindera of the 
old presentation P {Lt., the concept Roman kin^) retire more into 
the backgronnd. The fact that this general concept is to some extent 
dim in eonsdonsness shonld not inrolre the destmetion of the Eeries, 
The Ps hare done their work, and the x’s ought now to increase 
in independent strength. As the next paragraph shows, Herhart 
strongly opposed that educational theory which limited the pupil to 
his own narrow experience. The child of the nineteenth century has 
a right to reap the benefits of his forefather’s straggles; the belts 
of the ages should not bo deprived of their inheritance. Bather are 
they to be “led back by the life thread" of their seniors, for there 
is no reason why we should 
of evils already overcome.”

In a fine though somewhat difficult passage in the SeUnee of 
Educaliont on the office of a trae teacher, Herbart brings this out 
more clearly.

“A young man who is snsceptible to the charm of ideas, who has 
eptioD of edneation in all its beanty and all its greatness 

before his eyes, and who is not a&ud to resign himself for a time 
to numberless alternations of hope and doubt, despair and joy,—such 
a man can undertake the task of trying up a boy in the environment 
of actnality to a nobler life, provided always that be possesses mental 
force and science to apprehend and represent this actuality as, from 
the point of view of humanity, only a fragment of the great whole. 
He will then say of hb own accord, that not he, hut the whole power 
of what humanity hss felt, experienced, and thought, b the true 
and right educator, to which tiie boy b entitled, and that the teacher 
b given to him Merely that he may help him by intelligent inter' 
pretation and elevating companionship. Thus to present the whole 
treasure of accumulated research in a concentrated form to the 
youthful pneration b the highest service which mankind at any 
period of its exbtence can render to ib successors, be it as teaching 
or as warning.”
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will tho leading presentation P have sunk. This, 
however, is purely relative; for if the leading pre
sentation P is firmly held in consciousness, so that 
it *only sinks very gradually, it may 
adequate support for a much longer series than if 
the opposite is the case. Moreover, it is evident that 
the degrees of arrest of indindual members must not 
be so great as to bring about the collapse of a structure 
which is in course of erection; however, if only the 
series could shape itself connectedly, its reproduction 
at the end of tho series group, simply through arrest 
of siugle members amongst each other, would be so 
much the more clever; hence the latter is rather to { 
be sought for than avoided, if it be not carried too 
far.^

Would you recognize in these characteristics any of 
the methods of narration proper to Homer or Herodotus?
It is probably too soon yet, however, to remind you of 
the classical Art of Discourse; for, so far, the investi- 

^ gation is wanting in too many points to give a 
’ psychological account of it.

But there is certainly no lack of illustrations of the 
opposite case. Such arise everywhere where the earlier 
instruction has accumulated mistakes. How often 
uns^cilful tutors fail to connect their teaching with 
that which has a firm basis in the pupil’s circle of

* There ehoald not be such oppodtion 
themselres, that t&a mind faila to form a connected ^hole, so that 
the stractore eoUapeea in isolated fragments. Bat, on the other 
hand, it woold be a derer resnlt, if the presentations were arranged 
to follow each like the dissolving scenes in a magio^lantem, one 
member overpowering and arrestiDg the next in orderly snccesdon.
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first established, and then the connecting knowledge 
should be added, if possible, in small quantities, though, 
at tho same time, in the closest possible sequence, 
without forming long series. Why is this? rirsUy, 
the t’s should not be greater than is necessary. 
There should be no large masses, only smoH portions 
of the connected wholes. Secondly, they should be 
combined with the largest possible remainders of the- 
leading presentations, (the J's); a thiifg which could 
not succ^, it these, just now called into prominence, 
had managed to sink during fairly long time intervals; 
hence the series of tlie vr’s must form a close sequence 
in order to combine with tho largest possible r, Y, Y, 
etc. Thirdly, the series ought not to bo long, for tho 
same reason, hooause tho longer they are, the deeper

serve as an

enunple, tte meld diatnas will lead np to the atory of the rebelliona; 
tbo nlii^oaa difficalties, to the orguiUatioQ of tbe Obnrob, and the 
work of Cranmer, and so on.

On three points Eerbart lays special stress. First, tbe new inform
ation ebonld not be too extensive; too many details are fatal to all 
eleamesa in reprodnetion. Second, it ebonld be combined with as 
much as possible of that which is already known. Third, the diOerent 
series of new events, to be combined with each of Uie old leading 
presentations, most not be too long; in this esse -we most not expect 
a too detriled aceoant of tbe lebcllions to be secordy reproduced by 
means of our older concept, (La, social tronble).

Tbe danger is lest in tbe mass of facta, the pnpil ehonld loee sight 
of tbe leading thonght; (the P must not have sank too deeply]. 
lAstly, in the baBding np of any aeries, the skill of the teacher is 
shown in finding a happy medium between two extremes. If tbe 
memben are too sharply separated, Le., if the arrest between the 

. presentations is ta> strong, the struetnre tends to coUapee, or in this 
case, the connection between the events is lost sight of, through 
the ahmptneas of the thought transitjona. On the otha hand, if 
the members ran into each other too mnch, deameea is lost, and 
interest flags for lack of any sharp caUinea.

among the p
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experience. How often, without suitable analysis, do 
they cram in at once whole masses of unfamiliar things, 
or else neglect to bring their own words into a coherent 
flow. How often, even in their teaching, do they fail 
to make sufficiently sure of certain leading points, 
whereon that which follows may rest^ and with which 
it may be combined; and just as oftefi we find as the 
product of such treatment, incapacity for reproduction, 
oven in clever children. The streams of knowledge 
have mingled confusedly with each other, and whilst 
we wish to make further progress, we mourh over the 
lack of thorough preparatory training.

But at this point the question arises, how far we 
have availed ourselves of the external action of the 
pupil, and his dexterity in it? And, first of 
all, how far we have induced the pupil to speak 
and express himself in the lesson; for it is well 
known that instruction which makes the pupil dumb— 
as in the lecture-room of a professor—is worthless in 
early youth. Altogether the bodily activity of the 
pupil should be utilized as much as possible; he him
self should be made to open the book, point out, prove, 
construct whatever can be so treated, so long as we 
cannot depend upon bis inner mental «5tivity.

I

Leitee XXXI.
The simnltaneoQS rise of presentations wliicli have hlended, as con

trasted with those whose whole movenient depend# on what is left 
of a presentation reproducing them—Examples of the former are 
to be Been in the stndj of a subject, spontaneonslj continned; of 
the latter, in its immediate abandonment when lessons are finished 
—In all a circle of thought is erentually formed in which the7^ 
are spontaneously active in feeling, thinking, and willing, and in 
this comparatively amall circle of spontanei^, the life-principles 
of the individual have their basis.

A T the sight of such familiar things many an one 
xi. might ask “Is that all?” “Are Psychological 
calculations to take us no further than to a repetition 
of that which every experienced practical teacher 
already knows ?"

Would that such knew it and acted in accordance 
therewith 1 But whilst you will excuse my basing the 
proof of the truth of my psychological investigation 

^ on well-known educational maximfl, you, my dear 
friend, may yet be conscious of certain more serious 
doubts. Is then the forgoing sketch correct? Does 
all reproduction depend on one single leading presenta
tion? And is this leading presentation always to be 
looked upon as the first term of a series? Where, 
then, is the construction mentioned earlier? Does all 
real construction indee^ proceed from one single point,: 
like the now antiquated philosophy of Fichte ?

j
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the thought of it only rieee in him when^eoMy 
oaUed forth. But not aU knowledge can thna be a ; ^
mere etoreliouse, for if it were eo, there wonld be no ' 
life-principle forthcoming, on which the use of the 
storehouse and its leading tendenoies depend. We 
will now examine the eomparatiTely small drole 
wherein spontaneity has its seat, to see whether 
even there aeries culture might take place.

imrxB xtna198 arPUOATION 07 rSYCHOlOGY TO EDUCATION.

Suppose you are inclined to question me thus, my 
first refuge would be easily found in the reader 
that I have promised nothing of. a complctt character.

However, since both of us would willingly ayoid 
onesidedness, and since the line of thought thus far, 
about series formation, might really lead to a serious 
defect of this’kind, prepare yourself now to see some
thing different, although still most incomplete.

The investigation of the presentations rising simnl- 
taneously, (in the supplement to XXII.). gives rise to 
the question whether a blending could take place 
among freely-rising presentations, by means of which 
an order and sequence of ascent might be formed in 
proportion to its degree. This would furnish the 
counterpart to the earlier conception of the subject, 
according to which the presentations brought into 
prominence do not rise freely; but whilst their own 
energy is hindered in its rise by arrest, their whole 
movement depends on what is left of a presentation 
reproducing them. At this point there occur to us, 
old praotitioneiB in teaching, many subjects which 
pupils only study just so long, and so far, as they are 
set as lessons; in such a case the free rise of presen
tations, and therefore spontaneous culture and construc
tion, are not to bo thought of. But whether our pupils 
fare well or ill, a circle of thought is at last formed in 
them in which they are epontaneously active in feeling, 
thinking, an^ willing; whence also external action 
receives its determination. ■ Even the moat learned 
man has the greater part of his knowledge in books, or 
in that which, as we say, is stored in his memory, and

r:--
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logy. We have not thus,’to he sure, forsaken the 
sphere of memory; on the contrary, it appeared from '7 
the calculation that even the presentatipna which rise 
facely, preserve, to a great estent, an analogy with 
reproduction, according to the time succession of the 
materials of ercperience. And however varied, and 
even fastastio, the creations of imagination may often 
be, the new is always made up of old materials, and 
every such bit of material coiitains a quantity of the 

tions, which have been 
DO their old places, and

Lettee; XXXII.
CoQQectioD between Memory, Imagination, and Belief—Original 

inoagination works up the old materiala of M^ory and ends in 
belief, in so far aa obserrstion and experience do not giro rise 
to oppo8ition>~Iniagination, itraced buk to the blended pro* 
sentstions whicb riso Bimult
into conadonsness aa,if they were those of the objects of 
experience—Frequent determination of mental indiridoality by 
physical structure, through organic irritability giTing rise to 
habitual emotions—Importance of the educational consideration 
of children'a imagination: (L) Early products of imagination 
dislodged by new fancies; (ii) ;I
nation, by means of external activity, between illnaocs and objects 
of experience; (ill.) Basis of belief in most men; a thing is per* 
ceptible to their senses, and its existence is attested with emphasis 
I7 othera—Beason: Lack of imagination, capable of creating a 
really finished ■ product; hence such often obtain '* belief” 
second-hand; (ir.) All men have imagination of soipc in 
the circle of frcoJy-rising presentations—In the Savage and the 
I^otist only such as concern very narrow interests attain free 
movement; (v,) Importance of observing children in very early

. years, not waiting till the period of yontb, when the froely-riang 
presentations may be obscured by other activities; (vi) Danger of 
the pressure of instmetion preventi^ the formation of the images 
of imagination—Element of truth in the accusation, "The 
school, the less imagination, in an age.”

smallestand then hover up
moved little, or nob at aU,
thus indeed still bear the stamp of memory; hence 
Imagination, even if it were of a higher nature than 
memory, should not despise the important services of 
the latter.

But how does Belief come to be side by side with 
Imagination ? Am I to expect objections from you at 
this point ? On the contrary, that mythological learn
ing, in which you are far my superior, would correct 

I, if I had not been w^ed often enough already, 
by calculation and educational experience, not to con
sider the imagination of the modem novelist as an 
original soul faculty. He, who intentionally, and with 
his eyes open, invents something, must certainly speak 

■ falsely for a long time before he succeeds in believ
ing his own tales. On the other hand, the original . 
imaginative power naturally ends in belief, in so far as 
observation and experience do not give rise to opposi
tion. The last words of the preceding paragraph speak 
clearly enough, I hope, of the product, in which the 
continuous blending of the-.preeentationa which riso

of the child's discrimi*

me

A T the present moment where are we, my dear 
xi. friend ? I think we are in the region of Imagina
tion and Belief, because familiar names must at least 
be mentioned, that we may find our bearings according 
to the compass of the old, so-called, empirical Fsydio-

20c
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freely often ends.^ This product is a necessity, in 
so far as the circle of presentations, whence it origi
nates, is a closed one, and the inducement to a frhe rise 
is renewed often enough, and with such variety, that 
anything which can arise out of the presentations 
furnished may do sa When this product hovers into

* On the difficnlt fubject of the natore of belief we may oomparc 
IVo£ Ward's views {Eneyelopadia BriL, Article on Psychology). He 
identifies Belief in its simplest form with m^e apprehension; when 
we perceire, remember clearly,-or judge withont hesitation, wo are 
laid hold of (as it were)lbj the fact or representation, and TwoVn 
no stmggla against it *'There is no conflict of imprt^oni Yon 
cannot donbt, you see,^heifiK5 son shines. Doubt begins with the 
presence of rival impressions. Hence children an less tt«Ti
adults: dreamers than those awake. When we say, * 1 believe A is 
B,' we mean that the proposition takes hold of us, impresses itself 
as vividly, overbears rival suggestions ss convincingly asdo the objects 
of actual perception." The question of BcHef seems to resolve 
itself into a peculiar case of what other psychologists have called 
inseparable Association. James 8. Mill says: "When two or more 
ideas hare been often repeated together, and the Association has 
become very strong, they sometimes spring up in such close combina* 
tion as not to be distinguishable." When impressions have been so 
often experienced in coiyanotion that each of them calls up readily 
and instantaneously the ideas of the whole group, those ideas 
times melt and coalesce into one another, and appear not several 
ideas bnt one.” These words explain the pecnliar connection 
between belief and decisive action. If Doubt has been shown to 
bo crippling and disintegrating, frittering away the soul’s strength 
in the strife of presentations, and preventing the formation of the 
very means of attaining desire, Belief, on the other hand, is the 
int^ting power, welding together 'unbroken »n.ut«A<i ©f preseu* 
tationa,' and giving almost incredibis' energy to action. We are 
reminded of the jaychological truth underlying the words, " ThU 
is the victory which overcomoth thi world, oven your Faith.". The 
quesUon of the hum and “foundatioiis of BeUef" is of course 
another subject of the deepest imi»rtance; here we would merely 
Uy strea oa the fact of its extraordinary power.

203LBITEB XXXn.

consciousness like the presentations of the objects 
’of experience, it is considered a reality, even as that 
which is heard and seen; or, in other words, it is 
ifelioved. The myths and legends of every nation 
form on a large scale such a complete or nearly com
plete product, which only partially lends itself to 
intentional embellishment.

But we are not now speaking of nations, but of 
cliildren. There is' no need to enlarge here on the 
necessity of reUgious instru(^i5n for them, and indeed 
for any age, just in proportion as they are in danger 
of creating something else idolatrous by their own 
imagination. No one doubts this, and you least of alL^ 

Even with little children, as soon as they can speak, 
often notice with astonishment, sometimes with 

anxiety, how they not only talk imaginatively, as if 
quite removed from the circle of experience, but also 

laugh and cry in their fancied joy and sorrow.

we

even
For organic irritability has a share in this, and many an 
emotion forms for itself a channel, like a spring feeding 

' a stream, which at last, mingled with other streams,some*

1 Man is indeed innately religioua. His very reason, as Herbart 
abows, at its highest development, leads him into the presence of 
a great Unknown God, " in whom wo live and move and have our
being." “ Sympathy with the tmivcreai dependence of men is the

natural principle of all religion. We must direct the pupil’s 
eyes where human beings exp^ the feelings of their limitations, and 
point out to him every piece of arrogance as a false and dangerous 
imagination of strength. . . . Above aU, the mind must keep 
Sabbath in religion. It should turn to it for rest from all thoughts, 
desires, cares.” Seierui (if ESMcalitm, p^ 171-176. It is more 
naiural to be an idolater than an atheist. (See also Introduction, 
pp. xliv., ilv.)

/. -I
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growa into a mighty river. This is the source which 
produces and determines, mental individuality through 
the physical structure.

However, the earliest products of the imagination 
do not long remain objects of belief; in healthy minds 
they are thrust back by experience, and almost com
pletely dislodged by new fancies. The ten-year-old 
boy already speaks laughingly of what he quite 
believed when he was little. He does not know how 
often: in time to come, he will bedbmo greater 
and wiser in his own eyea' Successions of fresh 
imaginative structures are built one on the top of 
another, and not infrequently form a volcanic founda
tion, whose eruptions are destined to throw everything 
into confusion.

The danger decreases in proportion as the boy, when 
no longer a child, tells himself it is play, when he gives 
himself up to illusions, but that, on the contrary, it 
is a serious occupation if he is handling an object 
of experience, which will teach him by good or bad 
effects. Here we come to the highly-important 
reciprocal action between inner activity, i.c., Imagin
ation, whereby the man lays the foundation of his 
mental personality, and' external activity, by which

* Bat as life adranccs, the wiser among ca realize this fact. For 
mental vision strengthens, as tljo dim vistas of Icnowledge beyond and 
above us open out, and we realize bow short and insignificant is the 
I»Ui already traveled. The consdonsness of the limitations of the 
human mind and the majesty of Truth, the hope of future develop- 

, ment and clearer fight, make great men humble. It was a Newton 
who felt that all his life be had been as a child picking up pebbles on : 
the shore of the great ocean of Troth; and it ^ a Goethe whose 
dying words were so significant, LicftL*’

205., LETTEB XXXn.

ho first loams that ho can and must bo taught. The 
connecting link between the! two, viz., Attention, we 
oliall soon take into olosor consideration, but a glance 
book is first necessary at the individual limitations, 
wfiioh hove BP often brforo oooupied us.

Most men believe that which is eaid to them with 
emphasis, and which is made perceptible to the senses. 
Why 1 The first answer is that they have no imagina
tion which is capable of creating n finished product^ 
But what then does it mean to possess or to want 
Imagination? We sow in the previous letter that, 
presentationB, rising aimultoneously, blend the more 
oomplotoly the oftener they rise, and that they, 
conatmot a series-like whole the more certainly, the* 
more they blend. The images of imagination are 
nothing but the representation of such blended pre
sentations. Therefore everyone has imagination in the 
cirol^.^if his freely-rising presentations, if there is no 
hindrance ther& The Imagination of the merchant 
may certainly be different to that of a shepherd or 
a soldier, but the difference in subject, in aooordanoe 
with occupation, explains neither the strength nor 
the weakness,®

It is a matter of oonrse that freely-rising presenta-
* If they had sufficient Ima^nation, Herbart seema to imply, they 

'would not thus so readily take their beliefs second-hand. The firm 
blending of the presonfatlona is thus eflected for them by external 
influences. Their own presentation store is not sufficiently flexible to 
form the neccas^ new combinations, without external assistance.
. * That is, imagination in different individuals naturally differs 
widely 19 range of subject, but these peculiarities in no way explain 
the remarkable variations as to strength and eneigy which likewise 
appear.
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' tions do exist Most animals appear determined to 
such an extent by bodily wnditions that they only 
rarely represent anything different from that vrhich-lies 

■in the cirde of their momentary desires and emotions. 
The lazy savage who idly rests as soon as he is satisfied 
differs from them but little. And the perfect Egotist 
—what other presentations attain free movement in 
him, beside those which concern his narrow interests ? 
Out of these bis thoughts are formed, and this is the 
authority which permits no unprofitable arts to thrive 
under its sway.^

If anyone desires educational observation, he must, 
above all, observe children in their early years, when 
the rule of determined Egotism has not yet established 
itself. At this time also they practise the least con
cealment, their speech and action are the immediate 
expression of their fancies. If impartial and accurate 
observations of that early age were passed on to the 
tutors of later years, we should then see more easily 

tand more certainly what was to be expected from the 
pupil’s disposition and activity. Instead of this, that 
observation which can be attempted by the tutor of 
the growing boy is for a long time concentrated on his 
more or less successful appropriation of the new, 
famished by instruction; but it is years before freely- 
rising presentations are visible in the sphere of teach
ing and learning. The greater part even of that which 
is well learnt doe^ not for a long time rise in conscious
ness without books and questions. That is why the pupil 
is quite different at home from what he is at school.

* That is, DO arts which do oot further his own narrow interests.
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Please notice the b^nnin^ of the supplement to 
the previous letter. In the case when we can least 
of all trace the influence of any dominant presenta
tions, or find any analogy with memory, where freedom 
and equality reign among the presentations, do we 
there see single ones aroused dependent on others? 
No, they come in a mass, and not until they are already 
in full consciousness do they receive form. What is 
then the result if any foreign pressure,—whether it 
be the earlier oft-mentioned physiological hindrance, 
or the authority of a teacher? or any social influence 
whatever,—should hinder the final development of the 
presentations, which so for have risen together in a/ 
mass ? Naturally, structura will he lacking, and the 
individual becomea.sa.fflttdI the less himself the more 
a strange form is forced upon him, or even merely 
provided. Let ua not hide from ourselves the fact 
that the more there is-of the school, the less there is 
of imagination in the age, and the more models, the 
less individual production. And then people complain 

. how wearisome a thing is, which is always monotonously 
repeating itself. - ;

Many have found less of the school-room with me 
than they expected. Why? Because I wished to 
leave men as much of their own individuality as 

"possible. The more pity if under such treatment but 
little develops from within. But once and for all 
I object to that instruction which hinders rather than 

.furthers free presentations.
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the educationalist than attention? . I have only just 
touched on this before, and then not at all on volun- 
taiy, nor even on original attention, which was the 
subject of my treatise, De attmtionis mcnsura; the only 
kind discussed was that which is apperceptive, which 
to the practical teacher is, if possible, even more im
portant than the other two.

But apperceiving attention is a combination of 
imagination, which works * 
sensation coming in with e: 
other words, there appears in! it a reciprocal action 
between the freely-rising presentations, and those / 
which become part of the subsidence up to complete 
arrest. Wo attend for the sake of the apperception 
of the object, which, left to itself, would have been 
forgotten. This is what happens if the attentive pupil 
responds to the instruction, or even to the objects of 
experience which ore provided for him- His questions 
show his imagination, which, however, does not remain 

■ free, or form any finished products, but rather submits 
to instruction for correction and extension. ~ Anyone 
but you, my friend, might object: the pupil who 
questions is not imagining, he is thinking. But surely 
you will not make such a distinction. If the thoughts 
of imagination could not take the form of concepts 
and judgments, where would Poetry be ?

Before entering farther into the investigation, let us/ 
consider what presentations are actually to be regarded 
as rising freely. Let us suppose for once an impossible 
case in human life, viz., that no environment of sense 
impressions, no emotion arising from physical con-

letteb xxYiir.

Lettek XXXIII.
Appcrceiviog attention, as the cooperation of imagination and the 

senaitiTe facolty—Beciprocal action of the presentations freclj 
rising and sinking, when the attentlTe pnpi! responds to Instnio> 
tion—Presentations which rise freely; points to notice, (1) The con
cept of a free rise is only relatire, and is alway^lioiited by (a) the 
enrironment, (&} the physical condition—(2) To estplain apperceir- 
ing attention, we j 
ohseiration; by ohserratioD is here meant the perception of a 
certain object in preference to otheni, whereby it is identified as 
one psrtlcnlar thing and ho other—(S) Some presentations, though 
nearly rising, fail to come into fall conscioosness, hecanse-the 
object which nearly reprodnees them is too transitory, and its 
presentation runs on into a long series—If the samo object, how
ever, is again presented, apperceiving observation begins at once ; 
the dissimilar is repressed, and the old presentation springs up 
freely—(4) Limitations of apperceiving observation; (a) power 
of preconceived ideas to fill out onesided perception; (6) com
plexity in the apperceiving presentation, so that the whole result 
depends on its stmetoro and blendings ; (e) dependence of apper
ceiving observation on the relation between the shape assumed by 
the arching, and that of the sense perception; if the former h 

be misleading; if mental practice 
has already provided a correct shape for the observation, then the 
perception will be in accordance with reality; (d) importance of 

' a manysided observation, one perception beginning where another 
ends, as when a child turns a thing over, touches it, etc.; 
(e) Effect of a physiological hindrance; cases approaching idiocy 
—^lack of apperception not always to be ascribed to this, since 
new surroondings may at fint oppress the doll boy, and 
may improve the ignorant oqe.

f

objects which offer themselves to within, and the 
al impressions. In

dominant the obser

TT ia absolutely necessary, (and can certainly be 
X carried out^with your consent), that we should go 
somewhat more deeply into Psychology than could be 
done in previous letters. What is more important to

203 0
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ditions, no foreign determination of any kind mingled 
■with the action and counter-action of the presentations; 
then all the existing presentations in the completely 
isolated soul would gradually pass into equilibrium 
with each other; they would thus, as it were, try each 
other’s strength, and the strongest, together with their 
associates, would become dominanL Such a thing does 
not happen in our present state. The b^ly condition 
and the environment always cause defimto limitation, 
whereby masses of presentations of various kinds are 
prevented from rising freely. Hence that pressure is 
absent, which these excluded presentations would have 
been able to exercise if it had only depended on their 
strength. Thus the store of presentations, which at 
present suffer from no common hindrance, now begin 
to move,—the greater number, which, as it were, strive 
to rise, attain imperceptibly a very low maximum, 
because the sum of arrest, arising from themselves, 
quickly accumulates and immediately presses them 
back. Nevertheless, by their united activity they have 
an important influence on the physical condition, which 
they determine in their own way even mote than 
before. MeanwhiiOiSomething happens in the environ
ment ; the different objects which ate seen and heard 
press mote or less forward, and in their pressure are 
more or less fluctuating. Hence there arise transient 
partial arresta, within the constant general sphere of 
arrest which belongs to the whole environment; thus 
many presentatiorrs, which were on the point of rising, 

detained on the mechanical threshold,* (you know
^ See Qote on page 161.

lbitsr xxxm.

from the Psychology what that means). But after a 
short time they come forward with their associates, in 
the rhythm which is detenrrined by blending and 
complexity.

This is only the backgrotmd for a picture which we 
have now to sketch. The first point to notice is how 
relative the concept of freely-rising presentations is. 
For the strength, presupposed as a condition of free
dom, is not absolute individual strength; the ciioum- 
stances, which determine it,^eccive a preliminary 
limitation from the surroundings; and tho physical 
condition, which remove the influence of very many 
other presentationa. Hence work succeeds in the/ 
study which is impossible in company. As you know, 
there are people who require dressing-gown and pipe 
to come to their assistance if they are to do any 
scientific thinking. Not quite such an extreme case 
is that of one of my pupils who was to have done 
some cubic equations in tho holidays, and acknow
ledged on his return that it might he possible with 
me, but was not so in bis father’s house. _ For 
purpose, ie., to explain apperceiving and conscious 
observation (Merken), we must presuppose objects 
which offer themselves to be observed. What does 

, this observation (Bemerken) mean ? As we do not 
wish to speak now of original attention, of tho 
possibility that our presentation process may receive 
additions without regard to apperception, wo denote 
hero by tho word observation that activity, pressing 
up from within, by which a certain object is perceived 
jn preference to all others presenting themselves at the

211
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changes into a statical one, But if the familiar 
object, whose presentation nearly came forward, 
presents itself again, the process of apperceiving 
observation begins.

It begins, since the reproduced presentation, already 
perhaps called back into consciousness by previous 
expectation, now springs up freely, and whilst it unites 
with what is of a similar character, it forcibly presses 
back that which is dissimilar. This repression of other 
ideas, presenting themselves just as forcibly at the 
some time, is characteristic ^

same time, so that the perception of it attains greater 
strength and longer duration,—that the object is identi
fied as one particular thing and no other, and inay 
often, though not always, receive praise or blame. 
Every change and movement is thus noticed, and 
conBe<iuently every variation of tho object in itself 
is perceived with special accuracy: even comparison 
with other similar and earlier perceptions suggests itself. 
Such an observation is, moreover, favourefl by previous 
announcement or description, whereby expectation 
prepares tho way. .All this shows that here repro
duction of older and similar presentations is at work.

This reproduction might little enough satisfy the 
concept of keen attention, if it were merdy that 
discussed in the Psychology, concerning which you 
will remember I stated, that it takes place at first 
in proportion to the square, or, still more often, the 
cube of the time. And though we may often be 
glad in our lessons, if even such conscious ol^ervation 
(Mcrken) accompanies our discourse, it will yet cause 
no intellectual sparks at which a light could be kindled.

But it is to these freely-rising presentations that 
we must turn. You may well ask, “Do then the 
presentations which rise freely wait till they are 
reproduced?” I answer this by another reference 
to the mechanical threshold. Many a presentation 
nearly rises, but does not actually do so, because 
the passing presentation, which came into conscious* 

from tbe^outeide or even from within, although

apperceiving observa
tion. In this consists the raising, freeing, and isolating 
of the object of attention, and the singling it out from/ / 
among its associates and surroundings. . (

This accounts at once for the keen perception of the 
smallest change, if the object moves or deviates from 
its earlier appearance. It is the struggle of the re
produced presentation, with the one which arises from 
what is 1WW presented.

However, this requires explanation. We first notice 
that apperceiving observation is limited, os we know 
from experience. The tyrant, who is vain and intoxi
cated by his own greatness, does not see the signs 
of approaching danger. The author, when he answers ' 

. criticisms, shows how accurately he can pick out the 
few words of praise from adverse reviews, and our 
pupils notice the smallest token of approbation, 
whereas blame scarcely reaches their ears. Parents 
see genius in their sons, and are blind to their faults.
In bygone ages people really saw the images of the 
gods blink and shake their heads. Apperceiving.

ness
unstable if taken singly, runs on into snch a long 
series, - that the medianical threshold apparently

/•
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otherwise. The manysidednesa of the ohservation 
is of great importance here. It consists in this, that 
it depends on another .apperception beginning when 
one ends, the new one procpeding from other points 
df the object; as when a boy twists and turns a 
now b.Tiing in every direction, examines its movement, 
tosses it about and so on. This points also to an 
earlier series formation, in consequence of which a 
reverse is added and presupposed to the obverse, an 
interior to the surface, possible movements of many 
kinds to that which is in a stable position. The boy, 
if he uses his hands and senses thus, does actually the 
same as the chemist^ who submits a new mineral to 
a series of teats with all the j^ffective re-agents known 
to him. The whole of the difference here lies in the ^ 
apperceiving masses of presentation; on the other 
hand, the apperception, as r^orda its form, is the same.

And what if the physiological hindrance, already 
discussed so often, comes in even here? Then we 
get cases which approach idiocy. Only every dull 
boy is not an imbecile, and eveiy ignorant one is not 
therefore incapable. That may remind us of the dif
ferent causes that may underlie the lock of the wiahed- 

’ for apperception. New surroundings are sufficient to 
oppress the dull boy; when he has become accustomed ' 
to them he will not only apperceive, but will even 
speak and act according to his apperception. The 
ignorant will become capable of apperception

he learns properly, and by learning procures the 
apperceiving presentations.
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observation indulges in such tricks in order to fill 
out onesided perception. If now, on the other hand, 
the sensitive man cannot bear the slightest doubt cast 
on his character; if the grammarian finds fault with 
every unusual expression; if’ the hypochondriac, even 
when surrounded by friends, hears all kinds of voices, 
which mock ^d insult him: what is the difference in 
the apperception ? In any case such an one betrays 
that the apperceiving presentation was not simple, 
and that the whole re^t depends on its structure, 
together with the blendings whereon this structure 
rests.* Not only is single reproduction necessary for 
actual observation, but -also that arching already 
described, which, however, we shall here have occasion 
to define somewhat more in detail For the shape of 
the uniform arching might seldom be strictly adapted 
to apperceiving observation; the mathematical 
sideration has already led us to a more distinct idea.

We saw that the freely-rising presentations, owing to 
their blending, strive to shape themselves on defimte 
lines. Now this form, originating in the inner wozid, 
is met by another independent of it, that is, the form 
of the sense perception. The result depends on the 
relation between these two. If the inner form is 
dominant the observation will be onesided, defective, 
or quite misleading. But if, on the other band, mental 
practice of various kinds, which has taken place earlier, 
provides such and such a shape for the observation, 
then the outside object is perceived, distinguished, 
fixed, and impressed as it is in reality, and not 

* Seo^tiodoction. Apperception, p. Ixir.
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fetching, even sending for things, fishing and shoot
ing also come in here, and in the same way all the 

‘delight in gymnastic exercise; The pleasure also 
w|iich we take in handling any material to jnake it 
into some shape, depends on the interaction between 
the observation of the growing work and its progress 
as regards the mental image, which indicates what it 
is to be.

Our pupils, however, do not realize the vastness of 
this concept. The work and the worker mutually 
limit each other. If a boy ia^ 
he is full of activity; in cases Where he feels no natural 
aptitude he may be just as listless. If the youths' 
heads are filled with hunting, or'the boys* with con-/ 
juring exhibitions and tight-rope dancing, there is 
nothing much generally to be done with them.

And what will be the result of the lessons 1 Here 
those boys distinguish themselves who have a good 
memory. What is this memory ?

You will 8^ to me at once: it also is a kind of 
apperceiving 'Observation. But what kind ? Is it 
the result of presentations which rise freely? How 
could that be possible in subjects which did not pre
suppose veiy considerable previous knowledge ? Those 
are rare occasions on which the pupil brings forward 

' questions; how could he do it with foreign languages, 
facts, dates, even mathematical formulm ? These latter 
show the case most clearly. The young man to whom 
I have to-day demonstrated a new proposition, under
stands me so perfectly that one might have thought 
he hod apperceived it by means of freely-rising

LETTER XXXIV.

Lettbe XXXIV.
(i.) AasocUtion of apperociTing attention with external action,

In ihaping aomethiDg, the interaction between the obserratlon of 
growing work and the mental imago of what it is to be; (li) 
Character of mcmorixbg as the placing of we^ presentations 
securelp into a new combination.—Example: In latigaage 
new words or parts of words are presented, and fitted into 
sentence combinations snfljciently dnrablo to be reprodnced— 
Conditions of memorizing: (a) That the prcscnUtions should 
not rise too high in consciousness, lest thej form a too great 

of arrest; (i) That thej should not spread over too wide 
an area, lest they should lead to yielding to the “ train of one’s 
own thoughts"; (c) That the subjects should bo treated 
matter of indifference for fear of the emotions aronsed; (rf) 
That they should not follow each other too slowly or too 
quickly; <iii.) A brilliant memory to be ascribed to 
active organic co-operation, possibly by fixing the weaker pre
sentations in certain positions, and blending them in longer series 
than could be effects by the psychical mechanism alone; (iv.) 
Uncertainty of ths relation in which memory may stand to the 
rest of mental capacity—Memory without intellect or taste; its 
uselessness.

A RE we, I wonder, now appiuaching a psychological 
J\. knowledge of the condition, in which pupils and 
students generally find themselves, and shall we thus 
be able to discern the differences which arise? Let 
us attempt it.

As far as circumstances permit, outward action is 
always bound up with apperceiving attention. The 
least' of such actions is speech, when reasons for 
reserve are not at work; but running, throwing,

aware of his own skill

as a

some
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presentations j perhaps he succeeds in repeating what 
has been learnt even after the lapse of some hours, but 
when a week bos gone by he scarcely knows what it 
was all about Where ore the freely-rising presenta
tions? It is fortunate if a connecting link of any 
such value may here and there be left for use, 
perhaps in the case of examples.^

But that activity of the pupil which we call 
committing to memory, which is of such importance 
in instruction, and which, when achieved^th facility, 
generally constitutea the brilliant memory, cannot be 
explained by the presence of freely-rising presenta
tions; rather, indeed, is it due to their absence, for 
they disturb memorizing. Most people are too im
patient to leave time for that other reproduction, 
which rises up from the statical threshold, to fit 
weak presentations securely into a new combination. 
And yet this is just what constitutes committing 
to memory. The teacher or the book presents words 
which ore already known singly, or, if not the whole 
words, parts of them, ie., isolated speech sounds. 
These presentations, weak in themselves, are now 
brought into new combinations, and the combinations 
must be sufficiently durable to present themselves 
again, unimpaired, if required. Here consciousness 
presents itself to iis as a plain whereon grow certain 
little plants; high mountains and deep rivers should 
not he near them, unless a new energy, voluntary

i
* Hut is, the.youth who haa forgotten the Kaclid prop^tdon 

completely, may yet hare
hia mind, which can b« used as illostrationa afterwards.
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attention, of which we have not yet spoken, cornea 
to the assistance of reproduction.^

. Committing to memory do^s not at all require that 
single presentations should rise high in consciousness. If 
they did this, they would form a greater sum of arrest: 
they would even spread over a wide area on account 
of their earlier associations, whereas nothing is really 
more detrimental to memory than yielding to the 
train of one’s own thoughts. Even the subject must 
be an object of indiCference, or be treated as such; 
the feelings which it might^arouse would only do 
damoga Those things which are to be remembered 
must not follow each otheir too quickly, otherwise 
the reproduction which should meet them from within 
has not time to arise; they must not be given to^ 
slowly, for then the earlier sink too low before that 
which follows overtakes them.

In reading marvellous stories of those whose memory 
has been trained to great perfection, one is inclined 
to believe that there must be some active organic 
co-operation. And in what would this co-operation 
consist ? Simply in maintaining that condition which 
has been brought about by the presentations. Such 
a view may be held without any materialiatio folly.

^ Thia somewhat strange metaphor seems to mean that the presence 
ins and deep rirers, wonld draw attention away fixim' of high

the little ahrubs, tmicsa a new energy, i.e., voluntary attention, comes 
also into action. Therefore, in committing to memory certain facts or 
words, anything of the natoro of a stronger impresdon eboold l>e 

is to succeed in spite of those 
the energy of Tolnntory attention will hare toSToided. But, if the 

stronger imj 
be called in.

of connecting links left in
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The influence of the soul on the body is well Imown; 
unquestionably a definite condition of brain and nerve 
corresponds to every movement of presentations. ..If 
this by any effort can bo fixed, the presentetions, 
which are only wealdy reproduced, will maintain 
themselves longer in this position, and blend in longer 
series than the psychical mechanism, left to itself, 
could have produced. Vice versd, the smallest hind
rance, (arising, perhaps, through excitajiion of the 
vascular system), which hinders reproduction, must 
necessarily destroy memory.

Experience teaches that the power of committing 
to memory stands in no certain relation to the other 
mental capacities; hence one of the first points to 
which educational observation is directed, is to ascertain 
what this relation is in given individuals; to find out 
the length of the scries which a boy is able to retain, 
how much time ho requires, and how soon he forgets. 
In this, however, we are in no wise investigating the 
whole of what is called memory, for not everything 
has to be learnt by heart in order to be for ever 
understood. It would be if Experience, Inter
course, Practice, and Interest, did not work more 
powerfully than that. We also deceive ourselves 
completely if we expect, from the mass of that which 
has been committed to memory, such effects os might 
spring from the same subjects, if suitable interest had 
been awakened in them. Who has not known a 
learning which/is without intellect or taste? Yet 
people allow themselves to be dazzled again and again 
by the glitter of mere memory-knowledge.

♦
Letter XXXV.

(i.) ReTiow and sutniiiary of preceding letters—Distinction between 
(o) freely-rising presentations, combined with the reception of 
what is|
(6) a roprodaction from the statical threshold, (of weak pre
sentations to be combined in new for^}, rcsnlting in memorizing; 
(iL) Differences in pupils as 
two classes: tb(»e who commit td memory easily, those who find 
food for imagination and belief—Reflection, Feeling, atid Volun
tary Attention hare not yet been discussed, because too much of 
any of them should not bo expected from children. j

Necessity of distingnishing diflerent temperaments among the 
pupils in the schools.

I^OW, my good friend, I could almost promise 
iM myself your approval of the bird’s-eye view which 
you have obtained, or may easily obtain, through the 
summary of what has been said.

The distinction between the freely-rising presenta
tions on the one hand, and the reproduction from the 
statical threshold on the other, was the central point 
of our consideration; we combined with both the 
reception of what is presented. Then in the one case 

' we found apperceiving attention with a double form, 
and for the most part combined with external action; 
but in the other, that process of committing to memory 
which has just been mentioned. Finally, in addition • 
to, and beyond what is provided (by the teacher), we 

the products of Imagination of various kinds

d, and resulting in apperceiring attention; and

memory and imagination—

saw
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warned not to demand too much of that which is 
really the property of the adult Little blossomB are 
still green, still undevelope(l, still much subject to 
exter^ influences. If the teacher foiget that, if he 
does not take his stand again most carefully bn the 
lower steps of the ladder of culture, how will he stretch 
out a helping hand to youth? However, I willingly 
admit that those three points must yet necessarily be 
considered; but even now you cannot fail to see the 
leading thought which has really occupied ine for some ^ 
time. It is the question: what will become of the 
schools if we do not diatiifguish between different 
dispositions ? Have we really an universal method of 
education, and should we ever hope that such a thing 
could be found ? Or do oux psychological investigations 
show so many cases, wherein, through nnconquerable 
hindr^ces, a satisfactory training is prevented,* and a 
suitable one delayed, that we are obliged to moka the. 
observation of different dispositions the foundation of 
all practical educational activity ?

If it be most carefully determined how much a boy 
. of the sixth form, the-fifth, the fourth, etc., must know, 

do you believe that it will stand in any definite relation 
to the differences already d^ussed in imagination, 
apperceiving attention and memory, together with that 
which is the outcome of it? To he sure, if the class 
attainment of the fourth form were determined, the ■ 
teacher of the fifth could arrange his course of study 
in accordance with it, no doubt. And if the final 
examination testifies accurately enough the knowledge 
of the sixth-form boy, the University Professor will
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stored up one above another and supported by 
belief.

If you now compare this with the opposition in 
youth between life out of school and in school, you will 

trasta exist in different natures. Healthy, 
;o to school possibly without aversion, yet

see what
active bo, _
they would rather be out of doors, each m the sph 
of his own apperceiving attention, and the external 
activity which is dependent on it Mateml of vmous 
kinds is sdzed upon and shaped.* Ten^ playing at 
soldiers, hunting, riding, gymnastics,—these things 
invigorate the boy. He might even be inclined to 
imitate this or that mechanic, if the work were not 
too slow, and did not demand too much perseverance 
and accuracy. The sphere of this attention and activity 
is often narrow, curious, and in any case limited: to be 
constantly obliged to leave it, is generally felt 
hardship. But the hour for study strikes, and school 
work is urgent Here two kinds of scholars may bo 
difltingiiished from the rest: those who commit to 
memory easily, and those who find food for imagination 
and belief. Happy is that rare pupil who combines 
both.

You will now at once be conscious of a twofold 
omission, ik, of Eeflection and Feeling; perhaps also 
of voluntary Attention. At the same time you can 
easily guess why these subjects, up to this, have 
remwned outside the sphere of my discussion :_namely, 
because we, as practical 'teachers, have long ago been

» That is, the an«ceiTing facnlty seisea upon some material, no 
matter vhat, which it proceeds to shape in ita own way.

ere
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underetand what is to be expected from the student 
Is it really so? Is the University, forsooth, merely 
a continuation of school worh, a higher form, as it were; 
and does that which is committed to memory really 
guarantee the self-activity of the student ? Ought this 
really to be the case ?

V

GLOSSARYi

Affect, emotion. See note on p. 79.
Anlage, disposition, 121.
Antehauung, perception, 178, 183, 184.
Apperzepiton, apperception, 209
Avffaming, mental grasp, apprehension, 00; perception, 163. 
AufmerhsamkeU, attention, 209. ^
BegAren, desire, 113. [
Begriff, concept, 3 (sometimes in a looser sense, definition, 

idea, &c,).
observation, 211, 217.

ass, 126,188, &c.
I

BmussUein, conscioni 
DruA, pressure, 164.
^tsiffniAumltcWrete, peculiarity, 176.
Emp/HngliAkeit, sensitiveness, 179.
Erfahrung, experience, 190. See note.
FlaA, level, 167.
QedHAiniu, memory, 201,217, 220.
Qefiihl, feeling, 80.
OeAaUung, construction, 165.
Olavhen, belief, 201.
QUxAgevnAl, equilibrium, 102.
Qlied, term (in a series), 160.
Handeln, action, 176, &c.
EAung, rising, 140.
Emmwng, arrest, 165, 179, &c.
Emmungttumme, sum of .arrest. See note on p. 116. 
Irriidbilitm, irritability, 49. See note on p. 2a 
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Memoriren, committing to memory ; memorizing, 218. 
ilferfeen, obser^’ation, 211, 212, 217.
Nevgitrj curiosity, 113.
Phantasie, ima^nation, 201.
Reihe, Bcries, 166.
Sehwelle, thresliold. Sec note on p. 161.
SetlenvermSgen, mind faculty, 167.
SeSotthaiigheit, Bpontaneity, 199.
Senkung, sinking, 140.
Sermbilitia, sensibility. Sec note on p. 28.
Sinnlickt perceptible by the 
SUifheit, rigidity, 123, lB7,&c.
Steil, steep, 107.
£^Wwn, speculation. See note on p. 9.
Umgang, intercourse, 190. Sec note,
Unterricht, instruction, 7. 
rerWndun^, association, 122.
Vemunfl, reason, 60.
Verteknuhung, blending, fusion, 198.
VorsUllung, presentation. 116. See note.
Vegdation, vegetation, 28. See note.
Vertiand, understanding, 129.
TPahmekmung, sense percepUon, 113.
TFSlbung, vaulting, 114. See note.
Zeitmats, time measure, 140.

■ ZtMonwnenAong, interconnection, 124 ; association, 129, 
Ziupitzung, tapering, 114. See note.
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Objectiro of character: ciri. 
Observation: 211-216. 
Occupation: cxx.
Odysseus: xlix, xevL 
Odysuy: 162.
OUrarez: lUi.
.Onesided education: IxzxT.
“Particular, From the. .. to the 

General": dx, cxi, 162.
Paul (Jean): see Richter.

Presentation of a: 142,

Spencer, Herbert: xxxiL 
Spenser, Edmund: Iziii, dx, 
• cxiv.
Spmozs: xxxr, liii, 86. 
Spiritualistio hypothesis: liiL 
Spondaic metre:' 146. 
Spontaneity; 199.
SL John, Dance of: lii.
St Yitu^ Dance of: liL 
Stammering; 186.
State Education: 14-25.
State Ideal: zliiL 
“Steep” series: 167.
8toz,Dr. E: V.tixiil.
Study, Change of: 102.

■ ■ in: oix.

Tbrasymachus: 16.
Time measure: r*
Time standard:
Tone scale: 188.
Tmtb, General: cxir.
Ufer: Ixzix, cxx.
Uninstructed mind: Izxx.
Valhalla: xUH.
YaulUng: Ixix, Izxi, 114-117, 

123, 126, 127, 183-136. 
Vegetation: 28, 47-66. 
Versatility: 166,168.
Volition: Ivii; Analysis of: cxri.
Ward, Prof.; iiiii, Ivii, Ixxlv, 

202.
Will aa a desire with the 

ibility of its attainment:
Will, Strength of: 66.
Will, freedom: xixvii, 70, 77. 
Will good: xxxvL 
Will petures: oxtU.
Will, Memory of the: cxvii. 
Will, Subjective and ObJ 

xxzix.
WUl, Training of: IxxxL 
Wisdom: 67.
Word.! 178. 180.
Wordsworth; Ixv, Ixxvi.
Work: xxxiv.
Sonophon: Hi.'
ZUler: CTi, cviL ..

Artideon

Supervisio: 
iwk; 1.S

Sympathy: IzxTiii. 
Synthesis: ox, cxi.
System: cxi.
Tables, drawing up of tables, 

(sy^m, eta); exit 
Taperiug: Ixx, Ixxi,

128, 125, 183-136.')
Tasso: Uii. )
Toste: exxit (
Teachers: xlix, 10,<19,-24, 192. 
Temperaments: 67-69,\) 
Tennpon: 1, oxxi, 148>) 
Threatening: cXi. 
Thoughtleilneas: l60. / \ 
Threshold of Consdtmsuoss; stati- 

cal: 151,218,216; Mechanical: 
161, 210, 212.

Thesis: 140.

Bachs, L. W.:l28.
Sanguine Temperament: 68-66. 
Schwarz, F. H. Cb.; 6. 
Schwegler's Mittory of Philosophy: 

zxxvii.
Science: xdx.
Scott, W.:
ScrofuU: 80.
Seneca: dt 
SensibUity: 28, 47-66. 
SensuaUty: 129,181.
Sense impressions: Ixv.
Series Formation: 166-174. 
Sidney, Sir PhiUp, Lesson on life 

of; IrxxiT.
Sintram: xlit

!114-117,
ective.

Pause,
144.

Pecaliariti.
im, iviit

d:innatej
68.

Perceptions: Ixiv, 162. 
Perfection, Idea of: xt 
Periodic, or round series: 167. 
Personal interest; Ixxxiit 
Festalozzi: viii, zviii, xxi, zzii, 

czU, 8,162.
Phonetics : xa

Shakespeare: Ixxx. 
Slater’s Method: Ixzxt

ogical P^h^ogyi^li, Hv.

liiiii, Ix’xvi, 67.
Play, Edacational; 109.
Poctiy: 209.
Presentations rising simnltan- 

eonsly: 148-152, 196.' 
Presentations rising freely: 211- 

216. ( 
pCTchical mechanto—need for 

its observation: cxix, 166. 
Punishment: xliii, cxx.

ilol
Sleep:
SocUl

: 95.
interest: Ixzziii.

Socrates: ixii, xlv, xlvH, Hi, 
IzzlU, 16.

Soul—its rasence: Iv; self-pre- 
serrations: Ivi: influence on 
body: li, m, 220.

Speculation: 9, 163.
Speculative interest: Izzziii. ‘ 
S^h: Hi. 179, 216.
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CHART I.
TliD life of Johann Fiuediuch Herbart may Iw divided into seven periods, 

trliich arc shoini in the chart l*y the ditferent shading:
rcriod I., 1776-1794, Boyhood and school life.

„ n., 1794-179", University life.
„ III., 1707-1800, TutorinSwitzcrlaud.
,, IV., 1800-1802, Prcjiaration for Academic work.
„ V., 1602-1809, Lecturer at Gottingen.
,, VI., 1809-1833, Academic work at Konigslicrg.
„ VII., 1833-1841, Academic work at Gottingen.
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CHART IT. -.1

HERBART'S environment.
FRANCE igerman y EINC LAN n ITOLYVOLTAI

OUTLCR
J7IO ROUSSC^

HUMC R

1720
KANT

1730

1740

1760
-acTC-

1760

WW.C0N
\ 1770 JAgQTQI HECtt

SCHCLUNC
HtRBART

•1780 FROCBCV

'X^
' 1700

It ARNOLD ROSMini

1600s Jma

• 1610

1820 SPCNCCRfl
163^-r 9*ltil>g^n

1840

1850

1660

I87D

1680

1690

1900


